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Abbreviations 
 
ASGP-R  asialoglycoprotein receptor 

ALT   alanine aminotransferase 

BVDV   Bovine viral diarrhoea virus 

CSF   Classical swine fever virus 

CKII   Casein kinase II 

CLDN   claudins 

DNA   De-oxyribonucleic Acid 

DLS   Dimer linkage sequence 

dTAR    DNA copy of the Transactivation response element of HIV-1 

DC   dendritic cell 

HCV   Hepatitis C Virus 

HCC   hepatocellular carcinoma 

HDL   High density lipoproteins 

HVR   Hypervariable region 

HCVpp  HCV pseudo particles 

hnRNPC  heterogenous nuclear ribonucleoprotein C 

HCVcc  cell culture model of HCV 

IRES   Internal ribosome entry site 

IFN   alpha-interferon 

IFN-α/β  Type I interferons 

ISGs   Interferon simulating genes 

JFH-1   Japanese Fulminant hepatitis 1 

LVP   Lipo-viroparticules 

LTR   long terminal repeat 

LPS   lipopolysacharrides 

LDLR   lipoprotein receptor  

MLV   murine leukemia virus 

MHC   Histocompatibility Complex 

NANBH  Non A non B hepatitis 

NF-κB   nuclear factor κB 

ORF   Open reading frame 
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OCLN   occluding 
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siRNA   small interfering RNAs 

SPP   signal peptide peptidase 

SP   signal peptidase 
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TJs   Tight junctions 

TLR   Toll-like receptor 
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General Introduction 

Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is an important human pathogen 
[1, 2]

, and major cause of chronic 

hepatitis and liver cirrhosis, leading to hepatocellular carcinoma 
[3]

. It infects approximately 

170 million people worldwide and its prevalence varies from country to country 
[4, 3]

. The 

transmission of virus is done through blood contacts during transfusion or exchanges of 

syringes among drug addicts. Transmission from mother to child and sexual transmission also 

were deferred but seemed not very effective 
[5, 6]

, except during co-infection with HIV 
[7, 8]

. 

Although combination of interferon and Ribavirin has been used as a therapeutic strategy, this 

treatment is expensive with an average efficiency and considerable side-effects 
[9]

. It is 

therefore important to study the mechanism of HCV replication cycle in order to develop new 

antiviral strategies. 

HCV, an enveloped virus member of the Flaviviridae family, has a positive-sense and single 

stranded RNA genome that encodes a polyprotein of 3010 amino acids 
[2]

. The 9.6 kb 

genomic RNA plays complex, temporally and spatially regulated roles throughout the virus 

life cycle, by serving both as a template for minus-strand RNA synthesis and as an mRNA 

directing the translation of viral proteins, and lastly, by specifically packaging itself into 

newly made progeny virions. The coding part of the genomic RNA is flanked by two non-

translated, but highly preserved and structured regions (5’ UTR and 3’ UTR) of 341 and 230 

nucleotides, respectively. The 5’ UTR folds into a complex, four-domain structure that 

contains an internal ribosome entry site (IRES), which directs the cap-independent translation 

of ~3011-codon-long open reading frame, ORF, as well as upstream signals required for viral 

RNA synthesis 
[10]

. The 3’UTR is a tripartite structure consisting of: (I) an upstream variable 

part with VSL1 and VSL2 stem-loops, (II) a poly (U/UC) tract, and (III) a highly conserved 

98 nucleotide long 3’ X-tail, that putatively forms three stem-loop structures (designated as 

SL1, SL2 and SL3, in the 3’-to-5’ direction) 
[11, 12]

. The X-tail is highly conserved even 

between the most divergent HCV isolates, suggesting its important role in HCV replication. In 

addition, it plays a crucial role, in controlling the amount of genomic RNA product in its 

protein translation and encapsidation, during replication of (-)RNA and (+)RNA in the 

cytoplasm of the host cell. 

The polyprotein precursor is co- and post-translationally processed by cellular and viral 

proteases at the level of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) membrane to give ten proteins, four 

of whom have structural functions (Core, E1, E2 and p7). The N-terminus of the polyprotein 
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is cleaved by a cellular peptidase, generating the core of 191 residues that binds to the 

membrane of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) 
[13]

. This protein is then matured by a SPP 

(signal peptide peptidase) 
[14, 15]

, giving a protein of 179 residues. This protein of 179 amino 

acids consists of a 117 residue long hydrophilic and poorly folded N-terminal domain 

(Domain D1) with three basic sub-domains (BD1-BD3) responsible for the interactions with 

RNA and a hydrophobic C-terminal domain (Domain D2) involved in targeting the protein to 

lipid droplets, membranes of the nucleus and mitochondria 
[16-19]

.  

The protein has multiple functions. By interacting with several cellular proteins 
[4, 20]

, the core 

alters the intracellular trafficking and consequently, proliferation and cell differentiation. In 

addition, transgenic mouse models indicate that this protein also alters the fat metabolism in 

the cells and induces liver carcinomas 
[16, 21]

. The core also opposed to apoptosis, but its role 

in this phenomenon remains controversial 
[17]

. Moreover, HCV infection is characterized by 

chronic hepatitis and many authors have highlighted the role of core in maintaining the virus 

in the host cell. Recently it was shown that this protein acts in trans on IRES (Internal 

Ribosome Entry Site) 
[22]

, by specifically modulating its dose dependent translational activity. 

Finally, the chaperone activities of core 
[23, 24]

 were shown to  direct nucleic acid structures to 

their most stable conformations 
[25]

 and stimulate hybridization of complementary DNA or 

RNA sequences 
[26]

. These activities enable the core to dimerize the 3’ UTR end of HCV 

genomic RNA as well as its transcription into a copy of negative polarity, as (-)HCV RNA. 

This dimerization is based on the palindromic sequence (residues 23-38), named DLS (Dimer 

Linkage Structure), present in the stem-loop SL2 of the 3’UTR X-Tail region. The chaperone 

activity of the core is carried by the D1 domain and more specifically, the basic areas BD1 to 

BD3 
[24]

. 

Apart from encapsidation of single-stranded (+) RNA, the chaperone activity of core in the X- 

region may be needed at several stages of the viral life cycle. It could for instance play a role 

in the synthesis and translation of (-) RNA strands 
[27]

. Moreover, dimerization of HCV RNA 

could facilitate the release of the (+) RNA from the translation machinery and allow its 

encapsidation in the viral particle. Moreover, as the nucleocapsid protein of HIV, the 

chaperone properties of the core could play a role in packaging and compaction of the 

genomic RNA during virus assembly. Finally, by homology with the crucial role of dimers in 

RNA recombination in retroviruses 
[28]

, dimerization of the X-region may promote the 

hybridization of genomic subtypes. Thus, it would be one of the factors that, concomitantly 

with the lack of fidelity of the RNA dependent RNA polymerase activity, promote the 
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production of a heterogeneous population of virus responsible for the impaired immune 

response during infection 
[29, 27, 30]

. 

The objective of this thesis was to characterize and quantify the molecular chaperone 

activities of the HCV core protein by fluorescence techniques and surface plasmon resonance 

(SPR). For this, we used oligonucleotides (ODNs) corresponding to the 3 'UTR X-Tail region 

(native and mutated forms) and a model system based on the annealing of the DNA copy of 

the Transactivation response element (dTAR) of HIV-1 and its complementary sequence 

cTAR with synthetic peptides corresponding to fragments of the N-terminal D1 domain of the 

core. We characterize and quantify the binding of core peptides to HCV ODNs, 

destabilization of intramolecular secondary structures of hairpin-loop-structured ODNs and 

the dimerization of self-complementary sequences in the presence and absence of core. We 

also characterized the molecular mechanism of the RNA chaperone activity of HCV core 

protein on model sequences and HCV oligonucleotides from 3’ X-tail region. We further 

proved that the structural determinants for the core activity mainly reside in its 3 basic 

domains of N-terminus and core can bind specifically to the structured ODNs that are in 

abundance in the 3’ X-Tail region of the HCV genome.  

This study has uncovered important details regarding the chaperone mechanisms and 

interaction of HCV core protein with the 3’X-tail region and model sequences. This 

understanding of the molecular mechanism of the core could help to propose new strategies to 

identify, by screening or rational design, inhibitors targeting the interaction between core 

protein and its nucleic targets. 

The project was further prolonged by revealing molecular mechanisms and structural 

determinants of other chaperone proteins like the Human prion protein, Tat and NCp7 from 

HIV-1 virus and Nucleocapsid protein from Bunyamwera Orthobunyavirus. 
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1: Background 

Liver is the largest organ of the body. It is composed of several types of cells with well-

defined functionalities (Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1: Architecture of Liver parenchyma. Location of human liver (A) and Architecture 

of the hepatic trabecula (B) and hepatocyte (C) (based on 
[31]

) 
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The liver plays essential roles in metabolism, including carbohydrate metabolism 

(glycogenogenesis, glyogenolysis, neoglucogenesis in order to maintain glucose homeostasis), 

lipid metabolism (beta-oxidation of fatty acids, cholesterol synthesis, lipoprotein synthesis) 

and protein metabolism (synthesis of most plasma proteins, protein catabolism and removal of 

ammonia by synthesis of urea). 

Since liver has vascular, metabolic, secretory and excretory essencial functions, effect of any 

liver diseases will hamper the proper functioning of human body. There are several causes for 

these deseases like drugs, alcohol, toxins, viral infections, autoimmune diseases, or congenital 

diseases. There are several specific signatures of liver diseases like cholestatis (reduced or 

stopped bile flow), liver inflammation, hepatomegaly, portal hypertension (increased blood 

pressure in the portal blood vessels which supplies blood to liver from intestine), ascites (fluid 

retention in the abdominal cavity due to leakage from the liver and intestine) and hepatic 

encephalopathy (deterioration of brain functions due to non-removal of toxins and ammonia 

by liver from the blood). Jaundice, caused by increased levels of bilirubin, is the major 

clinical sign of liver diseases.  

Hepatitis or inflammation of the liver, first described in the 1900s, caused by viral infection is 

one of the major causes of concern. The associated groups of viruses were defined as hepatitis 

viruses. These viruses are taxonomically different but they are related by their primary disease 

site i.e. liver. These viruses cause liver inflammation by targeting host cell hepatocytes which 

represent 80% of the total liver cell count (Figure 1). Among them, one of the major and 

deadly causative agents of the inflammation is Hepatitis C Virus (HCV). 

  

2: Discovery of Hepatitis C Virus 

In the 1970s, while developing serological tests for detection of hepatitis A or B (HAV or 

HBV) in patients suffering from hepatitis, Feinstone and colleagues observed that some 

patients were negative for virus hepatitis A and B. On the basis of these tests, they deduced 

the existence of an unknown agent which was capable of causing hepatitis non A non B 

(NANBH) 
[32]

. In fact, in 1978, Alter and his team succeeded in infecting chimpanzees from 

sera of patients with hepatitis NANBH 
[33]

. But no conventional technique did permit the 

isolation of antigens, or infectious particles.  

However, ten years later after many attempts, Choo et al. produced a cDNA expression library 

from the serum of infected chimpanzees by NANBH 
[1]

. The modern techniques of molecular 

cloning and phage displayed the molecular characteristics of the causative agent of NANBH, 
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a new RNA virus, termed Hepatitis C Virus (HCV). HCV causes a persistent infection in the 

majority of infected people and can lead to cirrhosis of the liver and subsequently 

hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) 
[34-36]

. For this reason, and the high prevalence of its 

infection worldwide, HCV is rightly classed as a major human pathogen. 

 

3: Epidemiology  

The World Health Organization estimates that approximately 170 million people in the world, 

representing a prevalence of 3%, are infected with HCV. Among them, 130 million are 

chronic carriers and may develop cirrhosis or hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC). Although 

HCV is endemic worldwide, there is great geographic variability of its distribution (Figure 2). 

Africa and Asia have the highest reported prevalence rates while the lowest are found in 

industrialised countries such as North America, Australia and those in Northern and Western 

Europe 
[37]

. The highest reported seroprevalence rate is in Egypt where approximately 22% of 

the population are HCV seropositive, probably due to contaminated glass syringes used in 

nationwide schistosomiasis treatment campaigns from 1960 to 1987 
[38]

. In industrialized 

countries, the disease prevalence is low (<1%) while its high (> 2%) in many countries of 

Africa, America Latin and Central and South-East Asia. In these developing countries, the 

prevalence varies between 5% and 10% and sometimes more. In France, it is estimated that 

550,000-600,000 people are infected with HCV which counts to 1 to 1.2% of the total 

population. 

 

Figure 2: HCV prevalence worldwide (source OMS 2004)  
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4: Classification of HCV 

HCV has been categorized as a member of Hepacivirus genus within Flaviviridae family by 

genome analogy with other members of this family 
[1, 2, 38, 39]

. This family also includes other 

flaviviruses [dengue virus and Japanese encephalitis virus 
[40]

, the pestiviruses [such as bovine 

viral diarrhoea virus and classic swine fever virus 
[40]

, hepatitis G virus 
[41]

 and GBV-A, B and 

C viruses 
[42, 43]

. GBV-A,B and C viruses were named from initials of a patient (GB), whose 

inoculum with acute sporadic hepatitis was used to successfully infect tamarins. The viral 

genomes subsequently cloned from serum of an infected animal. 

There are many similarities between HCV and other members of family.  

� 3011 amino acids 
[1, 2]

 long viral-genome-encoded ployprotein is comparable in size to 

other members of the Flaviviridae such as the flavivirus yellow fever virus (YFV, 

~3460 aa), and the pestivirus bovine viral diarrhoea virus (BVDV, ~3960 aa). 

� The structural proteins of both the flavi- and pestiviruses are located at the N termini 

of their polyproteins also beginning with a small, basic nucleocapsid protein 
[44, 45]

.  

� HCV, flavi- and pestiviral polyproteins, all share similar kind of hydropathy index. 

Alignment of the HCV genome with other genomes of the Flaviviridae shows regions 

of sequences homology as well as comparable genomic organisation 
[46]

.  

� There exist similarities (like internal ribosome entry site, IRES) and conserved stem-

loop structures between nucleotide sequencing of the HCV 5’ un-translated region 

(UTR) compared to those of pestiviruses. Several tracts identical to 5’UTR sequence 

of HCV have been identified in BVDV and classical swine fever virus (CSF) 
[47, 48]

. 

 

Despite many similarities between HCV and both flaviriruses and pestiviruses, significant 

differences exist that lead to the proposal of a third Flaviviridae genus, the hepaciviruses 
[42]

. 

In this new genus, HCV is divided into 6 genotypes (1-6) and several subtypes. The genotypes 

differ from each other by 30% to 35% in their nucleotide sequencing 
[49]

. In the same 

genotype there are different subtypes (designated by letters) with a difference of 20% on 

average in sequencing 
[49]

. This leads to great genetic heterogeneity within the same 

individual, resulting in the existence of quasi-species 
[50]

.  

HCV genotypes are distributed according to geographical areas of world (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3: Geographical distribution of different genotypes of HCV (based on [51]). 

 

Although HCV genotypes 1, 2 and 3 seem to have a worldwide distribution, their relative 

prevalence varies from one geographic region to another (Figure 3). Subtypes 1a and 1b are 

the most common genotypes in the United States and Europe, subtypes 2a and 2b are 

relatively common in North America, Europe and Japan while subtype 2c is commonly found 

in northern Italy 
[51]

. The genotype 4 is widespread in Egypt and the Middle East. Genotypes 5 

and 6 appear to be confined to South Africa and Southeast Asia. In addition, there is a 

genotype 7, identified in some Asian populations 
[51]

.  

These genotypes also differ in their response to treatment and disease progression. Patients 

infected with genotype 1 respond less well to alpha-interferon (IFN) treatment than compared 

to those infected with genotype 2 or 3.  

So, Infection with HCV is a very dynamic process with hepatocytes infected with a half-life 

time of few hours and 10
12 

virions produced per day within single individual. This high 

replicative capacity as well as high frequency error (10
-3

 to 10
-4

 per nucleotide position) made 

it a highly variable genetic virus. 

 

5: Biophysical properties of the virus particle 

HCV is a spherically enveloped virus of 55-65 nm in diameter 
[52]

. It consists of a 

nucleocapsid of 30-35 nm in diameter 
[53]

, surrounded by an envelope in which glycoproteins 

E1 and E2 are anchored (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Schematic representation of HCV 

 

Studies have shown that HCV circulates in different forms in the blood of infected patients. It 

has a heterogeneous distribution in its density gradient and is associated with lipoproteins of 

both low density, (VLDL or LDL) (1.03 to 1.08 g / ml), and high density (1.17 to 1.25 g / ml) 

[53]
. It has been found that the particles of low density (associated with VLDL or LDL) are 

more infectious than those of higher density (associated with HDL and IgG) 
[53-56]

, and thus 

called low density lipo-viroparticules (LVP) 
[53]

. In addition to HCV RNA, they also contain 

capsid proteins and envelope glycoproteins E1 and E2 of apoB and apoE. Furthermore, the 

production of HCV in hepatocytes has been shown to be dependent on assembly and secretion 

of VLDL, suggesting that HCV particles are associated with VLDL 
[57, 58]

. 

 

6: HCV Genome 

6.a: Genome Organization 

HCV has a single stranded, positive sense genomic RNA of ~9.6 kb. The coding part of the 

genomic RNA is flanked by two non-translated, but highly preserved and structured regions 

(5’ UTR and 3’ UTR) of 341 and 230 nucleotides, respectively (Figure 5) 
[59, 48, 60]

. In between 

these flanked regions the genome contains one long open reading frame (ORF) encoding a 

polyprotein of ~3011 amino acids 
[2]

. Similarities in structure between the HCV 5’UTR and 

that of picornaviruses led to the conclusion that HCV had an internal ribosome entry site 

(IRES), required for translation initiation 
[60]

 (Figure 8).  
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Figure 5: Secondary structure of HCV genome. 

 

Additionally, the single ORF encoded polyprotein is co- and post-translationally processed by 

host and viral proteases to produce at least 10 viral proteins 
[61]

. The structural proteins (core, 

E1, E2 and p7) are located within the amino-terminal of the polyprotein, while the non-

structural proteins (NS2, NS3, NS4A, NS5A and NS5B) are found within the carboxy-

terminal (Figure 6) 
[62, 61]

. 

  

 

Figure 6: HCV proteins and their association with the ER membrane (From 
[63]

). 

 

The structural proteins are processed by host proteases while the non-structural proteins by 

viral proteases 
[64]

. Furthermore, the 3’UTR is a tripartite structure consisting of a 

conventional 3’end, a poly(U) tract and a 3’ X-tail 
[12]

. The X-tail is highly conserved even 
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between the most divergent HCV isolates, suggesting its important role in HCV replication 
[12, 

65]
, as proven by the requirement of the 3’ X-tail for replication of the HCV replicon 

[66]
. 

 

6.b: 5’UTR 

The 5'UTR forms a secondary structure comprising four major separate structural domains I-

IV. Domains II-IV alongwith the first 24-40 nucleotides of ORF sequence comprises internal 

ribosome entry site (IRES) (Figure 7) 
[10, 67]

. HCV undergoes internal initiation of translation 

via IRES in a cap-independent manner 
[60, 68]

. This translation is similar to that of pestiviruses 

[69]
 and antagonistic to the members of the Flavivirus genus, where they tend to have smaller 

5’UTRs and undergo 5’ cap-dependent translation (like eukaryotic mRNAs). Translation 

efficiency from the IRES has been shown to vary between different genotypes 
[44]

. Thus, by 

analogy with other RNA viruses using IRES, it was suggested that the 5'UTR contains not 

only the determinants for translation, but also elements for RNA replication 
[70-72]

. 
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Figure 7: Proposed secondary and tertiary structure of the HCV 5’UTR, including a small 

portion of the core coding sequence, from a genotype 1b infectious clone (HCV-N). Major 

structural domains are labeled with Roman numerals and the initiator codon within stem-loop 

IV is highlighted (based on 
[73]

).  

 

However, the interaction between IRES and ribosome is likely to require several protein co-

factors. Interestingly, a number of cellular proteins have been shown to bind the 5’UTR like 

polypyrimidine tract-binding protein (PTB) 
[74]

, the RNA binding protein La 
[75]

 and poly(C)-

binding proteins (PCBs) 1 and 2 
[76]

. In addition, a microRNA (miR-122), specifically 
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expressed in hepatocytes, has been shown to facilitate the replication of HCV RNA by 

interacting with the 5'UTR region in cell culture 
[77]

.  

 

6.c: Viral proteins 

6.c.1: Core 

The general properties, putative pathogenic roles and interactions of the core protein are 

discussed in details in later sections. 

 

6.c.2: E1 and E2 

E1 and E2 are transmembrane proteins anchored to the viral envelope. These proteins are 

thought to be involved in host-cell entry by binding to cell surface receptors and fusing with 

host-cell membranes 
[78]

. They both are type I transmembrane (TM) glycoproteins, each 

comprising a large N-terminal ectodomain of 160 and 334 amino acids  respectively, and a 

short C-terminal transmembrane domain (TMD) 
[79]

. In their functional form, these proteins 

assemble into non-covalent heterodimers, dependent on specific transmembrane areas (Figure 

8) 
[80]

. 

 

Figure 8: Schematic representation of envelope glycoproteins E1 and E2 of HCV and 

their glycosylation sites (based on [80]). 

 

Both glycoproteins are modified by N-linked glycosylation (the recognition of a specific type 

of amino pattern - Asn-X-Ser/Thr-Y) with E1 and E2 having up to 6 and 11 gycosylation 
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sites, respectively 
[80]

. These gycosylation sites are highly conserved among HCV genotypes. 

On the other hand, the TMDs, composed of 2 short stretches of hydrophobic residues 

separated by a short polar segment, are essential for heterodimerisation 
[81]

. These TMDs are 

also essential for glycoprotein retention in the Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER) (due to at least 

one charged residue within the polar segment), where virion assembly takes place 
[82, 83, 79]

. 

 Furthermore, E2 contains a hypervariable region of about 27 amino acids (384 to 410) at the 

N-terminus, called HVR-1, which is a target for anti-HCV neutralizing antibodies. This region 

is highly tolerant to amino acid substitution and is subject to strong positive selection pressure 

[62, 84]
. With this high variability, the virus can easily escape the immune system and persist in 

its host 
[85]

. Although the amino acid sequence of HVR-1 is highly variable, still its 

conformation is well conserved. The sequence made up of basic residues is possibly required 

for interaction with negatively charged molecules such as lipids, proteins, 

glycosaminoglycans 
[86]

 and virus receptor SR-BI 
[87]

. Moreover, it has been shown that HVR-

1 targeting antibodies inhibited entry of HCV pseudo particles (HCVpp- which will be 

described in later section) as well as binding of Virus like particles (VLPs- will be described 

in later section) to cells 
[88]

.  

However, it is also possible that other hypervariable regions may play a role in viral entry like 

HVR-2 (residues 474-482) 
[89, 84]

 and HVR-3 (residues 431-466) 
[90]

.  

On the other hand, E1 has been proposed to be involved in the membrane fusion required for 

internalization of the virus into the host cell 
[91]

, still its role in HCV infection is poorly 

understood. 

 

6.c.3: p7 

The identification of two distinct forms of N-deglycosylated E2 led to the discovery of a small 

hydrophobic protein between E2 and NS2 termed p7 
[92]

. It is composed of 63 amino acids 

(amino acids 747-809) and made up of mostly uncharged polar or hydrophobic residues 

interspersed by a few conserved charged residues. This composition allows a double-

transmembrane spanning conformation for p7, separated by a few residues on the cytoplasmic 

side and with the N-and C-terminal directed towards the ER lumen 
[93, 92]

 (Figure 9). It is post-

translationally processed (due to the presence of an E2-p7-NS2 precursor and stable E2-p7 

form) and sub-optimaly cleaved (because of a weak signal peptide cleavage site) from the 

polyprotein by a host signal peptidase 
[94, 92]

. 
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Figure 9: Atomistic (a, b, c) and 3D (a’, b’, c’) models of p7 monomers (from 
[95]

). Three 

p7 proteins assemble into hexamer, forming an ion channel. The six protuberances or flower 

petals form the upper channel, oriented towards the ER lumen and the base forms the channel.  

 

It has been reported that this protein forms an oligomer with all the characteristics of an ion 

channel 
[93]

.  It is essential for HCV infection in chimpanzees 
[96]

 and also acts at an early 

stage of the morphogenesis of infectious particles 
[97]

. The combination of p7 to the ER also 

appears to be important for assembly and secretion of infectious viral particles of HCV 
[98]

 as 

it has been shown that a single mutation in p7 increases the yield of infectious virus from an 

H77S/JFH-1 chimeric clone 
[99]

. 

The fact that this protein has been reported to be localized in both ER and mitochondria, 

suggests that it exists in multiple populations and possibly exhibits more than one role in the 

viral life cycle. One such role of p7 is as an ion channel to regulate the flow of calcium ions 

from the ER to the cytoplasm 
[100, 101]

. This ion channel is formed by the assembly of three p7 

molecules. As revealed by high resolution electron microscopy (Single-particle electron 

microscopy) 
[95]

 (Figure 10), this protein assemble into a hexamer of 42 kDa, with an 

architecture of flower petals, facing the ER lumen. The widest part of the channel has a 

relatively large number of potential sites for interaction with cellular or viral proteins present 

in the ER membrane 
[95]

. As more is known about the properties of p7, it is becoming clear 

that this is an important factor in the virus life cycle, presumably at a post-replication stage. 

This makes p7 an interesting target for future antiviral studies as it may be possible to block 

the proposed ion channel and thus inhibit the production of infectious particles. 
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6.c.4: NS2 

The NS2 protein (amino acids 810 to 1026) is a transmembrane protein (Figure 6) of 21-23 

kDa 
[102]

, with possibly 4 TM domains 
[103]

. In conjunction with the N-terminal end of NS3, 

this protein, in the presence of zinc ions, is responsible for the cleavage at the NS2/3 junction 

[104, 55, 56]
. Residues His952 and Cys993 have been found essential for the NS2 protease function 

but have no effect on downstream cleavage events 
[104]

, presumably because downstream 

cleavage is carried out by the NS3 protease. The crystallographic analysis of the catalytic 

domain of NS2 has revealed a protease cysteine dimer with two active sites (Figure 10). 

These catalytic sites are formed by His143 and Glu13 residues of one monomer and Cys184 

residue of the other monomer 
[105]

. 

 

 

Figure 10: Structure of the catalytic domain after cleavage by the NS2 protease NS2/3 

(according to 
[105]

). (A) Model of action of the protease NS2/3 (B) NS2 forms a dimer: 

monomers are shown in blue and red. (C) Active site of the protease before cleavage, 

cleavage requires the C-termini of two monomers. 

 

Although, NS2 is not essential for replication, as shown by replication of sub-genomic 

replicons lacking the NS2 gene 
[106]

, it exhibits other functions apart from NS2/3 cleavage. 

These functions are not directly involved in replication. For instance, it plays an essential role 

in the phosphorylation of NS5A 
[107]

 and is thus involved indirectly in infectivity of HCV 
[108]

.  

It has been shown that the first transmembrane region of NS2 is important for production of 

infectious virions. Several residues are involved, but especially a glycine residue (Gly10), at a 

central position of the first transmembrane region, is essential for the assembly of HCV 

particles 
[109]

. However, catalytic activity of NS2 is not required for the formation of 

infectious virus but nevertheless its presence is essential 
[109, 105]

. This was confirmed when 

the mutation of residues at the dimer interface or in the C-terminal region did not affect 
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replication and NS2 stability or NS2 protease activity, but decreased the production of 

infectious viruses 
[110]

.  

 

6.c.5: NS3 

NS3 (amino acids 1027 to 1657) is a multifunctional protein of 68 kDa. Its N-terminal 

contains a serine protease domain responsible for downstream cleavages 
[111-113, 55, 56, 114]

, 

while the C-terminal contains an NTPase/helicase domain 
[115-117]

. The two functional 

domains are not cleaved from each other 
[111]

 but can act independently 
[115]

. The serine 

protease domain is required for 4 cleavage events, acting in cis to release itself from the HCV 

polyprotein and in trans to produce the N-termini of NS4B, NS5A and NS5B 
[111, 118, 119, 114]

. 

In addition to the N-terminal of NS3, a C-terminal domain of NS4A has been described as an 

NS3 co-factor required for efficient cleavage of the downstream polyprotein, at the NS4B/5A 

cleavage site 
[120, 121]

. 

While emphasizing the functional helicase role of the C-terminus of NS3 protein, it has been 

shown that the associated enzymes are capable to unwind RNA-RNA, RNA-DNA and DNA-

DNA duplexes, in the presence of ATP. Although the monomeric form of NS3 is capable to 

bind, a dimer of NS3 is required by RNA sequences 
[122]

. The helicase activity is required for 

RNA replication. It has been suggested that this domain has a role in unwinding of viral RNA 

during replication, as it interacts with the 3’ terminal sequence of both positive and negative 

HCV RNA 
[123]

. At the same time an active form of the helicase domain is required for the 

replication of an HCV subgenomic replicon 
[124]

.  

NS3 has been shown to bind many cellular factors including protein kinase A, protein kinase 

C, tumour suppressor p53 and histones H2B & H4 
[125]

 and has effects on various processes 

such as cell metabolism, differentiation and tumour promotion 
[126, 127]

. This multifunctionality 

of NS3, together with its interactions with numerous cellular factors, indicates that this protein 

plays a pivotal role in the life cycle of HCV. Its role is not limited only to replication of the 

viral RNA but extends to interactions with host-cell proteins which may result in some of the 

pathogenic effects, associated with HCV infection. Finally, NS3 is also involved in the 

assembly of infectious particles
[128]

. Due to its enzymatic activities, NS3 is a possible antiviral 

target. 
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6.c.6: NS4A 

The hydrophobic region NS4 of HCV is cleaved by the NS3 protease to produce NS4A and 

NS4B 
[104]

. NS4A acts as a co-factor of NS3 protease, through its central hydrophobic domain 

(amino acids 21-32) 
[129, 130]

. NS4A helps in anchoring NS3 to the ER membrane. NS4A 

forms a complex structure, with NS4B, NS5A and NS5B 
[131]

, that inhibit protein synthesis at 

the translation stage 
[132, 133, 131]

. This protein inhibition function of NS4A suggests that this 

protein is involved in the switch from translation of the HCV polyprotein to replication of 

viral RNA once sufficient protein production/processing has occurred. Additionally, it also 

plays a role in abrogating the host defenses. Moreover, the precursor protein NS4A/4B slows 

down the rate of ER-Golgi trafficking, in a similar manner to that of Poliovirus 3A protein 

[134]
, when they are expressed in isolation 

[135]
. The virus would require an alternative route of 

exit, if ER-Golgi trafficking is slowed down, like Rotaviruses as they exit the cell via a non-

classical secretory route that bypasses the Golgi apparatus 
[136]

. Thus, HCV probably exits via 

a similar non-Golgi route and affects host defenses, such as trafficking of MHC antigen 
[135]

. 

Finally an enhancement of NS5A phosphorylation by cellular kinases has also been observed 

in the presence of NS4A 
[137-139]

. 

 

6.c.7: NS4B 

NS4B protein (amino acids 1712 to 1972) is a hydrophobic protein of 27 kDa, exclusively 

present as a fine membranous web in the cytoplasm 
[140, 141]

 (Figure 6). These webs forming in 

a specialized membrane compartment, derived from ER membranes, are supposed to be the 

headquarters for viral RNA replication 
[142]

. 

This protein contains at least four TMs with its N-and C-termini oriented towards the cytosol. 

These N-and C-termini are important for the formation of a replication complex 
[143, 144]

. 

Furthermore, a fifth TM domain is also observed upon the predicted translocation of the N-

terminus towards the luminal side of the ER. This translocation is impaired by NS5A which 

suggests that NS4B has different functions during the viral life cycle 
[145]

. Moreover, this N-

terminus seems responsible for the formation of the "membranous web" 
[145]

. In addition, 

palmitoylation of two cysteine residues, 257 and 261, at the C-terminus of NS4B seems 

important for the formation of the replication complex 
[146]

 since abolishing palmitoylation at 

Cys261 completely inhibits replication of a sub-genomic replicon 
[146]

.  

A nucleotide-binding motif has also been identified in NS4B. Genetic disruption of this motif 

impairs GTP binding/hydrolysis and inhibits RNA replication in a replicon system 
[147]

. The 
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importance of this nucleotide-binding motif for replication suggests that besides simply 

providing structural scaffolding for the replication complex, NS4B has other roles in 

replication. Finally, the oligomerization of NS4B is required for the assembly of a functional 

viral capsid 
[143, 144]

. 

 

6.c.8: NS5A 

NS5A (amino acids 1973 to 2420) is a phosphoprotein anchored in the ER membrane through 

its N-terminus folded into an amphipathic α helix (H1) (Figure 11) 
[148, 78]

. This α helix could 

serve as a platform for protein-protein interactions which are necessary for the assembly of a 

functional viral capsid 
[78]

. NS5A exists in two phosphorylated forms, a basally 

phosphorylated 56 kDa form and a hyperphosphorylated 58 kDa form 
[137, 139]

, and composed 

of three distinct domains (Domain I, II and III) separated by sequences of lower complexity 

(LCSI and II) (Figure 12) 
[149]

. 

  

 

Figure 11: Proposed model of the structure of the NS5A protein bound to the ER 

membrane (From 
[150]

). 

 

Domain I, responsible for RNA binding 
[150]

, includes the basic N-terminal subdomain IA and 

a predominantly acidic C-terminal subdomain IB 
[150]

. This domain, due to its interaction with 

core, is also important for localization of NS5A in lipid droplets 
[151]

. The subdomain IA 

contains four cysteine residues, Cys39, 57, 59 and 80, and a zinc binding site. This zinc-binding site 

is critical for proper NS5A folding, and its mutation abolishes viral replication. Domain I 

forms homodimers through interaction near the N-termini. These homodimers arrange 
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themselves to form a groove located on the basal membrane. This groove is supposed to be 

the docking site for RNA. Due to this domain I, NS5A protein strongly interacts with the 

pyrimidine-rich part of the untranslated strand of viral (+)RNA 
[152]

. Similarly, the subdomain 

IB contains two cysteine residues, Cys142 and 190, linked by a disulfide bridge, but this 

subdomain does not appear essential for replication. 

Domain II is involved in the inhibition of protein kinase PKR. These PKR are activated by 

IFN in response to the presence of dsRNA in the cell 
[153]

. This domain is also important for 

the replication of HCV RNA 
[154]

. In addition, NS5A blocks the signaling pathway of IFN by 

inhibiting the phosphorylation of STAT1 
[155]

. This signaling pathway of IFN is described in 

later sections.  

Domain III is not conserved among genotypes and thus, not necessary for replication 
[156]

 but 

is important for assembly and production of infectious viral particles 
[157]

. On the other hand, 

deletion of this domain induces a relocation of the NS5A protein that leads to its dissociation 

from the core protein 
[157]

. However, this domain has been particularly used to insert reporter 

genes, like GFP, in the construction of subgenomic replicons 
[156, 63]

. 

Current data indicate that NS5A might function as a molecular switch between replication and 

assembly. The state of phosphorylation of this protein affects the replication of HCV RNA. 

However, these phosphorylated adaptive mutations of NS5A for facilitating the replication 

have an inverse correlation with the virus production 
[156, 158, 159]

. It has been identified that 

residue Ser457 of NS5A (phosphorylated by cellular kinase, casein kinase II - CKII) regulates 

the production of new infectious particles 
[159]

. 
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Figure 12: Schematic representation of NS5A protein (based on 
[159]

). 

The four cysteine residues corresponding to the coordination site of zinc ion are indicated by 

gray bars in the domain I of the protein. 

  

Phosphorylation of NS5A regulates its interaction with the human protein VAP-A (vesicle-

associated membrane protein-associated protein A), a protein required for replication 
[158]

. On 

the other hand, its hyperphosphorylation blocks the interaction with VAP-A and therefore 

limits viral replication. VAP-A is found in the ER membranes and the Golgi apparatus and is 

involved in mobility of intracellular vesicles. But it is still poorly understood why this protein 

is diverted by NS5A at certain stages of the viral cycle. 

NS5A also interacts with a geranylgeranylated cellular protein FBL-2. The inhibition of FBL-

2 by siRNA reduced considerably the replication of viral RNA 
[160, 161]

. Thus, NS5A interacts 

with proteins involved in many cellular signaling pathways and favours the entry of virus by 

modulating these signalling proteins 
[162]

.   

 

6.c.9: NS5B 

Replication of HCV RNA involves synthesis of complementary negative-strand RNA 

molecule from the genomic template strand. This is followed by synthesis of new genomic 

positive-strand RNA copies from the negative-strand intermediate RNA template. The protein 

responsible for this in HCV is NS5B (amino acids 2421-3011). It contains motifs that are 
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common amongst all RNA-dependent RNA ploymerases and was confirmed as the HCV 

RNA dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) 
[163-165]

. Moreover, its crystal structure revealed 

classical ‘fingers’, ‘palm’ and ‘thumb’ sub-domains 
[166-168]

. The palm represents the catalytic 

site while thumb and fingers form tunnels. Through one of these tunnels, single-stranded 

RNA travese directly to the catalytic site while another positively charged tunnel allows the 

entry of nucleotides in the active site. These nucleotides are required for elongation of viral 

RNA 
[169]

. It is commonly accepted that the binding of the RNA template and initiation of the 

synthesis are regulated by a very flexible beta stem-loop which is located in the thumb 

subdomain of NS5B 
[170]

. 

Furthermore, NS5B is an integral membrane protein with a cytosolic orientation. NS5B is 

associated exclusively with with ER membrane via a highly hydrophobic 21 aa 

transmembrane C-terminus 
[171, 172]

 (Figure 6). This association has been shown essential for 

HCV replication 
[63]

. NS5B can copy full-length HCV RNA, in the absence of a primer, 

presumably by using the 3’ ends of both positive and negative strand HCV RNA as templates 

[173]
. However, the activity of NS5B is modulated by interactions with viral proteins NS5A 

and NS3 
[112]

. These modulations in NS5B activity constitute a prime target for the 

development of new antiviral molecules against HCV 
[174, 175]

.  

 

6.d: 3’ UTR 

The 3’UTR is a tripartite structure consisting of: (1) an upstream variable part with VSL1 and 

VSL2 stem-loops (28-42 nt), (2) a poly (U/UC) tract, and (3) a highly conserved, 98 

nucleotide long 3’ X-tail. This 3’X-tail putatively forms three stem-loop structures, known as 

SL1, SL2 and SL3, that play an important role in the initiation of (-) RNA strand synthesis 

during replication (Figure 13) 
[11, 12, 176]

. Moreover, this X-tail is highly conserved even 

between the most divergent HCV isolates 
[66, 176]

. On the other hand, despite the significant 

heterogeneity in the poly(U)/polypyrimidine tract between isolates, all isolates carry this tract 

[66]
. The presence of 3’X-tail and poly(U)/polypyrimidine tract in all isolates, suggest their 

important roles in HCV replication. 
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Figure 13:  Secondary structure of 3’UTR (based on [177]) 

 

It has been suggested that 3’UTR is important for both replication and translation. In vivo 

studies showed that the deletion of the X-tail (or any of its putative stem-loops) or any large 

segment of the 3’UTR (except for the variable region) completely destroyed the replicative 

ability of infectious HCV RNA 
[178-181]

. On the other hand, deletion of the complete variable 

sequence only reduces replication efficiency 
[66]

.  

3’UTR influences translation of the HCV polyprotein, as X-tail specifically enhances IRES-

dependent translation of HCV viral RNA 
[182]

. This was confirmed by the fact that, it 

stimulates translation more strongly in hepatoma cell line (Huh-7 and HepG2) as compared to 

non-hepatoma one (BHk and HeLa) 
[183]

. 

3’UTR also interacts with a number of host-cell proteins, for example polypyrimidine tract-

binding protein (PTB) binds to the poly(U)/polypyrimidine tract and the 5’-end of the X-tail 

of the 3’UTR 
[184-186]

. Since, PTB can bind to both 5’UTR 
[74]

  and 3’UTR and is also capable 

of dimerisation, PTB is likely required to bring the 5’ and 3’ UTRs together during 

replication. Other cellular proteins which bind to 3’UTR are La, heterogenous nuclear 

ribonucleoprotein C (hnRNPC), glyceraldehye-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) and 

ribosomal proteins L22, L3 and S3, as well as the mitochondrial homologue of L3 (mL3) 
[184, 

187, 76, 188]
.  
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Finally, both NS5B and the helicase domain of NS3 have been shown to specifically interact 

with the 3’UTR 
[123, 189]

. These two proteins have already been shown responsible for the 

replication of viral RNA. Their interactions with 3’UTR suggest a formation of a major 

complex of proteins around the 3’UTR that contributes to the viral RNA replication process. 

 

7: Model Systems to study HCV 

Characterization of the HCV viral cycle proved to be difficult for a long time due to the 

absence of cell model and robust small animal model for the production of infectious viral 

particles. However, many models to study certain steps of the viral cycle (entry, replication, 

translation) have been developed over the past decade. In 2005, a cell culture model of HCV 

(HCVcc) was introduced which opened new perspectives for the studies of HCV viral life 

cycle. This system was based on the use of the special viral genome JFH-1 (JFH-1 for 

Japanese Fulminant hepatitis 1), which was capable of producing infectious particles in cell 

culture 
[190]

. In the few following paragraphs we will describe the various model systems used 

to study HCV. 

 

7.a: Comparative Studies with HCV-related Viruses 

 A big load of the HCV current knowledge has been derived from comparative studies with 

HCV-related viruses like flaviviruses and pestiviruses, as these viruses share similarities at the 

level of genomic organization and amino acid sequence 
[46]

. The pestivirus BVDV was used 

as a surrogate model for the evaluation of antiviral agents due to the availability of infectious 

clones and efficient cell culture systems 
[191-193]

. Another virus used as a surrogate model is 

GB virus-B, as it is closely related to HCV and as infection results in similar pathological 

features compared to those of HCV infection 
[194, 195]

. GB virus-B is a hepatotropic virus of 

unknown natural host that causes acute and sometimes chronic hepatitis in tamarins and 

marmosets. Furthermore, similarties (~41%) in amino acid sequencing of Domain 2 of GB 

virus-B core protein with domain 2 of HCV core protein 
[196]

, suggested that these two 

domains might perform similar functions. Also, the putative envelope proteins of GB virus-B 

and HCV share common structural features. Additionally, significant homology was observed 

among the NS3 serine protease, the NS3 RNA helicase and the NS5B RNA dependent RNA 

polymerase regions 
[195]

. 
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7.b: Animal Models 

7.b.1: The chimpanzee  

For many years, the only animal which was used for HCV infection was the chimpanzee (Pan 

troglodyte) 
[33]

, because of its genomic similarities (more than 98.5%) with humans 
[197]

. This 

model was used to characterize the physicochemical properties of the then unknown agent 

[198]
. Later, HCV was cloned from plasma collected from a persistently infected chimpanzee 

[1]
. Furthermore, RNA transcripts which were produced from full-length cDNA clones, were 

found infectious when injected into the liver of chimpanzees 
[199]

. The infection followed a 

progression similar to that observed in humans, viz., (i) the presence of viral RNA in blood 

could be detected a few days after infection, (ii) acute hepatitis characterized by increased 

serum alanine transferase activity (ALT) after two to twenty weeks of infection and (iii) 

development of an adapted immune response. Similarly like in humans, chronic infection in 

chimpanzees is associated with histological lesions of chronic hepatitis and increased risk of 

hepatocellular carcinoma 
[200]

. However, the use of the chimpanzee model is limited because 

of the  differences with human infection (lower severity of chronic liver disease and reduced 

immune response as compared to HCV-infected humans) 
[201]

, ethical problems, very high 

cost of these animals and their maintenance and lastly their availability. The chimpanzee is a 

protected species now and its use has been prohibited in most countries. 

These limitations of the chimpanzee model have stimulated progress towards developing 

alternative animal models for HCV research.  

 

7.b.2: Human liver cell transplanted uPA/scid mice  

To overcome the lack of suitable animal model, transgenic mice with humanized livers have 

been produced (Figure 14) 
[202, 203]

. These mice have been produced by grafting human 

hepatocytes and can be infected with HCV 
[204]

. These mice, uPA-SCID, exhibit a severe 

combined immunodeficiency (SCID) and carries a transgene plasminogen activator (Alb-

uPA) that leads to the destruction of their hepatocytes. These destroyed mice hepatocytes are 

then recolonized by human hepatocytes. These mice can be infected with HCV-positive 

human serum and support HCV replication within the human portion of their livers at 

clinically relevant titres. Moreover, HCV can be serially passaged from infected mouse to 

naïve transgenic mouse 
[202]

, due to its long-term persistence ability. Trangenic mice carrying 

HCV proteins have been used in many studies to investigate the pathogenic properties of 

these proteins 
[73, 205, 206]

. 
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Figure 14: Generation of human hepatocyte chimeric mice and hepatitis virus infection 

model. A uPA/SCID mouse was created by mating uPA transgenic mouse and SCID mouse. 

Human hepatocytes obtained by surgical resection or donation were transplanted to newborn 

mice. The chimeric mice can be infected with hepatitis C virus (HCV) by injecting human 

serum containing viruses. Alternatively, the mice can also be infected by HCV 
[207]

 created in 

cell culture or by injecting HCV RNA into the mouse liver 
[208]

. 

 

Moreover, this mouse model has the advantage of being cheap, easy to maintain and fast 

reproduction. Even though, the immune response and virus-host interactions are limited by 

the genetic background of these animals; they have provided the first really useful model for 

acute and chronic infections of human hepatitis virus. 

 

7.b.3: Other models  

Infections with HCV and production of anti-HCV antibodies were also obtained from other 

primates, such as marmosets 
[209]

, tamarind 
[210]

 and tree shrews (Tupaia) 
[211]

. A study has 

shown that primary Tupaia hepatocytes can be infected in vitro by HCV-infected human sera 

and infectious virus particles can be produced 
[212]

. Efficiency of infection was increased by 
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whole-body irradiation, suggesting that immunosuppression may facilitate infection 
[211]

. 

However, the feasibility of using these models to study HCV has yet to be fully investigated.  

 

7.c: In vitro models  

7.c.1: Soluble glycoproteins  

Biochemical functional analysis of envelope glycoproteins E1 and E2 of HCV were 

perfomed. However, these studies were limited by the fact that glycoproteins E1 and E2 tend 

to aggregate and to fold incorrectly when they are expressed in vitro. This is due to their high 

retention in the ER and the presence of heterodimerization sequences in their transmembrane 

domains 
[79]

. To overcome the problem of aggregation, soluble forms of glycoproteins were 

produced by deleting transmembrane domains 
[213]

 and it was observed that soluble 

glycoprotein E2 (SE2) binds specifically to hepatocyte cells 
[214]

. SE2 protein was also used to 

identify cellular factors involved in HCV entry, such as CD81 
[215]

, the scavenger receptor BI 

(SR-BI) 
[87]

 and heparan sulphate 
[216]

. 

 

7.c.2: Virus-like particles  

Virus-like particles (VLPs) were produced in insect cells. These cells were infected with 

recombinant baculovirus containing the cDNA of HCV which encodes the structural proteins 

core, E1 and E2 
[217]

. Insect cells have activities like acylation and glycosylation of proteins, 

similar to mammalian cells. Additionally, baculovirus can synthesize many heterologous 

proteins in large quantities, thus making this system more significant. These proteins self-

assemble into VLPs. However, VLPs can not replicate as they do not contain the whole 

genome. The VLPs were released into the extracellular environment and it was observed that 

purified-produced particles from lysates of insect cells presented biophysical and 

morphological characteristics similar to those isolated from serum of HCV-infected patient 

[218]
. This suggested that viral glycoproteins were properly complied in VLPs 

[219]
. 

Furthermore, these VLPs have antigenic properties similar to those of wild virus, when tested 

for binding or neutralization, thus making them a potential candidate for vaccine 
[218, 220]

. 

However, the usefulness of this tool is limited to studying the mechanisms of attachment and 

virus-host interaction at the receptor level. The absence of marker genomic particles makes it 

inappropriate for the study of virus entry.  
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7.c.3: HCV Pseudo-particles (HCVpp) 

In an attempt to study the process of HCV cell entry, infectious, genetically tagged HCV 

pseudo-particles were developed 
[88]

. These particles are chimeric viruses consisting of 

envelope glycoproteins E1 and E2 of HCV, a virus capsid from murine leukemia virus (MLV) 

or human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and a reporter gene encoding GFP or luciferase 
[221, 

222]
. These were obtained by co-transfection of abovementioned three vectors in human 293T 

cells (Figure 15).  

 

 

Figure 15: Schematic representation of the production of HCVpp. For the production of 

HCVpp, the human embryonic kidney cells 293T are transfected with three expression 

vectors. The first codes glycoproteins E1 and E2 of HCV which are responsible for cell 

tropism. The second vector expresses the protein encoded by the gag and pol genes of murine 

leukemia virus (matrix, capsid, nucleocapsid, protease, reverse transcriptase integrase). 

Matrix proteins, capsid and nucleocapsid allow encapsidation of the RNA with the 

encapsidation signal (ψ), the particle assembly and budding at the plasma membrane. Finally, 
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the third vector encodes the RNA that will be packaged into particles. This RNA contains 

retroviral sequences necessary for reverse transcription and integration of proviral DNA in 

genomic DNA of infected cells (LTR, long terminal repeat, PBS, primer binding site; PPT, 

polypurine track) and also contains a reporter gene encoding luciferase. The HCVpp are 

secreted into the culture supernatant of 293T cells and used to infect cells of human 

hepatocellular carcinoma, Huh-7. Infected cells will integrate the gene encoding luciferase in 

their genomic DNA by reverse transcriptase and integrase, and therefore will express 

luciferase. The infectivity of HCVpp could then be assessed by quantification of luciferase 

activity in Huh-7 cells. (based on  
[223]

). 

These pseudo-particles were secreted into the cell culture medium and shown to infect naïve 

hepatic cells. It was also observed that they are specifically neutralized by anti-E2 monoclonal 

antibodies as well as HCV positive sera. Moreover, the production of these particles was 

relatively efficient, with an average of 105 unit / ml of infectious supernatant 
[221]

. 

Additionally, Huh7 hepatocyte cell line and human hepatocytes could be infected 
[221]

 by 

these pseudo particles. Infection of target cells can be quantified by measuring reporter gene 

expression in infected cells. The entry of these particles is neutralized by antibodies against 

E2 and sera of infected patients 
[221, 88, 224]

.  

Thus, this model allows the study of virus entry into its target cells and the study of the 

interaction between HCV glycoproteins and cell surface receptors. 

 

7.c.4: HCV Replicon System 

A major breakthrough in HCV research came with the development of the HCV replicon 

system, which made study of viral replication possible. The replicon is a tool for studying the 

replication of viral RNA and some virus-host interactions. Replicons have been commonly 

used for validation of new antiviral drugs. This system is based on the stable autonomous 

replication of subgenomic and selectable HCV RNAs 
[106]

. Replicons are bicistronic RNAs 

(formed due to deletion of the core-NS2 region, and insertion of a gene encoding the 

selectable marker neomycin phosphotransferase (neo) and the EMCV 

(EncephaloMyoCarditis Virus) IRES) containing autonomous replicating 5' HCV IRES and a 

resistant gene for an antibiotic (neomycin) 
[106]

. These constructs, once transcribed into RNA, 

are capable of growing colonies containing autonomously replicating HCV genomic RNA 

with a selection for neomycin sulphate (G418) (Figure 16).  
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Figure 16: schematic representation of HCV replicon sytem (based on 
[225]

) 

 

This approach allowed the selection of strongly virus replicating cell lines with levels of HCV 

RNA replication being ~10
5
 fold higher than in any other in vitro system 

[226]
. For example, 

one of these cell lines called Huh7.5 (produced by treatment of those cells which can very 

effectively replicate the replicon for IFN-α) exhibited a greater ability to replicate virus after 

re-transfection with viral RNA when compared to Huh7 cell line 
[227]

.  

The cell culture of these subgenomic replicons led to the appearance of adaptive mutations 

that increase significantly the rate of replicating transfected cells 
[228-230]

. Among them, 

several mutations were identified and, in particular, mutations of aa 2884 in NS5B led to ~500 

fold increase in replication 
[230]

. Additionally, a cluster of mutations was found in the central 

region of NS5A 
[228, 158]

 and two others identified in NS3 
[229]

.  

The replicon systems were further modified in 2002 when selectable full-length HCV 

genomes were generated in which the HCV structural proteins were efficiently expressed. 

Unfortunately, no infectious viral particles were produced from this system, suggesting that 

Huh-7 cells may lack some essential factors required for production of HCV particles 
[18]

. 
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Nevertheless, this theory related to Huh-7 cells laking some essential factors, was dispelled 

after the production of JFH-1 infectious particles from these cells 
[190]

.  

 

7.c.5: JFH-1 Infectious Clone 

In 2001, a particular clone of HCV was isolated from a Japanese patient suffering from 

fulminant hepatitis C 
[231]

. This clone, called JFH-1 (Japanese fulminant hepatitis) was fully 

infectious in cell culture 
[190]

. Since then, a number of reports have confirmed its infectivity in 

chimpanzees and humanized mice 
[232, 190, 233]

. Initially, the aim was to construct a genotype 2a 

replicon construct, as this had not been tried previously. Upon analysis of this replicon it was 

noted that efficient replication occurred without the need for cell culture-adaptive mutations 

[234]
 and  produced virions were able to infect naïve Huh-7 cells (Figure 17).  

 

 

Figure 17: Schematic representation of HCVcc system (Based on [225]). 
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This system was further improved by the construction of Intra-genotypic 
[232, 108]

 or inter-

genotypic 
[108]

 chimeric viruses that resulted in increased production of HCV infectious 

particles. In addition, to facilitate the detection of infected cells, viruses expressing a reporter 

gene (luciferase) were also produced 
[235]

.  

The development of this model made possible to study HCV and its complete life cycle in cell 

culture. This system confirmed the validity of previous work on the role of envelope 

glycoproteins E1 and E2 in viral entry 
[190]

, the preferential tropism for liver cells 
[232, 190, 233]

 

and the role of receptors involved in HCV entry 
[235, 232, 190, 236, 233]

. This system should also 

enable the study of other steps of the viral cycle like assembly and secretion of infectious viral 

particles. 

 

8: Viral Life cycle 

The study of the viral life cycle of HCV has been hampered until 2005 by the absence of 

cellular system for the production of infectious viral particles. Nevertheless, with the models 

described above (HCVcc system and recombinant HCV proteins) partial answers were 

obtained. Based on these partial answers, a general pattern of HCV viral cycle (Figure 18) has 

been establised. 
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Figure 18: Viral life cycle of HCV (based on 
[237]

) 

(1) Virions bind to the cell surface via receptors. (2) The particles are then endocytosed by a 

clathrin-dependent pathway. Next, uncoating allows the release of viral RNA into the 

cytoplasm. (3) The genome is translated into polyprotein and (4) this polyprotein is processed 

into different viral proteins that form the RC in the ER. (5) Replication of HCV RNA leads to 

the synthesis of new molecules of (+)RNA. (6) The virions are then assembled and secreted. 

 

8.a: Attachment and Entry 

To initiate its life cycle, a virus must bind to the host cell. Binding occurs via a specific 

interaction between host cell receptors and an attachment protein on the surface of the virus. 

This step involves a cascade of events involving the virus via the E1 and E2 glycoproteins, 

and many other cellular co-factors. As previously stated, the viral particles are present in the 

external medium in form of LVPs (lipo-viro-particles). Initially the glycosaminoglycans 

(GAGs) and the LDL receptor (LDL-R) on the surface of the cell will begin the process of 

anchoring LVPS via lipoproteins. Then, glycoproteins E1 and E2 will recognize the HCV-
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specific cellular factors, like the tetraspanin CD81
[215]

, the scavenger receptor BI (SR-BI) 
[87]

, 

junction proteins claudin1, 6 and 9 (CLDN) 
[238-240]

 and occludin (OCLN) 
[241, 242]

.  

In the next sections, we will emphasize on the role of above mentioned HCV-specific cellular 

cofactors. 

 

8.a.1: Molecules attached on cell surface 

8.a.1.1: Glycosaminoglycans (GAGs)  

GAGs are linear polysaccharides expressed on the cell surface. These are characterized by 

strong structural heterogeneity and are binding sites for many viruses. They are involved in 

the initial interaction of viruses with the cell surface before binding to HCV-specific 

receptors. Among many types, the sulfated GAGs like heparan sulfate appear highly involved 

in the binding of many viruses, including HCV. The use of heparin, an analogue of heparin 

sulfate or heparinase - an enzyme degrading heparin sulfate, inhibits the attachment of HCV 

and leads to reduced infectivity of the virus 
[243]

. These results showed that the attachment of 

the virus to heparan sulfate plays an essential role in the early steps of HCV infection. 

However, the exact role of GAGs in HCV entry remains unclear. A soluble form of E2 (SE2) 

binds to heparin with high affinity, but studies using HCVpp, failed to confirm these results 

[244]
. These observations suggest that either the binding site for heparin sulfate is not available 

on HCVpp E1E2 heterodimer or attachment of HCV is mediated by viral particle associated 

lipoproteins. This discrepancy of SE2 binding with heparin was later solved. It was suggested 

that lipoprotein lipase (LPL) participates in the interaction between HCV and GAGs 
[245]

 by 

forming a bridge between the virus via associated lipoprotein and heparan sulfates on the 

surface of cells 
[245]

.  

 

8.a.1.2: The LDL receptor  

In the serum of infected patients, HCV viral particles in the form of LVP are often associated 

with LDL or VLDL 
[53]

. Thus, the LDL receptor has also been suggested as a putative HCV 

receptor 
[246]

. Analysis of HCV particles with heterogenous densities led to the identification 

of an association between HCV and low density β-lipoprotein 
[247]

. This suggested that β-

lipoprotein associated viral particles may enter into host cells via the LDL receptor.  

This notion was well supported by anti-LDL receptor antibodies that inhibit HCV infection in 

a dose-dependent manner 
[246]

. HCV infection was also inhibited by biochemical inhibitors of 

LDL endocytosis, like heparin sulphate and EGTA 
[246]

. Additionally, LDL and HCV particles 
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have been shown to co-localise on the surface of Molt-4 cells. However, use of anti-LDL 

receptor antibodies did not completely block HCV binding to cell surface 
[248]

, suggesting that 

other receptors may be involved in the process.  

 

8.a.1.3: Other molecules  

Other molecules thought to bind HCV particles include the asialoglycoprotein receptor 

(ASGP-R) 
[249]

 and the liver (L)- and dendritic cell (DC)-specific intercellular adhesion 

molecule-3 (ICAM-3)- grabbing nonintegrins (L-SIGN and DC-SIGN) 
[250-252]

.  Anti-ASGP-R 

antibody was shown to inhibit binding of LVPs of Molt-4 and HepG2-cells, while binding to 

3T3 cells was only possible in the presence of transfected AAGP-R 
[249]

. L-SIGN and DC-

SIGN are type II integral membrane proteins with short N-terminal cytoplasmic domains and 

a C-terminal calcium dependent lectin domain 
[250]

. L-SIGN is expressed in the liver, although 

not on hepatocytes, 
[252]

 while DC-SIGN is found on dendritic cells. L-SIGN and DC-SIGN 

are known to bind HIV gp120 with high affinity and further transfer virus particles to 

adjoining CD4-positive cells 
[253]

. These molecules have also been shown to bind E2, LVPs 

and infectious HCV from human serum 
[250-252]

. On the other hand, co-culture of cells 

expressing DC-SIGN/L-SIGN (pre-incubated with HCVpp), with Huh-7 cells permits 

transmission of infectious HCVpp in Huh-7 cells 
[254, 255]

. L-SIGN is expressed on liver 

sinusoidal endothelial cells which form vessels that separate hepatic blood from hepatocytes. 

This gives an indication that these cells could be involved in trans-infection by transferring 

virus from the blood to hepatocytes in the liver 
[255, 251]

. 

 

8.a.2: Receptors  

8.a.2.1: CD81  

The first molecule to be suggested as HCV receptor was CD81 
[215]

. It belongs to the family of 

tetraspanins and is a 25 kDa cell-surface molecule, involved in many processes including cell 

adhesion and signal transduction. It has 4 transmembrane domains, giving rise to 2 

extracellular loops, SEL and LEL (small and large extracellular loop), a small intracellular 

loop and N- and C-termini (Figure 19). The large loop, LEL, contains cysteine-cysteine-

glycine patterns which are important for the formation of disulfide bridges. 
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Figure 19: Schematic structure of CD81 (a) CD81 is composed of four transmembrane 

domains and two extracellular loops designated the small extracellular loop (SEL) and the 

large extracellular loop (LEL). Conserved cysteines are highlighted in yellow. The conserved 

CCG motif, which forms disulphide bridges (yellow lines) with additional cysteines, is 

shown. Conserved cysteines in intracellular domains are potential palmitoylation sites. (b) 

Three-dimensional representation of the CD81 LEL, which is composed of two subdomains: a 

conserved three-helix subdomain (shown in blue), in which a variable double-helix 

subdomain (shown in red) is inserted. (Based on 
[256]

) 

  

Initially, in the absence of systems producing infectious HCV particles, the first search of 

HCV receptors began with the use of soluble SE2 forms. A specific binding to the LEL of 

CD81 was observed which enabled the discovery of the CD81 receptor 
[215]

. This was 

confirmed by the use of recombinant GST-fusion polypeptides encompassing the LEL of 

human CD81. When pre-incubated with HCVpp, these polypeptides specifically precipitated 

E1-E2 complexes and neutralized HCVpp infection in Huh-7 cells 
[88]

.  

Additionally, HCVpp infection was also inhibited by monoclonal antibodies against CD81 as 

well as by knockdown of CD81 expression by siRNA 
[257]

. Finally, involvement of CD81 in 

viral entry was confirmed in infectious cell culture systems. It was observed that infectivity 

was blocked by pre-incubation of culture systems with soluble recombinant CD81 LEL 

molecules 
[232]

. Similarly, anti CD81 monoclonal antibodies were also able to neutralize 

infectious virus 
[190]

.  

Later, inhibition of HCV JFH-1 infection at a post-binding stage by anti-CD81, suggested that 

CD81 is required after an initial binding step 
[235]

 in viral entry. However, susceptibility to 

HCV infection depends on a critical quantity of CD81 molecules on cell surface 
[258]

. 
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Interestingly, comparision of the LEL of human CD81 with that of African Green Monkey 

(AGM) (having no affinity for E2) showed that residues L162, I182, F184 and N186 are critical for 

E2 binding 
[259]

. 

In summary, the appearance of new model for HCV studies like HCVpp 
[221]

 and HCVcc 
[232, 

190, 233]
 and the use of CD81 neutralizing antibodies, confirmed the involvement of CD81 at a 

later stage of viral entry. However, the overexpression of CD81 in HCV nonpermissive cells 

does not make these cells permissive to HCV. Thus, CD81 plays only the role of a co-factor 

in viral entry and requires the cooperation of several other cofactors 
[31, 257]

.  

 

8.a.2.2: SR-BI  

The scavenger receptor class B type 1 (SR-B1) 
[87]

 was identified as a co-factor that 

selectively uptakes cholesterol from the hydrophobic cores of lipoproteins. It belongs to the 

CD36 superfamily which includes cell-surface membrane proteins that bind chemically 

modified lipoproteins 
[260]

. SR-B1 is a high-density lipoprotein (HDL) receptor containing 2 

transmembrane domains with short N- and C-termini located in the cytoplasm and a large 

extracellular loop 
[260]

 (Figure 20). It is highly expressed in the liver and steroidogenic tissues 

(ovaries and adrenal glands) 
[261, 262]

. This protein plays a major role in controlling the plasma 

concentration of HDL. Due to this function it facilitates the selective entry of esterified 

cholesterol HDL in the cell and also regulates the cellular cholesterol efflux. SR-BI also plays 

a role in the metabolism of VLDL and acts as a receptor for these lipoproteins 
[263]

. 
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Figure 20: Structure of the protein SR-BI (based on [264]).  

The extracellular loop contains nine potential glycosylation sites (green) and six cysteines 

(Purple). SR-BI is palmitoylated at two cysteines located at the C-terminus. 

 

HepG2 cells which do not express CD81 but efficiently recognize recombinant E2, suggested 

the presence of an alternative attachment molecule. By reversible cross-linking with E2 and 

subsequent cell lysis, an 82 kDa, glycosylated molecule was isolated and identified as SR-B1 

[87]
. Additionally, the hypervariable region-1 of E2 is required for recognition of SR-B1 

[265, 

266]
. The importance of SR-B1 in HCV entry was confirmed by following the use of small 

interfering RNAs (siRNA) inhibiting the expression of SR-B1. It was observed that they can 

block infection of cells by HCVpp and HCVcc 
[266, 223, 236]

. On the other hand, the 

overexpression of the receptor SR-B1can increases infection by HCVpp and HCVcc 
[267]

. 

It has been observed that HDLs enhance SR-B1 mediated HCV cell entry while oxidized LDL 

(oxLDL) inhibits infection 
[268, 269]

. In addition, drugs inhibiting the transfer of HDL 

cholesteryl ester, have also been shown to reduce HCVpp entry 
[270, 268, 271]

. This transfer of 

HDL cholesteryl ester is mediated by SR-B1. Finally, SR-B1 binds HDLs and 

lipopolysacharrides (LPS), allowing viral entry via intercellular compartments such as the 

Golgi complex or endocytotic compartment 
[272]

. HCV may therefore utilize this entry 

pathway in order to avoid its degradation. Also, fusion of HCV glycoproteins is pH-
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dependent, suggesting HCV may use SR-B1 to traffic itself to endosomal compartments for 

activating the fusion properties of the glycoproteins 
[221]

.  

  

8.a.2.3: Claudins (CLDN) 

Before discussing about claudins, we will discuss about tight juctions as claudins and 

occludins are their integral parts. 

 

Tight junctions (TJs)  

Tight junctions (TJs) are intercellular contacts that seal the space between the individual cells 

of an epithelial sheet so that they can collectively separate tissue compartments. The barrier is 

required to transport ions solute and water through the intercellular spaces and to limit 

paracellular entry of undesirables like toxins, antigens and microbes 
[273]

. In hepatocytes, these 

junctions separate bile ducts (Figure 21). They are formed by at least 40 different proteins, 

including claudins (CLDN), occludin (OCLN), junctional adhesion molecules (JAMs), 

tricellulin and the scaffold proteins associated with anchoring and polarity. These scaffold 

proteins form an anchoring platform (connectors including ZO-1, ZO-2, ZO-3, MAGI-1, PatJ, 

PALS1 and MUPP1) for the actin cytoskeleton and proteins involved in polarity 
[274]

.  
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Figure 21: Schematic representation of the basic structural transmembrane components 

of tight junctions. ZO-1 or ZO-2 is important for clustering of claudins and occludin, 

resulting in the formation of tight junctional strands. The role of the other scaffolding proteins 

(ZO-3/MAGI/MUP1) is less clear. The ZOs and cingulin can provide a direct link to the actin 

cytoskeleton. (based on 
[273]

).  

 

Tight junction platform is important for signal transductions related to the assembly and 

polarization of epithelia as well as to the proliferation and cell differentiation. These junctions 

can quickly reshape itself in response to extra-intracellular stimuli, due to the presence of 24% 

of CLDN1, 70% of OCLN and ZO-1 tight junctions in a mobile fraction 
[275]

. Finally, due to 

this mobility factor, TJs regulate paracellular permeability and maintain cell polarity in the 

epithelium and endothelium 
[276]

.   

 

CLDN receptor for HCV  

Although a number of receptors have been described, the limited HCV tropism could not be 

explained as some cell lines expressing all above factors, do not support HCV entry. To solve 
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this limiting step, a cyclic lentivirus based repackage screening of a cDNA library (derived 

from the highly HCV-permissive hepatocarcinoma Huh-7.5 cell line, for genes that render the 

non-permissive CD81+ SR-BI+ 293T cell line infectable with HIV-1 particles pseudotyped 

with HCVgp (HCVpp)) was performed. This screening allowed the identification of a new co-

factor required for viral entry, the protein CLDN1 
[238]

. The tight junction-transmembrane 

protein CLDN1 is one of the 24 known claudins and belongs to the tetraspanins family. 

CLDN1 forms the backbone of tight junctions through homo- and heterotypic interactions and 

is highly expressed in liver as well as in other epithelial tissues 
[277]

, These proteins contain  

N- and C-termini extending into the cytoplasm, four transmembrane helices and two 

extracellular loops (EL1 and EL2) (Figure 22) 
[278, 276]

. 

 

 

 

Figure 22: Structure of the junction protein CLDN1 (from [279]).  

 

EL1 influences the selectivity of exchanged ions and its highly conserved clauding motif 

contains critical residues for entry of HCV (drawn from six different subtypes isolates) viz., 

W30, GLW51-C54-C64. The latter two cysteine residues form a disulfide bridge that stabilizes 

the protein 
[280, 281]

. Furthermore, it was observed that these critical residues are responsible 

for cis-trans interactions of proteins. Cis-trans intraction is required for cell-cell adhesion 
[280]

. 
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Thus, the contact zones formed by CLDN1 are localized to a specialized membrane area, 

necessary for HCV entry. Additionally, it was also suggested that EL2 loop can form dimers 

with CLDN located on the opposite side (Figure 23). 

 

Figure 23: Model for assembly of tight junctions in CLDN (from [276]).  

 

During the process of tight junction formation, two cells associate laterally via CLDN present 

on the surface of both cells to form a tight junction which allows the passage of selective ions 

(Figure 23). Interestingly, the carboxy-terminal tail is the target of various post-translational 

modifications (phosphorylation and palmitoylation). These modifications can significantly 

alter the localization and function of CLDN.  

Overexpression of envelope glycoproteins E1E2 and CLDN1 molecules in HCV non-

permissive cells (293T, HeLa and GHOST) 
[282]

 suggested an interaction of claudins with 

envelope glycoproteins..  

Additionally, overexpression of CLDN1 in liver cells by siRNAs resulted in no change in 

infectivity by HCVpp and HCVcc. This was in contrast to SR-B1 overexpression. Inversely, a 

reduction in CLDN1 expression showed a decreased infection by the same viral particles 
[238, 

267]
.  

Further it was showed that antibodies directed against a FLAG TAG epitope were capable of 

inhibiting HCV infection in a dose-dependent manner 
[238]

. The FLAG TAG epitope is 

inserted in the CLDN1 EL1. The kinetics of inhibition of HCV entry, with a t1/2 inhibition of 

infection in 73 minutes, suggested that CLDN1 acts late in the process of viral entry. On the 
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basis of these results, it is proposed that CLDN1 interaction takes place in virus entry, after 

interaction of the virus with other co-factors like SR-BI and CD81 
[238]

. Further, substitution 

of the human CLDN1 by the murine CLDN1 did not affect infection by HCVpp. This leads to 

the conclusion that CLDN1 is not a key factor in determining the species specificity. In 

addition, two teams showed that CLDN6 and -9 appear to be involved in HCV entry into the 

host cell, like H1H and NKNT3 
[239, 240]

.  

 

8.a.2.4: Occludin (OCLN) 

Even after the discovery of CLDN, the hepatocarcinoma cell line Huh-7.5 (these cells are 

highly permissive for HCV infection) and a mouse NIH3T3 embryonic fibroblast cell line that 

overexpressed human CD81, SR-B1, and CLDN1 (termed N3xF26), remained resistant to 

HCVpp infection. After transduction with the Huh-7.5–derived expression library, N3xF26 

cells were exposed to HCVpp encoding a puromycin resistance gene. From this exposure to 

HCVpp, puromycin-resistant subpopulations were selected and transfected with retroviral 

packaging plasmids. This transfection resulted in Huh-7.5–derived cDNA elements that 

further bestowed upon N3xF26 cells and increased their susceptibility to HCVpp infection. 

Subsequent rounds of transduction and selection in this process resulted in the emergence of 

subpopulations of cells that displayed increased susceptibility to HCVpp infection. An 

analysis of Huh-7.5– derived cDNA from clonal populations of these cells identified another 

gap junction protein, occludin (OCLN) 
[242]

. These experiments also showed the importance 

of OCLN in the mechanism of HCV entry 
[241]

. 

OCLN is an approximetly 60 kDa tetraspan membrane protein with two extracellular loops of 

the same size (EL1 and EL2), a short intracellular turn, and N- and C-termini cytoplasmic 

domains (Figure 24). Experiments with permissive cells (hepatocyte cell lines) or 

nonpermissive cells (HepG2 and 293T), expressing HCV occludin, showed that the OCLN 

receptor interacts directly with the envelope glycoprotein E2 
[283]

. This interaction of OCLN is 

in contrast with the interaction of CLDN1 with E2. On the other hand, like CLDN1, OCLN is 

also supposed to be a co-factor acting late in the mechanism of HCV entry.  
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Figure 24: Structure of the junction protein OCLN (based on [284]).  

  

By overexpressing different combinations of the four co-factors SR-B1, CD81, CLDN1 and 

OCLN in murine and human cell lines of mouse or hamster (CHO and NIH3T3), it was 

observed that the expression of human receptors CD81 and OCLN are important for infection 

by HCVpp, while receptors SR-B1 and CLDN1 may be of murine origin 
[242]

. However, the 

rates of HCVpp entry into murine cells are less important than the input rate obtained with 

human liver cells 
[242]

. This new discovery opened the way to finally use a mouse model for 

studying HCV. 

 

8.a.2.5: Model of HCV entry  

On the basis of already identified co-factors and taking into account the results obtained by 

different related research groups, a sequential organization of events that governs the entry of 

the HCV virus can be proposed and summarized in Figure 25. 
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Figure 25: Model of HCV entry (based on [279]). Virus binding to the cell surface and entry 

involve the low density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR), glycosaminoglycans (GAG), scavenger 

receptor class B type 1 (SR-B1), the tetraspanin protein CD81 and claudin-1 (CLDN1). 

CLDN1 functions at a late stage of cell entry, possibly at tight junctions of polarized 

hepatocytes. Internalization depends on clathrin-mediated endocytosis. Acidification of the 

endosome induces HCV glycoprotein membrane fusion. Finally, the uncoating process 

occurs, which results in genome release into the cytosol.  

 

In the bloodstream, the HCV virus particles are coupled with lipoproteins and initially interact 

with non-specific GAGs and LDL-R on the surface of hepatocytes. These particles are then 

specifically recognized by SR-B1 at the basolateral pole. SR-B1 brings viral particles at the 

level of CD81. Further, the interaction of E1E2 envelope glycoproteins with the CD81 

receptor induces the virus relocation to cell junctions 
[285]

 where it meets the junction protein, 

CLDN1 and OCLN. This step is followed by endocytosis of the particle via clathrin-mediated 

pit 
[286]

. Once internalized, the virus is directed to early endosomes where fusion of 

membranes leads the release of the capsid (Figure 25). This membrane fusion is facilitated by 

an acidic pH 
[287]

.  
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The presented entry of HCV is based on that of coxsackievirus B. This virus binds to an 

attachment factor called DAF (decay-accelerating factor) on the apical surface of Caco-2 

epithelial cells. This binding induces intracellular signals to relocate the virus at tight 

junctions 
[288]

. There, the virus interacts specifically with its CAR receptor and enters the cell 

through a caveolin-dependent mechanism. However, in the case of HCV these specific 

receptors are not yet fully discovered. 

 

8.b: Internalization and fusion of the virus particle  

There are two ways of internalization for enveloped viruses into the host cell. The first is a 

fusion between the viral envelope and cell membrane, like majority of retroviruses follow. 

The second one is by the fusion of the viral envelope with the endosomal membrane which is 

followed by some viruses like influenza virus or vesicular stomatitis virus 
[289]

.  

In the case of HCV, it was shown that the virus particle is endocytosed via the clathrin-well 

[286]
 and only in early endosomes, the membranes fuse to release the viral genome into the 

cytosol. This process is induced by the conformational changes of the envelope proteins 
[266, 

286, 222, 235, 91, 287, 290]
.  

 

8.c: Translation and maturation of the viral polyprotein  

Upon uncoating, the viral genomic RNA of positive polarity is translated into a polyprotein of 

~3011 amino acids by using the cellular translational machinery. This translation takes place 

at the rough endoplasmic reticulum (rER).  

Most eukaryotic and viral messages initiate the translation by a mechanism that involves 

recognition of a 7-methylguanosine cap at the 5' end of the mRNA. In a few cases, however, 

translation occurs via a cap-independent mechanism. In this type of mechanism, an Internal 

Ribosome Entry Site (IRES) in the 5' untranslated region of the mRNA recruits the ribosome. 

This mechanism is followed in case of HCV. The ~400 nucleotide HCV IRES folds into a 

magnesium-dependent complex structure, in which loops are thought to interact with the 

ribosome. These loops are exposed to the RNA surface and enable the translation of viral 

RNA in a cap-independent manner. IRES consists of three major structural areas (II, III, IV), 

leaving out the first 24-40 nucleotides of its core region. The 40S subunit of the ribosome 

binds directly on the area II, through an AUG initiator. This complex then recruits the 

eukaryotic initiation factor eIF3 along with the ternary complex Met-tRNAi-eIF2-GTP and 

forms an intermediate non-canonical 48S subunit. This 48S subunit, then associates with 60S 
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in GTP-dependent manner to form 80S complex (Figure 26). Further, a conformational 

change is noticed at the level of the 40S subunit 
[291, 292]

, due to the binding of eIF3 factor and 

IRES. 

  

 

 

Figure 26: Model of complex formation of translation initiation mediated by HCV IRES. 

Translation initiation on the HCV IRES begins with the recruitment of the 40S ribosomal 

subunit directly to the IRES in the absence of any initiation factors. Both eIF2–GTP (bound to 

Met-tRNAi) and eIF3 are then recruited to the surface of the 40S ribosomal subunit, followed 

by a GTP hydrolysis step that promotes the joining of the 60S ribosomal subunit to form an 

80S initiation complex. (from 
[293]

).  

 

Although, no cellular factor is required for HCV RNA translation 
[294]

, several cellular factors, 

such as polypyrimidine tract binding (PTB) and La proteins, have been shown to bind to the 

IRES and influence translation 
[74, 75]

. On the other hand, all HCV proteins interact with 

cellular membranes directly or indirectly and associate with the membraneous web 
[142, 295-297]

.  

As it has been already described, the translation of the viral genome creates a single 

polyprotein precursor that is co-and post-translationally cleaved by cellular proteases into 

structural and nonstructural viral proteins (Figure 27). Structural proteins E1, E2, core and p7 

are cleaved by a signal peptidase, while nonstructural proteins are cleaved by two viral 

proteases, the autocatalytic protease NS2-3 and NS3-4A protease (Figure 27). 
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Figure 27: Genome organization, maturation of the HCV polyprotein and localization of 

proteins in the ER (from [78]).  

The arrow locates the site of intramembrane cleavage by the signal peptide peptidase (SPP). 

Transmembrane domains of proteins E1 and E2 are shown after cleavage, by the signal 

peptidase, and re-orientation of their hydrophobic C termini (rectangles with dots). Scissors 

indicate cleavages performed by the signal peptidase (SP) at the Endoplasmic Reticulum and 

the cyclic arrow shows autocatalytic cleavage of the junction NS2/NS3; arrows in NS3 show 

NS3/NS4A protease cleavage. The green protrusions represent the sites of glycosylation of 

the envelope proteins E1 and E2. 

 

The initial cleavages at the core-E1, E1-E2, E2-p7 and p7-NS2 junctions are made by the 

cellular signal peptidase (SP). Further, the core protein is separated from the signal peptide of 

E1 by the signal-peptide peptidase (SPP). SPP has a protease activity in cell membranes 

which leads to the breakage of peptide bonds in the lipid bilayers. Cleavage of the NS2-NS3 

junction is a rapid autocatalytic intramolecular reaction directed by the NS2 protease domain 

and the N-terminal of NS3. Furthermore, the four other junctions are cleaved, probably by a 

serine protease which is contained within the N-terminus of NS3 
[298]

.  
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8.d: Replication of viral RNA  

The maturation of the viral polyprotein leads to the release of structural and nonstructural 

proteins. This initiates replication through the replication complex or RC. Like other viruses 

with positive polarity, replication begins with synthesis of a complementary RNA of negative 

polarity. Then this newly synthesized strand of negative polarity, serves as a template for 

synthesizing a new strand of positive polarity. These both steps are catalyzed by a viral 

enzyme, RNA dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp), NS5B. The recombinant protein NS5B 

RdRp shows in vitro activity but appears to lack specificity and fidelity to its matrix. These 

characteristics are necessary for faithful viral replication. Thus, cellular factors and/or optimal 

HCV RNA are required for viral replication and also for the formation of a replication 

complex (RC). RC binds to the ER membrane, at the “membranous web”. This web is a 

special structure consisting of vesicles and its formation is dependent on the NS4B virus 

protein (Figure 28).  

 

 

 

Figure 28: HCV replication based on membraneous network and model of Replication 

complex (RC) (based on 
[296, 299]).  

(A) The "membranous web" of Huh7 cells replicating HCV subgenomic replicon seen by 

electron microscopy. Bar = 500 nm, N: nucleus, ER: endoplasmic reticulum, M: 

Mitochondria. (B) Model of replication complex formation. The RC, located in the 

invagination of the ER membrane, is accessible to nucleotides (NTs) but not to larger 

molecules such as Proteinase K (PK) or S7 nuclease.  
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The precise composition of the RC is not known. In cells, only a small portion of 

nonstructural proteins is associated with the replicon and form RC, the majority of 

nonstructural proteins which do not interact with replicon form a second complex called 

nonstructural proteins complex 
[300, 301]

. On the basis of these results, it was suggested that RC 

is an active compound that consists of a combination of an (-) RNA, two to ten (+) RNAs and 

several hundred nonstructural proteins. RC is a necessary structural element for the formation 

of vesicular compartments that serve as sites of HCV replication (Figure 28). This 

compartmentalization may play a role in the (I) physical support for the RC, (II) increase of 

the local concentration of viral proteins, to make them more accessible, (III) docking of the 

viral RNA and facilitating its replication, (IV) reserve lipids which are important for 

replication and (V) protection of the RNA against the cellular defense 
[302]

. On the other hand, 

nonstructural protein complex may play a role in the formation of infectious viral particles 

[151]
.  

There are many other co-factors which regulate the cellular replication of HCV in vitro like 

the miRNAs (miR-122) 
[77]

, various host proteins interacting with nonstructural proteins and 

components of the pathway interfering RNAs 
[303]

. It was demonstrated that the various 

components of the machinery of RNA interference, like the DICER complex and components 

of the RISC complex as well as miRNA122, must be functional for effective replication of 

HCV 
[303]

.  

Along with these functionalities, other cellular proteins that bind to the proteins NS5A and 

NS5B are also essential for replication 
[304]

. Thus, membrane-associated proteins, like VAP-A 

and-B, appear to be involved in the formation of a RC function 
[305]

. VAP-A and B are 

localized in the ER membranes and Golgi apparatus. Apart for this, many kinases, interacting 

with the NS5A protein, such PDPK1, RAF1, EIF2AK2 and GRB2, are also important for 

HCV replication. However, their role in this process is not yet clearly defined 
[303]

. 

Additionally, studies have revealed that replication of HCV RNA and hepatocyte lipid 

metabolism, are closely linked. It was observed in cell culture that replication can be 

stimulated by saturated and monounsaturated fatty acids and inhibited by polyunsaturated 

fatty acids. These findings again validated the importance of membrane fluidity for membrane 

network formation and proper functioning of RC. 

Further, it has been shown that geranylgeranylation of one or more host proteins is required 

for HCV replication 
[306]

 like FBL-2. The FBL-2 contains a F-box motif that interacts with the 

NS5A protein. The F-box motif is used in targeting the protein degradation pathway by the 
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proteasome, thus, FBL-2 could be involved in the degradation of proteins that inhibit 

replication 
[160]

. Replication of HCV RNA is also dependent on the path of mevalonate. 

Addition of an inhibitor of this mevalonate pathway (lovostatine, fluvastatin) leads to the 

blocking of replication 
[307]

.  

In addition, other host factors like cyclosporine A (CsA) also inhibited RNA replication of 

HCV in vitro 
[308]

. Cyclophilin B targets CsA and interacts with NS5B leading to the boosting 

of the protein RNA binding activity 
[309]

. Cyclophilin B is a peptidyl-prolyl cis-

transisomerase. This enzyme activity has a role that has not yet been defined in the replication 

of HCV. Based on these findings, non-immunosuppressive CsA analogues are currently under 

development as antivirals against hepatitis C 
[310, 311]

. 

Finally, the physiological state of the cell may have a significant effect on efficiency of 

replication. Confluence, nucleotide distortivity, temperature change and production of ROS 

(reactive oxygen species) are all factors that can inhibit replication or infection in vitro 
[312-

315]
.  

 

8.e: Factors contributing to HCV assembly 

A hallmark of the HCV replication cycle is its tight link with lipid synthesis of host cell. This 

is best illustrated by the peculiar pathway used for the assembly of infectious HCV particle. 

Assembly of these particles involves various viral and host factors. The viral proteins 

involved in HCV assembly are core, E1 and E2, p7, NS2, NS5A, NS4B and NS3 
[316, 97, 317-320, 

96, 98, 159, 321]
.  

The possible related role of these proteins (except core) has already been described earlier, 

thus, we will describe the role of host and other factors contributing to HCV assembly. 

 

8.e.1: Cytosolic lipid droplets (cLDs) and their possible role 

A prominent accumulation of core protein in close proximity of cLDs in cells, stably or 

inducibly expressing the core protein 
[16, 322]

, was observed. On the basis of this observation, it 

was concluded that this association is essential for virion assembly. Several independent 

observations  supported this conclusion: (i) inhibition of core cleavage by signal peptide 

peptidase inhibits mobilization of the protein to cLDs and blocks the particle production 
[323]

, 

(ii) mutations in the core domain D2 as well as any disruption in interaction with cLDs leads 

to blockage of virus production 
[324, 151]

, (iii) mutations in the core domain D2 affecting its 

binding strength with cLDs alter the efficiency of virion production 
[325]

 and (iv) nonstructural 
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proteins, especially NS5A, are recruited to cLDs and colocalize with the core protein 
[157, 151]

. 

Mutational ablation of either NS5A-cLD localization or core–NS5A colocalization at cLDs 

blocks virus production. 

Although these data provide compelling evidence that cLDs play a crucial role in HCV 

assembly, for example by serving as a platform for virion formation, a firm proof for this 

hypothesis is still missing. In fact, a comparative analysis of core association with cLDs using 

HCV isolates of high and low assembly competence suggested that cLDs might not be the 

major assembly sites. Moreover, virus-like particles associated with ER membranes have been 

detected in close proximity to cLDs in cells transfected with the JFH-1 genome 
[151]

. Thus, it 

is still not clear, whether assembly initiates on the surface of cLDs or at the ER membrane 

tightly associated with cLDs. 

 

 8.e.2: Host factors contributing to HCV assembly 

Host cell factors are often involved in VLDL synthesis, thus supporting the concept of the 

HCV Lipo-viro-particles (LVPs). Among them, the most notable is apolipoprotein E (apoE) 

which is a component of infectious HCV particles and essential for assembly 
[326-329]

. Apo E is 

an exchangeable apolipoprotein with an apparent molecular weight of 34 kDa. It plays an 

important role in lipid transport by interacting with LDL receptor family proteins 
[330]

. The N-

terminal region of Apo E constitutes the receptor binding site (residues 136–150), whereas the 

C-terminal region contains the lipid binding domain (residues 244–270). However, only apoE 

proteins associated with lipids can bind LDL receptors with high affinity. Upon binding with 

lipids, apoE undergoes major conformational changes. Its interaction with NS5A, suggests 

that this host factor might be required for an early step of assembly 
[326, 331]

. 

Although, the functional importance of apoB for assembly and infectivity is controversial, it is 

considered as another host factor which contributes to HCV assembly. It is a 

nonexchangeable apolipoprotein with an apparent molecular weight of 500 kDa. It is 

produced in hepatocytes as a full length apoB100 isoform, whereas cells in the intestine 

release the smaller isoform apoB48. There is a single apoB molecule per lipoprotein particle. 

It is the only apolipoprotein that remains associated after conversion of VLDL into LDL. A 

reduction in HCV titres has been reported when the cells were treated either with inhibitors of 

the microsomal triglyceride transfer protein (MTP) or by RNA interference (RNAi) for 

knocking down apoB expression 
[57, 58]

. MTP appears as a key enzyme involved in VLDL 

production. Along with these positive results, there exist contradictory results in respect to the 
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functions of apoB. Three other groups reported that, in non-cytotoxic concentration range, the  

RNAi-mediated knockdown of apoE expression, but not that  of apo B,  reduces the virus 

production (whereas MTP inhibition had no effect) 
[326-328]

. The reasons for these 

discrepancies are not yet clear but might be due, in part, to the use of different cell culture 

systems.  

Additional proteins implicated in HCV morphogenesis are the heat shock cognate protein 70 

(hsc70) (Parent et al., 2009), annexin A2 (ANXA2) 
[332]

 and diacylglycerol acyltransferase-1 

(DGAT1) 
[333]

. hsc70 colocalizes with HCV proteins on cytosolic lipid droplets (cLDs) and is  

crucial for both cLD size as well as for the production of infectious virus particles. Antibodies 

targeting hsc70 reduced infectivity, arguing that a fraction of hsc70 is accessible on the 

outside of the virion. Surprisingly, the RNAi-mediated knockdown of ANXA2 expression did 

not affect RNA replication but impaired assembly. NS5A appears to recruit ANXA2, 

presumably via Domain III. However, the mechanism by which this host factor contributes to 

assembly remains to be determined. Additionally, DGATI, an enzyme, is an essential enzyme 

for LD biogenesis. It binds the core protein and localizes it to LDs and thus to assembly sites. 

Inhibition of DGAT1 activity profoundly inhibits HCV particle production arguing that 

assembly requires DGAT1-mediated LD formation. 

 

8.f: Assembly of HCV particle 

The assembly of virus particles is probably triggered by the multimerisation of core protein 

and its interaction with genomic RNA. These results in the formation of the nucleocapsid by 

mechanisms which are not yet elucidated 
[334]

. For simplicity, we divide the assembly process 

into an early and a late step, corresponding to the formation of the nucleocapsid and its 

envelopment, respectively. 

 

8.f.1: Nucleocapsid formation 

On the basis of fact that viral RNA replication occurs in distinct membranous compartments, 

located remotely from the assembly site, two general principles of HCV assembly can be 

envisioned. These principles are differing with regard to where assembly starts, either at the 

ER membrane or the surface of the cLD (Figure 29). 
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Figure 29: Models of HCV assembly. The biogenesis of cytosolic LDs (cLDs) is thought to 

take place at distinct domains of the rER with the formation of an intra-ER membrane lens of 

apolar lipids that finally buds off towards the cytosol. (A) Continuity between ER membrane 

and cLDs should allow their ‘loading’ with core from the ER membrane (1). cLDs might 

associate with microtubule motors (MTs) and migrate to a specialized smooth ER (sER)-

derived membranous web compartment. There, core-loaded cLDs might attach to the ER 

membrane via tethering proteins (e.g. Rab 18) at sites where luminal (lu) LDs form and in 

close proximity of ER-bound replicase (2). Nucleocapsid formation might occur by transfer of 

the RNA from the ER-resident replicase or (as shown here) from oligomeric complexes of 

NS5A 
[70]

  to the core protein that is released back from the cLD to the ER membrane. 

However, the interface between cLDs and the ER membrane provides a site favoring the 

translocation of the hydrophobic core proteins to luLDs that are budding into the ER lumen. 

(B) In this model, cLDs are loaded with core and NS5A (1). ER-bound replication complexes 
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could deliver HCV RNA to NS5A that can freely move onto cLDs, thus forming an NS5A–

RNA array. As in the previous model, these cLDs could associate with MTs and move to 

specialized ER sites (2). Tethering factors might trap cLDs at the ER membrane where viral 

RNA is transferred from NS5A to core, thus triggering nucleocapsid formation. This step is 

linked to the delivery of the nucleocapsid into luLDs. It is also possible that nucleocapsids 

assemble and bud into cLDs at an early step prior to delivery to luLDs. Both models postulate 

that the hydrophobic core protein is pulled out of the cLD phospholipid monolayer and 

inserted into an ER membrane limiting lens of apolar lipids corresponding to nascent luLDs. 

This process would not require bending of membrane bilayer and thus only limited energy 

[335]
. 

 

In the first model, the core protein is initially transferred onto the surface of cLDs. The core 

protein is then re-recruited to the ER membrane at the assembly sites, or membranous web, 

where it interacts with the replicase or (RNA-loaded) NS5A (Figure 29A). Hence, cLDs 

might serve as transport vehicles by transferring the core protein from sites of RNA 

translation and replication to assembly sites. In fact, cLDs are highly mobile and transported 

along microtubules 
[336]

. The inhibition of transport by nocodazole or dynein-specific 

antibodies impaired HCV assembly 
[337]

, thus validating this model.  

In the second model, the nucleocapsid formation is initiated at the surface of cLDs (Figure 

29B). Here, viral RNA is delivered to the core protein by NS5A, which is mobilized onto the 

surface of cLDs. It is interesting to note that the N-terminal amphipathic helix of NS5A is 

sufficient for cLD targeting and also well-suited for the monolayer membrane surrounding 

cLDs 
[148, 338, 78]

. In a variant of this model, the nucleocapsid formation is initiated on the 

surface of cLDs, but delivery of viral RNA is mediated from the replicase (or NS5A) that 

remains bound to the ER membrane. 

Currently, it is difficult to discriminate between these two possibilities because of the overall 

low assembly efficiency. This precluded the unambiguous detection of assembly events either 

in live cells or by using high-resolution (electron) microscopy. As deduced from infectivity 

titers, assembly efficiency of HCV on a per cell basis is very low and to detect these events, 

large titers are required.  
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8.f.2: Envelopment and lipid incorporation 

Upon formation of the nucleocapsid, envelopment by cellular membranes containing viral 

glycoproteins is likely. Although the mechanism of budding for HCV is not well understood, 

by comparison with the related flaviviruses, HCV is thought to acquire its envelope at the ER 

[339]
 where the HCV glycoproteins localize predominantly. Maturation and release of HCV 

particles, at the late stage of assembly, are tightly linked to the VLDL pathway 
[327, 57, 58, 328]

. 

Thus, HCV envelopment and maturation could take place in a specialized lipid-rich 

microdomain at the ER membrane. This microdomain is enriched for LDs and supports 

synthesis of luminal LDs (luLDs), the precursors of VLDL. Additionally, the core protein 

accumulates in detergent-resistant lipid fractions containing high amounts of cholesterol and 

sphingolipids 
[340]

. This suggests that cholesterol and sphingolipids play a crucial role in 

infectivity of HCV particles 
[341]

. 

Next, during assembly, the nucleocapsid can be inserted within the core of luLDs (Figure 30). 

However, the targeting of the envelope glycoproteins to these assembly sites and their 

incorporation into virions is still unclear. It is assumed that either NS2 alone or together with 

p7 control the elements of interactions between the replicase, NS3 and the envelope 

glycoproteins 
[320, 321]

. To strengthen this hypothesis, it has been recently shown that NS2 

might ‘pull together’ envelop glycoproteins and nonstructural proteins (p7, NS3 and NS5A) in 

close vicinity of LD by forming multiple (direct or indirect) protein–protein interactions 

between these components 
[316, 318]

. 
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Figure 30: Models of structures of infectious HCV particles and their biogenesis. 

During translation at the rER, nascent apoB (blue line) is translocated into the ER lumen and 

loaded by MTP with phospholipids and triglycerides (left panel). This leads to the formation 

of a neutral lipid core that is converted into a spherical particle (VLDL2) acquiring 

exchangeable apoE and apoC. In the smooth ER (sER) or membranous web (m.w.), a second 

precursor (the luminal LD; luLD) is formed from the ER membrane and by MTP-mediated 

triglyceride enrichment (right panel). E1 and E2 retained at the ER membrane might slide 

onto this luLD prior to pinching-off 
[342]

. The nucleocapsid would be inserted into the 

hydrophobic lipid core of the pinching-off luLD due to the hydrophobic nucleocapsid surface 

(formed by domain D2 of the core protein). In VLDL competent cells such as primary human 

hepatocytes, this precursor could fuse with VLDL2 to form the LVP. Alternatively in Huh-7 

cells where VLDL1 formation is inefficient 
[342]

, HCVcc is secreted predominantly as 

particles lacking apoB 
[335]

. 
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Furthermore, the way of p7 contribution to assembly is still unknown. However, it was 

recently proposed that p7 acts as an inhibitor of acidification in intracellular compartments 

and is probably required to protect virus particles during maturation or exit step 
[343]

. 

Again, incorporation of apolipoproteins into mature infectious particles is still puzzling. In 

one model, it has been shown that mature HCV particles (LVPs) result from fusion of the 

apoB-positive precursor and an apoB-negative precursor which are formed in the rER and in a 

late compartment of the ER or the ER-derived membranous web, repectively (Figure 30). In 

this case, HCV particles remain associated with the nonexchangeable apoB, suggesting that 

the exchangeable apoE and apoC might then be acquired in the lumen of the ER. Mature HCV 

particles containing apoB, apoE and eventually other apolipoproteins are then transported 

along the VLDL secretory pathway. Virions thus have the overall structure of triglyceride-rich 

lipoproteins (TRLs) with a core of neutral lipids surrounded by a monolayer of phospholipids 

and stabilized by the apolipoproteins 
[344]

. 

 

8.g: Release of HCV particles 

Following particle formation at intracellular membranes, viral egress to the cell surface is 

expected. Flaviviruses commonly egress through the host cell constitutive secretory pathway 

[345]
. This pathway is a highly conserved route for proteins to reach the outer membrane of the 

cell. It involves a complex series of membrane-bound subcellular compartments including the 

ER, intermediate compartments and Golgi. Most proteins traversing the secretory pathway are 

modified by N-linked glycosylation, like in case of HCV 
[80]

, which takes place in the lumen 

of the ER. However, during transport through the secretory pathway, it is essential that the 

integrity and fusogenic form of the glycoproteins remain maintained, so as to allow future 

host-cell attachment and entry. To prevent premature acid induced inactivation of the 

glycoproteins, several viruses employ a viroporin to prevent acidification of vesicles. In HCV, 

this protective function is performed by a viroporin in its p7 gene 
[100]

.  

Next, members of the flavivirus genus adopt a mechanism of delay cleavage to prevent 

irreversible conformational changes in the acidic compartment of the secretory pathway 
[346, 

347]
. It is likely that HCV employs a similar mechanism in order to retain the fusogenic 

properties of its glycoproteins. Interestingly, a recent report has described differences in 

buoyant densities between infectious intracellular virus particles and infectious extracellular 

particles. This suggests that the biological composition of these two forms of infectious 
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particles may differ 
[57]

. It is possible that this difference in buoyant density may be due to 

factors involved in avoiding premature fusion during viral egress. 

 

9: Modes of transmission  

The most common factors responsible for HCV transmission worldwide are blood 

(Transfusion from unscreened donors), intravenous drug abuse, unsafe therapeutic injections 

and other healthcare related procedures 
[348]

. However, in developed countries, the 

introduction of blood-screening tests for HCV 
[349, 350]

 has effectively eradicated transmission 

by blood transfusion. Instead, injection drug use has been the predominant mode of 

transmission in recent times 
[351]

. On the contrary, in the developing world, unsafe therapeutic 

injections and blood transfusions are still major modes of transmission 
[348]

. HCV 

transmission via occupational, perinatal or sexual exposure is much less common. Perinatal 

transmission is estimated to occur in 2.7–8.4% of infants born from HCV infected mothers, 

with even higher rates in those born to HIV/HCV co-infected mothers 
[352, 353]

. Sexual mode of 

transmission has also been reported 
[354]

, however it is far less efficient than for other sexually 

transmitted viruses 
[355]

. 

 

10: Physiopathology  

Hepatitis C is a highly progressive disease. The acute hepatitis phase progresses to chronic 

hepatitis and in long term can lead to cirrhosis and finally hepatocellular carcinoma (Figure 

31). 
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Figure 31: Natural history of HCV infection 

 

10.a: Evolution of the disease and clinical symptoms  

10.a.1: Acute Hepatitis C  

During hepatitis C, viral RNA can be detected between one to three weeks after infection. 

Acute hepatitis C is characterized by a positive viremia (viral RNA detection in blood) and 

negative serology. During this infection a short incubation period of 4 to 12 weeks is followed 

by an elevation in the level of alanine aminotransferase (ALT). However, the infection is 

usually self-limiting in less than six months and 15-30 % cases resolve spontaneously due an 

effective immune response. Although the infection is asymptomatic in most cases, ~20% of 

patients develop symptoms related to the next stage of hepatitis (nausea, jaundice, vomiting, 

and anorexia) and 80% of those passed to chronicity 
[37]

.  

 

10.a.2: Chronic hepatitis C 

Chronic hepatitis C is defined by the viral RNA persistence, in excess of six months, with 

continuous ALT elevations and the appearance of histological signs 
[37]

. In majority of cases, 

HCV escapes the immunity system and spreads chronic infection in asymptomatic conditions. 

However, histological abnormalities due to infection can be observed for most chronic 

carriers by liver biopsies. It's the biopsy that determines the condition of damaged liver tissue. 
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Reports indicated that 5% of infected persons remain healthy carriers while 90% develop 

chronic hepatitis. Among these, 20% evolve to cirrhosis, over an average period of 20 years, 

with a possible development of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) in 4% cases 
[37, 351]

. This 

transition from acute to chronic phase depends on a number of factors like gender, age, 

consumption of alcohol, some genes of Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) and co-

infection with HIV or HBV 
[37, 351, 348, 356]

. Furthermore, metabolic disorders like obesity, 

diabetes and insulin resistance are associated with more rapid progression of fibrosis in HCV 

infection and also poor prognosis for antiviral therapy 
[357]

.  

 

10.b: Host immune response and viral persistence  

Various immune system components, like innate immunity (including humoral and cellular 

responses), are involved in response to pathogens. Thus, the quality of the immune response 

is essential for the healing or persistence of HCV infection.  

 

10.b.1: Non-specific immune response  

Non-specific immune reponse is induced in early stages of HCV infection. During this 

response, Type I interferons (IFN-α/β) are produced by hepatocytes which are post-infected 

with HCV and plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDCs) 
[358]

. These interferons are then recognized 

by specific cellular receptors (Figure 32) like TLR3 (Toll-like receptor 3) on the surface of 

cells, and RIG-1 (retinoic acid inducible gene 1) inside the cells (Figure 32). The engagement 

of these receptors leads to activation of transcription factors, IRF-3 (Interferon regulatory 

factor 3) and NF-κB (nuclear factor κB) for secretion of IFN-α/β from infected cells (Figure 

32) 
[359]

. Activation of NF-κB induces the production of pro-inflammatory cytokines and 

chemokines. This production amplifies the inflammatory response and also facilitates the 

recruitment of leukocytes 
[359]

. These leukocytes act in concert with IFN type I in host 

immune response against HCV.  

The host response is triggered when a pathogen-associated molecular pattern (PAMP) 

presented by the infecting virus is recognized and engaged by specific PAMP receptor factors 

expressed in the host cell. This interaction with PAMP receptor factors induces the expression 

of antiviral effector genes 
[360]

. For RNA viruses, viral PAMPs include protein and nucleic 

acid products of infection or replication like single/double-stranded (ss/ds) and polyuridine 

signatures. These viral PAMPs are then engaged by specific Toll-like receptors (TLRs) or 

nucleic acid-binding proteins that serve as PAMP receptors (Figure. 32) 
[361, 362]

. The viral 
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RNA of HCV contains each of these PAMP signatures and thus, sufficient to trigger the host 

response when introduced into naïve cells 
[363, 364]

. 

 PAMP receptor’s largest effect is the activation of latent cellular transcription factors that 

mediate the rapid onset of gene expression, thus marking the immediate-early phase of the 

host response 
[365]

. Furthermore, secreted IFN-β engages the local tissue through paracrine and 

autocrine processes of binding IFN-α/β receptors. This leads to the activation of Jak-STAT 

pathway (Figure 32) 
[359]

. In this pathway, the receptor-associated Jak and Tyk1 protein 

kinases catalyse the phosphorylation of signal transducer and activator of transcription 

(STAT) proteins on critical serine and tyrosine residues. Jak-STAT pathway in turn activates 

the transcription of genes induced by IFN called Interferon-stimulated genes (ISGs). These 

genes are genetic effectors of the host response to viral infection and the human genome 

encodes hundreds of these ISGs. Progressively, the activation of paracrine pathway by ISGs 

in neighboring un-infected cells, can limit the spread of the virus 
[359]

. 

 Furthermore, the production of IFN type I is designed to enhance the expression of major 

histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I on the surface of cells presenting antigen, like 

DCs, and thus, enhancing the cellular immune response 
[358]

. The cellular response includes 

the activation of natural killer cells (NK) and cytotoxic CD8+ T lymphocytes (CTL) which 

lead to liver damage. The death of hepatocytes by NK cells and CTL stimulates myeloid 

dendritic cells (mDC) which promote the secretion of IFN-γ. Finally, IFN-γ activates the liver 

macrophages, in order to improve the local inflammation 
[358]

. 

 Interestingly, HCV appears to use several mechanisms to subvert the IFN response and the 

endogenous CDs. This virus is able to modulate antiviral defenses of infected cells, like the 

signaling pathways leading to the synthesis of potential antiviral IFN type 1 and other ISGs 

[359]
 (Figure 32). 

 Another way to subvert is through the HCV NS3/4A protease that antagonises the IRF-3 

activation as well as the expression of IFN-β by blocking the RIG-1 signaling and TLR-3 
[359]

. 

This has multiple consequences related to decreased production of IFN in hepatocytes and 

blocking the route of IFN-associated PAMP amplification. Among the ISGs, the modification 

of the MHC-1 expression induces disruption of the presentation pattern of antigens 
[366]

. On 

the other hand, the loss of NF-κB activation leads to deregulation of the expression of many 

cytokines and chemokines 
[367]

. 
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Figure 32: Host response to infection with HCV (from 
[359]

).  

(A), Viral PAMP (HCV RNA) binding to RIG-I or TLR3 results in the phosphorylation and 

activation of IRF-3 by the TBK1 or IKK8- protein kinases 
[368-370]

. The dimer of phospho-

IRF-3 translocates to the cell nucleus, interacts with its transcription partners, including 

CBP/p300 
[371, 372]

 and binds to the cognate-DNA positive regulatory domain (PRD) in the 

promoter region of IRF-3 target genes, including IFN-β. (B), IRF-3 activation results in IFN-β 

production and secretion from the infected cell. (C), IFN-β binding to the IFN-α/β receptor 

signals the activation of the associated Tyk2 and Jak1 protein kinases to direct the 

phosphorylation and assembly of a STAT1–STAT2 heterodimer and trimeric ISGF3 complex 

containing IRF-9 
[360]

. The ISGF3 complex locates to the cell nucleus, where it binds to the 

ISRE on target genes to direct ISG expression. (D), ISGs are the genetic effectors of the host 

response. IRF-7 is a transcription factor and an ISG. It is activated after expression through 

viral PAMP signalling pathways that overlap with the pathways of IRF-3 activation. IRF-7 

phosphorylation, dimerization and heterodimerization with IRF-3 allow it to bind its cognate 

virus-responsive element (VRE) in the promoter region of IFN-α genes, resulting in the 

production of various IFN-α subtypes that further signal ISG expression 
[373]

. This increases 

the abundance of RIG-I and viral PAMP signalling components whose continued signalling 

serves to amplify IFN production and the host response. The therapeutic administration of 
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IFN-α provides antiviral action against HCV by signalling ISG expression through the IFN-

α/β receptor and the Jak–STAT pathway. RIG-I and TLR3 signalling ablation by the HCV 

NS3/4A protease blocks IRF-3 activation and attenuates the host response to infection. 

 

Furthermore, the expression of core protein in cultured cells is associated with an increase in 

the level of expression of the protein SOCS-3 (suppressor of cytokine signaling) 
[374, 375]

. 

SOCS are inhibitors of the Jak-STAT pathway and also negatively regulate the receptor 

signaling pathway to IFN-α/β. However, their exact role in HCV infection is still unknown. 

Likewise, the NS5A protein is also an IFN antagonist and appears to regulate the expression 

of the ISGs 
[374]

 and its in vitro expression can suppress the action of IFN-α 
[162]

.  

On the other hand, IFN-λ, type III interferon, also hampers the replication of certain viruses 

like HBV and HCV 
[376, 377]

. It induces antiviral activity against HCV via the same kind of 

receptor which activates the signaling pathway in case of IFN-α (Figure 33). The distribution 

of this receptor for IFN-λ is smaller, as compared to the receptor of IFN-α/β, on the surface of 

different cell types and inhibits viral replication by activating ISGs 
[376]

. Additionally, in vitro 

experiments reveled that IFN-λ induces a constant increase in ISGs level 
[376]

.  

 

 

Figure 33: Signaling pathway of IFN type I, II and III (from 
[378]

)  

The interferon-signaling pathway has three different receptor complexes (Type I, II, III), 

which mediate distinct differences in JAK (Janus kinase) and Stat (Signal transducer and 

acitivator of transcription) signaling within the cell cytoplasm. Subsequent interferon 
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stimulated gene (ISG) expression is differentially expressed, and this in turn determines the 

relative anti-hepatitis C virus activity of the pathway. The identified IL28B polymorphisms 

are near the gene that encodes interferon-λ3, which signals through the Type III interferon 

receptor complex. 

 

Importantly, pegylated interferon- λ (PEG-IFN-λ) is being tested as a monotherapy, and also 

in combination with ribavirin, in patients non-responsive towards IFN-α treatment. The initial 

results of the clinical trial showed that PEG-IFN-λ reduces the viral load without inducing 

side effects, which are commonly observed with IFN-α 
[379]

. However, recently, three major 

genetic associations demonstrated a link between the lack of response to combination therapy 

and genetic variations present in the IL28B gene encoding IFN-λ3 
[380-382]

. This discovery 

could lead to make better clinical decisions for treatment of chronic infection on the basis of 

individual perticularity, as all individuals do not repond in a similar way to a particular 

treatment. 

 

10.b.2: Specific immune response  

Specific immune responses include humoral and cellular immune responses.  

 

Humoral immune response  

Development of neutralizing antibodies is a hallmark of clearance in many viral infections 

and induction of these antibodies through immunization with viral subunits or inactivated 

virus is a classic strategy for the induction of protective immunity 
[383]

. HCV-specific 

antibodies usually become detectable in the serum within several weeks after primary HCV 

infection, although the range is highly variable. The first detectable antibodies against HCV 

antigens in serum usually target NS3 protein (anti-c33 Ab) and core protein (anti-capsid Ab or 

anti-22c Ab) 
[384]

. Later, these antibodies target NS4 and envelope glycoproteins (E1 and E2) 

[383, 384]
. The hypervariable region-1 (HVR-1) of the glycoprotein E2 of HCV is considered the 

major target for neutralizing antibodies. In vivo studies in chimpanzees revealed that HCV 

antibody specific for the HVR-1 region, with a capacity of neutralization in vitro, have 

protective effects against HCV infection 
[37, 385]

. On the other hand, anti-HVR-1 antibodies do 

not confer protective immunity against reinfection 
[386, 387]

. However, patients remain 

persistently infected despite the presence of high titers of neutralizing antibodies which 
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indicate their uneffectiveness. This is probably due to the genetic variability of HCV and thus 

selection of variants that escape constantly to antibodies.  

 

T cell response or cellular immune response   

Strong HCV-specific CD4+ and CD8+ T cell responses against HCV multiple epitopes are 

necessary for spontaneous viral clearance during the acute phase. But at the same time, the 

virus appears to have multiple strategies to evade these defenses 
[386, 388]

.  

CD8+ T cells recognize viral antigens presented by MHC class I on antigen-presenting cells 

and infected target cells. Their antiviral activity and cytotoxicity involves the secretion of 

antiviral cytokines as interferon-gamma (IFN-γ). In antiviral immune response, CD4+ T cells 

have effector functions such as the secretion of antiviral cytokines and activation of viral- 

specific B and CD8+ T cells. Numerous studies has shown that during the acute phase, 

infection can be limit by strong responses of CD4+ and CD8+ T cell 
[389, 388, 390, 391]

. However, 

there exists a mismatch between the onset of viremia and T-cell response. But still, decrease 

in viremia coincides with specific T-cell response and induction of IFN-γ in peripheral blood 

and liver 
[391]

. It has been shown that without CD4+ T cell responses, HCV-specific CD8+ T 

cell and neutralizing antibodies could develop, but the subsequent viremia cannot be 

controlled 
[392]

. Further, studies in humans and chimpanzees have shown that when CD8+ T 

response is vigorous and targets many epitopes, it can suppress HCV infection during acute 

phase. Inversely, the infection becomes chronic when the CD8+ T response is low and target 

few epitopes. Additionally, using the chimpanzee model, in which it is possible to deplete 

specific cell populations, it has been shown that CD4+ and CD8+ T cells have critical role in 

primary protective immunity 
[393, 394]

. Although, CD8+ T cells are primary effector cells but 

without the help of CD4+ T cells, they can not control viral replication and persistant 

infection is more likely to develop 
[393-395]

. CD8+ T cells have both cytolytic and non-cytolytic 

effector functions, the latter of which is mediated by production of cytokines such as IFN-γ 

and INF-α. Among them, the non-cytolytic effector function has been described as a 

mechanism important for viral clearance 
[396]

. On the other hand, the mechanism by which 

CD8+ T cells may control HCV replication is still poorly known. Most researchers have 

focused on the role of IFN-γ as a key cytokine which is both necessary and sufficient to 

inhibit replication of HCV. Experiments revealed that both IFN-γ and IFN-α/β can inhibit 

replication 
[397]

. Further, it has been observed that the level of IFN-γ expression correlates 

positively with the degree of inflammation within liver tissue 
[398]

. But still, there is no 
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evidence that the level of IFN-γ expression is related to HCV viral load. The positive 

correlation suggests that other cytokines may play a role in controlling HCV replication. 

Thus, viral persistence appears to be a multifactorial mechanism and HCV developed several 

strategies to counter the host immune response. 

  

11: Therapy 

In the absence of an effective vaccine against HCV, the current treatment for patients 

suffering from chronic hepatitis is based on a combination of a stabilized form of IFN-α, IFN-

α pegylated (PEG-IFN-α) and a nucleoside analogue, ribavirin. PEG-IFN-α provides a longer 

half-time, better pharmacokinetics and a better rate of antiviral response compared to 

interferon-α. However, genotyping of HCV patients is essential because duration and 

response to treatment is depending on virus genotype. This therapy can treat about 80% of 

patients infected with genotype 2 or 3, and about 50% of those infected with genotype 1. The 

duration of treatment is 24 weeks in case of genotype 2 or 3, and 48 weeks for genotype 1 

[399]
.  

Inspite of its effectivity, this treatment has many drawbacks viz., a high rate of non-

responding patients, time consumption, costly, weight loss, nausea, flu-like symptoms (fever, 

myalgia, and chills), depression, disorders neuropsychiatric and other hematologic 

abnormalities. Treatment is also contraindicated in pregnancy or renal failure. It is therefore 

an urgent need to identify new therapy targets to develop new treatments against HCV. In this 

regard, the HCV life cycle has a number of potential targets for targeted molecular therapy. 

Moreover, several new antiviral therapies are currently at varying stages of preclinical and 

clinical developments 
[174]

.  

Early studies focused primarily on improving the current treatment processes because it 

induces many side effects. This leads to the discoveries of Albuferon-alpha and viramidine, 

which are now in phase III of development. The Albuferon-alpha is an IFN-α2b fused to 

albumin, which gives longer half-life. On the other hand, viramidine is a precursor of ribavirin 

with the same antiviral effect, but without hemolytic effect, as induced by treatment with 

ribavirin. 

Another targeting agent could be the NS3 protease inhibitors as they can block viral 

replication, by preventing the maturation of the polyprotein, and formation of replication 

complex (RC). In addition, NS3 protease inhibition would increase the effectiveness of host 

antiviral response by blocking the activation of the host’s innate immune response. The 
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molecule VX-950 (telaprevir) (Vertex / Mitsubishi) is able to block the NS3 protease and 

effectively inhibit the replication of HCV in cell culture. It has been associated with a good 

tolerance ratio in laboratory animals. Unfortunately, it is the only molecule that is currently in 

phase III of development 
[400]

. The results of Phase I of clinical trials show that VX-950 has a 

very strong antiviral activity 
[401]

. The emergence of resistant mutants was also delayed in 

vitro and in vivo 
[402, 401, 403]

.  

Moreover, clinical phase 2b studies have recently shown encouraging results while combining 

telaprevir with IFN-α and ribavirin 
[404-406]

. But this combination treatment induces many side 

effects and the emergence of resistant mutants 
[404-406]

.  

Another possibility could be the use of NS5B polymerase inhibitors in the course of targeting 

the virus replication. These are of two types, nucleoside, like ribavirin, and non-nucleoside 

inhibitors. Nucleoside analogues are converted into nucleotides by cells and then incorporated 

into the viral RNA during synthesis which in turn blocks the RNA synthesis. The molecule 

R7128, an analogue of cytidine, shows very strong antiviral activity in clinical trials 
[407]

. On 

the other hand, non-nucleoside inhibitors are allosteric inhibitors of NS5B. These prevent the 

conformational changes of the enzyme required for initiation of RNA synthesis. The molecule 

GS9190 showed a strong antiviral activity in Phase I clinical trial 
[407]

 by associating with 

pegylated interferon therapy. This association provided a concept of dual therapy with 

ribavrine. 

There are also other approaches, specifically designed to target cellular proteins which are 

necessary for replication and morhogenesis of infectious viral particles. These approaches 

include the inhibition of cyclophilin, by Debio-025 
[311]

 and MIM811 
[310]

. Another possibility 

is the inhibition of glycosylation of envelope proteins by sugar-imines like celgosovir which 

is an alpha glucosidase I inhibitor. These sugar-imines will be concentrated in the 

endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and inhibit α-glucosidase 
[408]

.  

Another possibility could be the use of TLRs-agonist molecules like SM360320. This 

molecule is an agonist of TLR7 and reduces in vitro HCV RNA levels by inducing the 

expression of IFN type 1 
[409]

. Molecules containing the CpG nucleotide motifs (Actilion) 

targeting TLR9 receptor is able to stimulate receptors and subsequently, inducing an effective 

immune response 
[410]

. These molecules are present in the CDs.  

Another area of research focuses on vaccine development therapies designed to stimulate 

cellular immune response against the virus. The development of therapeutic vaccines is 

necessary, due to the limited effectiveness of current available treatments. HCV antigenic 
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proteins, expressed in different forms (proteins alone, DNA, recombinant virus-like particles) 

are used to boost the host immune response. For example, the IC41 (Intercell, Vienna, 

Austria) is a vaccine that contains multiple epitopes of HCV genome and synthetic adjuvant 

polyarginine. In a phase II study, the IC41 induced immune responses and significant 

reductions in transient HCV RNA in serum of patients. The test was performed with patients 

who had not responded to standard therapies 
[411]

. The TG4040 (Transgene, Lyon, France) is 

another therapeutic vaccine based on a MVA (modified vaccinia Ankara virus) viral vector 

encoding proteins NS3, NS4 and NS5B and stimulating T cell response specific for HCV 
[412]

. 

Moreover, the virus-like particles, VLPs, with their surface envelope glycoproteins expressing 

antigenic properties similar to those of wild-type virus 
[218]

, can also be used as therapeutic 

vaccines 
[413]

. Interestingly, recent discovery has shown that monoclonal anti-claudin 1 

antibodies prevent HCV infection of primary human hepatocytes 
[548]

. 

In addition to that, the development of a preventive vaccine to eradicate HCV is also under 

study. The vaccine must be capable of inducing the production of neutralizing antibodies 

effective against HCV. It should be able to enhance the response of memory T cells to 

specifically recognizing the virus. However, due to the high genetic variability of the virus, 

the construction of such effective vaccine against all genotypes of HCV is a real challenge.  

 

12: Intracellular Distribution of core protein 

Core has been shown to exhibit a cytoplasmic and granular localization in liver biopsies 
[414, 

415]
. Subcellular fractions indicated that the core is associated with membranes while 

immmunofluorescence data from tissue cultures has shown the core protein to be cytoplasmic, 

and to associate with granular structures 
[16, 15, 416]

. These granular structures have been shown 

to be LDLDs by EM 
[16]

 and domain D2 of core, consisting of two amphipathic alpha-helicase 

separated by a hydrophobic loop, is responsible for targeting core to LDLDs 
[417, 418]

. 

Although, core has mostly been reported to be bound to cytoplasmic membranes, a portion 

may localize to the nucleus 
[419, 420]

. This nuclear species of core was reported to be 

conformationally distinct from the cytoplasmic species 
[421]

, but the presence and relevance of 

this nuclear species has yet to be confirmed in vivo. 

 

13: HCV Core Protein (AF009606 – Isolate HCV- H77) 

During translation of the HCV polyprotein, the nascent polypeptide is targeted to the host ER 

membrane for translocation of the E1 ectodomain into the ER lumen, a process mediated by 
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MSTNPKPQRK TKRNTNRRPQ DVKFPGGGQI VGGVYLLPRR GPRLGVR 

                             BD1 

 ATRK TSERSQPRGR RQPIPKARRP EGRTWAQPGY PWPLYGNEGM GW  

                            BD2                                                              WD 

AGWLLSPR GSRPSWGPTD PRRRSRNLGK VIDTLTCGFA  DLMGYIPLVG 

                            BD3 

APLGGAARAL AHGVRVLEDG VNYATGNLPG CSFSIFLLALLSCLTIPASA 

an internal signal sequence located between the core and E1 sequences. Cleavage of the signal 

sequence by the host signal peptidase yields the 191 aa long immature form of the core 

protein, which contains the E1 signal sequence at its C-terminus. This cleavage is predicted to 

occur on the luminal side of the ER 
[17, 15]

. This signal peptide is processed further by a host 

signal peptide peptidase, yielding the mature core protein of 179 aa or so of 21 kDa 
[422]

. Most 

of the core protein is found in the cytoplasm, where it is bound to ER membrane or located at 

the surface of LDLDs 
[16, 418, 193]

. This maturation of core by SPP is necessary for the 

formation of infectious viral particles 
[323]

. Apart from LDs, the protein can be retained at the 

ER membrane and on mitochondria 
[322, 19]

 as well as in the nucleus. The mature protein is a 

dimeric, alpha-helical protein exhibiting features that are consistent with those of a membrane 

protein 
[423]

. 

Figure 34: Amino acid sequence of the HCV core protein 

The N-terminal D1 domain comprises three areas rich in basic residues (BD1 to BD3) and a 

region rich in tryptophan residues (WD). The C-terminal D2 domain is hydrophobic and binds 

to membranes.  

 

The first 117 N-terminal amino acids of the core protein constitute a RNA-binding 

hydrophilic domain, named D1 domain,  that contains three highly basic clusters (BD1-BD3) 

(Figure 34) 
[24]

, bearing predicted nuclear localization signals (Figure 34). The N-terminal 

region of the D1 domain contains immunodominant antigenic sites, and its structural analysis 

has revealed a helix–loop–helix motif at amino acids 17–37, carrying at least one 

conformational epitope 
[424]

. Additionally, it also contains amino acids (between residues 36 

and 91) involved in the homodimerization of the core 
[425, 426]

 required to form the viral 

nucleocapsid 
[427, 428]

. The region between amino acids 82-102 contains a tryptophan-rich 

sequence (WD) believed to be involved in homotypic core interactions. The D1 domain 

shares the characteristics of natively unfolded proteins, which are believed to undergo 
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“induced folding” on binding to their natural ligands 
[429]

. This conformational plasticity 

allows the core protein to interact with many different cellular partners and may account for 

the wide range of functions attributed to this protein. 

 

 

 

Figure 35: Model depicting the role of the D2 domain in the folding of HCV core and LD 

targeting. i, the HCV polyprotein is translocated to the ER membrane and cleaved by SP to 

generate the N terminus of E1. ii, interaction of D2 with the ER membrane induces folding of 

Helix I and II, which promotes folding of D1. iii and iv, SPP cleavage within SPcore-E1 releases 

the mature form of core that remains attached to the ER membrane via the structural motifs in 

D2. Alternatively, after SPP cleavage, incorrectly folded protein is targeted to the proteasome 

for degradation. v, the mature core protein transfers from the ER membrane to the surface of 

LDs that are located at the ER membrane 
[417]

. 

 

The C-terminus of the mature core protein (segment 118–179 or so) named domain D2 is 

strongly hydrophobic. This domain is predicted to fold into two amphipathic α-helices (Helix 

I and II) separated by a hydrophobic loop and is responsible for core association with LDs and 

ER membranes 
[16, 417, 418, 322]

 (Figure 35). The introduction of mutations in this C-terminus 

part affects the distribution of core, resulting in a decreased production of infectious particles 

[324]
.  
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Figure 36: Sequence and structure of the D2 domain(A) Amino acid sequence of the D2 

domain. (B) 
1
Hα chemical shift differences (in ppm) for each residue. The dotted line 

indicates the standard threshold value for an α-helix (∆Hα of -0.1 ppm). Boxed amino acids 

correspond to residues located in α-helical regions. (C) helix projections of α-helices 119-136 

(left) and 148-164 (right) showing their amphipathic nature. Outlined and boldface letters 

correspond to polar and hydrophobic residues, respectively. 

 

Furthermore, 
1
Hα chemical shift differences (Figure 36B) and helix projections of α-helices 

(Figure 36C) of D2 have already been proposed. The first amino acid in D2 has been 

positioned at residue 118, but its C-terminal limit is less well defined and lays in the region 

between amino acids 171 and 182, which encompasses the beginning of the signal peptide 

between core and E1 and the Signal Peptide Protease cleavage site. From studies with a panel 

of deletion mutants, removing regions from domain D1 of HCV core does not impair LD 

association 
[418]

. By contrast, deleting segments of D2 completely abolishes the attachment to 

LDLDs 
[418]

. Thus, the key residues for binding to LDLDs resided within D2. This hypothesis 
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was confirmed by linking D2 to the C-terminal end of GFP, creating a GFP-D2 chimeric 

protein that is targeted to LDLDs 
[417]

. Modelling of D2 predicts that the two helices interact 

in-plane with the membrane surface, with the hydrophobic residues contacting lipids at the 

membrane interface (Figure 37) 
[417]

.  

 

 

Figure 37: Model of the interaction between the helices of D2 and the membrane 

surface. Hydrophobic amino acids directed towards the lipid interior are shown in grey; 

coloured residues represent hydrophilic amino acids (based on 
[430]

). 

 

Folding of the helical regions in D2 may rely on interaction with membrane surfaces since 

mutations of hydrophobic amino acids in Helix I and II lead to loss of its efficiency to attach 

with LDs 
[417]

. Both helices require a hydrophobic environment for folding, indicating that 

lipid interactions contribute to their structural integrity 
[417]

. Alterations of these residues also 

induce degradation of the entire core protein 
[417]

. It is thought that mutations of hydrophobic 

residues in the helices may perturb their correct interaction with membranes and as a result 

impair folding. Additionally, D2 requires its C-terminal limit till amino acid 161 for optimal 

activity 
[417]

. Any defects in D2 folding may be transmitted to the D1 region of core, creating a 

misfolded protein that is recognised by the degradative machinery within the cell. Recently, 

an extensive mutagenesis study across the entire core-coding region has confirmed the 

importance of the D2 domain for the stability of the core protein 
[431]

.  

The precise nature of the interactions between the D2 domain and membrane surfaces, such as 

those on LDs has not been determined yet. However, no single structure motif within domain 

D2 is responsible for LD association since a combination of both amphipathic alpha-helices 

and the hydrophobic loop is required 
[417]

. 

 Finally, the core exerts multiple roles in infected cells and virus replication. The core notably 

interacts with a number of cellular proteins which impact on cell proliferation and 

differentiation 
[4, 20]

 and also on the lipid metabolism with a possible influence on 
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hepatocellular carcinomas 
[21]

. As a major viral component tightly binding to genomic RNA 

sequences, the core is also thought to drive genomic RNA packaging and nucleocapsid 

formation 
[217, 432, 433]

. Moreover, the core has potent nucleic acid chaperoning activities 
[26, 24]

. 

 

13.a: Host Cell Proteins Interacting with Core 

There are number of host cell proteins which have been identified as interacting partners with 

HCV core protein. These host cell proteins were identified by yeast-2-hybrid screening of 

human cDNA libraries using core sequences as bait and the interactions were confirmed by 

biochemical analyses, including GST-pull down assay and in vivo colocalization by 

immunoflurescence, and other recent techniques 
[434, 435]

. 

 

13.a.1: Lymphotoxin-β Receptor (LT-βR) 

The core protein binds the cytoplasmic tail of LT-βR 
[436, 437]

, which is a member of the 

tumour necrosis factor receptor family. Although, the exact function of LT-βR is unknown, it 

is thought to be involved in cytolytic and NF-κB activation in certain cell types. The region of 

core including residues 1-91 or domain 1 is required for interaction with LT-βR 
[436, 437]

. 

Additionally, core protein when expressed in HeLa cells, enhances the cytolytic effects of LT-

βR ligand (lymphotoxin-α1-β2) while showed no such effect in either Huh7 or HepG2 cells 

[436]
. 

 

13.a.2: Tumour Necrosis Factor Receptor 1 (TNFR1) 

Core protein has also been shown to bind the prototype tumour necrosis factor receptor, 

TNFR1 
[438]

 as shown by GST-fusion protein pull-down assays. TNFR1 is the primary 

receptor mediated TNF induction and is involved in cell death signaling and NF-κB 

activation. The interaction requires residues 1-117 of core protein and the cytoplasmic tail 

region of TNFR1 (residues 345-407). Finally, in the presence of core, HepG2 and HeLa cells 

were more sensitive to TNF- or anti-TNFR1 antibody-induced cell death 
[438]

. 

 

13.a.3: Heterogeneous Nuclear Ribonucleoprotein K (hnRNP K) 

Core protein specifically interacts with hnRNP K as shown by yeast-2-hybrid, GST-fusion 

protein binding and colocalisation studies 
[439]

. It is a transcriptional regulator with both RNA- 

and DNA-binding properties and is a component of hnRNP complex. Although it is 

predominantly found in the nucleus, it also shuttles to the cytoplasm and plays a role in 
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processing and transport of pre-mRNA. Residues 1-115 of HCV core domain I are required 

for the interaction with hnRNP K. Core protein was also shown to partially reverse the 

suppressive effect of hnRNP K on the human thymidine kinase gene, possibly by binding the 

proline-rich regions of hnRNP K which blocks the interaction of hnRNP K with other cellular 

factors 
[439]

. 

 

13.a.4: Apolipoprotein All (apoAll) 

While describing the cytoplasmic localization of core protein, it was observed that core and 

apoAll colocalize on the surface of LDs in HepG2 cells 
[16]

. The region involved in the 

interaction was later identified as residues 160-173 of core and its truncation leads to loss of 

interaction with apoAll and localization to the nucleus 
[440]

. Association between apoAll and 

HCV core may be involved in the modulation of lipid metabolism by core protein, thus 

playing a role in HCV pathogenicity. 

 

13.a.5: p53 

Results showed that core was able to enhance the gene transactivation activity of exogenous 

p53 in p53-negative Hep3B cells as well as endogenous p53 in Hep G2 cells 
[441]

. 

Enhancement of transactivation by p53 in the presence of core resulted in enhanced 

expression of the downstream p53 effector gene, the cdk inhibitor p21
waf1/Cip1/Sdi1

. Further, this 

increased expression of p21
waf1/Cip1/Sdi1

 can suppress the cell cycle and, in the presence of core 

protein Hep3B cell growth was suppressed in a p53-dependent way. This dependent 

suppression of hepatocellular growth may have important implications in HCV pathogenesis. 

The binding requires residues 1-151 of core and residues 366-380 of p53 
[441]

. 

 

13.a.6: 14-3-3ε protein 

The 14-3-3 protein family associates with components of several signal transduction pathways 

such as the Raf-1 kinase cascade. An interaction between core protein and the epsilon isoform 

of 14-3-3 protein (14-3-3ε) has been observed 
[442]

 with the involvement of residues 49-97 of 

core protein and residues 165-234 of 14-3-3 protein. In HepG2 cells expressing core, 

phosphorylation of serine-53 of core is essential for interaction with the cellular protein, thus, 

suggesting that the interaction may occur in a phosphor-serine dependent manner. Activation 

of Raf-1 kinase, a central component of the mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase pathway, 
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requires this interaction. Interestingly, an enhanced MAP kinase activation in HCC 
[443]

 is 

reported, suggesting that the core may play a role in the progression of HCV to HCC 
[442]

. 

 

13.a.7: p21Waf1/Cip1/Sdi1 (p21) 

It was suggested that core protein may be involved in de-regulation of the cell cycle via 

interaction with the cell cycle regulator p21 
[444]

. The interaction between core and p21 

involved residues 24-52 of core protein and residues 139-164 of p21. As p21 is a regulator of 

cell cycle, interaction with core protein may inhibit nuclear transport of newly synthesized 

p21 and its subsequent involvement in cell cycle regulation 
[444]

. 

 

13.a.8: Leucine Zipper Protein (LZIP) 

LZIP is a transcription factor that has been shown to bind HCV core protein 
[445]

. 

Exogenously expressed LZIP was shown to localize to the nucleus in HepG2 and HeLa cells 

and was relocalised from the nucleus to the cytoplasm, once it is co-expressed with HCV core 

protein. Loss of LZIP function (by over-expression of a transcriptionally incompetent LZIP 

mutant) resulted in loss of contact inhibition in NIH3T3 cells, resulting in dense foci of cells. 

This dysfunctioning of cell growth was enhanced in the presence of core protein, suggesting 

that by sequestration of LZIP, core protein can prevent LZIP function and act as a co-factor in 

cell transformation 
[445]

. 

 

13.a.9: Complement Receptor gC1qR 

It was identified as a core-binding protein by screening of human lymphocyte-expression 

library 
[446]

 and it was confirmed that the residues required for interaction include amino acids 

26-124 of core and 188-259 of gC1qR. Binding of gC1qR to its natural ligand and 

complement protein C1q, specifically inhibits T-cell proliferation in a dose-dependent manner 

[447]
. Interestingly, naked core protein has been shown to circulate in the plasma of HCV-

infected patients 
[448]

 and be secreted from transfected cell lines 
[440]

. Furthermore, it was 

showed that core protein could specifically inhibit T-cell proliferation in a dose-dependent 

manner and that inhibition could be blocked by either anti- gC1qR or anti-core antibody 
[446]

. 

This inhibition of T-cell proliferation by circulating naked core protein may be a mechanism 

by which the virus evades the immune system and establishes persistence. 
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13.a.10: p73 

Core protein has also been shown to bind another member of the p53 superfamily, known as 

p73 
[449]

. This protein transactivate endogenous targets of p53 such as the p21
Waf1/Cip1/Sdi1

 

promoter (Jost et al., 1997) and core protein can modulate the transcriptional acitivity of p73 

on the p21 promoter
[449]

. Residues 321-353 of p73 are required for interaction. However, the 

core protein is able to inhibit p73 dependent cell growth arrest in HepG2 cells, suggesting an 

involvement of this interaction in the pathogenesis of HCV 
[449]

. 

 

13.a.11: Sp110b 

Sp110b was identified as a core-interacting protein during a study on the molecular 

mechanisms behind core modulation of all-trans-retinoic acid (ATRA)-induced cell death 

[450]
. Within the nucleus, Sp110b acts as a transcriptional corepressor of the retinoic acid 

response element (RARE) and prevents the enhancement of downstream proapoptotic gene 

expression 
[450]

. For interaction with core, residues 21-80 of core and 389-453 of Sp110b are 

needed. Core protein is responsible for the transfer of Sp110b from the nucleus to the 

cytoplasmic surface of the ER, thus releasing the suppressive function of Sp110b and 

activating RARα-mediated transcription and ultimately leading to ATRA-induced cell death 

[450]
. 

 

13.a.12: DEAD-box RNA Helicase (DDX3/CAP-Rf/DBX) 

Finally, core protein has been shown to bind a DEAD-box RNA helicase termed 

DBX/DDX3/CAP-Rf 
[451, 452]

. The interaction between HCV core and DDX3 was discovered 

using yeast-2-hybrid screening and confirmed by both in vitro binding studies and 

immunofluorescence analysis. The core-binding domain of DDX3 was mapped to the C-

terminal 409-622 residues 
[451, 452]

. DDX3 has been suggested to be involved in translation. 

Moreover, interaction of DX3 with core protein may inhibit translation of capped mRNA 
[451]

. 

 

13.b: Possible structural role of the Core Protein in nucleocapsid formation 

Several studies have indicated an interaction between core and the HCV 5’UTR. Residues 1-

75 of core, containing 4 clusters of basic acids, have been shown to have RNA binding 

capacity 
[15]

, while a number of groups have identified HCV RNA sequences capable of 

binding core 
[433]

. Interestingly, Surface Plasmon resonance (SPR) was used to confirm a 

stable interaction between core and the HCV 5’UTR and it was observed that core 
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preferentially bind structural sequences with high G content. On the other hand, residues 1-20 

of core have been shown to inhibit translation from the HCV IRES 
[453]

, suggesting that core 

may be involved in the switch from translation of RNA to replication and resultant packaging 

of viral RNA. 

Additionally, if core is multimerizing to form the capsid, it would require homotypic 

interactions. This has been shown by using various studies, which showed that core contains 

many homotypic interaction sites 
[426, 454]

. The hydrophilic region encompassing amino acids 

1-117 of core, was shown to be sufficient for core-core interaction, however no interaction 

was detected using full-length core protein. This could be due to the effect of the hydrophobic 

domain of core that affects the nuclear transport of the fusion proteins 
[425]

. These results also 

suggest that the homotypic interacting domain may be masked in full-length core and some 

conformational change is required to allow core-core interaction. Interestingly, this notion 

was validated soon after a conformational change in core has been identified upon interaction 

with tRNA 
[455]

. The N-terminus of core is proteinase-sensitive and the C-terminal end is 

required to stabilize the free core protein. However, core complexed with RNA or assembled 

into nucleocapsid particles was proteinase-resistant, suggesting conformational changes in 

core occur upon binding RNA and assembling into nucleocapsids, in order to possibly protect 

core from cellular degradation 
[455]

.  

 

13.c: Possible Pathogenic Roles of the Core Protein 

13.c.1: Effects on Apoptosis 

Expression of HCV core affects apoptosis, or programmed cell death. Apoptosis is an orderly 

cellular process resulting in cell death via several morphological phases including cell 

shrinkage, nuclear condensation, blebbing of the plasma membrane and ‘leddering’ of 

genomic DNA by digestion 
[17]

. Apoptosis can be due to a number of stimuli including 

oxidative stress, heat shock, ionizing radiation, cytokines and viral infection, which normally 

occurs via cell surface molecules such as Fas or TNF receptors. Apoptosis results in a cascade 

of intracellular events including death domain clustering and activation of caspases, which are 

responsible for many of the morphological changes during apoptosis.  

Apoptosis is modulated by core protein via 3 receptor pathways, Fas receptor-mediated, 

TNFα receptor-mediated and lymphotoxin β receptor-mediated apoptosis. 

There have been conflicting reports on the effect of core protein on Fas-mediated apoptosis. 

On one hand, it was shown that the interaction between anti-Fas antibody with the Fas 
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receptor induced marked apoptosis in the presence of core expressed in HepG2 cells 
[456]

. And 

on other hand, core protein was also shown to protect HepG2 cells from Fas-mediated 

apoptosis induced by the same anti-Fas antibody 
[457]

. This contradiction can be explained on 

basis of the use of clonal cells lines stably expressing core 
[456]

, as opposed to transient 

transfection of the full HCV open reading frame
[457]

. 

Like Fas-mediated apoptosis by core, contradictory results have also been reported for TNFα-

mediated apoptosis. Transiently transfected core protein was initially shown to inhibit TNFα-

induced apoptosis in MCF7 cells 
[458]

 and protect HepG2 cells from TNFα-mediated apoptosis 

[457]
. Core was also shown to activate NF-κB and activation was enhanced upon stimulation 

by either anti-Fas or anti-TNFα antibody, thus preventing apoptosis 
[457]

. However, core 

protein was also shown to sensitize HepG2 and HeLa cells to TNFα-induced apoptosis 
[438]

 by 

recruiting FADD to TNFR1 
[459]

. Residues 1-115 of core were identified as the binding region 

for TNFR1, while the death domain within the cytoplasmic tail of TNFR1 was shown to be 

required for interaction with core. Since TNFR1 has no catalytic activity, the death domain is 

thought to act as a signal transducer in the apoptotic pathway. Further, upon oligomerisation 

of TNFR1, TRADD subsequently recruits FADD. In turn, FADD then interacts directly with 

downstream apoptotic proteases leading to apoptosis. 

However, this work was later contradicted since TNFα-induced apoptosis was found to be 

inhibited by core protein and the core does not interact with TNFR1 or TRADD 
[460]

. This 

could be possibly due to the fact that core maintains a certain level of c-FLIP,  a dual function 

regulator for caspase-8 activation and CD95-mediated apoptosis, that  acts as an apoptosis 

inhibitor only at high ectopic expression levels. This high expression of c-FLIP inhibits the 

cleavage and activation of caspase-8 which resulted in inhibition of apoptosis 
[460]

. Again the 

explanation for this contradiction could be in the use of different cell lines or mode of core 

expression. 

Finally, core protein can enhance LT-βR-mediated apoptosis in a cell-type dependent manner. 

An enhancement of LT-βR-mediated apoptosis was observed in HeLa cells expressing core, 

while it was not observed in HepG2 or Huh-7 cells 
[436]

. 

 

13.c.2: Effects on Cell transformation 

Primary rat embryo fibroblast (REFs) studies have shown that HCV core, can convert cells to 

a transformed phenotype. Cells showed rapid proliferation, anchor-independent growth and 

tumor formation in athymic mice 
[461]

 as well as in REF rat-1
[462]

. However, core could 
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perform this effect only in combination with the oncogene H-ras. Additionally, core alone 

was shown to transform established NIH3T3 cells, when these cells were injected into nude 

mice. The transformation resulted in anchor-independent growth and tumorigenicity 
[461, 463]

. 

This transformation was the result of core interacting with signal transducer and activating 

(through phosphorylation) the transcription 3 (STAT3) activator 
[464]

. Core, in combination 

with H-ras, can promote anchorage-independent growth of BALB/3T3 A31-1-1 cells by 

stimulating the activation of the Erk1/2-serum response element pathway. This pathway is 

involved in signal transduction of growth stimuli 
[465]

. However, abnormal cellular 

proliferation is also seen due to the effects of core protein on the transcription factor LZIP. In 

the context of core protein, LSIP presents activities consistent with that of a tumor suppressor. 

LSIP is a nuclear CRE-activation factor whose transcriptional activity is repressed by core. 

However, subcellular sequestration of LSIP by core results in inactivation of LZIP and 

subsequent abnormal cellular proliferation 
[445]

. 

 

13.c.3: Effects of Transcription and Regulatory Factors 

Core protein can modulate expression from cellular and viral promoters 
[17]

. It was observed 

that HCV core protein could suppress expression and replication of hepatitis B virus (HBV) in 

Huh-7 cells. This was evident between 6- 9 days post-transfection and also coincided with 

intracellular relocalization of HCV core from the cytoplasm to the nucleus 
[466]

. Interestingly, 

HCV core protein may trancriptionally regulate other viruses since it transactivates expression 

from the HIV-1 long terminal repeat (LTR) and from the SV40 promoter. Core also 

suppresses expression from the rous sarcoma virus (RSV) LTR 
[467]

.  

However, contradictory effects of core were reported on p21 which is a promoter of a 

negative regulator of cell cycle progression. At first, it was reported that core suppresses p21 

promoter activity by enhancing cell growth 
[468]

. This activity of core was observed during 

liver regeneration. On the contrary, an enhancement of activity from the p21 promoter by core 

protein has also been shown 
[441]

.  

This discrepancy was later solved by showing that core affected p21 promoter activity in 

different ways that depend on the used cell lines 
[469]

. It was observed that the core 

transactivated the p21 promoter activity in HepG2 and Hep3B cells while it suppresses the 

expression in NIH3T3 cells and primary hepatocytes from transgenic mice 
[441, 468]

.  
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Furthermore, it has been reported that core may counteract the antiviral effect of IFN by 

suppressing the activity from the promoters of IFN effector protein MxA, PKR and 2’-5’ 

oligoadenylate synthetase (2’-5’ OAS) 
[470]

. 

 

13.c.4: Effects on Immune Presentation 

Since HCV establishes chronic infections in the majority of cases; hence, the virus must be 

able to avoid clearance by the immune system. In this regard, core protein may play a role by 

inhibiting the immune response to infection. Cytotoxic T cells are primed against HCV as a 

result of interaction between antigen-presenting cells (APC), HCV antigen and the T cells 

themselves. APCs are a site of HCV replication 
[471]

 and have also been studied to analyze the 

role of HCV proteins and stimulation of cytotoxic T cells during immune presentation.  

Expression of HCV protein core, E1 and E2, or core protein alone in T dendritic cells shows 

that the latter possess reduced stimulatory capacity for cytotoxic T cells. This was followed by 

the production and release of lower levels of T cell stimulatory cytokine IL-12 
[472, 473]

. 

Moreover, addition of exogenous IL-12 to dendritic cell/T cell cultures did not restore T-cell 

proliferation. This indicated that lack of IL-12 is not the main cause of abnormal T cell 

priming 
[473]

. Moreover, studies in mice using recombinant vaccinia virus showed that those 

expressing core protein had elevated virus titer 5 days post-infection compared to those 

expressing HCV non-structural proteins. In addition, mice expressing non-structural proteins 

overcame infection while mice expressing core protein succumbed to lethal infection 
[474]

. 

 This failure to clear vaccinia virus infection in the presence of HCV core protein, coined the 

theory that core protein plays a role in inhibition of the cytotoxic T cell response. Moreover, 

interferon-γ production by immune splenocytes was also profoundly suppressed in the 

presence of core protein. This lack of interferon-γ production was also accompanied with the 

reduction in the production of antigen-stimulated IL-2 
[474]

.  

Next, the core protein also modulates the immune response by interfering in the complement 

pathway 
[446]

. This was evidenced by the binding of complement protein C1q to its receptor, 

gC1qR. This interaction blocked the proliferation of cytotoxic T cells 
[447, 446]

. Additionally, 

core protein exposure inhibits T cell proliferation in a dose-dependent manner 
[446]

, due to 

inhibition of activation of the ERK/MER MAP kinase signaling pathway 
[475]

. Inhibition of 

activation of the ERK/MER MAP kinase by C1q/gC1qR interaction inhibits transcription of 

early genes involved in T cell activation (such as IL-2). This inhibition, finally, leads to 

suppression of proliferation. Production of IL-2 is also inhibited in the presence of core 
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protein, suggesting that core may inhibit T cell proliferation by inhibiting the ERK/MER 

MAP kinase signaling pathway 
[475]

. 

 

13.c.5: Effects on Lipid Metabolism 

HCV core protein localizes to the surface of LDs and has been suggested to regulate 

expression of cellular genes involved in lipid metabolism 
[16]

. This has been shown by the 

stable expression of core protein in both chimpanzees and HepG2 cells 
[16]

, as well as in 

transgenic mice 
[206]

.   

Transgenic mice presented steatosis at 2 months that coincided with an increased frequency of 

large (in comparison to small) LDs. These mice were expressing HCV core from birth. Thus, 

the coinciding of steatosis with frequency of LDs, suggested a role for core in steatosis. This 

role of core could be dependent on the binding of enzymatic molecules or apolipoproteins 

involved in lipid metabolism 
[206]

. Interestingly, core was shown to colocalize with 

apolipoprotein II on LDs within HepG2 cells 
[16]

. However, comparison of lipid levels and 

fatty acid composition of lipids in core-expressing transgenic mice, non-transgenic mice and 

non-transgenic obese mice indicated that triglyceride levels in the livers of transgenic mice 

and non-transgenic obese mice were significantly higher than compared to non-transgenic 

mice. On the other hand, the concentration of 18 carbon mono-unsaturated fatty acids (oleic 

and vaccenic acids) was increased only in transgenic mice. This suggested that HCV core may 

affect a specific pathway in lipid metabolism. 

Similar results on lipid composition were also observed in human livers 
[476]

. The core protein 

impaired hepatic assembly and secretion of triglyceride-rich, very low-density lipoproteins 

(VLDL) 
[477]

. Additionally, a marked reduction in number of normal sized lipoprotein 

particles was observed in core expressing transgenic mice. Microsomal triglyceride transfer 

protein (MTP) and apolipoprotein B (apo B) are major regulators of VLDL assembly. 

Transgenic mice expressing core show significantly lower MTP activity compared to non-

transgenic mice, suggesting that core protein may impair secretion of VLDL by decreasing 

MTP activity and thus VLDL assembly 
[477]

.  

 

13.d: Possible role of Core Protein as a nucleic-acid Chaperone 

Several hundred molecules of the structural core protein are thought to coat the genome in the 

viral particle, as do the nucleocapsid (NC) protein molecules in Retroviruses, another class of 

enveloped viruses containing a positive-sense RNA genome. Retroviral NC proteins  possess 
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nucleic acid chaperone properties that  play critical roles in the structural remodelling of the 

genome during retrovirus replication 
[478-484]

. This analogy between HCV Core and retroviral 

NC proteins provided an indication that HCV Core protein could be a putative nucleic acid 

chaperone.  

 

13.d.1: Nucleic Acid Chaperone 

Nucleic acid molecules (Ribonucleic Acid (RNA)/Deoxy-ribonucleic acid (DNA)) face 

difficulties when folding into their native structures. They become easily trapped in inactive 

conformations, because of structural and functional flexibilities. It was postulated that these 

unproductive misfoldings of nucleic acids can be solved by specific proteins 
[25, 485]

. These 

proteins can assist Nucleic acids (NAs) in reaching their functionally active states by binding 

and stabilizing a specific structure or, in a quite opposite way, by interacting in a non-specific 

manner 
[486]

. These proteins can either facilitate RNA-RNA, RNA-DNA or DNA-DNA 

interactions in a reaction termed nucleic acid annealing, or they can resolve non-functional 

inhibitory structures. The latter is defined as “RNA chaperone activity” and related proteins 

are defined as chaperone proteins. RNA chaperone activity entails the disruption of 

interactions between two NAs and the loosening of their structures. The interaction with these 

proteins is needed for the unfolding of the RNA but not to maintain its structure 
[486]

. These 

proteins do not require ATP-binding or hydrolysis for their activity. They have been assigned 

distinct roles in diverse cellular processes such as the regulation of transcription, RNP 

assembly and stabilization, RNA export, virus replication and histone-like nucleoid 

structuring. 

NA chaperone activity cannot be predicted based on the protein domain structure or the 

existence of discrete motifs. Nevertheless, it was observed that NA chaperones have the 

highest frequency of disordered regions. It has been proposed that they act according to an 

entropy transfer model, allowing correct RNA folding by successive cycles of protein–

substrate order–disorder (Figure 38) 
[487-489]

. 
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Figure 38: Entropy transfer model of NA chaperone mechanism (based on 
[489]

). The 

entropy transfer model indicates the possible role of structural disorder in chaperone function. 

The model incorporates most of the mechanistic details described for the action of disordered 

proteins/regions in chaperones; making no distinction between RNA and protein chaperones, 

as their critical mechanistic features are similar. Decisive elements are as follows. (1) A fully 

disordered chaperone (orange) binds a partially misfolded substrate (RNA or protein, blue) in 

a relatively nonspecific manner. The recognition segment locally folds (illustrated with green) 

and anchors the chaperone to the substrate. Naturally, this binding element may already be 

folded prior to binding (2) A disordered appendage projects away from the substrate and 

provides a solubilizing effect due to its highly hydrophilic character and entropic exclusion of 

other molecules. This disordered segment thus prevents aggregation of the substrate. (3) A 

disordered segment contacts the misfolded part of the substrate. As a result, part of the 

chaperone becomes ordered (green) whereas the substrate becomes disordered (i.e., locally 

unfolds due to the reciprocal entropy transfer process). Of course, this secondary binding need 

not be mechanistically separated from the primary binding event (1), as entropy transfer may 

already take place upon primary recognition of the substrate. (4) In this state of increased 

flexibility, the substrate is facilitated in its search through conformational space toward the 

native conformation by keeping its unfolded segments in close proximity by the folded 

chaperone. The chaperone may contact and release the substrate several times in rapid 

succession until it finally releases the properly folded substrate to resume the catalytic cycle. 

 

The number of proteins with NA chaperone activity is steadily growing 
[490]

. There is no 

consensus on the definition of NA chaperone activity or the minimum assays required to 
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establish the nucleic acid activity of the protein. In the next few paragraphs, we will discuss 

the assays that have been used to define a protein as a chaperone protein. 

13.d.1.1: Chaperone assays 

A number of assays, with different technical difficulty, have been used to analyze the RNA 

chaperone activity of a protein 
[486, 490]

. Here, we will discuss different assays used in in vitro 

and in vivo conditions to analyse the NA chaperone activities of these proteins. 

  In vitro assays 

In vitro assays employ model RNA substrates or ribozyme systems, because RNA chaperones 

typically show non-specific RNA binding properties. These assays are well suited for the 

general assessment of a candidate protein and to search for RNA chaperone activity mutants. 

These assays could be divided into i) simple assays, with relatively low technical difficulty as 

they are focused on a single aspect of chaperone activity (i.e., annealing, destablization and 

strand transfer assays), and ii) advanced assays, in which several chaperone activities are 

analyzed simultaneously (i.e., ribozyme or intron cleavage) 
[486, 491, 490]

. Although there is no 

consensus, at least two different positive assays should be required to establish the RNA 

chaperone activity of a protein. Additionally, protein should be released after its acts as 

nucleic acid chaperone, because this is the main difference between an RNA chaperone and 

an RNA binding protein that stabilizes a determined RNA folding while remaining bound.  

In certain cases, biophysical techniques, such as fluorescence resonance energy transfer 

(FRET), NMR spectroscopy, fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS), or single-molecule 

spectroscopy (SMS), and Surface Plasmon resonance (SPR) have been applied to investigate 

the chaperone mechanism in in vitro assays providing precise information on the RNA 

chaperone mode of action 
[480, 492-494, 481, 491, 495-497]

. 

Short RNAs are generally employed to monitor the RNA chaperone mediated helix 

destabilization of double-stranded RNAs. This destabilization can result in strand 

dissociation, unwinding and strand displacement (Figure 39A) 
[26, 498-501, 483, 502]

. Similarly, the 

annealing of RNAs of varying length, sequence and structure has been used to examine the 

RNA chaperone activity of proteins. To identify chaperone proteins, two strategies have been 

developed: (i) use of highly structured nucleic acid molecules. These NAs require a previous 

unwinding step by the RNA chaperone prior to the annealing, or (ii) protein elimination after 

base pairing has taken place (i.e., by treatment with proteinase K). 
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Figure 39: In vitro Assays for RNA chaperone activity. (A) RNA chaperone activity (RCA) 

on double-stranded RNA can result in helix destabilization (duplex unwinding), in full strand 

dissociation (RNA melting) or—in the presence of a competitor RNA—in strand 

displacement (strand exchange). (B) Pre-RNAs containing the thymidylate synthase group I 

intron have to fold correctly to undergo splicing. For the cis-splicing assay, the purified 

transcript is folded by heat-renaturing, and the reaction is initiated by addition of a guanosine 

cofactor. Proteins with RCA significantly increase the population of molecules with a 

catalytically active, splicing competent conformation. (C) To further strengthen the 

requirement for RNA-RNA interactions and correct folding, the pre-RNA can be transcribed 

in two pieces, which have to anneal for the formation of an active ribozyme. Trans-splicing is 

initiated by an exogenous guanosine cofactor that is ligated 5' to the 5'-intron part in the first 

transesterification step. The second reaction step leads to ligated exon and intron release. 
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Proteins with RCA facilitate this reaction, especially at low temperatures. (D) The 

hammerhead ribozyme assay monitors the cleavage of a substrate RNA that has to anneal to 

the ribozyme. RCA may resolve misfolded hammerhead ribozyme complexes and is 

beneficial for the release of the cleaved product and for multiple turn-over. Thus, two 

activities—annealing and strand displacement—can be traced in one assay.  

 

To monitor complex refolding events, group I intron cis- or trans-splicing or hammerhead 

ribozyme-mediated RNA cleavage can be assessed. Group I intron splicing is a special case of 

splicing that may occur within the introns of some organisms, in the absence of proteins. It 

depends on the folding of the RNA in a defined three-dimensional structure, as these types of 

introns are able of self-splicing. Proteins with RNA chaperone activity increase the fraction of 

RNA molecules in the native, catalytically active conformation (Figure 39B–D) 
[503-507, 25, 500, 

508-510, 502]
. Another assay called template switch has also been used to study the RNA 

chaperone activity 
[511-513, 499, 494, 514]

. In this assay, the synthesis of different cDNA species is 

analyzed. This includes generation of a cDNA by a switch from the donor RNA template to 

an acceptor RNA. This assay is stringent since it requires unwinding of very stable secondary 

RNA structures, efficient RNase H activity, inhibition of self-priming, and annealing of 

separate RNAs. 

 In vivo assays 

However, comparing the activity of different proteins in a single assay harbors potential 

pitfalls, since typically purified proteins are tested with a unique set of RNAs and in the 

absence of biological partners. Therefore, proteins have also been tested in vivo, mainly by 

the “folding trap assay,” and by the “transcriptional assay”. The folding trap assay examines 

the RNA chaperone dependent group I intron splicing in the cell 
[515, 516]

 (Figure 40A) while 

the transcriptional assay observes RNA chaperone assisted destabilization of a terminator 

stem 
[517]

 (Figure 40B).  
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Figure 40: In vivo Assays for RNA chaperone activity. (A) For the folding trap assay, a 

mutant of the thymidylate synthase gene containing a stop codon upstream from the 5' splice 

site in exon 1 pre-RNA is expressed within E. coli cells. The premature stop codon prevents 

the ribosome from resolving an aberrant base pairing between 3'-terminal intron and exon 1 

sequences, which precludes the folding of a native intron structure. Co-expression of RNA 

chaperones partly alleviates this splicing deficiency by resolving the misfolded structure. The 

RNA then folds correctly and the intron splices. (B) Transcription termination can be caused 

by the formation of a stem-loop in the nascent transcript, followed by a poly(U) stretch. This 

prevents the RNA polymerase from reaching a downstream reporter gene (chloramphenicol 

acetyl transferase, CAT), making the cells chloramphenicol sensitive. With RNA chaperones 

overexpressed in the cell, the terminator stem is 'melted', CAT is transcribed and the cells 

become chloramphenicol resistant (CmR). 

 

The first system described was based on an in vivo RNA folding trap existing in the 

bacteriophage T4 thymidylate synthase (td) group I intron 
[515]

. Several RNA chaperones, 

overexpressed in Escherichia coli, are able to resolve the kinetic trap or impede the formation 

of misfolded structures, therefore promoting intron splicing. This system has been 

successfully used to test the nucleic acid chaperone activity in vivo 
[503, 515]

. Nevertheless, its 

physiological relevance remains uncertain 
[485]

. It also has a great limitation when 

overexpression of the RNA chaperone is toxic for E. coli. 

Other reported assays, with more physiological relevance are based on: (i) transcription anti-

termination in vivo, for E. coli CspA-family nucleic acid chaperone proteins 
[518]

; (ii) 

Neurospora crassa group I intron splicing by CYT-19 protein, data that were also supported 

by the splicing phenotype of several mutants 
[519]

; (iii) in vivo hepatitis delta ribozyme 
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activity; and (iv) in vivo reverse transcriptase template switching assay, using a MLV-based 

retroviral vector. 

Nevertheless, the analysis of RNA chaperone activity in vivo is quite difficult mainly because 

of the pleiotropic effects that RNA chaperones could have in the cell. Additionally, RNA 

chaperones act in different steps of a single biological process. All these reasons are 

responsible for the lack of appropriate in vivo systems for the analysis of RNA chaperone 

activity. 

 

13.d.2: HCV core protein as NA chaperone 

The RNA chaperone activity of core has been demonstrated using different approaches 
[26]

. 

The core protein enhances hybridization of complementary ODNs and/or RNAs and allows 

the formation of the most stable structure by strand exchange. Moreover, the HCV core 

protein shows a broad range of sequence specificity, and once nucleic acid molecules have 

been refolded, the core is no longer required to maintain the new conformation. This confirms 

its bona fide chaperone function. In addition, based on disorder conservation in Flaviviridae 

core proteins, the RNA chaperone activity of core proteins from different members of each 

genus has been analyzed. It has been found that, although the core proteins from different 

Flaviviridae genera have low sequence similarity, all of them have RNA chaperone activity 

[500]
. However, it was also suggested that remodelled nucleic acids in a nucleoprotein complex 

with core proteins, remain accessible to other processes and are not hidden in a protected 

inactive state.  

Furthermore, the N-terminal basic amino acid clusters of core protein were found to retain its 

nucleic acid chaperone activity and induce dimerization of the HCV UTR RNAs (Figure 41) 

[24]
.  
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Figure 41: Activity of core peptides in RNA dimerization. (A) The bar chart illustrates the 

charge distribution of amino acids in the core protein, as calculated by the charge function of 

the EMBOSS package, using default parameters and a sliding window of five amino acids. 

Synthetic peptides 2BD (BD1+BD2) and 3BD (BD1+BD2+BD3) correspond to two or three 

basic amino acid clusters of the core protein, respectively. (B) Dimerization of FL(+) RNAs 

induced by core peptides 2BD and 3BD. 
32

P-labelled RNA molecules were incubated with 

increasing amounts of the corresponding polypeptides (at polypeptide to nucleotide molar 

ratios 1:80, 1:40, 1:20 and 1:10). Following incubation, polypeptides were removed and RNA 

were analyzed by native gel electrophoresis and autoradiography. FL(D) corresponds to 

dimeric RNA, while FL(M) to the monomeric form 
[24]

. 

 

However, it has been already shown that the N-terminal part of the protein is sufficient for 

RNA-binding 
[15]

 and particle formation 
[427, 432, 428]

. Moreover, the uncharged regions 

connecting the basic clusters of N-terminal domain of core were found to be dispensable for 

assembly 
[427]

. This indicated that RNA chaperoning and capsid assembly require the same 

basic regions of core protein. 
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Binding of core protein to the genomic RNA of HCV triggers important structural 

rearrangements by inducing the dimerization of the plus-strand 3′-UTR as well as that of the 

complementary negative-strand RNA region 
[26, 24]

. This dimerization is supposed to be 

mediated through a 16 nt long palindromic sequence (residues 23-38) within the SL2-loop in 

the X-tail region, called the dimer linkage sequence (DLS). This RNA motif is universally 

present in the 3’X-RNA-Tail region of all HCV sequences reported so far, thus suggesting 

that it plays an important role in the viral life cycle. Moreover, dimerization of HCV RNA 

could facilitate the release of the (+) RNA from the translation machinery and allow its 

encapsidation in the viral particle. However, by homology with the crucial role of dimers in 

RNA recombination in retroviruses 
[28]

, dimerization of the X region may promote the 

hybridization of genomic subtypes. Thus, it would be one of the factors that, concomitantly 

with the lack of fidelity of the RNA dependent RNA polymerase activity, promote the 

production of a heterogeneous population of virus responsible for the impaired immune 

response during infection 
[29, 27, 30]

. Due to dimerisation, HCV RNA 3′ UTR adopts different 

conformations during the viral life cycle. The interconversion between different structures 

could regulate transitions between translation and replication as well as between replication 

and packaging of the genomic RNA 
[11, 177]

. In this context, the RNA chaperone activity of the 

core protein could regulate these riboswitches by facilitating interconversion of the different 

RNA structures 
[24]

.  

In addition to HCV core, a numerous other cellular and viral proteins have been described to 

bind to the X RNA region of the HCV genomic RNA. This list includes the polypyrimidine-

tract binding protein, several ribosomal proteins, and the viral non-structural NS3 and NS5B 

proteins 
[123, 173, 186, 188]

. Furthermore, the actual conformational state of X RNA and the 

resulting function probably reflect the complex interplay of these proteins. 
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The mechanism of chaperone activity of HCV core protein in the dimerization of (+) and (-) 

HCV 3’ UTR is still unknown. The chaperone activity typically comprises three phases: i) the 

binding of protein to nucleic acids, ii) the possible destabilization of the secondary structure 

of ODNs and iii) the stimulation of intermolecular hybridization of the complementary 

nucleic acid sequences.   

 These three components of the chaperone activity of the core can be studied by 

spectroscopic techniques at sub-saturating concentrations of peptide, where aggregation is 

limited and chaperone activity is optimal. 

 So, the objective of this research is to characterize and quantify the molecular 

chaperone activity of the HCV core protein by using fluorescence spectroscopy 

techniques and Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR). 

 By using the native D1 domain and peptides derived from this domain, we will first 

characterize the binding parameters and the conformational changes associated with the 

binding of these peptides to the native and mutated sequences from HCV 3’ UTR sequences. 

 Next, we will investigate the destabilization of model and HCV ODNs by the D1 

domain and its mutants. 

 Further, we will describe the molecular mechanisms of the core chaperone properties 

by characterizing the hybridization kinetics by using various mutated HCV and model 

oligonucleotides. 

 This study should enable us to better understand the role of the core in the 

encapsidation step, the synthesis of the complementary strand of the genomic RNA and the 

recombination mechanisms participating to the genetic variability of the virus. Accordingly, 

we could thus suggest new strategies to identify by screening or rational designing, inhibitors 

targeting the interaction of the core protein with its nucleic targets. 

Lastly, we will extend our findings by revealing molecular mechanisms and structural determinants 

of other chaperone proteins like the Human prion protein, Tat and NCp7 from HIV-1 virus and 

Nucleocapsid protein from Bunyamwera Orthobunyavirus (Appendix part).  
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1: Materials 

1.1: Peptide Synthesis 

Peptides were synthesized by solid phase peptide synthesis on a 433A synthesizer (ABI, 

Foster City, CA). The synthesis was performed at a 0.1 mmole scale using the standard side-

chain protected fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl (Fmoc)-amino acids and HBTU/HOBt coupling 

protocol. HMP resin (ABI, 0.44 mmol/g reactive group concentrations) was used as solid 

support. Deprotection steps were performed by piperidine and automatically controlled by UV 

absorbance. At the end of the synthesis, peptidylresin was isolated and twice washed by NMP. 

1.1.1: Labeling 
Labeling procedures were performed in flasks. Four equivalents (0.4 mmole) of the label 

(Lysamine) were dissolved in 1 ml of NMP mixed with four eq. of HBTU/HOBt coupling 

solution (in DMF) and added to Fmoc-deprotected peptidylresin (0.1 mmole) swelled in 1 mL 

of NMP. After a few minutes of shaking, five equivalent of DIEA solution was added. Then 

the reaction mixture was stirred at 40°C for overnight. Resin was filtrated and washed by 

NMP. In the case of lipophilic peptides, this procedure was repeated, while in case of other 

peptides, the resin was washed by methanol and DCM, dried and weighted. 

 

Rh(ba)-COOHMW = 630

O N+N

SO3-

S

H
N O

O
HO

O

 

Figure 1: Chromophore (Lysamine = Rh-) used to label core peptides 

 

1.1.2: Cleavage and deprotection 
Cleavage and deprotection of peptidylresin were performed for 2 h using a 10 ml 

trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) solution containing water (5%, v/v), phenol (2%, w/v), thioanisole 

(5%, v/v) and ethanedithiol (2.5%, v/v). The solution was concentrated in vacuo and the 

peptide was precipitated by using ice-cold diethyl ether and then pelleted by centrifugation. 

The pellet was washed with diethyl ether and dried. 
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1.1.3: Purification 
Before purification, the peptides were solubilized with aqueous TFA (0.05 %, v/v). In the case 

of lipophilic peptides, the necessary amount of acetonitrile was added. HPLC purification was 

carried out on a C8 column (Uptisphere 300A, 5µm; 250Х10, Interchim, France) in 

water/acetonitrile mixture containing 0.05% TFA with linear gradients depending on the 

peptide (typically 20 to 50% of acetonitrile for 30 min) and monitored at 210 nm (detection of 

all peptides including non-labeled) and 370 nm (detection of labeled peptides only). After 

purification, the fractions containing pure peptide were combined and lyophilized. 

All peptides were characterized by ion spray mass spectrometry and the expected molecular 

masses were found. Prior to use, the peptides were dissolved in buffer, to be aliquoted and 

stored at -20°C. 

 
1.2: Amino acid sequences of peptides used in this thesis 
 
1.2.1: Peptides from HCV Core protein 
 
PeptideE 
R1RGPRLGVRATRKTSERSQPRGRRQPIPKARRPEGRGRGSRPSWGPTDPRRRSRNLG

KG59 

 
Peptide F 

S1TNPKPQRKTKRNTNRRPQDVKGRRGPRLGVRATRKTSERSQPRGRRQPIPKARRPE

GRGRGSRPSWGPTDPRRRSRNLGK83 

 
Domain D1 
M2STNPKPQRKTKRNTNRRPQDVKFPGGGQIVGGVYLLPRRGPRLGVRATRKTSERS

QPRGRRQPIPKARRPEGRTWAQPGYPWPLYGNEGMGEGMGWAGWLLSPRGSRPSW

GPTDPRRRSR117 

 

1.2.2: Peptides from HIV-1 NCp7 and Tat proteins 

NC(1-55) 
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NC(11-55) 

 
 
A16 NC(11-55) 

 
 
L37 NC(11-55) 

 
 
SSHS2NC(11-55) 

K11NVK-SFNSGKEGHTARNS-RAPRKKG-SWKSGKEGHQMKDS-TERQAN55 

 

Tat(1-86) 
M1EPVDPRLEPWKHPGSQPKTACTTCYCKKCCFHCQVCFTTKALGISYGRKKRRQRR

RPPQGSQTHQVSLSKQPTSQPRGDPTGPKE86 

 

Tat(44-61) 
G44ISYGRKKRRQRRRPPQG61 

1.2.3: Peptides from Human Prion Protein 

(23-110) HuPrp 

R23PKPGGWNTGGSRYPGQGSPGGNRYPPQGGGGWGQPHGGGWGQPHGGGWGQPH

GGGWGQPHGGGWGQGGGTHSQWNKPSKPKTNM110 

 
1.2.4: Peptides from Bunyamwera Orthobunyavirus Nucleocapsid Protein (BUNV-N) 
 
M1IELEFHDVA ANTSSTFDPE VAYANFKRVH TTGLSYDHIR IFYIKGREIK 

TSLAKRSEWE VTLNLGGWK ITVYNTNFP GNRNNPVPDD GLTLHRLSGF 

LARYLLEKML KVSEPEKLI IKSKIINPLA EKNGITWND GEEVYLSFFP 

GSEMFLGTFR FYPLAIGIYK VQRKEMEPKY LEKTMRQRYM GLEAATWTVS 

LTEVQSALT VVSSLGWKKT NVSAAARDFL AKFGINM233 

(provided by Jean-Luc Darlix, Lyon, France) 
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1.3: Preparation of the protein solutions  
 

Proteins were lyophilized, dissolved in buffer (25 mM TRIS, 0.2mM MgCl2, 30mM NaCl, pH 

7.5, degassed, or 50 mM HEPES, 0.2mM MgCl2, 30mM NaCl, pH 7.4, degassed ) and their 

concentration was determined by absorption at 280 nm. The molar extinction coefficient of 

the proteins can be estimated by using the following formula:  

( ) ( )13005700280 ×+×= TyrTrpnm nnε    (Equation 1) 

Where:  

-ε 280nm (M
-1

.cm
-1

) is the molar absorption of the protein at 280 nm  

- nTrp and nTyr correspond to the numbers of Trp and Tyr residues present in the protein 

sequence  

- 5700 M
-1

.cm
-1

 and 1300 M
-1

.cm
-1

 are the respective molar extinction coefficients of Trp and 

Tyr at 280 nm. 

Absorption spectra were recorded on a double-beam spectrophotometer Cary 4000 (Varian). 

The absorbance is characterized by: 

 

A =log(I0/I)  (Equation 2) 

where I0 and I are the incident and transmitted intensities, respectively. 

A correction for the cuvettes should also be done, as the two cuvettes are never perfectly 

identical. To this end, the baseline of the instrument is first recorded with both cuvettes filled 

with the solvents. Then, the Peptide/DNA/Dye is added into the solvent of the sample cuvette 

and the true absorption spectrum is recorded. 

  

1.4: Preparation of Zn-bound peptides (NCp7 and its mutants) 
 

The complexation of zinc with protein was achieved by adding a concentrated solution of 

ZnCl2. Approximately 2.5 moles of Zn
2+

 per mole of protein were added to saturate the zinc 

binding sites of NCp7 and its mutants. The zinc binding induces the folding of protein zinc 

finger, which enhances photophysical and biological properties of NCp7.  

 

The zinc binding by the protein can be verified by the variation of the tryptophan fluorescence 

quantum yield induced by the addition of excess EDTA, acting as zinc chelator. The ratio of 

quantum yields between "holo" and "apo" forms was compared to already published results 

[520, 521]
.  
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1.5: Nucleic Acids synthesis 
 
All the used unlabelled and the labelled ODNs were synthesized by IBA GmbH Nucleic 

Acids product Supply (Göttingen, Germany). In the case of the doubly labeled ODNs, the 5′ 

terminus was labelled with carboxytetramethylrhodamine (TMR) or ethyl 2-[3-(ethylamino)-

6-ethylimino-2,7-dimethylxanthen-9-yl]benzoate hydrochloride (Rh6G) via an amino-linker 

with a six carbon spacer arm, while the 3′ terminus was labelled with either 4-(4′-

dimethylaminophenylazo) benzoic acid (Dabcyl) or 5(and 6)-carboxyfluorescein (Fl) using a 

special solid support with the dye already attached. ODNs were purified by the manufacturer 

by reverse-phase HPLC and polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis.  

 
Figure 2: Chromophores and linker used in the present work. 
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1.5.1 TAR oligonucleotide sequences from HIV-1 
 
To study the chaperone properties of Core protein, Human prion protein, Andes Hanta Virus 

Nucleocapsid protein and HIV-1 Transactivation response protein (Tat) and NCp7, 

complementary DNA sequences represented by the canonical model of the HIV-1 

transactivation response (TAR) element in a DNA form (dTAR) and the complementary 

sequence cTAR (Figure 3) were used. Their respective mutants were also used.  

 

 
 

Figure 3: Oligonucleotides secondary structures were predicted from TAR structure 
[522]

 and 

by using the mfold program (http://mfold.dna.albany.edu/?q=mfold). 

 

 
1.5.2: PBS oligonucleotide sequences from HIV-1 
 
To characterize the chaperone activity of NCp7 and its mutants in the second strand reverse 

transcription, we used the (-)PBS and (+)PBS sequences and their respective mutants (Figure 

4). 
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Figure 4: Oligonucleotides secondary structures were predicted from PBS structure 
[522]

 and 

by using the mfold program (http://mfold.dna.albany.edu/?q=mfold ). 
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1.5.3: DLS and SL2 oligonucleotide sequences from HCV 
 
To characterize the chaperone activity of Core peptides on the 3’X tail region of HCV genome, DLS, SL2 and their respective mutant sequences 

were used (Figure 5). 

 
Figure 5: HCV oligonucleotides sequences used in this study. Oligonucleotides secondary structures were predicted by using the mfold program 

(http://mfold.rna.albany.edu/?q=mfold).
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1.5.4. Preparation of nucleic acid solutions 
 

All Supplied lyophilized oligonucleotides were dissolved in Milli-Q and stored at high 

concentration at -20 ° C.  

The concentration of oligonucleotides in solution was determined by their absorbance at 260 

nm by using the extinction coefficient provided by the supplier.  

 
2: Steady State Fluorescence Spectroscopy 
 
Steady state fluorescence experiments (spectra and kinetics) were performed by using either 

FluoroMax-3 spectrofluorimeter (Jobin Yvon Instruments SA Inc.) or Fluorolog-3 (Jobin 

Yvon Instruments SA Inc.), equipped with a thermostated cell holder. 

The excitation source was a POWER xenon lamp. Excitation and emission wavelengths were 

selected by two identical single grating monochromators equipped with a pair of adjustable 

slits. The emission signal is corrected for the lamp fluctuations by a calibrated photodiode and 

for the photomultiplier response versus wavelength by a calibration curve provided by the 

manufacturer. 

 

2.1: Tryptophan fluorescence 

Among the aromatic amino acids, tryptophan (Trp) is the most interesting because of its 

higher absorbance as compared to tyrosine and phenylalanine. Moreover, the fluorescence of 

Trp, which is due to its indole moiety, is very sensitive to the physico-chemical properties of 

its environment (Figure 6). 

 
 

Figure 6: Chemical structure of Tryptophan. 

 

The absorption spectrum of the indole ring in the near UV shows a broad and structured band. 

This band corresponds to two transitions: 
1
A→1

La and 
1
A→1

Lb, where 
1
La and 

1
Lb are the two 

excited states of lowest energy, and 
1
A indicates the fundamental singlet state 

[523]
. The 
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characteristic peak at 280 nm is mainly due to the 
1
Lb state, while the state 

1
La is normally 

involved beyond 300 nm. 

The two excited states are characterized by very similar energies, but their transition dipole 

are almost perpendicular (Figure 7) 
[523]

. 

 

 
Figure 7: The two dipole electronic transitions of Trp 

[524]
. 

 

The emission maximum of Trp, positioned at 350 nm in water (neutral pH), is highly 

dependent on the environment polarity. In a hydrophobic environment, its emission is blue-

shifted. The Trp quantum yield is equal to 0.13 at 23° C in water at neutral pH. Its 

fluorescence decay is characterized by two lifetimes, a 3 ns major component and a minor 

component, shorter than 0.6 ns, which emits at shorter wavelengths.  

The photophysics of proteins depends on several amino acids residues. The absorption 

spectrum of a protein between 230 and 300 nm is not only due to Trp residues (ε280 = 5700 M
-

1
.cm

-1
), as other residues are also contributing, such as tyrosine residues (ε274 = 1,300 M

-1
.cm

-

1
), histidine (ε244 = 3.000 M

-1
.cm

-1
) and phenylalanine (ε250 = 200 M

-1
.cm

-1
). At alkaline pH, 

tyrosine is ionized as tyrosinate (pKa = 10.9) and presents two absorption bands (ε240 = 

11,800 M
-1

.cm
-1

 and ε295 = 2,400 M
-1

.cm
-1

). Additionally, disulfide bridges (ε250 = 300 M
-

1
.cm

-1
) and thiol (ε230-240 = 4500 M

-1
.cm

-1
) also absorb. However, the fluorescence emission of 

proteins is mainly governed by Trp fluorescence, which can be selectively excited at 295-305 

nm. As previously mentioned in the case of isolated Trp, the fluorescence decay of Trp in 

proteins is multi-exponential. This heterogeneity is due to the existence of conformational 

isomers of Trp, called rotamers 
[524, 525]

. 

In this work, we followed the quenching of Trp fluorescence resulting from the stacking of 

Trp residues with the nucleotides bases. The static nature of this quenching leads to a decrease 

in fluorescence intensity without change in lifetimes 
[524]

. 
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2.2: Processing and analysis of titration curves 
 

The measured fluorescence intensity at 350 nm, after exciting at 295nm, was first corrected 

and then plotted against the concentration of nucleic acids. 

The first correction of the fluorescence intensity reflects the so-called screening effect. The 

corresponding correction factor overcomes the absorption of light from the excitation beam, 

due to molecules absorbing at either excitation or emission wavelengths 
[526]

. This factor, 

named f, expressed as: 
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=     (Equation 3) 

Where: 

 - Ap and As are the absorbance and excitation wavelengths of the protein, respectively. 

 Ar is the absorbance at the emission wavelength. 

The fluorescence intensity was also corrected for buffer residual emission. 

The corrected fluorescence intensity was then plotted versus the concentration of nucleic 

acids. The titration curve obtained was treated according to the Scatchard model, where the 

binding of oligonucleotide (ODN) and protein involves n number of independent and 

equivalent sites. The formation of the ODN-Protein complex can be modelled by the 

following equilibrium: 

 

n

K
oteinODNoteinnODN )(PrPr →←+  

With,  

 

[ ]
[ ][ ]n

n
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oteinODN
K

Pr

)(Pr
=   (Equation 4) 

Where: 

 - K is the macroscopic affinity constant for binding of ODN and Protein 

 - n is the number of binding sites available by ODN for Protein. 
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This assumption of independent and equivalent sites allows the use of the microscopic affinity 

constant (Kµ) for characterizing the binding of the protein on a given ODN binding site. 

Therefore, the average number of bound proteins by ODN can be expressed by the equation: 

 

[ ]
[ ]

[ ]
[ ]oteinK

oteinnK

ODN

otein

tot

bound

Pr1

PrPr

µ

µν
+

==   (Equation 5) 

Where: 

 - [Protein]bound represents the concentration of proteins bound to ODN 

 - [ODN]tot represents the total concentration of nucleic acids in the solution 

 - n represents the number of binding sites of protein to ODN, 

 - [Protein] represents the concentration of free Protein 

 - Kµ (M
-1

) represents the microscopic affinity constant for the binding of Protein for a given 

binding site. 

 

 During the titration, the fluorescence intensity decreases based on the respective 

concentrations of [Protein]free and [Protein]bound , according to the equation: 
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0 +=   (Equation 6) 

Where: 

 - I represent the corrected fluorescence intensity at 350 nm 

 - I0 and If represent the fluorescence intensity associated with the free and bound protein 

respectively  

 - [Protein]tot represents the total concentration of Protein, 

 - [Protein] and [Protein]bound represent the concentration of free and bound protein, 

respectively . 

 

 By combining equations (5) and (6), we can deduce the expression of the overall 

fluorescence intensity depending on the total concentration of added nucleic acids: 
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(Equation 7) 

 

The experimental points were fitted to this model in order to determine the affinity constant 

Kµ. The number of binding sites of the protein on the oligonucleotide, n, can be determined 

from the intersection of the initial slope of the titration curve with the plateau of fluorescence 

intensity. 

 

3: Time-resolved fluorescence measurements: fluorescence lifetimes and anisotropy 
decays 
 
3.1: Technique used 

During these experiments, we used single photon counting technique 
[527, 528]

. In the first 

technique, the sample is excited using a continuous beam of light whose intensity is 

sinusoidally modulated with time. In our case, we used the second method in which the 

sample is excited with a pulsed light source (more generally a pulsed laser) and the time 

during which the molecule remains in the excited state is directly measured.  

The single photoelectron technique consist in exciting fluorophores under conditions where 

no more than a single photon could be detected (less than 5 fluorescence photons detected per 

100 excitation pulses). The measured time interval between the initial pulse and the detection 

of the each single photon is the time during which a molecule remains in its excited state. It 

can be defined as: 

kk nrr
+

=
1

τ  (Equation 8) 

where kr is the radiative rate constant, and knr the non-radiative rate constant. τ0 = kr
−1

 is the 

radiative lifetime (also called natural lifetime) which is related to the fluorescence lifetime τ 

via the fluorescence quantum yield φ: 

kk

k

nrr

r

+
==Φ

τ
τ

0

 (Equation 9) 

 

Eqns. (8) and (9) do not assume any quenching processes. If some fluorescence quenching 

induced by a foreign molecule Q, so-called quencher, occurs, an additional term (kQ[Q])  must 
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be introduced in the denominator, where kQ is the quenching rate constant and [Q] the 

quencher concentration. 

While the fluorescence decay time depends on the intrinsic characteristics of the fluorophore 

itself, it also depends in a measurable way upon the local environment. In a general way, the 

local viscosity, the pH, or the refractive index (Figure 8a), as well as the interactions with 

other molecules, e.g. by collision or energy transfer (Figure 8b), can all affect the 

fluorescence lifetime 
[524]

. 

 

 
Figure 8: Schematic representation of the photophysical phenomena and its effect on the 

fluorescence decay. (a)The fluorescence decay is a function of the environment of the 

fluorophore. For example, the fluorescence lifetime of GFP is a function of its local refractive 

index. A low refractive index around GFP leads to a longer lifetime, whereas a high refractive 

index environment causes a shorter lifetime. The fluorescence lifetime of other probes can be 

sensitive to pH, ions, oxygen etc. (b) FRET occurs when a suitable donor and acceptor are in 

close proximity, usually below 10 nm.  

 

3.2: Fluorescence anisotropy 
 

On the other hand, fluorescence anisotropy is particularly sensitive to variations in size and 

shape of macromolecules. It is a method for measuring the binding interaction between two 

molecules, and can be used to measure the binding constant (or the inverse, the dissociation 

constant) for the interaction. The basic idea is that a fluorophore excited by polarized light 

(light whose "waves" vibrate in only one direction) will also emit polarized light. However, if 

a molecule is moving, it will tend to "scramble" the polarization of the light by radiating at a 

different direction from the incident light. The "scrambling" effect is greatest with 

fluorophores freely tumbling in solution and decreases with decreased rates of tumbling. 
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Protein interactions can be detected when one of the interacting partners is fused to a 

fluorophore: Upon binding of the partner molecule a larger and more stable complex is 

formed which will tumble more slowly (thus, increasing the polarization of the emitted light 

and reducing the "scrambling" effect).  

A fluorescent molecule in its ground state is characterized by a transition dipole moment of 

absorption, 
→

m A. When a population of fluorophores is illuminated by a linearly polarized 

light, the molecules which have their absorption transition dipole moments oriented in a 

parallel direction to that of the electric vector of the incident beam are preferentially excited. 

This phenomenon is called Photoselection. The absorption probability of each molecule is 

proportional to Cos θ, θ being the angle between the absorption dipole moment of the 

emitting molecule at the moment of excitation and the incident electric field vector. 

 

 
 

Figure 9: Time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy imaging reveals the rotational mobility of a 

fluorophore. This is affected by the viscosity of its surroundings, or by binding and 

conformational changes that affect the rotational mobility. The latter is characterized by the 

rotational correlation time which can be calculated from the difference between the 

polarization-resolved fluorescence decays I// and I┴. A fast rotational motion leads to a rapid 

depolarization.  

 

The emitted fluorescence light is oriented along an electric field vector, parallel to the 

direction of the transition dipole moment of emission. This transition dipole moment of 

emission characterizes the fluorescent molecule in its excited state. The distribution of 

molecules in the excited state is anisotropic. Fundamental anisotropy, r0, corresponds to the 

case where emitting molecules are completely immobilized in a rigid medium: 
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r0 = (3cos
2α-1)/5 (Equation 10) 

where, α is the angle between the moments of absorption 
→

m A and emission 
→

m B. 

This r0 value is the maximum value for the fluorescence anisotropy of the molecule and in 

some cases it reaches a value equal to 0.4 (when 
→

m A and 
→

m B are strictly parallel; α = 0). 

The Brownian rotation of fluorescent particles results in a change in the direction of their 

emission moments, 
→

m E, by an angle ω(t), which is related to its excited state lifetime. The 

movement causes a decrease in the anisotropy of distribution fluorescent particle population. 

This induces a partial or total depolarization of fluorescence. In some cases, fluorescence 

depolarization can also be induced by the energy transfer from a "donor" molecule to a 

differently oriented "acceptor" molecule. 

In the general case of Brownian motion, r is equal to: 

 

r = (3cos
2
(α+ω(t))-1)/5  (Equation 11) 

where α is the angle between the absorption, 
→

m A, and emission 
→

m E moments, and ω(t) is the 

rotation angle between the direction of Brownian emission vector, 
→

m E, at time zero and its 

orientation at time t. 

For fluorescence anisotropy measurements, the incident light is oriented vertically (along the 

Z axis) (Figure 10). Fluorescence decays measured at parallel and perpendicular directions 

versus the excitation can measure the rotational mobility of the fluorophore in its environment 

(Figure. 9). Thus, the viscosity of the fluorophore environment, binding events or hindered 

rotation can be examined by this method (Lidke DS et al., 2003, Suhling K, 2004).  
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Figure 10: Diagram of the T configuration for the measurement of anisotropy fluorescence. 

 

The time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy r(t) can be defined as: 
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=  (Equation 12) 

 

where I//(t) and I┴(t) are the fluorescence intensity decays parallel and perpendicular to the 

polarization of the exciting light. 

This technique works best if a small molecule is fused to a fluorophore and binds to a larger 

partner (this maximizes the difference in fluorescence anisotropy between bound and unbound 

states). If the fluorophore is attached to the larger protein in a binding pair, the difference in 

polarization between bound and unbound states will be smaller (because the unbound protein 

will already be fairly stable and tumble slowly to begin with) and the measurement will be 

less precise. 

 

3.2: Experimental 
 

Time-resolved fluorescence measurements were performed with the time-correlated, single-

photon counting technique. Excitation pulses were generated by a pulse-picked frequency-

tripled Ti-sapphire laser (Tsunami, Spectra Physics) pumped by a Millenia X laser (Spectra 

Physics) 
[478]

. Excitation wavelength was set at 315 nm, with a repetition rate of 4 MHz. The 

fluorescence emission was collected through a polarizer set at magic angle 57.7° and a 16 mm 

band-pass monochromator (Jobin Yvon) at 370 nm. The single-photon events were detected 

with a micro-channel plate photomultiplier (Hamamatsu) coupled to a pulse pre-amplifier 

(Philips) and recorded on a multi-channel analyser (Ortec) calibrated at 25.5 ps/channel. The 
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instrumental response function (IRF) was recorded using a polished aluminium reflector, and 

its full-width at half-maximum was ~ 40 ps. The mean lifetime <τ> was calculated from the 

individual fluorescence lifetimes (τi) and their relative amplitudes (αi) according to <τ> = Σ αi 

τi. The population, α0, of dark species of 2-AP was calculated by: α0 = 1 - τfree / (τsample  Rm) , 

where τfree is the lifetime of free 2-Ap, τsample is the measured mean lifetime of 2-Ap within the 

ODN and Rm is the ratio of their corresponding quantum yields. The remaining amplitudes, αic 

were recalculated from the measured amplitudes according to  

 

αic = αi / (1- α0) 

Time-resolved anisotropy, resulting from the measurement of the fluorescence decay curves 

recorded in directions parallel (I//) and perpendicular (I┴), alternatively, to the excitation beam 

polarization, was analysed by the following equations: 

 

I// = I(t)[1 + 2 r(t)]/3 

 

I┴ = I(t)[1 - r(t)]/3 
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where βi are the amplitudes of the rotational correlation times Φi , and G is the geometry 

factor at the emission wavelength, determined in independent experiments. Theoretical values 

of the rotational correlation times were calculated from the molecular mass (M) of the 

complexes, assuming a spherical shape, by: 

 

Φ= η M (υ + h) / RT  (Equation 14) 

 

where η is the viscosity (assumed to be 1 cP), T is the temperature (293K), υ is the specific 

volume of the particle (assumed to be 0.83 mL/g 
[524]

), h is the hydration degree (assumed to 

be 0.2 mL/g for proteins) and R is the molar gas constant. 

 

The cone semi-angle θ0 of the local motion of 2Ap 
[529, 530]

 was calculated as: 
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θ0 = cos
-1

 (0.5 (1 + 8S)
0.5

 - 1))  (Equation 15) 

 

where S is the generalized order parameter  
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  (Equation 16) 

 

in which β'i are the amplitudes of the rotational correlation times, recalculated such that Σ β'i  

= r0.  

Time-resolved intensity and anisotropy data were treated according to the maximum entropy 

method (Pulse 5 software) 
[531, 532]

 or according to a non-linear least-square analysis using a 

homemade software (kindly provided by G. Krishnamoorthy). In all cases, the χ² values were 

close to 1 and the weighted residuals as well as their autocorrelation were distributed 

randomly around 0, indicating an optimal fit. 

 
3.3: Measuring the binding of proteins to nucleic acids by direct titration using Steady 
State Anisotropy 
 

Direct assays were performed by adding increasing concentrations of peptides at a fixed 

concentration of labelled nucleic acid. 

To analyze the titration curves measured by anisotropy, we adapted the model used for 

Scatchard titration in case of fluorescence intensity measurements (previous equation 7): 
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(Equation 17) 

 

Where, [ODN]tot and [Protein]tot are the total concentrations of labelled ODN and unlabelled 

peptide, respectively. rp represents the anisotropy when all peptide is bound, while ri and r 

correspond to the anisotropy of Labelled DNA in the absence and presence of protein, 

respectively. The experimental points were fitted to this model to determine the affinity 
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constant Kµ. The number of binding sites, n, of the protein on the oligonucleotide is 

determined using indirect assays by measuring the fluorescence of Trp peptides. 

 
4: Hybridization kinetics of nucleic acids 
 
4.1: Doubly labelled oligonucleotides  
 
4.1.1: General Principles  
 

Dual-labelled oligonucleotide sequences were derived on the basis of "Molecular Beacon" 

type construction. Described by Tyagi and Kramer 
[533]

, "Molecular Beacons (MB) are a class 

of ODN probes used to detect the presence of specific sequences. The MB are stem-loop 

structured nucleic acids covalently labelled at their 5 'and 3' with a fluorophore and a 

fluorescence quencher, respectively. This stem-loop structure allows the probes to remain in 

close proximity, resulting in a strong quenching of fluorescence. Hybridization with a 

complementary sequence causes the separation of the probes, which induced a significant 

recovery of fluorescence. Between the two conformations, the fluorescence can increase by a 

factor of 20- to 60- fold, thus, making the MB very sensitive detection of target sequences 
[478, 

533]
. It should be noted that this factor not only depends on the labelling yield of both probes 

and the stability of the stem but also on the complementarity of the target sequence, since the 

fluorescence after hybridization depends on the stability of the MB Hybrid by target sequence 

[533]
. The latter property makes the MB interesting, particularly in the mechanistic study of 

nucleic acid hybridization with target complimentary sequences.  

 

4.1.2: Theoretical Background on the concept of exciton 

The absorption spectrum of a doubly labelled stem-loop sequence shows significant 

differences from the spectrum of an equimolar mixture of singly labelled species. 

Furthermore, the fluorescence intensity of the doubly labelled sequence is strongly inhibited 

compared with that of an equimolar mixture of singly labelled species. These spectral changes 

are defined by the theory of exciton 
[534]

. 

When the sequence is doubly labelled in its stem-loop conformation, complementary ends 

promotes the formation of a heterodimer between the two probes, leading to a strong coupling 

between the dipole transitions of the two probes 
[535]

. The coupling energy (U) between the 

dipole moments of the two probes depends on the distance between the chromophores and 

their respective orientations. The energy U is given by: 
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κ
πε

µµ
32

04 Rn
U BA=   (Equation 18) 

Where: 

 - R is the distance between the transition dipole moments 

 - 0ε  is the permittivity in vacuum, n is the refractive index of the medium (for water: 1.33) 

 -  µA is the intensity of the dipole moment A and κ is an orientation factor. 

 

κ is defined by the equation: 

 

BRARAB θθθκ cos3cos −=   (Equation 19) 

 

With: 

 - θAB, the angle between the dipole moments A and B 

 - θAR and θBR are the respective angles between the dipole moment A and the vector distance 

between the R and B and the dipole moment vector distance R. 

 

In our case, the heterodimer is type H, indicating that the dipole moments is parallel and 

perpendicular to the axis that joins the two chromophores. 

 

Thus, κ ≈ 1. 

 

The coupling between the chromophores leads to a spectral shift, ∆λ, in the absorption 

spectrum. This discrepancy is related to the energy (U) according to the following equation: 

 

λ∆
=

hc
U   (Equation 20) 

Where: 

 - h is the Planck constant 

 - c is the speed of light 

 - ∆λ is the spectral shift. 
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The energy U is strongly dependent on the distance between the chromophores. The 

absorbance of the heterodimer can be used as a tool to monitor changes at very short distance 

(less than 15 Å). 

 

4.1.3: Theoretical Background of the non-radiative energy transfer (FRET) 

For distances beyond 15 Å, the non-radiative energy transfer is replaced by the so-called 

exciton energy transfer. In this case, the excited molecule (donor) transfers its excess energy 

to the second molecule (acceptor) either in a radiative or nonradiative mode. Between 15-100 

Å, the mechanism of energy transfer involves a weak dipole - dipole coupling without photon 

emission. This mechanism is named as non-radiative energy transfer or resonance energy 

transfer (FRET). 

The energy transfer between donor and acceptor can be modelled by the following balance: 

A0 D0 A1+ +D1

kT

k-T

A0 D0 A1+ +D1

kT

k-T  

Where: 

 - D0 and D1 represent the donor at ground and excited state, respectively 

 - A0 and A1 represent the acceptor at ground and excited state, respectively 

 - kT represents the rate constant characterizing the energy transfer from D1 to A0, 

 - k -T represents the rate constant characterizing the energy transfer from A1 to D0. 

 

The vibrational relaxation of the acceptor in its excited state A1 is fast enough to render any 

return to its ground state unlikely (represented by k –T). 

In 1949, Forster expressed kT according to the recovery of emission spectra of donor and 

acceptor, the distance between the probes, and the relative orientation of transition dipole 

moments. 

He deduced the following equation: 
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Where: 

-ΦD and τD represent the quantum yield and lifetime of the donor. 

-n is the refractive index of the medium 
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-κ2
 represents the geometric factor characterizing the orientation of the dipole moments of two 

chromophores. The difficulty of determining this factor for chromophores in solution led us to 

assume a spatially averaged value of 2/3. In these circumstances, the donor and acceptor are 

free to take all possible orientations during the lifetime of the excited state of the donor. 

 

-JAD represents the integral overlap between the emission spectrum of the donor and the 

absorption spectrum of the acceptor. It can be defined by: 

 

( ) ( )∫= λλλλε dfJ DAAD

4  (Equation 22) 

With: 

- εA (λ) represents the molar absorption of the acceptor and f D (λ) represents the fluorescence 

intensity of the donor. 

- R is the distance between the probes, 

- R0 is the so-called Förster critical distance, namely the distance for which transfer efficiency 

equals 0.5.  It can be calculated by the following equation: 
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Knowing kT, it is then possible to estimate the efficiency of energy transfer (E) as the fraction 

of donor molecules in the excited state which deactivates by non-radiative energy transfer, by: 
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Combining equations 23 and 26, it is possible to show that E can be written as: 
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Note: R0 is 20 and 60 Å for Rhodamine6G/DABCYL and Fluorescein/TetraMethyl 

Rhodamaine couples respectively 
[478]

. 
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It is possible to determine the efficiency of energy transfer since E is proportional to the ratio 

of intensities of the donor fluorescence in presence of acceptor (FDA) and in absence of the 

acceptor (FD). This can be stated as: 
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or from lifetime Dτ  and DAτ  by the relationship: 
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4.2: Application of FRET in annealing kinetics  

To determine the mechanism of hybridization between two complementary ODNs in absence 

and in presence of protein, we used the MB properties. We mixed a doubly labelled (+)ODN 

marked at both ends 5 'and 3' with an excess of complementary (-)ODN. The stem-loop 

(+)ODN brings probes in close proximity, and places (+)ODN in its non-fluorescent 

conformation, (+)cODN. The pair of chromophores chosen for the kinetic experiments were 

carboxytetramethylrhodamine (TMR) or ethyl 2-[3-(ethylamino)-6-ethylimino-2,7-

dimethylxanthen-9-yl]benzoate hydrochloride (Rh6G) at 5’ terminus and either 4-(4′-

dimethylaminophenylazo) benzoic acid (Dabcyl) or 5(and 6)-carboxyfluorescein (Fl) at 3’ 

terminus. The hybridization of a complementary sequence, (-)ODN, with (+)cODN, induces 

the formation of a double stranded ODN sequence, extended away Rh6G from DABCYL or 

Fl from TMR. This results in a recovery of fluorescence that can be followed in real time. 

 

Theoretically, the hybridization of two complementary stem-loop structured sequences 

depends partly on their nucleation, and secondly by the merging of their respective strands. 
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4.3: Analytical resolution of the kinetic pathway described in scheme 1 based on 
annealing of cTAR and dTAR.  

 

The reaction kinetics in scheme 1 can be described using the following differential equations: 
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Solving the set of equations S1 to S3 provides the time dependence of [cTAR], [ED*] and 

[ED], the concentrations of cTAR, ED* and ED, respectively: 
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where  ∆ = (kass[dTAR] + kdiss + k2)
2
 – 4kass[dTAR] k2 (S7) 

and  
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From equation S8 we obtain: 

kobs1 + kobs2 = kass[dTAR] + k-1 + k2 (S9) 

Substitution into equation 4 of the expressions of [cTAR], [ED*] and [ED], and using [cTAR]0 

= 1 leads to: 
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where 
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The time dependence of the fluorescence intensity (equation S10) is thus described by a 

double-exponential function, with kobs1 and kobs2 characterizing the two kinetic phases. 

Moreover, the amplitude a of the fast kinetic component corresponds to: 
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4.4: Kinetics of hybridization of (+)cODN with (-)ODN as a function of temperature 
 

To go further in the mechanistic study of the hybridization of complementary sequences, the 

temperature dependence of the annealing kinetics was carried out with 10 nM doubly labelled 

(+)cODN derivatives and a fixed excess of non-labelled (-)ODN derivatives, at different 

temperatures (10°C, 20°C, 25°C, 30°C, 35°C and 40°C) in the presence and absence of 

protein. The data was first processed according to the Arrhenius law: 
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Where: 
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 - k(T) represents the rate constant determined at the temperature T 

 - A is the pre-exponential factor of Arrhenius 

 - EA is the activation energy 

 - R is the gas constant 

 - T is the temperature at which the reaction was carried out. 

 

In practice, the natural logarithm of the rate constant determined experimentally is plotted 

against the inverse of temperature. The graph obtained by adjusting a straight line allows us to 

deduce the Arrhenius pre-exponential factor (A) and the activation energy (EA). For a given 

reaction, EA quantifies the energy barrier that the reactants must cross to reach the transition 

state. Once in this configuration, the activated complex can evolve into a more 

thermodynamically stable state. One of the properties of a catalyst is to facilitate the initiation 

of this reaction by lowering the EA. EA kinetics without and with the presence of protein were 

therefore compared to determine the catalytic potential of protein in this reaction. 

Arrhenius pre-exponential factor is used because it depends on the collision as indicated by 

the following equation: 

 

ABPxZA =   (Equation 29) 

Where: 

 - A is the pre-exponential factor of Arrhenius 

 - P is the steric factor taking into account the relative orientation of molecules during the 

collision 

 - ZAB is the collision frequency of a given particle A with its reaction partner B. 

 

 According to collision theory, it is possible to calculate the theoretical maximum value of A 

(Ath), assuming A and B as solid spherical particle diameter dA and dB respectively, and 

assuming that all collisions are productive (P = 1): 

 

( ) BAA

AB

B

ht nnN
Tk

dBdAA
32 8

4 πµ

π
+=   (Equation 30) 

Where: 
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 - (π/4) (dA + dB)² describes the cross section associated with the collision between particles 

A and B 

- dA and dB are the respective diameters of the particles A and B. 

- (8kBT/πµAB)½ is the mean particle velocity deduced from the kinetic theory of gases, with 

kB being the Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, and µAB being the reduced mass calculated 

from the relationship: µAB = (mA.mB)/(mA + mB) where mA and mB are the respective mass 

of particles A and B. 

 - NA is Avogadro's number 

 - nA and nB are the respective amounts of moles of particles A and B. 

 

On this basis, it is then possible to determine the steric factor associated with the reaction by: 

 

P = A/Ath   (Equation 31) 

 

P values provide information on particle geometry and report on the effectiveness of 

collisions between the reactants. Comparison of P in the absence and presence of protein 

gives information on the influence of the protein on the collisions between (+)cODN and (-

)ODN. 

The influence of temperature on annealing kinetics has also been analyzed according to 

Eyring theory of the transition state,: 

 

( ) 






 ∆
−=

≠

RT

G

h

Tk
Tk B exp   (Equation 32) 

Where: 

 - k(T) is the bimolecular rate constant at temperature T 

 - kB, h and R are respectively the Boltzmann constant, Planck's constant, and the gas constant 

 - ∆G
≠
 is the Gibbs energy of activation 

 

 Given that: 

 

≠≠≠ ∆−∆=∆ STHG   (Equation 33) 
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It becomes possible to decompose the Eyring relationship by: 
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lnln   (Equation 34) 

In practice, the natural logarithm of the rate constant obtained at temperature T divided by 

temperature is plotted against the inverse of temperature. The graph obtained by adjusting a 

straight line allows us to deduce the change in enthalpy activation (∆H 
≠
) and entropy 

activation (∆S
≠
). 

Theoretically, the ∆H
≠
 provides information on the hydrogen bonds to be broken in the 

double-stranded region of ODN, so that the reactants reach the state of activated complex. In 

the case of nucleic acid hybridization, the ∆H
≠
 reflects the energy barrier to be crossed by the 

protagonists of the reaction to reach the transition state. ∆H
≠ 

reflects, at least in part, the 

secondary or tertiary structure of the hybridization partners including the melting of base 

pairs. 

The ∆S
≠
 is a thermodynamic parameter related to the collision of the particles. It also reflects 

the change in the number of configurations, associated with the passage of the state of the 

reactive transition state. This is based on the Boltzmann formula that shows: 

 

0
ln

Ω

Ω
=∆

≠
≠

BkS   (Equation 35) 

Where: 

 - ∆S
#
 is the entropy of activation 

 - kB is the Boltzmann constant 

 - Ω≠ and Ω0
 represent the number of possible occupied configurations (or states) by particles 

at the transition state and initial state, respectively. 

 

 ∆S
#
 in the absence and presence of the protein can be used to estimate changes in transition 

states induced by the protein. This can be estimated by applying the the following equation: 

 

protein

protein

Bproteinprotein kSSS
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≠
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≠

−
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+
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Ω

Ω
=∆−∆=∆∆ ln   (Equation 36) 
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- ∆S
#

-protein and ∆S
#
+protein represent the variations of entropy of activation in the absence and 

presence of the protein, respectively. 

- kB is the Boltzmann constant 

- Ω≠-Protein and Ω≠+Protein represent the number of configurations (or states) occupied by 

particles at the transition state in the absence and presence of the protein. 

 

The ratio Ω≠+Protein/Ω
≠

-Protein represent the relative number of configurations that can occupy 

the transition states in the presence of the protein. The report reflects how the protein affects 

the collision efficiency. Thus, a ratio Ω≠+Protein/Ω
≠

-Protein > 1 means that the protein would allow 

a greater number of possible configurations of the transition state. 

 

5: Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy 

5.1: Principle 

The fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) is based on the analysis of the fluctuations 

of the fluorescence intensity, measured in a finite focal volume. Analysis of these 

fluorescence fluctuations provides information on the diffusion time and average number of 

particles passing through that finite focal volume, as well as all other processes affecting the 

fluorescence intensity of the particle during its passage through the measurement volume. 

Eventually, both the concentration and size of the particle (molecule) are determined. The 

florescence intensity is fluctuating due to Brownian motion of the particles. Since the method 

consists in observing a small number of molecules in a very tiny spot, it is a very sensitive 

analytical tool. Both parameters are very important and essential in biochemical research, 

biophysics and chemistry. Moreover, the method enables us to observe fluorescence-tagged-

molecules in the biochemical pathway within intact living cells. 

 

5.2: Processing and Analysis FCS 

The focal volume is generated by photon excitation obtained by focusing a femtosecond 

pulsed laser beam produced by a Titanium Sapphire pulsed laser (Tsunami, Spectra-Physics) 

(Figure 49 A). Focusing of the beam at the sample is ensured by a 60X Olympus objective 

lens mounted on an inverted microscope Olympus IX70. The measurements are made in 

400µL sample solution in eight wells Lab-Tek II. The fluorescence signal is collected (Figure 

49 B) and passed to an avalanche photodiode which is coupled to an ALV-5000E correlator 

(ALV, Germany). This allows real-time calculation of correlation curves via the treatment of 
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a mathematical application called normalized autocorrelation function G(τ) whose expression 

is: 

( )
( ) ( )

( ) 2
tF

tFtF
G

τδδ
τ

+⋅
=   (Equation 37) 

Where: 

 - <F(t)> represents the average fluorescence signal 

 - δF(t) represents the fluctuation of florescence, and τ is the latency. 

 

However, a calibration step for the system is necessary to determine the dimensions of the 

focal volume. These dimensions are measured by using a FCS solution containing 50 nM of 

5-carboxytetramethylrhodamine (TMR). The diffusion coefficient of TMR in water is 2.8 × 

10
-6

.cm
2
.s

-1
. The determined excitation volume is order of 0.3 µm

3
. 

Autocorrelation curves are then adjusted by using a model which takes into account the 

diffusion of fluorescent particles in a Gaussian excitation volume, and the triplet state (Figure 

49 C). Autocorrelation curves were adjusted according to previously proposed models 

(Azoulay, J. et al. 2003; Hess, ST et al., 2002): 
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 (Equation 38) 

Where: 

 - N is the apparent mean number of fluorescent molecules in the focal volume 

 - τda represents the apparent diffusion time 

 - S represents the ratio between the major and minor axes of the excitation volume 

 - ft is the fraction of fluorophores in the triplet state 

 - τt represent associated life time with the triplet state. 
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Figure 11: Instrumental setup of FCS. (A) Diagram of the observation focal volume (B) 

Recording of changes in fluorescence (C) autocorrelation curve. 

 

5.3: Experimental 
 

The experiments were performed in an eight-well lab-Tek II coverglass system, using a 400-

µl volume per well. The focal spot was set about 20 µm above the coverslip. Peptides were 

added to the labelled or non-labelled oligonucleotide sequences at different nucleotide to 

peptide ratios. To avoid high local concentrations during mixing, both reactants were of the 

same volume. Assuming that peptides diffuses freely in a Gaussian excitation volume, the 

normalized autocorrelation function, G(τ), calculated from the fluorescence fluctuations was 

fitted according to (39):  
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where τd is the diffusion time, N is the mean number of molecules within the excitation 

volume and S is the ratio between the axial and lateral radii of the excitation volume. The 

point spread function of the set-up was determined from a z-scan on one fluorescent bead (20 

nm in diameter). The measured lateral and axial resolutions were respectively 0.3 and 1 µm. 
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Typical data recording times were 10 min. Twenty autocorrelation curves were recorded for 

each sample. When spikes of high fluorescence intensity, most likely associated to aggregates, 

were observed in the fluorescence fluctuation profiles, the corresponding autocorrelation 

curves were discarded. In these conditions, the average autocorrelation curve calculated from 

the sum of the remaining autocorrelation curves could be adequately fitted by a single 

population model with a diffusion time close to that of Oligonucleotide alone. 

 
 
6: Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) 
 
SPR is a physical phenomenon which occurs when a polarized light beam is projected through 

a prism onto a thin metal film (gold or silver) (Figure 12).  

 
 

Figure 12: The basic principle of surface Plasmon resonance and analysis. 

 

At a specific angle of the projected light, resonance coupling between light photons and 

surface plasmons of the gold can occur since their frequencies match. Because the resonance 

leads to an energy transfer, the reflected light shows a sharp intensity drop at the angle where 

SPR is taking place. Resonance coupling of the plasmons generates an evanescent wave that 

extends 100nm above and below the gold surface. For SPR as an analytical tool it is most 

important that a change in the refractive index within the environment of the evanescent wave 

causes a change of the angel where the sharp intensity drop can be observed (Compare θ1 and 

θ2). Binding of one biomolecule to another one immobilized on top of the sensor chip’s gold 

surface will lead to a change of refractive index and will be recorded as a change in the 

reflected light by a detector. This setup enables real-time measurement of biomolecular 

interactions, with refractive index changes proportional to mass changes. 
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The standard SPR instrument contains a sensor chip with four flow cells, which enables 

measurement of four different ligands at a time. One side of the chip is attached to the SPR 

detection system. On the other side is microfluidic system, which forms four parallel channels 

on the sensor chip surface and facilitates buffer flow and injections. The standard chip carries 

on the top of the gold layer, a carboxymethylated dextran surface, which is used for the 

immobilization of biomolecules. This surface is characterized by low non-specific binding, 

except for very basic compounds, which demands consideration since DNA binding proteins 

frequently carry a basic charge. Several other chips are available, including chips with 

immobilized streptavidin for easy capture of biotinylated DNA fragments and chips with 

reduced negative charge, which can help to analyze extremely basic proteins. 

 

 

6.1: Ligand immobilization 

Ligand has to be immobilized on a sensor chip surface by either chemical cross-linking or 

with an affinity interaction like biotin-streptavidin, nickel chelate-His-Tag or antibody-

antigen. To ensure the measurement of accurate date the immobilization procedure should not 

interfere with the ligand-analyte interaction. The most common immobilization procedure for 

protein is chemical cross linking, which can reduce the activity or affinity of the interaction 

due to the modification of the protein or by blocking the binding site. 

Immobilization of DNA, on the other hand, can be achieved with biotinylated DNA and 

streptavidin sensor chips, which results in accessible DNA and a uniform attachment of the 

ligand. Due to the strong interaction of biotin and streptavidin these chips withstand fairly 

harsh regeneration conditions, eg., high salt and low concentration of sodium dodecyl 

sulphate (SDS). The size of the immobilized DNA should correspond to the length of the 

DNA footprints plus a few extra bases (3-6 bp) on each side as a spacer. The biotin should be 

positioned at the very end of the DNA so it will not interfere with binding. Double stranded 

DNA is produced by annealing of two oligonucleotides. 

  

6.2: Experimental 

During the experiments ligand (DNA) is immobilized on the chip surface (Figure 13). A 

constant buffer flow over the chip surface precedes injection of a analyte (protein solution). 

Binding of the protein to DNA can be observed as change in the position of the reflected light 

minimum, which can be translated into a change of resonance units (RUs); 1 RU corresponds 

to a change in angle of 0.0001° and 1 pgmm
-2

 of protein. The RUs were recorded and 
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displayed in real time by a computer. Once the reaction reached equilibrium, the binding and 

dissociation rates of the protein on DNA were supposed to be equal. Subsequent to the protein 

injection, buffer was introduced and dissociation of protein was monitored. This led the 

gradual return of observed minimum in the reflected light to its original position. However, at 

any point of the dissociation phase a regeneration fluid can be injected into the system, which 

will allow rapid release of any protein form the chip surface prior to a new round of analyte 

injection. According, a real time interaction experiment will contain the following parts: an 

association phase with the protein binding to the immobilized DNA, an equilibrium phase 

with equal association/dissociation rates for the protein, and a dissociation phase with buffer 

flow washing away any protein that dissociates for the DNA. 

 

 
Figure 13: The sensorgram is a graphical representation of the signal produced during a 

binding experiment. The sensor chip carries immobilized ligand (DNA). (1) Initially buffer is 

running over the sensor chip, and no change in signal is observed. (2) A DNA binding protein 

is injected and associated with DNA. This leads to a change in the refractive index, which is 

monitored in the SPR instrument as change in angle where the drop in intensity of the 

reflected light is observed. This change in angle is visualized in the sensorgram. (3) 

Association and dissociation of the protein and the DNA occur at the equal rates during the 

equilibrium. (4) Protein injection is replaced by buffer flow and dissociation of the protein 

from the DNA is observed. This leads to a reduction in refractive index and the angle where 

the drop of intensity is observed. (5) At any point of the dissociation regeneration liquid can 

be injected, which will remove all the protein from the chip surface. 
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6.3: Analysis of Data 
 

Before data analysis, the experimental response curves require processing. The unwanted part 

of a sensorgram, such as a very long baseline before injection and regeneration, can be 

removed. The baseline must be adjusted to zero since most of the fitting algorithms require 

that. The response curves must be aligned, usually by setting t = 0s as the start of the injection 

for each curve, and finally the response in the reference cell should be subtracted. The 

subtraction can be carried out “on line” during the experiment or afterwards. Often, even 

though both curves were aligned on the time axis, the subtraction of the reference cell data 

results in the appearance of spikes in the sensorgrams, especially at the beginning of both 

association and dissociation phases. These spikes can be esthetically removed or can be left in 

the sensorgrams, since these regions of the response curves are usually left out during the 

quantitative analysis. These sensorgram distortions should be removed for the analysis. 

 
6.3.1: Association 
 

During the injection phase of an SPR experiment, termed association, the kinetic processes of 

DNA/PROTEIN complex formation and its decay can be represented by the scheme: 

 

PROTEINDNA
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k
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/Pr ⇔+  

 

The rate of DNA/PROTEIN complex formation is expressed as: 
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/
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−=  

where [DNA] and [PROTEIN] are the concentrations of free or unbound DNA and protein, 

respectively. Assuming that DNA is immobilized at the chip surface and protein is injected, 

this equation can be written using SPR terminology as: 
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−−=   Equation (41) 

Where R is the response, Rmax is the response at DNA saturation by protein, and C is the 

concentration of injected protein (the amount of protein bound to DNA is negligible.) 
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Taking the natural logarithm of Eq. 41 
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And substituting 

kobs = kon*C + koff  ,              Equation (42) 

results in the equation: 
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+−=    Equation (43) 

 

Since for a given protein concentration C, kobs and ln(kon*Rmax*C) are constant, Eq. (42) 

represents a linear function. The )(
)(

ln tf
dt

Rd
=  function can be used for evaluation of 

DNA/PROTEIN complex formation rate constant kon. The plot kobs vs C should be linear (Eq. 

42) and the slope of this function represents the kon rate constant. 

 

6.3.2: Dissociation 

During the dissociation phase of an experiment, the protein solution is replaced by buffer and 

the response change represents solely the decay of the DNA/PROTEIN complex. 

oteinDNA
k

PROTEINDNA
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Pr/ + →  

The rate of this proces is expressed as: 

R
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The solution of this differential equation is: 

e
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This can be used for evaluation of the koff rate constant by fitting to a single exponential or it 

can be converted to equation: 
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Where R0 is the response at the analysis start point t0 (which is not necessary at the beginning 

of the dissociation phase) 

The slope of this function represents the rate constant koff . 
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6.3.3: Equilibrium 

This phase of the experiment can be analyzed as a special case of the association phase when 

the rate of DNA/PROTEIN complex formation equals the rate of its decay. By definition, at 

this point no change of response is observed: 

0
)(

=
dt

Rd
 

At equilibrium Eq. (1) can be written as: 

0 = kon*(Rmax - Req)*C - koff  - Req 

Rearranging for Req and dividing by kon results in: 

k on

k off
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Finally, subsituting dissociation constant Kd = 
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                 Equation (46) 

Equation 6 can be used for evaluation of the dissociation constant Kd, since Kd is the protein 

concentration at which Req = 0.5*Rmax (Fig). Equation (46) can be rearranged, especially in 

the case where saturation is not reached, using the Scatchard plot: 
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Where the slope of the linear function 
C

Req
= f(Req) represents 

K d

1
− . 

6.3.4: Stoichiometry Determination 

The response measured in SPR measurements is not only proportional to the amount of 

protein-DNA bound to a chip surface (a prerequisite of kinetic analysis), but also the change 

in the bulk refractive index per unit change in protein concentration (specific refractive index 

increment) is closely similar for a wide range of proteins and nucleic acids. In other words, an 

equal mass of two different protein (or protein and DNA) bound to the chip surface will give 

the same response value. The SPR technology can therefore be used for estimation of the 

DNA-protein complex stoichiometry according to the equation: 
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MWR
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oteinDNA

DNA
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=         Equation (48) 

Where,  

n = the number of protein molecules bound to DNA 

   = the number of protein binding sites on DNA (assuming that a single protein molecule 

binds a single binding site) 

Rmax = response for Saturating concentration of protein 

RDNA = amount of immobilized DNA (RU) and 

MWDNA, MWProtein = molecular weight of DNA and protein, respectively. 

 

7: Single Molecule Fluorescence Spectroscopy 

7.1: Imaging plateform 

7.1.1: Two Photon Excitation Scanning Fluorescence Microscope (TPE-SFM) 

This platform has already been described elsewhere (ref). Briefly, the two-photon excitation 

beam passes through a beam expander that increases the diameter of the laser so that it fills 

the back aperture of the objective. The resulting excitation volume is about 0.3 fL and almost 

gaussian (0.3µm radi; ~ 1.1µm on the z axis). Two galvanometer mirrors are added on the 

excitation pathway in order to allow the scanning of the sample. The fluorescence emission of 

the sample is collected through a band pass filter (585/40) with an Avalanche PhotoDiode 

(APD). Images are reconstituted using a lab-written Labview procedure. The excitation 

wavelength is adjusted by setting the monochromator at 415nm (Pulse ~ 100fs; Repetition 

rate 80MHz). The laser power is kept at a low level (~20mW). The speed of scanning is 4µs 

per voxel, sufficient for collecting the needed photons and to limit the bleaching of the 

sample. 

 

7.1.2: Widefield / TIRF Fluorescence Microscope 

This platform has been built in order to perform fluorescence resonance energy transfer 

(FRET) at the single molecule level. Two CW lasers (532nm (100mW) for the excitation of 

donors of fluorescence within FRET couples and 635nm (60mW) for the direct excitation of 

Cy5) (Cobolt) are available. The excitation light is selected by computer-controlled 

electromechanical shutters. A telescope (f’1 = 3cm and f’2 = 15cm) is used to expand the laser 

beam. The laser is then directed into the microscope with an adjustable mirror that allows 

switching between the wide-field and the TIRF illumination mode. The fluorescence emission 
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of the sample is collected through the oil-immersed objective (X100, N.A.= 1.4), spatially 

restricted by a home-made slit and splitted (dichroic mirror 650nm) in two symmetric 

detection paths where the fluorescence emissions are band-pass filtered (585±30nm, 680± 

20nm). The two signals are finally imaged together on the same EM-CCD camera 

(Hammatsu).  

 

7.2: Molecule immobilization 

Single pair molecule are trapped inside lipid vesicles which are tethered to a glass surface 

via biotin/streptavidin coupling, in order to overcome the problem of molecule-surface 

interaction. 

 

 
 

7.2.1: Preparation of the anchoring surface 

Microscope coverslips were first deeply cleaned in a piranha-like solution of freshly prepared 

peroxodisulfuric acid. Coverslips were then thorough rinsed with Milli-Q water and dried. All 

remaining fluorescent particles on the surface were then bleached by treating coverslips for 

one hour in a UV-Cleaner. The streptavidin sub-layer was built one layer by one layer from 

the nude glass surface according to the following steps: (i) grafting of aminosilane ((3 

Aminopropyl)-triethoxysilane) on the glass support, (ii) biotinylation of the surface amino 

groups ((+)-Biotin N-hydroxysuccinimide ester = biotin amidocaproic acid 3-sulfo-N-
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HydroxySuccinimide ester) and finally (iii) docking of streptavidin. This surface preparation 

allows the immobilization of intact vesicles, immobile at the micrometer scale, which can be 

maintained without fusion of the LUV for hours.  

 

7.2.2: Preparation of Large Unilamellar Vesicles (LUV) 

18:1 Biotinylated-PE was mixed with Egg Yolk PC in 1:100 molar ratio in a chloroform 

solution which then dried under vacuum by rotary evaporation in order to obtain a lipid film 

onto the wall of a round-bottom flask. This lipid film was maintained under vacuum for at 

least 30 min to remove any residual solvent, and then hydrated with buffer containing the 

fluorescently-labelled partners at the appropriate concentration to induce swelling of the film 

lipid. 2 mg/mL of Lipid concentration for multilamellar vesicles (MLV) were obtained by 

vigorous vortex shaking for two minutes. Regular large unilamellar vesicles (LUV) were 

obtained by extruding the MLV through polycarbonate membranes with 200-nm or 100-nm 

calibrated pores (Avanti Mini Extruder). LUVs were then purified by size exclusion 

chromatography. 

 

7.2.3: Liposome coupling on the coverslips 

In order to immobilize the probe containers for single molecule measurements, liposomes 

were attached to the glass coverslips by using the biotin/avidin chemistry. The final 

streptavidin coating of the coverslips was obtained by the successive layer by layer treatment 

of the initially nude glass surface. The liposome solution was finally diluted to the appropriate 

concentration and incubated for a few minutes on the streptavidin layer. After rinsing with 

buffer to eliminate the inefficiently bound vesicles, coverslips covered with the encapsulated 

LUVs were mounted on a glass slide using a 0.5mm silicon spacer (Press-to-Seal, Invitrogen). 

 

7.2.4: Oxygen Scavenger System 

A usual oxygen scavenger system was used to deplete the media from O2, which is 

responsible for faster bleaching of the dyes due to the oxidation of their activated states (more 

reactive than the ground state). This system is composed of Glucose Oxidase (GOD) 

associated to Catalase (CAT), acting in a two step reaction in which Glc is first oxidized, so 

that one molecule of O2 is consumed, according to: 

 

β-D-Glc + GOD → H2O2 + D-glucono-1,5-lactone 
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then, the generated hydrogen peroxide is transformed by the CAT 

 

H2O2 → H2O + ½ O2 

 

The global yield of one single turn of this reaction is resulting in the disappearance of half the 

molecules of O2. 

 

7.3: Imaging of construct tethered liposomes by TPE 

Imaging of the construct (Acceptor or Donor labeled ODN/protein encapsulated in liposome) 

is recorded using a TPE-SFM set-up depicted in 7.1.1. Vesicles encapsulating the TMR 

appeared as an immobile bright point, just above the glass/water interface. Since the size of 

the vesicles are well below the resolution of the SFM (= λ/(2.NA);  ~ 400 nm), no conclusion 

can be obtained on their exact shape and size, but the homogeneity of the preparation can be 

observed. A threshold was applied to the image to discard the background noise. Spots were 

then selected if they were included within a minimum and maximum area of concomitant 

pixels. At the exception of some bigger spots (probably fused vesicles), most of the spots 

presented a homogeneous brightness and area. These spots are stable for at least a few hours 

at room temperature. 

 

7.3.1: Fluorescence traces of single liposome encapsulating few TMR molecules 

The fluorescence emission of the vesicle was then investigated. The photon flux from the 

sample was recorded. As the bleaching of all the dyes was very rapid, the record of the photon 

collection was started before the laser was manually triggered to focus on the sample, to 

collect all the photon emitted. The time needed to bleach the 10 expected TMR molecules was 

less than 100ms, suggesting that the time before bleaching of a single TMR was about 15ms. 

Integration of the peak gives around 1500 photons emitted per molecule, in line the collection 

efficiency expected from the about 10
6
 photons emitted before bleaching usually considered 

for organic dyes. 

 

7.4: Image processing and data analysis 

Data are acquired with HCImage software (Hamamatsu) generating .cdx files. For image 

processing, these files are exported in time-series of .tif images and are then processed with a 
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home-made macro written under ImageJ. The purpose of the data processing was to generate 

a 3D matrix ((x; y) images versus time (z)) and to generate a Z-profile on a selected area to 

reconstruct fluorescence traces of spots. Spots coordinates were selected by a composite 

image on which a threshold was manually applied. This composite image resulted from a 

pixel-by-pixel z-standard-deviation image multiplied by a summed-intensities image, both 

generated from the (n+1)
1/2 

first frames of the sequence. The use of this composite image thus 

allowed to select brighten spots, for which the fluorescence was the most fluctuating. The 

choice of this image resulted from different trials (maximum intensity, summed intensities or 

different composite images) to find an optimal spots selection.  
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Nucleic acid binding activity of core protein was analyzed by using synthetic core peptide 

consisting of a cluster of two basic domains (peptide E: BD1+BD2), as this peptide was easy 

to synthesize in large quantities and was previously shown to mimic the core chaperone 

properties 
[26, 24]

. 

Peptide E exhibits a quantum yield of 0.098. Accessibility of Trp residue in peptide E by 

iodide ion (using KI) was studied and quenching constants, kq, were observed as 1.9 x 10
-9

 M
-

1
s

-1
 and 2.0 x 10

-9
 M

-1
s

-1
, in the absence and presence of urea, respectively. The absence of 

any significant difference in the values of quenching constants suggests that the peptide is 

poorly folded. 

Next, to investigate the binding properties of peptide E, we used a 16-nt long palindrome 

(DLS) sequence labelled with Alexa-430 at its 3’ end . This sequence is relevantly taken from 

the second Stem-loop (SL2) of the HCV 3’X-tail region and has previously shown to be 

responsible for the dimerisation of HCV genomic RNA 
[24, 536]

. 
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Figure 1: Binding of peptide E to DLS. (a) 0.5 µM DLS labelled with Alexa-430 at its 

3’end was titrated with increasing concentrations of peptide E. (b) Intensity curve was plotted 

against increasing concentration of peptide E vs the ratio of fluorescence intensity in absence 

(I0) and presence (I) of peptide, at 535 nm and the corresponding (c) absorption spectra.   

 

During the binding course of peptide E to the fluorescently-labelled DLS, a shift in the 

maximum emission peak (Figure1a) of Alexa-430 and a complicated sigmoidal intensity 

curve (Figure 1b) were observed. In addition, a strong diffusion with the disappearance of the 

fluorophore absorbance peak (Figure1c) was also observed. These data suggested formation 

of aggregates in the presence of peptides E
[537]

. These aggregates provided complicated 
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binding curves and thus prevented any quantitative characterization of the binding parameters 

by fluorescence techniques. 

To overcome this hindrance, we examined, in collaboration with the group of D. Altschuh 

(ESBS, France), the binding of peptide E to native and mutated DLS and SL2 sequences 

(ODNs) (Figure 3a) by Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR). This technique can overcome the 

aggregation problems through the immobilization of one of the binding partners on a chip. 

SPR experiments were performed on BIAcore 3000 and BIAcore S51 instruments ( BIAcore 

Inc., Piscataway NJ) in HEPES buffer (HEPES 10 mM, pH 7.5, NaCl 150 mM, EDTA 3.4 

mM, Tween 20 0.01%). 

 In our first attempt, we immobilized the peptide E on the surface by amine coupling and 

ODNs was flushed into SPR, as an analyte. SPR responses were observed only at high peptide 

density (≥ 300 RU) and at low salt concentration ([NaCl] ≤ 50 mM), but those responses 

showed complex kinetic profiles and progressive loss of binding activity with time during 

repetitive cycles. These results suggested an irreversible aggregation of immobilized peptides 

in the presence of oligonucleotides.  

To overcome this unexpected behavior, in next step, ODNs were immobilized (by biotine-

streptavidine capture) on chip and flushed with peptide E, as an analyte.  Solution of peptide 

E was injected during 1 min over the surface at 50 µl/ min for two or three times to have 

homogenized interaction. This process in turn provided reproducible sensorgrams under 

conditions that minimize peptide aggregation, (very low oligonucleotide density (Rmax ≤ 30 

RU)) and non specific binding (150 mM NaCl) (Figure 2a). 
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Figure 2: Interaction of peptide E with immobilized biotinylated DLS by SPR. (a) 

Binding of peptide E to 17 RU of DLS in HEPES buffer (Hepes 10 mM, pH 7.5, NaCl 150 

mM, EDTA 3.4 mM, Tween20 0.01%). Solution of peptide E was injected during 1 min over 

the surface at 50 µl/ min in two to three attempts. (b) The binding response for peptide E at 

concentrations of 31, 62, 125, 250, 500, 1000 and 2000 nM. To obtain affinity and 

stoiechiometry of binding, the responses at equilibrium, from figure 2a, were plotted against 

concentration of peptide E. The black line correspond the best fit to a simple binding site 

isotherm, described in the materials and methods section. 

 

These sensorgrams in turn provided the value of Kd and its related stoiechiometry (Figure 3b) 

in aggregation free conditions.   
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Figure 3: Binding of peptide E with DLS and SL2 and their mutants.  

(a) Oligonucleotide sequences used in this study. 

(b) Equilibrium dissociation constant (Kd) and (c) number of binding sites for peptide E on 

single stranded (DLS-RNA, SL2-RNA, DLS-DNA, Pal-2-RNA and Pal-2-DNA) and double 

stranded (SL2-RNA/cSL2-RNA and DLS-RNA/cDLS-RNA) oligonucleotides.     

 

To test the specificity of the HCV ODNs for peptide E, DLS was flushed with other non-

related basic peptides such as scFvQ34S (pI = 10) or lysozyme (pI = 9.2), at similar 

concentrations to that of peptide E (Data not shown). Interestingly, no SPR response was 

observed thus, proving its specificity towards peptide E. Moreover, the number of sites 

occupied by peptide E was dependent on ODNs sequences (Figure3a). A single binding site 

was revealed for ODNs which adopt a stable hairpin structure, like DLS-RNA or DLS-DNA 

(Figure 3a). These sequences bind peptide E with similar affinities (Kd) of 0.24 µM. On the 

contrary, binding of peptide E to unstructured ODNs (like Pal2-RNA, Pal2-DNA) (Figure 3a) 

showed a higher binding stoiechiometry as compared to structured ODNs, but with a 4-5 fold 

decrease in affinity.  

Additionally, when the same experiments were performed with another stable hairpin 

structure, SL2-RNA, it was observed that peptide E can occupy two binding sites, with an 

order of magnitude higher affinity as compared to DLS (Figure 3b). However, taken together 

SPR results indicated that the interaction between peptide E and SL2-RNA is potentially quite 

(a) The tested oligonucleotide 
sequences:  

 
1.  DLS-DNA: TCACGGCTAGCTGTGA 
 
2.  DLS-RNA: UCACGGCUAGCUGUGA 
 
3.  Pal2-DNA: TGACGCCTAGCTGTGA 
 
4.  Pal2-RNA: UGACGCCUAGCUGUGA 
 
5. SL2-RNA: 
UCACGGCUAGCUGUGAAAGGUCCGUGA 
 
6.  cSL2-RNA: 
UCACGGACAUUUCACAGCUAGCCGUGA 

 
7.  cDLS-RNA: UCACAGCUAGCCGUGA 
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complex. The binding of peptide E at a level greater than equimolar implies that under these 

conditions, an additional peptide E can bind to an SL2-RNA:PeptideE complex. In addition, 

the fact that the SPR profile is function of the SL2-RNA density on the chip suggests that 

when Peptide E is bound to oligonucleotide, it can still interact with a second oligonucleotide 

molecule, provided that the latter is in close enough proximity. 

We further analyzed the binding affinity of peptide E to double stranded sequences. For this 

we annealed DLS-RNA and SL2-RNA with their complimentary cDLS-RNA and cSL2-RNA 

(Figure 3a), respectively, to obtain DLS-RNA/cDLS-RNA and SL2-RNA/cSL2-RNA 

duplexes. Interestingly, binding of peptide E to SL2-RNA/cSL2-RNA showed a higher 

binding stoiechiometry (Figure 3c) as compared to structured SL2 but with an order of 

magnitude decrease in affinity (Figure 3b). On the other hand, an increase of stoiechiometry 

with no change in affinity was observed for interaction of peptide E with DLS-RNA/cDLS 

duplex. The increase in stoiechiometry was along the expected lines, but the decrease in 

affinity needed some explanations. This could probably be explained by the unfolding of 

structured nucleotides (DLS and SL2), upon hybridization. This hybridization increases the 

probability of non-specific binding, which leads to an increase in stoiechiometry. On the other 

hand, hydrogen bonds in RNA or DNA backbone become involved in duplex formation, thus 

probably leading to low affinity for protein.  

Further, data from SPR prompted us to again fit the unsuccessful fluorescence data by taking 

into account the parameters obtained from SPR experiments. Thus, we analyzed the binding 

of the peptide E to DLS-RNA, which was studied by steady-state fluorescence intensity as 

well as steady-state anisotropy in 50mM HEPES pH 7.5, 30mM NaCl and 0.2mM MgCl2. 

During this measurement, the concentration of the Alexa430-labelled DLS was kept at 

constant concentration and the peptide E was added in increasing concentrations. The binding 

curves were fitted by equation 1: 
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Equation (1) 

 

Where, [ODN]tot and [Protein]tot are the total concentrations of labelled ODN and unlabelled 

peptide, respectively. rp represents the anisotropy when all peptide is bound, while ri and r 
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correspond to the anisotropy of Labelled DNA in the absence and presence of protein, 

respectively. The experimental points were fitted to this model to determine the affinity 

constant Kµ. The number of binding sites, n, of the protein on the oligonucleotide was fixed on 

the basis of SPR data (Figure 3c). 
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Figure 4: Anisotropy data of binding of peptide E to DLS. 0.5 µM DLS-Alexa 430 was 

titrated by increasing concentrations of peptide E. The solid red line corresponds to best fit 

according to equation (1). The number of binding sites was fixed to n = 1, based on SPR data 

(Figure 3c). 

 

The value obtained for affinity constant was 0.27µM, similar to the value obtained by SPR 

experiments. This suggests that, although peptide E leads to an aggregation of ODNs, it is still 

possible to get some relevant data. But the significance and authenticity of the acquired data 

needed to be verified with other techniques, as the results are biased due to the presence of 

aggregates (Figure 1c).    

We extended our efforts to find more binding parameters of DLS-RNA and SL2-RNA with 

peptide E and analyzed their binding by using single molecule Fluorescence resonance energy 

transfer (smFRET) technique. For this, total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy, with 

a 532 nm laser excitation, was used to measure smFRET of single interacting pairs of Cy5-

labelled ODNs (Cy5-DLS-RNA or Cy5-SL2-RNA) and Rhodamine-labelled Peptide E (Rh-

pepE). Single interacting pairs were trapped in liposomes as explained in material and 
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methods section.  

 

smFRET analysis 

Rh-pepE at single molecule level 

Initially, the fluorescence of Rh-pepE molecules at single molecule level was analyzed by 

encapsulating them in EYPC liposomes. Liposomes were formed and immobilized on the 

observation surface as described in material and methods section. Fluorescent spots 

corresponding to liposomes encapsulating Rh-pepE were observed, after illuminating the 

surface at 532nm with a laser. 

Fluorescence traces corresponding to these spots have the shape of one (or more) step (s) 

(Figure 5). It was observed that the fluorescence emitted by the labeled protein was constant 

over a certain period of time until the photobleaching of probe. After photobleaching, no more 

fluorescence signal was recorded. Some observations show two or even three events of 

photobleaching, suggesting that the liposome can encapsulate two or three labeled molecules 

(Data not shown). But the majority of the liposomes encapsulated only one molecule of Rh-

pepE (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5: Fluorescence traces of encapsulated Rh-pepE in liposomes with 100 nm diameter. 

The presented trace corresponds to the fluorescence associated with a liposome encapsulating 

one molecule of Rh-peptide E. 

The analysis of combined data of these fluorescence traces (Figure 6) from different 

experiments in turn provided the fluorescence parametres of the Rh-pepE population (or 
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populations). The analysis of data was performed as described in material and methods 

section. 

It was observed that the fluorescent population of peptide E was rapidly depopulated (within 

7-8 seconds under these conditions of acquisition) to a state which corresponds to the state 

after photobleaching (Figure 6).  

 

Figure 6: (a) Combined representation of the 44 fluorescent vesicles encapsulating Rh-pepE 

vs time. Each pixel represents a number of molecules associated to the provided color code 

(the number of molecules increases with the heat of the color). (b) Data representing the shift 

of the fluorescent population of Rh-pepE to a non-fluorescent population in around 7-8 

seconds. 

 

However, the combined distribution of fluorescence traces confirmed that the majority of the 

vesicles contains single fluorescent molecules of Rh-pepE (Figure 6a) that photobleached 

only after 2 seconds (Figure 6b).  

In the end, all these experiments showed that: 

- The encapsulation of individual flurescent molecules within immobilized liposomes is 

possible. 

- Peptide E does not interact with the liposome surface. 

- Rhodamine labelling of the peptide E, is photostable and sufficiently fluoresces to be used as 

fluorescence donor in a FRET pair in single molecule conditions. 

- The fluorescence signal of the Rh-peptide E behaves in a biphasic manner by initially 

emitting stable fluorescence intensity for a few seconds before photobleaching. 

(a) (b) 
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In a next attempt, FRET as a consequence of binding of peptide E to Cy5-labelled HCV 

ODNs was monitored by the same procedure.  

To this, we first analyzed FRET between Rh-pepE and Cy5-DLS-RNA. The encapsulated 

complex of rhodamine labeled peptide E and cyanine-5 labeled DLS-RNA, Cy5-DLS/pepE, 

showed fluorescent spots of both donor and acceptor channels. Interestingly, fluorescence 

traces of the donor and acceptor were found clearly anti-correlated. The time evolution of the 

apparent FRET transitions showed two levels of fluorescence, one where the fluorescence was 

strong (close to 1) and another where the fluorescence was virtually zero. These two 

fluorescence levels or states were associated to Rh-pepE in free and bound form, respectively. 

Next, unlike liposomes enclosing only the Rh-pepE, the presence of Cy5-DLS-RNA resulted 

in a strong fluctuating signal of Rhodamine, before the photobleaching step. This signal of the 

rhodamine varied between two fluorescent states viz. a non-fluorescent state in presence of 

Cy5-DLS-RNA and a fluorescent state with Rh-pepE remained alone. These traces showed 

multiple transitions between non-fluorescent and fluorescent states (Figure 7a).  

 

Figure 7: Fluorescence traces of encapsulated Cy5-DLS-RNA/Rh-pepE complex in liposomes 

of 100 nm diameter. (a) The fluorescence trace corresponds to fluorescence fluctuations 

associated  with a liposome encapsulating one pair of Cy5-DLS RNA and Rh-pepE. (b) 

Fluorescene distribution states established by analyzing a large number of combined 

fluorescence traces. 

 

The distribution showed that the polydispersity in the fluorescent population as compared to 

Rh-pepE alone (Figure 7b), is probably attributed to the effect of interaction with Cy5-DLS-

(a) (b) 
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RNA. 

Next, from these combined obtained traces, dwell-time histograms of residence time were 

plotted. These histograms represented the occurrence of a particular transition (corresponding 

to either dissociation or association event) as a function of the time spend in the initial state 

before the transition occurred.  

 

 

Figure 8: Dwell-time Histogram of Cy5-DLS-RNA/Rh-pepE complex. 

Histograms represent the mean residence time (in sec
-1

) of the system during the transition 

from (a) bound to free state (τbound → τfree), and from (b) free to bound state (τfree → τbound). 

The red line corresponds to the single exponential decay fit as described as y = Ae
-ax

 and n 

represents number of treated fluorescence traces. 

 

The decay calculated from the τbound→τfree residency time distribution (Figure 8a)  directly 

corresponded to the monomolecular dissociation rate and was about ~2.3 s
-1

. To retrieve the 

association rate constant, the observed exponential rate decay was divided by the effective 

concentration of the complex (3 µM) inside the 100 nm vesicle. This provided a kon value of 

1.76 × 10
7
 M

-1
s

-1
. The ratio between kon and koff (koff/kon), in turn showed an apparent binding 

constant of kd =1.3 × 10
-7

 M. Interestingly, the value obtained by single molecule for binding 

of peptide E to DLS, was close to that observed with SPR and binding studies. 

Similar analysis of the Cy5-SL2-RNA/pepE complexes by the single molecule platform, 

provided fluorescence traces which were associated to liposomes encapsulating 2 peptides E 

(a) (b) 
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and one SL2-RNA. To fit the acquired data, a three state model was used, which was able to 

define the presence of multiple steps in the fluorescence trace (see figure 9 for an illustration).  

 

Figure 9: An illustration of multistep fluorescence traces. 

 

In this three state model, we assumed that the lowest fluorescent level corresponds to a state 

where the two peptide E were bound (state 1) to a single SL2-RNA molecule. The 

intermediate fluorescent (state 2) state was associated to the binding of a single peptide E, 

while the second remain free and the highest fluorescent level (state 3) corresponds to the two 

peptides E in their free form. We modeled these states transitions with a hidden Markov 

model and retrieved the residence time from the dwell-time histograms (Figure 10). We 

observed that most of the transitions occur within states 2 and 3. The probability of direct 

transitions between the states 1 and 3 was very low (Figure 10 as 1->3 and 3->1), in line with 

the low probability of observing simultaneous dissociation or association of 2 peptides E. 

Thus, we estimated the binding constants of peptide E to SL2 from the transitions between 

states 2 and 3 (Figure 10 as 2->3 and 3->2), for which a kon= 3.1 × 10
7
 M

-1
s

-1
 and koff =1.8 s

-1
 

were observed. The ratio of dissociation and association rate constants provided Kd1 = 5.8 × 

10
-8

 M, which was in good agreement with SPR experiments. Using the same calculations for 

the transitions between state 1 and 2 (Figure 10 as 1->2 and 2->1), which represent the 

binding of second peptide E to Cy5-SL2-RNA/Rh-pepE complex, we observed Kd2 = 4.2 × 

10
-6

 M for the second binding site.  

The two orders of magnitude difference between kd1 and kd2, confirms the possibility of two 

different binding sites for SL2-RNA, which is again in line with the observed SPR data. The 
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difference of binding affinity of these sites can probably be explained by the sequential 

attachment of peptide E to SL2-RNA. It is possible that the two binding sites are really 

different in their binding affinity or that attachment of one peptide molecule may affect the 

affinity of other binding site.  
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Figure 10: Dwell-time Histograms of fluorescence fluctuations associated to Cy5-SL2-

RNA/Rh-pepE complexes in peptide to ODN ratio of 2:1.  

Histograms represent the mean residence time (in sec
-1

) of the system during different 

transitions. The red line corresponds to the single exponential decay fit described as y = Ae
-ax

 

and n represents number of treated fluorescence traces. 

  

Binding parameters of the basic domains of the core protein with HCV oligonucleotides had 

never been determined before by a direct method due to its high aggregation properties. Thus, 
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these results are of high importance. The data suggested that peptide E can bind specifically to 

the structured oligonucleotides that are in abundance in 3’ X-Tail region of HCV genome. 
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We characterized the mechanism by which the core protein can activate the annealing of 

complementary DNA sequences by using fluorescence techniques. For this, a model system 

based on the annealing of the DNA copy of the Transactivation response element (dTAR) of 

HIV-1 and its complementary sequence cTAR was used. These sequences were selected since 

their annealing in the presence of several chaperone proteins has been extensively 

investigated. To analyze the mechanism of chaperone activity of core protein we used 

synthetic core peptides consisting of a cluster of the three basic domains (peptide F: 

BD1+BD2+BD3) or only of two of them (peptide E: BD1+BD2) and Domain D1. 

Peptide E, F and Domain D1 with labelled cTAR and non-labelled dTAR mutants were used 

to analyze the chaperone properties of the D1 domain of core protein. Since positively 

charged peptides are known to aggregate nucleic acids in a concentration-dependent manner, 

we determined aggregation-free conditions by using Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy 

and performed experiments in these conditions. Core peptides strongly accelerated the 

annealing reaction, since the reaction was completed in less than 30 min, instead of more than 

1 day in the absence of peptides. Variation in dTAR concentration indicated a saturation 

behaviour of both fast, kobs1, and slow, kobs2, kinetic rate constants, which is in consistent with 

a two-step reaction mechanism where a fast pre-equilibrium intermediate complex precedes 

the formation of the final stable extended duplex (ED). Moreover, different mutants of cTAR 

and dTAR showed that the core peptides nucleate cTAR/dTAR annealing through their 

respective ends.  

On the basis of our kinetic data, a reaction mechanism with two parallel kinetic pathways 

involving two different intermediate complexes was proposed. In the proposed model, the fast 

and slow pathways differed by the number of base pairs, which should be melted to nucleate 

the intermediates. In addition, we confirmed that the chaperone activity of the core protein is 

mainly mediated through its three basic clusters. Furthermore, comparison of HCV peptide E 

with NC (11-55) peptide, which mimics the activities of NCp7 without aggregation, showed 

that one peptide E molecule exhibits the same chaperone activity as four NC(11-55) peptide 

molecules and that the two peptides can chaperone in concert the annealing of the two 

complementary ODNs. 

Further, efficient chaperone properties of the core peptides on the model TAR 

oligonucleotides used in this study further suggest that the core protein is a nucleic chaperone 

with broad sequence specificity. These properties may be critical for genomic RNA 

dimerization in HCV replication and packaging, as well as for facilitating recombination 

between various HCV genotypes and subtypes to increase viral variability. 
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Next, we characterized the mechanism and structural determinants of the core-promoted 

annealing of HCV nucleotide sequences (relevantly taken from first 55 nt region of 3’X-tail) 

in the absence and presence of the HCV core peptides. To this end, we investigated the 

annealing kinetics of the fluorescently labelled 16-nt palindromic sequence (DLS) and 27-nt 

Stem Loop II (SL2) with their complementary non-labelled cDLS and cSL2 sequences, 

respectively. In the absence of protein, annealing of the abovementioned oligonucleotides was 

very slow. Variations in complementary DLS or SL2 concentrations indicated saturation 

behaviour for both fast, kobs1, and slow, kobs2, kinetic rate constants. This behaviour is 

consistent with a two-step reaction mechanism in which a fast pre-equilibrium intermediate 

precedes the formation of the final stable ED through a monomolecular reaction. 

Additionally, different mutants of DLS/cDLS and SL2/cSL2 suggested that the annealing 

process for both systems is nucleated by the kissing of the complementary loops.  

The three peptides were found to poorly destabilise the hairpin-loop RNA structures, but to 

strongly promote their annealing through kissing interactions between the loops with the same 

two-step reaction mechanism as in the absence of protein. Thus, core peptides strongly 

promote annealing of HCV oligonucleotide sequences, but without changing the pathways 

and reaction mechanism.  

On the basis of our kinetic data, a core promoted-reaction mechanism with a single kinetic 

pathway involving intermediate complexes of ~12 bp for SL2/cSL2 and ~8 bp for DLS/cDLS 

was proposed. 

Since HCV RNA likely adopts different conformations during the viral life cycle, the 

demonstrated ability of the core protein to facilitate the interconversion between different 

RNA structures could explain how this protein can regulate the transitions between translation 

and replication as well between replication and packaging.  
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Abstract 

RNA chaperone proteins are essential partners of RNA in living organisms and viruses as 

they facilitate nucleic acid rearrangements in their most thermodynamically stable 

conformational states. In Hepatitis C Virus (HCV), the core protein that forms the 

nucleocapsid with the genomic RNA has been shown to exhibit nucleic acid chaperone 

properties. The core protein (179 amino acids) consists of a hydrophilic N-terminal domain 

(Domain D1) and a hydrophobic C-terminal domain (Domain D2). This protein plays key 

roles in the viral life cycle, being involved in cell proliferation, differentiation, RNA 

packaging and nucleocapsid formation. To better understand the molecular chaperone 

properties of the core protein, we characterized the annealing mechanism of the HCV 3’ X-

tail region in the absence and presence of core peptides. To this end, two oligonucleotide 

sequences (DLS and SL2), from the first 55nt of X-tail, were reacted to their respective 

complementary sequences (cDLS and cSL2, respectively). The core peptides were found to 

enhance annealing kinetics of both systems, DLS/cDLS and SL2/cSL2, by at least one order 

of magnitude. Interestingly, both systems, in absence as well as in presence of core peptides, 

showed significant changes in annealing kinetics with modification in their loop region, 

suggesting that their annealing is initiated through the interactions between complementary 

loops. Finally, a single kinetic pathway was identified with a fast pre-equilibrium kissing-loop 

intermediate that then slowly converts into the final extended duplex. Our data on the relevant 

nucleic acid sequences of HCV gives further credit on the chaperone activities of the core 

protein. Since, HCV RNA likely adopts different conformations during the viral life cycle, the 

demonstrated ability of the core protein to facilitate the interconversion between different 

RNA structures may explain how this protein can regulate the transitions between translation 

and replication as well between replication and packaging. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is a major cause of chronic hepatitis, liver cirrhosis, and 

hepatocellular carcinoma (1). Recombinant alpha interferon, either alone or in combination 

with ribavirin, is widely used to treat HCV infection but with an overall efficacy of less than 

50% (2-7). The urgent development of more effective drugs has long been hampered by the 

lack of cell culture systems that are fully permissive for viral replication and by the absence of 

small-animal models of the disease. However, recently, the development of sub-genomic 

HCV replicons, capable of replication in human hepatoma (Huh 7) cells, transgenic mice 

expressing HCV proteins and the successful repopulation of SCID/Alb-uPA mice with human 

hepatocytes has facilitated drug discovery efforts and paved new pathways to characterize the 

molecular processes involved in replication of the viral RNA (8-12). 

HCV possesses a single stranded RNA molecule of ~9.6 kb length with positive-sense 

polarity (13). The genomic RNA plays complex, temporally and spatially regulated roles 

throughout the virus life cycle, by serving both as a template for minus-strand RNA synthesis 

and as an mRNA directing the translation of viral proteins, and lastly, by specifically 

packaging itself into newly made progeny virions. The coding part of the RNA is flanked by 

two non-translated, but highly conserved and structured regions, named 5’ UTR and 3’ UTR, 

of 341 and 230 nucleotides, respectively. These non-translated RNA sequences contain cis-

acting elements that are crucial for RNA replication and translation (Ito and Lai et al . 1997; 

song et al. 2006). Between these flanked terminal sequences a single ~3011-codon-long open 

reading frame (ORF) encodes at least 10 proteins, including ( in 5’-to-3’ direction) four 

structural proteins (core, E1, E2 and p7) (14). 

The 5’ UTR folds into a complex, four-domain structure that contains an internal ribosome 

entry site (IRES), which directs the cap-independent translation of the ORF, as well as 

upstream signals required for viral RNA synthesis (15,16). The 3’ UTR also contains three 

structurally distinct domains: (1) a highly conserved, 98 nucleotide long 3’ X-tail,  that 

putatively forms three stem-loop structures ( designated as SL1, SL2 and SL3, in the 3’-to-5’ 

direction), (2) an upstream variable part with VSL1 and VSL2 stem-loops, and (3) a poly 

(U/UC) tract (17,18). Both X-tail region and a minimal poly(U/UC) tract of about 40 nt are 

essential for RNA replication (19-23), while the variable region plays some role in RNA 

replication and in vivo infectivity (19-23). The 3’X- tail is also thought to facilitate the 

translation of viral proteins, directed by the viral IRES (24,25). Two alternate conformations 

are predicted for the 3’X-tail region  (26) that includes a sequence of 55 nucleotides, which is 

fully conserved among different HCV strains (27). Interestingly, this sequence contains a 16-
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nt palindrome (DLS), suggested to be responsible for the homodimerisation of the HCV RNA 

(26,27). 

The HCV core protein is a structural and basic protein that forms the viral nucleocapsid by 

binding to genomic RNA (28-30). The mature core protein has two domains, (I) a 117 amino 

acids long basic N-terminal RNA binding domain D1 with three highly basic clusters [BD1-

BD3], and  (II) a hydrophobic C-terminal domain D2 involved in targeting the protein to lipid 

droplets (26). The three basic amino acid clusters (BD1-BD3) of the D1 domain are 

responsible for the nucleic acid chaperone activity (26,31-33) of the HCV core protein. Thus, 

by analogy to other RNA chaperone proteins (34-39), the core protein can facilitate the 

correct folding of RNA molecules by preventing their misfolding or by resolving misfolded 

RNA structures (40,41). Through its chaperone properties, the core as well as peptides 

consisting of the three basic domains (peptide F) or only of two of them (peptide E), were 

shown to promote the annealing of complementary sequences (33), strand exchanges as well 

as the dimerization of the 3’-UTR sequence of the HCV genome (26,32).  

Here, we further characterized the RNA chaperone properties of the core protein by 

investigating the mechanism and structural determinants for the annealing of the 16-nt 

palindromic sequence (DLS) and the 27-nt Stem Loop II (SL2) sequences, taken from the first 

55nt region of the 3’X-tail, with their complementary sequences in the absence and presence 

of the core domain D1 or peptides E and F. By monitoring the real-time annealing kinetics of 

native and mutated fluorescently labelled DLS and SL2 sequences with their respective 

complementary sequences, the three peptides were found to strongly promote the 

complementary annealing reactions through kissing interactions between the loops. Moreover, 

to site-selectively monitor the effect of the peptides on the oligonucleotides, we introduced 2-

aminopurine (2-Ap), an environment-sensitive fluorescent nucleoside analogue of adenine 

(42) at several positions of the SLS and SL2 sequences. Using this approach, peptide E was 

found to preferably bind to the upper region of both oligonucleotides and constrain both the 

overall flexibility of the loops and the local mobility of the bases. 
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Figure 1: Structure of the HCV core protein (a), the peptides (b) and oligonucleotides (c) used in this study. The ~117 amino acid long and poorly folded 

N-terminal D1 domain of the core protein (a) comprises three regions rich in basic residues [BD1 (green), BD2 (blue) and BD3 (red)] and a tryptophan 

rich domain (yellow) while the C-terminal, ~52- amino acid long, D2 domain is hydrophobic and binds to membranes of the endoplasmic reticulum. The 

ODN sequences are from the 3’ X-tail of the HCV genome and their secondary structures were predicted by using the mfold program 

(http://mfold.rna.albany.edu/?q=mfold). 

(c) Oligonucleotides (a) HCV Core protein  
 
MSTNPKPQRKTKRNTNRRPQDVKFPGGGQIVGG
VYLLPRRGPRLGVRATRKTSERSQPRGRRQPIPK
ARRPEGRTWAQPGYPWPLYGNEGMGWAGWLLS
PRGSRPSWGPTDPRRRSRNLGKVIDTLTCGFADL
MGYIPLVGAPLGGAARALAHGVRVLEDGVNYAT
GNLPGCSFSIFLLALLSCLTIPASA 
 
(b) Peptides 
                        Peptide E 
RRGPRLGVRATRKTSERSQPRGRRQPIPKARRPE
GRGRGSRPSWGPTDPRRRSRNLGKG 
                          
                       Peptide F 
STNPKPQRKTKRNTNRRPQDVKGRRGPRLGVRA
TRKTSERSQPRGRRQPIPKARRPEGRGRGSRPSW
GPTDPRRRSRNLGK 
 
                      Domain D1 
MSTNPKPQRKTKRNTNRRPQDVKFPGGGQIVGG
VYLLPRRGPRLGVRATRKTSERSQPRGRRQPIPK
ARRPEGRTWAQPGYPWPLYGNEGMGEGMGWA
GWLLSPRGSRPSWGPTDPRRRSR 
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Materials and Methods 

Oligonucleotides and core peptides 

The unlabelled and labelled ODNs were synthesized by IBA GmbH Nucleic Acids product 

Supply (Gottingen, Germany). In the case of the doubly labelled ODNs, the 5’terminus was 

labelled with carboxytetramethylrhodamine (TMR) or ethyl 2-[3-(ethylamino)-6-ethylimino-

2,7-dimethylxanthen-9-yl]benzoate hydrochloride (Rh6G) via an amino-linker with a six 

carbon spacer arm, while the 3’terminus was labelled with either 4-(4‘-

dimethylaminophenylazo) benzoic acid (Dabcyl) or 5(and 6)-carboxyfluorescein (Fl) using a 

special solid support with the dye already attached. ODNs were purified by the manufacturer 

by reverse-phase HPLC and polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. 

Peptides E and F were synthesized by solid phase peptide synthesis on a 433A synthesizer 

(ABI, Foster City, CA) as described (26). Purification by HPLC was carried out on a C8 

column (Uptisphere 300A, 5µm; 250Х10, Interchim, France) in 0.05% TFA with a linear 

gradient of 10 to 70% of acetonitrile for 30 min. The peptide purity and molecular weight 

(6754 for peptide E and 9444 for Peptide F) were checked by LC/MS. An absorption 

coefficient of 5700 M
-1

cm
-1

 at 280 nm was used to determine their concentration. 

The D1 domain consisting of amino acids 1 to 117 of the core protein fused to a C-terminal 

6xHis tag was prepared as previously described (43). 

Experiments were performed in 50 mM Hepes-HCl (pH 7.5), 30 mM NaCl, and 0.2 mM 

MgCl2 at 20°C. 

 

Steady-state fluorescence spectroscopy measurements 

Emission spectra and kinetic traces were recorded with Fluorolog and FluroMax 

spectrofluorimeters (Jobin Yvon Instruments, S.A. Inc.) equipped with a temperature-

controlled cell compartment. All fluorescence intensities were corrected for buffer emission 

and lamp fluctuations. Quantum yields of 2Ap-labeled oligonucleotides were calculated using 

free 2-Ap riboside as a reference (0.68, Ward1969) and an excitation wavelength of  315nm.  

For the annealing assays, the oligonucleotides were first heat labelled at 80°C for 2 min and 

then cooled on ice for 2 min. Real-time kinetic measurements were performed in pseudo first-

order conditions by using concentrations of unlabelled cDLS and cSL2 at least tenfold higher 

than the concentration of the labelled DLS and SL2 sequences. Excitation and emission 

wavelengths were 520 nm and 550 nm, respectively, to monitor the Rh6G fluorescence. The 

corresponding wavelengths were 480 nm and 520 nm, respectively to monitor the Fl 

fluorescence. All reported concentrations correspond to those after mixing. To avoid high 
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local concentrations during mixing, both reactant mixtures were prepared of the same volume. 

Peptides were added to each reactant separately in peptide to oligonucleotide ratio of 0.5:1 

and 1:1 for DLS and SL2 systems, respectively, and then the reaction was initiated by mixing 

the peptide-coated ODNs together. The kinetics was fast enough to monitor the fluorescence 

intensities continuously without photo-bleaching. The apparent rate constants kobs and the 

amplitudes were determined from the kinetic traces by including a dead-time correction t0 to 

take into account the delay between the mixing of reactants and the start of the measurements. 

All fitting procedures were carried out with Origin
TM

 7.5 software based on non-linear, least-

square methods and the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.  

The temperature dependence of the annealing kinetics was carried out with 20 nM doubly 

labelled DLS derivatives/10nM doubly labelled SL2 derivatives and 500-4000 nM non-

labelled cDLS derivatives/200nM non-labelled cSL2 derivatives at different temperatures 

(15°C, 20°C, 25°C, 30°C, 35°C and 40°C) in the presence of either peptide E, peptide F and 

Domain D1. Same experiments were carried in absence of peptide, but only with SL2/cSL2 

system.  

 

Time-resolved fluorescence measurements 

Time-resolved fluorescence measurements were performed with the time-correlated, single-

photon counting technique. Excitation pulses were generated by a pulse-picked frequency-

tripled Ti-sapphire laser (Tsunami, Spectra Physics) pumped by a Millenia X laser (Spectra 

Physics) (44,45). Excitation wavelength was set at 315 nm, with a repetition rate of 4 MHz. 

The fluorescence emission was collected through a polarizer set at magic angle and a 16 mm 

band-pass monochromator (Jobin Yvon) at 370 nm. The single-photon events were detected 

with a micro-channel plate photomultiplier (Hamamatsu) coupled to a pulse pre-amplifier 

HFAC (Becker-Hickl) and recorded on a SPC-130 board  (Becker-Hickl). The instrumental 

response function (IRF) recorded using a polished aluminium reflector had a full-width at 

half-maximum of 40 ps. The mean lifetime <τ> was calculated from the individual 

fluorescence lifetimes (τi) and their relative amplitudes (αi) according to <τ> = Σ αi τi. The 

population, α0, of dark species of 2-AP was calculated by: α0 = 1 - τfree / (τsample x Rm) , where 

τfree is the lifetime of free 2-Ap, τsample is the measured mean lifetime of 2-Ap within the ODN 

and Rm is the ratio of their corresponding quantum yields. The remaining amplitudes, αic were 

recalculated from the measured amplitudes according to αic = αi / (1- α0). 

Time-resolved intensity data were treated according to the maximum entropy method (Pulse 5 

software) (46,47) or according to a non-linear least-square analysis using a homemade 
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software (kindly provided by G. Krishnamoorthy). In all cases, the χ² values were close to 1 

and the weighted residuals as well as their autocorrelation were distributed randomly around 

0, indicating an optimal fit. 

 

Results 

Kinetics of DLS/cDLS and SL2/cSL2 annealing in the absence of core 

The real-time annealing kinetics of DLS and SL2 with their complementary cDLS and cSL2 

sequences were investigated by mixing excess of non-labelled cDLS and cSL2 to TMR-5’-

DLS-3’-Fl and TMR-5’-SL2-3’-Fl, respectively. Formation of the 16-bp and 27-bp ED 

strongly increases the interchromophore distance, leading to the recovery of Fl emission 

(Bernacchi, S et al. 2002). To determine the fluorescence intensity of the fully stretched ED, 

we heated the complementary sequences in pseudo-first order conditions at 80°C for 2 min, 

followed by slow cooling.  
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Figure 2: Kinetics of SL2/cSL2 and DLS/cDLS annealing. A) Kinetic trace of 10 nM doubly 

labelled SL2 with 500 nM of unlabelled cSL2. Inset A: Emission spectra of the doubly 

labelled SL2 before (green) and after (blue) completion of the annealing reaction with cSL2. 

B) Kinetic trace of 20 nM doubly labelled DLS with 1 µM of unlabelled cDLS. Inset B: 

Emission spectra of the doubly labelled DLS before (green) and after (blue) completion of the 

annealing reaction with cDLS. Experiments were performed in 50 mM Hepes (pH 7.5), 30 

mM NaCl, 0.2 mM MgCl2 at 20°C. Excitation and emission wavelengths were 480 nm and 

520 nm, respectively, to monitor the fluorescein emission. The continuous red lines 

correspond to a fit of the experiment al curves with eqn. 1. 
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A difference of 12-times and 20-times was observed for DLS/cDLS and SL2/cSL2, 

respectively, between initial closed and final stretched ED fluorescence intensities (Figure 2). 

The annealing kinetics traces could be adequately fitted using a biexponential function: 
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where I(t) is the actual fluorescence intensity at 520 nm, kobs1 and kobs2 are the apparent 

pseudo-first order rate constants, a is the relative amplitude of the fast component, and t0 is 

the dead time. I0 and If stands for the fluorescence intensities of TMR-5’-DLS-3’-Fl or TMR-

5’-SL2-3’-Fl in their free state and in the final ED, respectively. 
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 Figure 3: Kinetic parameters of SL2/cSL2 (A) and DLS/cDLS (B) annealing. The fast (kobs1) 

[A & B] and slow (kobs2) [Inset A & B] components were determined in pseudo-first-order 

conditions from real-time kinetics, as described in figure 2. The solid lines correspond to the 

fit of the data with Equation 2 and Equation 3 (for Inset data). Corresponding values are given 

in table 1 and table 2. 

 

Interestingly, the fast component, kobs1, varies linearly with cDLS or cSL2 concentrations 

(Figure 3A and B), while kobs2 shows a hyperbolic dependence on the complementary 

sequence concentration (Figure 3 A and B, insets). This behaviour is consistent with a two-

step reaction, as described in scheme 1: 
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kass

ICS

ICD

kf

kf

EDS

EDD

SL2 + cSL2

DLS + cDLS

or

kass

kdiss

kdiss

kb

kb              Scheme 1 

where a fast pre-equilibrium intermediate, IC, precedes the formation of the final stable ED 

through a monomolecular reaction (39). Formation of IC is governed by the second order 

association rate constant, kass, and the first order dissociation rate constant, kdiss, while the 

interconversion of IC into ED is governed by the forward and backward interconversion rate 

constants, kf and kb. The hyperbolic dependence of kobs2 on the concentration of non-labeled 

complementary oligonucleotide may be associated to IC accumulation as a consequence of its 

slow inter-conversion into ED which is likely the rate-limiting step of the annealing pathway. 

If the pre-equilibrium is rapidly reached (kass.[cDLS-or-cSL2] + kdiss >> kf), scheme 1 predicts 

a linear variation of kobs1, which can thus be described by :

 [ ] dissassobs kcSLorcDLSkk +−−= 21

                                

(2)        

 
On the other hand, the hyperbolic variation of kobs2 on the complementary oligonucleotide 

concentration can be described by: 

b

M

Mf

obs k
cSLorcDLSK

cSLorcDLSKk
k +

−−+

−−
=

]2[1

]2[
2

                  

(3)

 

where KM is the equilibrium association constant governing the IC formation (KM = kass/kdiss).  

  The kass values for both SL2/cSL2 (1.7 × 10
3 

M
-1

s
-1

 ) and DLS/cDLS (4.6 ± 0.04 × 10
2 

M
-1

s
-1

) 

annealing reactions were several orders of magnitude smaller than the 10
5
-10

7
    M

-1
s

-1
 rate 

constants reported for the annealing of unstructured sequences (48). This suggests that for 

both reactions, there is a low probability of the oligonucleotides to be melted at room 

temperature and to nucleate the duplex upon collision (49). Moreover, the values of kb, given 

by intercepts, were found to be close to zero indicating that the dissociation of ED is 

negligible. This is in line with the large differences in the stability of the ED and the initial 

stem-loop. In contrast to the kobs values, the amplitudes of the two kinetic components (Table 

1 and 2) for both systems were independent of the complementary sequence concentrations 

(data not shown), suggesting that the reactions involves only one pathway, as described in 

scheme 1. 

To further check the validity of the postulated two-step annealing mechanism, we used the 

Dynafit numerical resolution software (50), which allows fitting simultaneously the 
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experimental progress curves obtained at different complementary sequence concentrations. 

The best estimates of the elementary rate constants kass, kdiss and kf (Table A, supplementary 

data) were in excellent agreement with those found by the empirical  approach, (Table 1 and 

2), further strengthening the proposed reaction scheme. 

To get further insight in the annealing reaction mechanism, we further evaluated the 

temperature dependence of the kobs values of SL2/cSL2 annealing kinetics by using the 

Arrhenius equation: 

exp
,















= TR
E

k
ia

Aii                                           (4) 

where the rate constant ki is given by kobsi/[cSL2], Ai is the pre-exponential Arrhenius factor, 

Ea,i is the activation energy, R is the universal gas constant, and T is the temperature (in 

Kelvin).   
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Figure 4: Temperature dependence of SL2/cSL2 in absence and presence of peptide E, and 

DLS/cDLS annealing kinetics in presence of peptide E. The reactions were performed in 

absence of peptide E, by mixing 10 nM doubly labelled SL2 with 6µM (pink squares) 

unlabelled cSL2. On the other hand, same reaction was performed in presence of peptide E at 

a peptide to oligonucleotide ratio 1:1 by mixing 10nM TMR-3’-SL2-5’-Fl with 200 nM 

(black squares) cSL2. The DLS/cDLS reaction was performed only in the presence of peptide 

E at ratio 0.5:1, with 20 nM doubly labelled DLS and 4 µM non-labelled cDLS (blue 

squares). The natural logarithms of the rate constant values for the fast (A) and slow (B) 

components are indicated at different temperatures. The solid red lines are the best fit to 

equation (4) and the fitting values are given in table 3. 
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Table 1. Kinetic parameters of SL2/cSL2 annealing and their mutants in the absence and presence of Core peptides 

Oligo- 

nucleotide Fluoro phores 

Complemen

tary 

sequence Peptide 

Ratio of 

peptide/Oligo 

kass  (M
-1 s-1) kdiss (s

-1) KM (M
-1) kf (s

-1) 

×××× 10-3    ×××× 104444    ×10×10×10×10-5    ××××103333    

SL2 3’Fl – 5’TMR cSL2 - - 1.7 (±0.04) 62 (±6) 4.4 (±1) 1.8 (±0.2) 

SL2 3’Fl – 5’TMR cSL2-Stem - - 1.4 (±0.08) 43 (±5) 4.3 (±1) 2.2 (±0.2) 

SL2 3’Fl – 5’TMR cSL2-Zip - - 1 (±0.06) 18.3 (±2) 2.6 (±1) 1.1 (±0.2) 

SL2 3’Fl – 5’TMR cSL2-Loop - - 0.09 (±0.002) 15.1 (±0.4) 0.8 (±0.6) 1.5 (±0.2) 

SL2-Loop 3’Fl – 5’TMR cSL2 - - 0.1 (±0.006) 10.1 (±0.8) 0.9 (±0.2) 0.82 (±0.06) 

SL2 3’Fl – 5’TMR cSL2 E 1 56 (±3) 89 (±17) 39 (±12) 19 (±0.1) 

SL2 3’Fl – 5’TMR cSL2-Stem E 1 31 (±2) 86 (±6) 22 (±3) 17 (±0.4) 

SL2 3’Fl – 5’TMR cSL2-Zip E 1 23 (±0.8) 67 (±6) 33 (±10) 6 (±0.4) 

SL2 3’Fl – 5’TMR cSL2-Loop E 1 13 (±0.8) 60 (±6) 28 (±10) 1.6 (±0.1) 

SL2-Loop 3’Fl – 5’TMR cSL2 E 1 27 (±3) 280 (±26) 8 (±1) 3 (±1) 

SL2-DNA 3’Rh6G – 5’Dabcyl cSL2-DNA - - 1.4 (±0.05) 9 (±2) 4 (±1) 2.8 (±0.2) 

SL2-DNA 3’Rh6G – 5’Dabcyl cSL2-DNA E 1 98 (±7) 173 (±5) 43 (±7) 10 (±0.4) 

SL2 3’Fl – 5’TMR cSL2 D1 1 31 (±2) 280 (±6) 13 (±4.7) 16.3 (±3) 

SL2 3’Fl – 5’TMR cSL2 F 1 308 (±11) 86 (±17) 382 (±24) 21 (±0.5) 

 

Kinetic rate constants were calculated from the dependence of the kobs values on the concentration of the unlabelled oligonucleotide and were 

calculated from equation (2) and (3). 
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Table 2. Kinetic parameters of DLS/cDLS annealing and their mutants in the absence and presence of Core peptides 

Oligo- 

nucleotide Fluoro phores 

Complementary 

sequence Peptide 

Ratio of 

peptide/

Oligo 

kass  (M
-1 s-1) kdiss (s

-1) KM (M
-1) kf (s

-1) 

×××× 10-3    ×××× 104444    ×10×10×10×10-5    ××××103333    

DLS 3’Fl – 5’TMR cDLS - - 0.46 (±0.01) 180 (±8) 0.21 (±0.07) 0.44 (±0.05) 

DLS 3’Fl – 5’TMR cDLS E 0.5 3 (±0.2) 89 (±4) 2.2 (±0.6) 5.4 (±0.7) 

DLS 3’Fl – 5’TMR cDLS-Stem E 0.5 2 (±0.1) 92 (±4) 2.1 (±0.6) 6.3 (±0.3) 

DLS 3’Fl – 5’TMR cDLS-Loop E 0.5 56 (±4) 95 (±8) 46 (±20) 50 (±21) 

DLS-Loop 3’Fl – 5’TMR cDLS E 0.5 1.4 (±0.1) 168 (±32) 0.85 (±0.1) 3 (±1) 

 

Kinetic rate constants were calculated from the dependence of the kobs values on the concentration of the unlabelled oligonucleotide and were 

calculated from equation (2) and (3). 
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Table 3. Arrhenius parameters of SL2/cSL2 and DLS/cDLS annealing and their mutants  in presence and 

               absence of peptide E 

Oligo- 

nucleotide Fluoro phores 

Complementary 

sequence 

Ratio of 

Peptide E ∆H (Fast) (kcalMol-1) ∆H (Slow) (kcalMol-1) 

SL2 3’Fl – 5’TMR cSL2 0 5.4 (±0.7) 15 (±2) 

SL2 3’Fl – 5’TMR cSL2-Stem 0 4.8 (±0.9) 15.9 (± 2) 

SL2 3’Fl – 5’TMR cSL2-Loop 0 26.2 (±3) 8.5 (± 0.8) 

SL2-Loop 3’Fl – 5’TMR cSL2 0 11.5 (±1) 10.7 (± 0.5) 

SL2 3’Fl – 5’TMR cSL2 1 8.9 (±0.6) 9.3 (±1.1) 

SL2 3’Fl – 5’TMR cSL2-Stem 1 7.8 (±0.9) 15.8 (± 1.1) 

SL2 3’Fl – 5’TMR cSL2-Zip 1 8.5 (±0.5) 13.3 (± 1.1) 

SL2 3’Fl – 5’TMR cSL2-Loop 1 12.2 (±0.6) 12.7 (± 1) 

SL2-Loop 3’Fl – 5’TMR cSL2 1 12.8 (±0.6) 13.1 (± 1.7) 

DLS 3’Fl – 5’TMR cDLS 0.5 9.2 (±0.2) 5.3 (±0.7) 

DLS 3’Fl – 5’TMR cDLS-Stem 0.5 9.6 (±0.2) 9.8 (±0.4) 

DLS 3’Fl – 5’TMR cDLS-Loop 0.5 6.3 (±0.6) 5.4 (±0.6) 

DLS-Loop 3’Fl – 5’TMR cDLS 0.5 16.6 (±1.6) 20 (±1.5) 

 

Temperature dependence parameters were calculated as described in figure 4. 
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Both reaction rates were found to increase with temperature (Figure 4 A and B, pink squares), 

providing positive enthalpy values for the transition state of 5.4(±0.7) kcal/mol and 15(±2) 

kcal/mol for the fast and slow components, respectively, for SL2/cSL2 annealing. These 

enthalpy values indicate that the SL2/cSL2 annealing reaction involves premelting of ~1 and 

~3 bp, for fast and slow kinetic components, respectively (51,52). 

Effect of oligonucleotide sequence on the annealing kinetics 

The molecular determinants of the annealing reaction were characterized by investigating the 

annealing kinetics with different SL2 and cSL2 mutants (Figure 1). To investigate the role of 

stem, cSL2 was substituted by the cSL2-Stem mutant in which the last and penultimate base 

pairs at the bottom of the stem were inverted, in order to prevent base-pairing with SL2 

through the stem termini. These mutations only marginally changed the kinetics parameters 

(Table 1, Fig 5A) and the values of the transition state enthalpy (Table 3), suggesting that the 

SL2/cSL2 annealing is not nucleated through the stem termini. Next, to determine whether the 

annealing was nucleated through kissing loop interactions, we used SL2-Loop and cSL2-Loop 

mutants, where A16, 17 and 18 and C13, A14 and C15, respectively, were substituted by U 

nucleotides (Fig 1) in order to decrease the complementarities between the central loops. By 

monitoring SL2-Loop/cSL2 and SL2/cSL2-Loop annealing reactions, a one order of 

magnitude decrease in the values of kass, and kM as well as a 4- to 6-fold decrease in the kdiss 

value, coupled with a strongly increased  value of the transition state enthalpy (Table 3) for 

the fast kinetic component were observed. These dramatic changes in the annealing 

parameters with these mutant sequences strongly suggested that the SL2/cSL2 annealing 

reaction was nucleated through the loops. Interestingly, the very high value of the transition 

state enthalpy (26.2 kcal. mol
-1

) for the fast component of the SL2/cSL2-loop annealing 

reaction is consistent with the melting of 5 to 6 bp, suggesting that in this case, annealing 

could be nucleated through the 6bp-long stem bottom. In addition, a significant decrease in 

the fluorescence plateau was observed for both SL2-Loop/cSL2 and SL2/cSL2-Loop EDs as 

compared to the SL2/cSL2 ED (Fig. 5A). This fluorescence plateau was found independent 

on the concentration of the complementary sequence, and thus could not be related to 

incomplete reaction between partners. A more likely explanation is that the partial 

complementarity between the loops induces some flexibility in the middle of the extended 

duplex, allowing its kinking and thus, a closer distance between the probes at the opposite 

ends of the duplex. Finally, to investigate the contribution of the internal loop in the annealing 

reaction, we used another mutant, cSL2-Zip, in which the A20 and G21 residues were 
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substituted by U nucleotides (Fig 1) in order to prevent base-pairing with the residues of the 

SL2 internal loop. The values of the kinetic parameters with this mutant show about 2-fold  

decrease with respect to the native cSL2 sequence (Table 1, Fig 5A), suggesting a moderate 

contribution of the internal loop in the annealing reaction. 
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 Figure 5: Annealing kinetics of SL2/cSL2 and DLS/cDLS and their respective mutants. (A) 

Kinetic traces of 10 nM doubly labelled SL2 derivatives with 6 µM non-labelled cSL2 

derivatives [SL2/cSL2 (black), SL2/cSL2-Stem (green), SL2/cSL2-Zip (pink), SL2/cSL2-

Loop (blue) and SL2-Loop/cSL2 (red)]. (B) Kinetic traces of 20 nM doubly labelled DLS 

derivatives with 10 µM non-labelled cDLS derivatives [DLS/cDLS (Black), DLS/cDLS-Stem 

(red) and DLS-Loop/cDLS (green)].  

 

The very slow rates of the DLS/cDLS annealing reaction even at very high concentrations of 

complementary sequences prevented us to determine the full set of kinetic parameters. 

Nevertheless, experiments at single spot concentration of DLS with the cDLS-Stem mutant 

(where last and penultimate base pairs at the bottom of the stem were inverted, Fig 1) 

indicated almost no changes in the reaction rates as compared to the reaction with the native 

sequences (Fig. 5B). In sharp contrast, a strong decrease in the reaction rate as well as a 

decrease in the fluorescence plateau were observed when cDLS was reacted with the doubly 

labelled DLS-Loop mutant, in which the A9 and G10 residues were substituted by U 

nucleotides (Figure 1), indicating that the annealing reaction for DLS/cDLS, like SL2/cSL2, 

is also nucleated through kissing loop interactions.  
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Further, we checked if substitution of ribose backbone to desoxyribose in form of DNA 

sequences made any impact on the kinetic parameters. For this, we repeated the annealing 

experiments with DNA version of SL2 and cSL2 sequences. Observed results (Table 1) 

indicated that the nature of the nucleotide backbone marginally influences the kinetic 

parameters and thus, the annealing mechanism.  

Taken together, our data indicate that the SL2/cSL2 and the DLS/cDLS annealing reactions 

are nucleated through loop-loop interactions. Consequently, kissing loop complexes are likely 

the intermediate complexes in the reaction scheme.  

 

Kinetics of DLS/cDLS and SL2/cSL2 annealing in the presence of peptide E 

To characterize the mechanism by which the core protein can activate the annealing of both 

systems (DLS/cDLS and SL2/cSL2), we first use peptide E, which mimics the core chaperone 

properties and can be synthesized in large quantities (26,32,33). Addition of peptide E to the 

labelled DLS or SL2 sequences did not lead to any change in their fluorescence spectrum 

(Fig. 6A and B, insets), indicating that the peptide was unable to destabilize their secondary 

structure, as already reported with the model cTAR sequence (33). Annealing reactions were 

then performed by adding peptide E at a peptide to nucleotide ratio of 0.5:1 and 1:1 to 

DLS/cDLS and SL2/cSL2 systems, respectively, in order to ensure aggregation-free 

conditions. A rapid increase in the fluorescence was observed when the doubly-labelled DLS 

and SL2 sequences were mixed with their complementary cDLS and cSL2 sequences in the 

presence of peptide E. The final fluorescence reached the same plateau value as in the absence 

of core peptide, suggesting that the reaction went to completion giving the same ED. 
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Figure 6: Kinetics of SL2/cSL2 and DLS/cDLS annealing in presence of peptide E. (A) 

Kinetic trace of 10 nM doubly labelled SL2 with 500 nM of unlabelled cSL2. Inset A: 

Emission spectra of the doubly labelled SL2 before (black) and after (blue) completion of 

annealing reaction with cSL2. The spectrum in red corresponding to the emission spectrum of 

the doubly labelled SL2 in the presence of peptide E, shows marginal destabilisation of SL2 

by peptide E. (B) Kinetic trace of 20 nM doubly labelled DLS with 3 µM of unlabelled cDLS. 

Inset B: Emission spectra of the doubly labelled DLS before (black) and after (blue) 

completion of annealing reaction with cDLS. The spectrum in red corresponding to the 

emission spectrum of the doubly labelled DLS in the presence of peptide E, again shows 

marginal destabilisation of DLS by peptide E. Experiments were performed in 50 mM Hepes 

(pH 7.5), 30 mM NaCl, 0.2 mM MgCl2 at 20°C with peptide E added at peptide to 

oligonucleotide ratio of 1:1 and 0.5:1 for SL2/cSL2 and DLS/cDLS annealing, respectively. 

Excitation and emission wavelengths were 480 nm and 520 nm, respectively, to monitor the 

fluorescein emission. The red lines correspond to the fits of the kinetic traces with eqn. 1. 

 

Interestingly, peptide E induced a dramatic increase in the reaction kinetics, as the reactions 

for both systems were completed much faster as compared to their respective reactions in its 

absence (compare Figure 2 and Figure 6). As in the absence of peptide, the kinetics traces 

could be adequately fitted with equation (1). Furthermore, like in the absence of core, the fast 

component, kobs1, varied linearly with [cDLS or cSL2], while kobs2 showed a hyperbolic 

dependence, suggesting a similar two-step reaction pathway (scheme 1). For both systems, 

peptide E was found to increase the values of kass, kf and KM by about one magnitude, while 

the kdiss value remained almost unchanged (Tables 1 and 2). The values of kb for both 
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annealing reactions were found to be very low (<0.0001 s
-1

), indicating that peptide E is 

unable to dissociate the ED. Finally, it was observed that the amplitudes of both components 

were independent of the concentration of the complementary sequence (data not shown). 

Thus, on the basis of our kinetic data, the same reaction mechanism as described in scheme 1 

can also be proposed for peptide E-promoted-SL2/cSL2 and -DLS/cDLS annealing. The 

validity of this reaction mechanism was checked with the Dynafit numerical resolution 

software in the same manner as in the absence of core peptide (Table A, supplementary 

material). 

Finally, we further evaluated the kinetic reaction mechanism by analyzing the temperature 

dependence of the kobs values as a function of the temperature. Analysis of both reaction rates 

with temperature (Figure 4) provided positive enthalpy values (Table 3) for peptide E-

promoted-SL2/cSL2 and -DLS/cDLS annealing. These  enthalpy values indicate that peptide 

E-promoted-SL2/cSL2 annealing involves premelting of ~2 to 3 pb, for both kinetic 

components (51,52), while peptide E-promoted-DLS/cDLS annealing involves premelting of 

~2 to 3 and ~1 to 2 bp, for fast and slow kinetic components, respectively (51,52).  

 

Effect of oligonucleotide sequence on the core peptide E-promoted annealing kinetics 

To characterize the molecular determinants in the peptide E-promoted-SL2/cSL2 annealing 

reaction, we first used the cSL2-Stem mutant. As in the absence of peptide, this mutation was 

found to have no effect on the kinetics of the peptide E-promoted annealing reaction (Table 1 

and Figure 7A), indicating that the annealing is not promoted through the stem termini. 

Interestingly, an increased value of the transition state enthalpy (Table 3) for the slow kinetic 

component was observed with this mutant. This likely results from the incremental energy 

requirement for the melting of the SL2 stem due to its non complementarity with the terminal 

bases of the cSL2-stem mutant (53), suggesting that the IC interconversion step relies on the 

melting of the lower half of SL2. In contrast to the stem mutants, the cSL2-Loop and SL2-

Loop mutants induced a 2- to 5-fold decrease in the kass and KM values, as well as 6- to-10 

fold decrease in the kf value (Table 1), suggesting that the peptide E-promoted annealing 

reaction is nucleated through a kissing loop intermediate. Next, to determine the role of the 

internal loop in the peptide E-promoted annealing reaction, we substituted cSL2 by the cSL2-

Zip mutant. This substitution did not change significantly the kdiss and KM values but induced 

a significant 3-fold decrease in the kf value as well as an increase in the reaction enthalpy of 

the slow component (Table 3), suggesting that the internal loop is involved in the conversion 

of the kinetic intermediate into the ED. Alternatively, this decrease in the kf value (Table 1) 
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could be related to the increased stability of the cSL2-Zip mutant, as a consequence of the 

additional A7:U21 base-pair in its stem (Fig. 1). Further, annealing experiments with  the DNA 

versions of SL2 and cSL2, indicated that the nature of nucleotide backbone does not affect the 

peptide E-promoted annealing mechanism (Table 1). 
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 Figure 7: Kinetic of annealing of HCV SL2 and DLS derivatives with their respective 

complementary sequences in presence of peptide E. (A) Kinetic traces of 10 nM doubly 

labelled SL2 derivatives with 200 nM non-labelled cSL2 derivatives [SL2/cSL2 (black), 

SL2/cSL2-Stem (red), SL2/cSL2-Loop (magenta), SL2/cSL2-Zip (green) and SL2-

Loop/cSL2 (blue)]. (B) Kinetic traces of 20 nM doubly labelled DLS derivatives with 3 µM 

non-labelled cDLS derivatives [DLS/cDLS (Black), DLS/cDLS-Stem (green) and DLS-

Loop/cDLS (blue)] and 500 nM non-labelled cDLS derivative [DLS/cDLS-Loop (red)]. 

 

We then investigated the molecular determinants for the peptide E-promoted-DLS/cDLS 

annealing reaction. Substitution of cDLS by the cDLS-Stem mutant did not significantly 

change the kinetics parameters, (Table 2 and Figure 7B), indicating that the peptide E-

promoted DLS/cDLS annealing reaction is not promoted through the stem termini. Moreover, 

similar to peptide E-promoted-SL2/cSL2 annealing, an increased value of the transition state 

enthalpy was observed for the slow kinetic component (Table 3). As for SL2, this may be 

linked to the incremental energy needed to melt the DLS stem termini in the absence of 

complementary bases in the cDLS-stem mutant, indicating that the interconversion of IC into 

ED is related to the melting of DLS stem.    
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Surprisingly, substitution of cDLS by the cDLS loop mutant in which A9 and G10, were 

substituted by U nucleotide (Figure 1) was found to increase the kass, KM and kf values by 

about one order of magnitude as compared to the values observed with DLS/cDLS (Table 2). 

These strong changes in the annealing kinetics suggest that the loop plays a key role in the 

DLS/cDLS annealing mechanism. In this respect, comparison of the cDLS-Loop data with the 

native cDLS data suggests the presence of structural constraints in the loop of native cDLS 

that likely restrict its annealing with the DLS loop, as well as the conversion of the IC into the 

ED. Due to the large size of the cDLS loop (8 nt), possible base pairing between the 
6
CG

7
 and 

the 
10

CG
11

 nucleotides could constrain the loop of the native cDLS sequence and slow down 

the annealing with the DLS sequence. In contrast, substitution of G10 by U could prevent this 

base pairing and thus favour an efficient annealing of the resulting flexible mutated loop with 

DLS. The decreased stability of the mutated loop sequence as compared to the native loop in 

cDLS was well supported by the decreased value of the transition state enthalpy (Table 3) for 

the fast kinetic component, which indicates a lower energy barrier for nucleating the IC in the 

case of the cDLS-loop mutant.  

To confirm the role of the loops in the annealing reactions, we mutated the loop of DLS, by 

substituting the A9 and G10 residues with U nucleotides. 

In contrast to the data with the cDLS mutant, we observed a 2 to 3-fold decrease in the values 

of kass, KM and kf (Table 2) together with a strong increase in the values of the transition state 

enthalpy (Table 3) for both the fast and slow kinetic components, as compared to the peptide 

E-promoted-DLS/cDLS annealing reaction. These data unambiguously confirmed that the 

peptide E-promoted annealing reaction of DLS with cDLS is nucleated through the loops. 

Taken together, our data indicate that the peptide E promoted-DLS/cDLS and the -SL2/cSL2 

annealing reactions are nucleated through loop-loop interaction, providing a kissing 

intermediate. This IC is then further converted into the final ED, in a reaction which is rate-

limited by the melting of the lower half of the oligonucleotides.  

 

SL2/cSL2 annealing promoted by peptide F and D1 Domain 

Next, we investigated the effect of the other two core peptides (peptide F and D1 domain) on 

the annealing of SL2 with cSL2, to determine whether they promote the annealing reaction 

through the same mechanism as peptide E (Fig 1B). The annealing kinetics in their presence 

was also biphasic with a linear and hyperbolic dependence of kobs1 and kobs2, respectively, on  

the concentration of cSL2 (Table 1). These data suggest that the three core peptides promote 

SL2/cSL2 annealing by the same mechanism. We observed marked differences in the kass and 
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KM values with peptide F and D1 domain as compared to peptide E. While a 2- to 3 -fold 

decrease of the values both parameters  was observed with the D1 domain (Table 1), an 

increase of about 1 order of magnitude was observed for peptide F (Table 1). In contrast, the 

kf values for the three peptides were similar. Thus, the three peptides promote and stabilize the 

IC at different levels, but once this complex is formed, it is converted with similar kinetics by 

the three peptides into the ED. The increased kass and KM values observed with peptide F as 

compared to peptide E could likely be attributed to its additional basic domain that 

additionally screens the negative charges of the ODNs and thus, favour their annealing. In 

contrast, the opposite effect observed with the D1 domain is likely related to its additional 

neutral Trp-rich domains, which reduce the density of positive charges on the peptide, and 

thus the ability to screen efficiently the charges of the ODN.   
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Effect of core peptide on the dynamics of the 2Ap-labeled HCV nucleotides 
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Figure 8: Site-selective monitoring of the interaction of peptide E with SL2 and DLS and 

their respective complementary sequences labelled with 2-Ap. (a) Labelled positions in HCV 

oligonucleotides.  The sequences were labelled by 2-Ap at position 9 (red circles), 16 (blue 

circles) and 20 (green circle). Quantum yields of (b) DLS9Ap, cDLS9Ap, SL29Ap, SL216Ap and 

cSL220Ap in the absence (black) and presence (red) of peptide E. Quantum yields were 

calculated assuming a quantum yield of 0.68 for free 2Ap (42). Excitation wavelength was 

315 nm and all experiments were performed in 50 mM Hepes (pH 7.5), 30 mM NaCl, 0.2 mM 

MgCl2 at 20°C.  

 

Further, site-selective interactions of peptide E with DLS and SL2, were characterised by 

using ODNs labelled by 2Ap, a fluorescence analogue of adenine, highly sensitive to the 

SL2 cSL2 DLS cDLS 
(a) 2-Ap labelled HCV ODNs 
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environment. To this end, we substituted A residues by 2-Ap in DLS and cDLS at position 9 

(DLS9Ap and cDLS9Ap) as well as in SL2 at position 9 (SL29Ap) and 16 (SL216Ap) and cSL2 at 

position 20 (cSL220Ap) (Fig 8a). In the absence of peptide E, the 2Ap-labelled 

oligonucleotides exhibit a rather low quantum yield in comparison to that of free 2-Ap, as a 

consequence of the dynamic quenching of 2Ap fluorescence by the neighbouring bases 

(44,54), and notably the flanking G residues which are the strongest quenchers among the 

bases (55).  

Binding of peptide E to the various 2-Ap labelled oligonucleotides led only to marginal 

changes in the quantum yield (Fig 8b) and emission maximum (data not shown), suggesting 

that peptide E does not restrict the dynamic interactions of the 2-Ap residues with their 

neighbouring bases in the central loop of SL2, DLS and cDLS and the internal loop of SL2 

and cSL2. The absence of any effect for the central loop region of these ODNs can hardly be 

connected with an absence of binding of peptide E to this region, since the annealing reaction 

for these oligonucleotides was shown to be promoted by peptide E through the loops.  

 

Discussion 

RNA chaperone proteins are vital partners of RNA in viruses. They are thought to chaperone, 

through an entropy driven process, the correct folding and structural rearrangements of RNA 

molecules by resolving misfolded kinetically trapped RNA species in an ATP-independent 

manner (41). At various stages of the cellular RNA metabolism, that includes transcription, 

transport, translation and storage, RNA molecules are associated with a particular set of 

chaperone molecules that protect them and help in their folding process (40,56). To 

accomplish its functions, the genomic RNA relies at least in part on short specific cis-acting 

RNA elements (CREs) (12,56,57). The genomic RNA of HCV contains a short palindromic 

CRE, named DLS, mediating in vitro dimerization of the genomic RNA 3’UTR upon core 

binding (26,32). The aim of the present work was to characterize the mechanism by which the 

HCV core chaperones the annealing of DLS and the stem-loop sequence SL2 that includes 

DLS with their complementary partners (cDLS and cSL2, respectively, and to identify the 

structural determinants for this mechanism. To this end, we monitored in real-time conditions, 

the annealing of these RNA sequences in the absence and presence of different core peptides 

(D1 domain, peptide E and F).  

In the absence of Core peptides, the annealing of both SL2 with cSL2 and DLS with cDLS 

was rather slow, taking several hours to reach completion (Table 1 and Table 2, Fig 1). This 

slow annealing kinetics can be related with the requirement of the complementary sequences 
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to be in a reactive conformation and proper orientation in order to nucleate the intermediate 

complex. Using DLS and SL2 mutants, we found that in both cases, the annealing reaction 

was initiated through the loops, providing a kissing loop intermediate that further converts 

into the final ED. Formation of the SL2/cSL2 intermediate complex involves an enthalpy 

energy of about 5 kcal/mol that likely corresponds to the melting of the 11C-G21 base pair 

surrounded by two poorly stable noncanonical G-U base pairs at the base of the SL2 central 

loop. Alternatively, this energy may correspond to the melting in cSL2 of the corresponding 

double stranded segment composed of 9C-G17 and 10U-A16 base pairs which is certainly partly 

destabilized by the surrounding central and internal loops. The resulting IC could be stabilized 

by up to 15 intermolecular base-pairs. However, the actual number of base pairs in the IC is 

likely less, as a consequence of steric constraints imposed by the conformation of the loop and 

the stem. The IC is then converted to the ED, in a rate limiting step associated with an 

enthalpy energy of about 15 kcal/mol. This energy likely corresponds to the melting of the 

remaining part of the stem or at least the three upper G-C bases pairs, which are probably the 

key residues for maintaining the stem integrity. 
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Figure 9: Proposed mechanism for the core-promoted (A) SL2/cSL2 and (B) DLS/cDLS 

annealing reactions. In both systems, the mechanistic pathway is nucleated through loop-loop 
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interaction. This leads to the formation of intermediate complex (ICS and ICD) that 

subsequently, converts in a rate-limiting step to the final extended duplex (EDS and EDD).   

 

  

The core peptides were found to efficiently activate the annealing of SL2/cSL2 and 

DLS/cDLS as shown by the one order of magnitude increase in the values of kass, KM and kf in 

the presence of the core peptide as compared to their absence (Table 1 and 2). This activation 

is in line with the previously reported promotion, by the same core peptides, of the annealing 

of HIV-1 TAR with cTAR, taken as model sequences (33). However, in sharp contrast to the 

TAR/cTAR system, where the core protein shifted the annealing mechanism from a kissing 

loop pathway to a zipper pathway through the stem termini, no change in the mechanistic 

pathway was observed when the core was added to the SL2/cSL2 or DLS/cDLS systems. In 

fact, the core protein appears to facilitate the already existing pathway in both systems by 

favouring the nucleation of the IC, mainly through an increase in the association rate constant. 

This increase is likely related to the core-induced attraction between the complementary 

oligonucleotides complexed to core, which favours the diffusional search for the 

complementary sequences (ref 54). A second key issue in the core-promoted annealing is 

related to the enhancement of the inconversion rate. The protein likely favours the 

conformational rearrangement and the melting of the remaining stem, which are required for 

converting the IC into the ED. The role of the protein on the melting of the stem is clearly 

assessed by the significant decrease in the enthalpy energy associated to the interconversion 

step.  

In the case of DLS/cDLS annealing in presence of core peptide, formation of the IC is likely 

associated with the melting of the two upper base pairs (6G-C11 and 5G-U12) of the DLS stem.. 

The DLS/cDLS intermediate which could involve up to 8 intermolecular base pairs (Fig 9) is 

then converted into the final ED in a step, likely rate-limited by the melting of the upper 4G-

C13 base pair. The melting of this base pair is then probably followed by the final zipping of 

the remaining base pairs to complete the structure of the ED. 

The mechanism of core in the activation of both annealing reactions is also in line with the 

‘entropy exchange model’ in which a highly flexible protein, like core, undergoes disorder-to-

order transition upon binding to RNA that in turn leads to the melting of the RNA structure 

through an entropy exchange process (58). Interestingly, using 2-Ap labelled oligonucleotides 

to monitor site-selectively the effect of the core protein, we found that the core did not modify 

the dynamics of the bases in the central and internal loop of SL2 or cSL2, as well as in the 
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loop of DLS and cDLS. This observation is in contrast with the effect of the nucleocapsid 

protein NCp7, an HIV-1 chaperone protein, which freezes the local mobility of bases through 

interaction with its hydrophobic aminoacids (44,59). This suggests that by analogy to a 

fingerless and unfolded mutant of NCp7 (44), peptide E likely interacts with the ODNs 

mainly through electrostatic interactions between its basic amino acids and the negatively 

charged phosphate groups, leaving the bases unaffected.  

In conclusion, our data with the HCV RNA sequences further demonstrated that the core 

protein exhibits potent in vitro nucleic acid chaperone activities, facilitating RNA-RNA and 

RNA-DNA interactions and structural rearrangements (26,32,33). Since the HCV genomic 

RNA likely adopts different conformations during the viral life cycle, we can speculate that 

through its chaperone properties, the core protein can promote the interconversion between 

these different structures, and thus regulate the transitions between translation and replication 

as well as between replication and packaging of the genomic RNA (17,60). Moreover, as in 

the case of NCp7, the core may also contribute to the genetic variability of HCV by 

enhancing the frequency of copy-choice recombination (57,61,62).  
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Supplementary material 

Table A: comparison of experimental values with values obtained with Dynafit software for two-step reaction mechanism 

  Experimental values Values from dynafit 

DLS/cDLS annealing 

kass (M
-1

s
-1

) 456 582 

kdiss (s
-1

) 0.018 0.015 

 kf (s
-1

) 0.00044 0.00036 

    

DLS/cDLS annealing + 0.5x Peptide E 

kass (M
-1

s
-1

) 2297 1777 

kdiss (s
-1

) 0.0089 0.0051 

 kf (s
-1

) 0.0054 0.0049 

    

SL2/cSL2 annealing 

kass (M
-1

s
-1

) 1687 1896 

kdiss (s
-1

) 0.0614 0.086 

 kf (s
-1

) 0.0018 0.0021 

    

SL2/cSL2 annealing + 1x Peptide E 

kass (M
-1

s
-1

) 56088 58373 

kdiss (s
-1

) 0.0089 0.010031 

 kf (s
-1

) 0.0187 0.0165 

 

The two-step reaction mechanism described in scheme 1, was validated by the similarities in the values of the kinetic constants obtained by both 

methods for DLS/cDLS and SL2/cSL2 annealing. Standard deviations for the values obtained from dynafit simulations were lower than 2% in all 

cases.  
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The core protein (179 amino acids) of Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is a multifunctional chaperone 

protein that consists of a hydrophilic N-terminal domain (Domain D1) and a hydrophobic C-

terminal domain (Domain D2). The core is involved in many viral processes like cell 

proliferation, differentiation, RNA packaging and nucleocapsid formation. 

This work was mainly concentrated on the understanding of the molecular chaperone properties of this 

protein. During these studies, we used three representative peptides of core viz., D1 core domain 

(Domain D1) and peptides E and F, corresponding to the two (BD2+BD3) and all the three (BD1+ 

BD2+BD3) basic sub-domains of the N-terminal domain, respectively.  

To achieve the first step in understanding the chaperone properties of the core, its nucleic acid 

binding activity was analyzed by using the synthetic core peptide E, as this peptide was 

previously shown to mimic the core chaperone properties. 

However, binding studies of this peptide with HCV ODNs, by conventional fluorescence 

techniques, were not possible due to its high-aggregation properties. In binding experiments, 

the high  concentrations of protein need to reach saturation and get binding constants  cause 

aggregation. Thus, the binding parameters of the HCV 3’-X-tail region ODNs with peptide E 

were analyzed by using Surface Plasmon Resonance technology (SPR), by immobilizing 

biotinylated-ODNs on a streptavidin coated gold surface and by flushing peptide E as an 

analyte.  For this, two ODN sequences (DLS and SL2), from the first 55nt of the HCV 3’X-

tail region, and their mutants were used as ligand. A single binding site was revealed for 

ODNs which adopt a stable hairpin structure, like DLS with an affinity (Kd) of 0.24 µM. On 

the contrary, binding of peptide E to unstructured ODNs (DLS mutants) showed a higher 

binding stoiechiometry as compared to structured ODNs, but with a 4-5 fold decrease in 

affinity. However, with SL2, another stable hairpin structure, it was observed that peptide E 

can occupy two binding sites, with an order of magnitude higher affinity as compared to DLS. 

These binding studies were well supported by single-molecule FRET experiments (smFRET). 

An apparent dissociation constant kd =1.3 × 10
-7

 M was observed for the DLS/peptide E 

interaction, similar to the results obtained with SPR experiments. Moreover, the two orders of 

magnitude difference between the two dissociation constants kd1 and kd2 values observed with 

SL2, confirmed the possibility of two different binding sites. These interactions of the core 

protein with the relevant nucleic acid sequences of HCV give credit on the chaperone 

activities of the core protein and suggest that peptide E can bind specifically to the structured 

ODNs that are in abundance in the 3’ X-Tail region of HCV genome (Chapter 1). 

Next, we characterized the chaperone activity of the core protein on complementary cTAR and dTAR 

DNA sequences from HIV-1, as a model.  
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To characterize in depth the nucleic acid chaperone properties of this protein, we first analyzed the 

experimental conditions where the core peptides (Domain D1, peptide E and peptide F) did not cause 

DNA/RNA aggregation by means of FCS and observed that these peptides do not cause aggregation 

till peptide/ODN molar ratio of 1.4:1. It was necessary to find out these non-aggregation conditions as 

molecular aggregation can cause strong bias when using fluorescence-based techniques in in vitro 

conditions. 

Since destabilization of nucleic acid secondary structures is a feature of the chaperone protein activity, 

we characterized the nucleic acid destabilizing activity of core protein, and observed that core peptides 

(Domain D1, peptide E and peptide F) have only marginal effect on the secondary structure of cTAR 

in non-aggregating conditions.  

After analyzing these properties, the mechanism by which core protein can promote the annealing of 

cTAR and dTAR DNA sequences was characterized. It was observed that core protein activates 

the annealing of these complimentary sequences up to three orders of magnitude, by a 

reaction mechanism of two parallel kinetic pathways that include two distinct intermediate 

complexes (ICs). The formation of ICs was found to be nucleated through the stem-ends of 

cTAR and dTAR. Then, the conversion of these ICs to the final extended duplex was 

enhanced by core peptides, in contrast to other chaperone proteins like NCp7 from HIV-1. 

This study confirmed the notion that the chaperone activity of core protein is mediated 

through its three basic sub-domains of hydrophilic Domain D1 (Chapter 2). 

On the basis of these results, we put our efforts in finding the annealing parameters of HCV 3’ 

X-tail region in presence of these core peptides. For, this, DLS and SL2 were reacted to their 

respective complementary sequences (cDLS and cSL2, respectively). The core peptides were 

found to enhance the annealing kinetics of both systems, DLS/cDLS and SL2/cSL2, by at 

least one order of magnitude, by initiating their annealing through the interactions between 

the complementary loops of ODNs. Next, a single kinetic pathway was identified with a fast 

pre-equilibrium kissing-loop intermediate that then slowly converts into the final extended 

duplex.  

Our data on the relevant nucleic acid sequences of HCV RNA, DLS and SL2, demonstrated 

that the core protein exhibits potent in vitro nucleic acid chaperone activities, facilitating 

RNA-RNA and RNA-DNA interactions and structural rearrangements and thus regulate the 

transitions between translation and replication as well as between replication and packaging 

of the genomic RNA (Chapter 3). 
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The present work can be extended in the following directions: 

� The conformational changes associated to the binding of core peptides to the DLS and 

SL2 sequences and other sequences of 3’X-tail regions (SL3 and whole X-RNA) can be 

investigated, by labelling peptides at their N- and C-termini with a donor and acceptor couple 

(For Example Rhodamine and Fluorescein). Using smFRET experiments, it will be possible 

to monitor whether the peptide can fold on HCV ODNs. In parallel, NMR experiments could 

be performed in collaboration with the team of O. Mauffret and P. Fossé to determine the 

structure of SL2 and that of peptide E and/or D1 domain bound to the high affinity binding 

site. This should give us important data about the folding of the protein on SL2 (thus 

substantiating the entropy exchange model) and the conformational changes of SL2 on 

binding of the core peptide.  

 

� Next, the chaperone activity of core can be checked with the whole protein (Domain 1 + 

Domain 2), when bound to membranes or lipid droplets by its hydrophobic domain D2. This 

work can be initiated by first analysing the activity of the hydrophobic C-terminal trans-

membrane domain (D2 Domain), as this ~60 amino acid long sequence is easy to synthesize 

by solid support peptide synthesizing techniques. An extended research program based on the 

use of the 3-hydroxychromone dyes developed in the laboratory, on Atomic Force 

Microscopy, FCS and wide-field Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence will be used to 

characterize the insertion depth, orientation and mobility of the D2 domain in the membrane, 

as well as its effect on the membrane properties. In a second step, the recombinant full-length 

core will be produced and its chaperone properties when bound to lipid membranes will be 

explored by the tools developed in our study. This will enable us to conclude whether the 

chaperone properties are kept in a more integrated system. The last step would be of course to 

explore the core chaperone properties in the cellular context. Unfortunately, this appears 

much more challenging since it requires to get labelled oligonucleotides inside the cells and to 

be able to discriminate the fluorescence of the chaperoned sequences from the cell 

background.  

 

Further, the study of inhibitors of the core/HCV 3’X-tail region interaction has not yet been 

reported. The results obtained in this thesis suggest that inhibition of the ODN annealing 

properties of core can be a target of clinical interest. For this reason, the development of 

inhibitors of core-mediated ODN annealing may be valuable. In this respect, the presented 

experimental procedures can be used to identify compounds with high inhibitory activity in 
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vitro. To this end, fluorescence based assay compatible with high-throughput screening 

technology can be developed. These assays could be of great help to test a large series of 

products. Secondly, the selected compounds should be tested on cell-based assays and animal 

models to characterize their antiviral activity and identify the inhibited step in the viral life 

cycle.  
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Prion diseases are neurodegenerative illnesses associated with the conversion of the cellular 

prion protein (PrP
C
) into the aggregated misfolded isoform, named PrP

Sc
. Recent studies on 

the physiological role of PrP
C
 revealed that this protein has probably multiple functions, 

notably in cell-cell adhesion and signal transduction. In addition, there are indications that 

PrP
C
 assists nucleic acid folding and interactions in a manner similar to cellular and viral 

nucleic acid chaperones, and could restrict retrovirus replication. In an attempt to better 

understand the relationships between the cellular prion protein and nucleic acids and its role 

in nucleic acid metabolism, we have investigated the nucleic acid chaperoning activities of the 

cellular prion protein in vitro. For this, we used a truncated N-terminus part of Human prion 

protein, named (23-110)HuPrp. It is an 86 amino acid long peptide, containing 7 tryptophan 

and 2 tyrosine residues. Using fluorescence energy transfer (FRET), we analysed the 

destablization and nucleic acid annealing activity of (23-110)HuPrp peptide. 

Nucleic acid destabilizing properties of HuPrp protein was analysed by using a doubly 

labelled cTAR by Fluorescein at 5’ end and TetramethyRhodamine at 3’ end. It was observed 

that (23-110)Huprp does not exhibit any cTAR destabilization activity (Figure 1a), but 

induces a fluorescence decrease when added over peptide:ODN ratio of 1:1 (ratio of 

peptide/cTAR > 1). This decrease was associated to an aggregation of cTAR, as confirmed by 

the increase in light scattering in the corresponding absorption spectra (Figure 1a and 1b).  
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Figure 1: Destabilisation and aggregation of doubly labelled cTAR secondary structure by 

(23-110) HuPrp 

(a) Emission and (b) absorbance spectra of Fl-cTAR-TMR (50 nM) were recorded in the 

absence (black) and presence of (23-110)HuPrp at different ratios in 25 mM Tris, 30 mM 

NaCl, and 0.2 mM MgCl2, pH 7.5. Excitation wavelength was 480 nm. Upon continuously 

adding (23-110)HuPrp, emission spectra (a) shows a decrease in Fluorescein intensity. On the 

other hand, an increase in light scattering was observed by absorbance profile (b). 
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On the contrary, (23-110) HuPrp was found to efficiently activate the annealing of dTAR, the 

DNA analogue of the transactivation response element to its complementary sequence, cTAR 

DNA from HIV-1. 

Annealing dependence on various dTAR concentrations indicated saturation behaviour of 

both kobs1 and kobs2 values (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2: Kinetic parameters of (23-110)HuPrp promoted-cTAR/dTAR annealing. The fast 

(kobs1) (a) and slow (kobs2) (b) components were determined in pseudo-first order conditions 

from real-time kinetics. The solid lines correspond to the fit of the data 

with: b

M

Mf

obs k
dTARK

dTARKk
k +

+
=

][1

][
, where kfi is the forward rate constant for the interconversion 

of IC into ED, KMi is the equilibrium binding constant for the intermediate complex, and kbi is 

the backward rate constant for the conversion of IC into ED, and corresponds to the Y-axis 

intercept. For both kobs1 and kobs2, the kbi values were found to be close to 0.     

. 

This saturation behaviour is consistent with a two-step reaction scheme as described for HCV 

core promoted cTAR/dTAR annealing under sub-saturation conditions
[1]

. Based on the 

comparison and acquired kinetic data, a reaction mechanism with two parallel pathways can 

be proposed (scheme 1). In mechanism, both the fast and slow pathways are based on a 

distinct cTAR/huPrP(23-110) complex (cTAR1,2) and involve a rate-limiting interconversion 

step (kf1,2) coupled to a much faster, preceding binding step, governed by an equilibrium 

constant (KM1,2). 
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                  Scheme 1 

where IC1 and IC2 represent intermediate complexes formed during fast and slow pathway, 

respectively. 

Values of 2.2 (±0.8 ) × 10
6
 M

-1
 and 1.5 (±1 )× 10

6
 M

-1
 were obtained for KM1 and KM2, the 

equilibrium binding constants of the intermediate complexes associated with the fast and slow 

kinetic component, respectively. Values of 0.011 (± 0.001) s
-1

 and 0.0015 (± 0.0003) s
-1 

were 

obtained for the sum of the forward (kf1, kf2) and backward (kb1, kb2) interconversion rate 

constants associated to the two kinetic components.  

The binding constant of the intermediate in the two pathways is about one to two orders of 

magnitude lower than that with NC(1-55), added at a ratio of 10 peptides per oligonucleotide 

(K=10
8
 M

-1
)
[2]

. This difference may in part be explained by the incomplete coating of the 

oligonucleotides by HuPrP, since the binding constant of the intermediate was shown to be 

strongly dependent on the level of protein coating in the case of NCp7 (with an about 3 orders 

of magnitude difference between low and full coating). Interestingly, the kf1 value was close 

to the 0.03 s
-1

 value of the corresponding parameter obtained with NC(1-55). The comparison 

of this parameter for the two proteins is more straightforward, since this parameter was found 

to be only poorly dependent on the level of NCp7 coating. Thus, HuPrP appears to promote 

the conversion of the intermediate to the final extended duplex, with the same efficiency than 

NCp7.      

Furthermore, a 2-3fold decrease was observed for KM1 and kf1 values while a ten-fold decrease 

was observed for kf2 value as compared to HCV core-promoted cTAR/dTAR annealing. In 

addition to that, the constant value of the amplitudes for the two kinetic components is also in 

line with the mechanism of the core-promoted annealing. The similar equilibrium constants 

for the two pathways suggested that the intermediates of both pathways exhibit a similar 

number of base pairs between cTAR and dTAR. Nevertheless, the intermediates can not be 

rigorously identical, since otherwise, we should only see one pathway with an interconversion 

step, governed by the sum of the observed interconversion rates. In fact, the two pathways 

differ by a ten-fold difference in the kinetics of these interconversion rates. One possible 

difference could be either the number or the position of the bound proteins on the oligos. 

Next, the effect of oligonucleotide sequence and their stability on the (23-110)HuPrp-

promoted cTAR/dTAR annealing kinetics was analysed. For this, dTAR was substituted by 
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the dTAR T-L mutant where the 6 nucleotides of the loop were changed to T residues, thus 

preventing its base-pairing with the cTAR loop. These nucleotide substitutions did not 

significantly change the time course of ED formation (Figure 3), indicating that loop-loop 

interactions do not play a significant role in the (23-110)HuPrp-promoted cTAR/dTAR 

annealing reaction.  

To investigate the role of the cTAR stem in the annealing reaction, we used the cTAR1.2 

derivative where bases complementary to the bulged bases at positions 49 and 52 have been 

introduced in order to stabilize the lower half of the stem. The annealing of this mutant to 

dTAR in the presence of (23-110)HuPrp E was extremely slow (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3: Kinetics of (23-110)HuPrp-promoted annealing of cTAR derivatives with dTAR 

derivatives. Kinetic traces of 10 nM doubly labelled TMR-cTAR-Fl derivatives with 300 nM 

non-labelled dTAR derivatives [cTAR/dTAR (red), cTAR/dTAR-TL (blue) and 

cTAR1.2/dTAR (black)]. (23-110)HuPrp was added at a peptide/oligonucleotide ratio of 1:1 

Excitation and emission wavelengths were 480 nm and 520 nm respectively. 
 

This data indicated that both kinetic pathways of the (23-110)HuPrp-promoted cTAR/dTAR 

annealing reaction are nucleated through the stems of cTAR and dTAR.  

The nature of the two pathways was further investigated by analyzing the temperature 

dependence of the kobs values (Figure D, supplementary materials) using the Arrhenius 

equation:  

             

        exp
,
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where the rate constant ki is given by kobsi/[dTAR], Ai is the pre-exponential Arrhenius 

factor, Ea,i is the activation energy, R is the universal gas constant, and T is the temperature 

(in Kelvin).  
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Figure 4: Temperature dependence of cTAR/dTAR annealing kinetics in the presence of (23-

110) HuPrp at ratio 1:1. The reaction was performed with 10 nM doubly labelled cTAR and 

500-nM non-labelled dTAR. The natural logarithm of the rate constant values for the fast 

(black squares) and slow (black circles) components as well as the amplitude of the fast 

component (open tringles) are indicated at six different temperatures. The solid magenta lines 

are the best fit to Equation (2) with Ea1 = 8.8(±0.7) kcal/mol and Ea2 = 17(±1) kcal/mol, for 

the fast and slow components, respectively. 

 

The temperature dependence of (23-110)HuPrp-promoted cTAR/dTAR annealing provided 

positive enthalpy values for the transition state of 8.8(±0.7) kcal/mol and 17(±1) kcal/mol for  

the fast and slow pathways, respectively (Figure 4). These values indicated that cTAR/dTAR 

annealing promoted by the (23-110) HuPrp peptide involves premelting of approximately 2 

and 4 bp, for the fast and slow pathways, respectively (Rouzina I et al., 1999, Cantor C 1980). 

Further, on the basis of collective data, a schematic reaction mechanism has been proposed 

and discussed in manuscript.  

Next, in search for HuPrP-chaperoning inhibitors, we used a 12-nt long thioaptamer 

GACACAAGCCGA (GA-12), with five modifications 5’ to the dA residues, since it was 

found to bind with high affinity to Syrian hamster, bovine and human PrP’s (Prusiner JMB). 

We also selected a 11-nt 2’ O-methyl oligoribonucleotide GGUUUUUGUGU (mODN) that 

was shown to be a potent inhibitor of the nucleic acid chaperoning activity of the HIV-1 
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nucleocapsid protein. We examined the effect of GA-12 and mODN-11, on (23-110)-HuPrp-

promoted cTAR/dTAR annealing. Both GA-12 and mODN-11 decreased the time course of 

(23-110)-HuPrp-promoted cTAR/dTAR annealing, but with a higher efficiency for GA-12, 

confirming its potential role as a HuPrp inhibitor.  
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Abstract.  

Prion diseases are unique neurodegenerative illnesses associated with the conversion of the 

cellular prion protein (PrP
C
) into the aggregated misfolded scrapie isoform, named PrP

Sc
. 

Recent studies on the physiological role of PrP
C
 revealed that this protein has probably 

multiple functions, notably in cell-cell adhesion and signal transduction, and in assisting 

nucleic acid folding. In fact, in vitro findings indicated that the human PrP (huPrP) possesses 

nucleic acid binding and annealing activities, similarly to nucleic acid chaperone proteins that 

play essential roles in cellular DNA and RNA metabolism. Here we show by fluorescence 

resonance energy transfer (FRET) that a peptide, representing the N-terminal domain of 

huPrP, facilitates nucleic acid annealing. We also show that PrP of human or ovine origin 

facilitates DNA strand exchange, ribozyme-directed cleavage of an RNA template and RNA 

trans-splicing in a manner similar to the nucleocapsid protein of HIV-1. In an attempt to 

characterize inhibitors of PrP-chaperoning in vitro we discovered that the thioaptamer 5’-

GACACAAGCCGA-3’ was extensively inhibiting the PrP chaperoning activities. At the same 

time a recently characterized methylated oligoribonucleotide inhibiting the chaperoning 

activity of the HIV-1 nucleocapsid protein was poorly impairing the PrP chaperoning 

activities. 

 

Key words: prion protein, nucleic acid chaperoning, oligonucleotides, inhibition 
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Introduction. 

 

 Transmissible spongiform encephalopathies (TSEs) such as Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease 

(CJD), kuru and fatal familial insomnia (FFI) in humans, scrapie in sheep and bovine 

spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) in cattle are a group of fatal neurodegenerative diseases (1-

3). A major molecular characteristic of TSEs is the accumulation of a misfolded, aggregated, 

partially protease-resistant prion protein, named PrPres, in the central nervous system (CNS) 

(1-3). Accumulation of PrPres appears to take place by recruitment and templated 

transconformation of the normal cellular prion protein (PrP
C
) by PrPres (4-7), and is thought 

to induce functional damages to the central nervous system. In support of this, generation of 

spongiform encephalopathy requires the presence of both PrPres and PrP
C
 since mice devoid 

of PrP
C
 are resistant to challenge with the infectious prion agent (8). 

 

 The cellular prion protein (PrP
C
) is highly conserved in mammals and abundantly 

expressed in cells of the nervous and lymphoreticular systems but its physiological role has 

remained for a long time a matter of speculation (2,9). In fact, PrP null mice were found to 

develop and reproduce normally (10), or manifested only subtle phenotypic effects [reviewed 

in (11)], suggesting that PrP
C
 has no essential function(s) that could not be compensated by 

proteins with overlapping activities. Nevertheless, several functions have been proposed for 

PrP
C
, including superoxide dismutase activity (12,13), participation in copper metabolism 

(14), signal transduction (15) and neuroprotection [(16,17), and references therein]. Recent 

studies revealed that PrP
C
 is also involved in cell-cell adhesion and in signal transduction 

mediated by Src-related kinases in the zebrafish animal model (18). In addition, there are clear 

indications that PrP
C
 assists nucleic acid folding and interactions in a manner similar to 

cellular and viral nucleic acid chaperones in vitro (19-21), and could restrict retrovirus 

replication (22,23). 

 

 In fact, there are many different nucleic acid-binding proteins that recognize DNA and 

RNA with a broad sequence specificity in any given cell. Among these ubiquitous nucleic acid 

binding proteins (NABP) there exists a class named nucleic acid chaperones, which provide 

assistance to the folding of DNA and RNA by preventing and resolving misfolding, and by 

chaperoning DNA/RNA interactions (24,25). Thus nucleic acid chaperones are considered to 

be essential co-factors for many basic biological processes including nucleic acid 
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maintenance, RNA splicing, transport and translation (24,25) and PrP
C
 would be one of these 

proteins (19-21).  

 

 In an attempt to better understand the relationship between the cellular prion protein and 

nucleic acids and its possible role in nucleic acid metabolism, we have investigated the nucleic 

acid chaperoning activities of the recombinant human and ovine PrP in vitro. Using 

fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET), we report that a prion peptide representing the 

N-terminal domain of huPrP is very active in facilitating nucleic acid annealing. Furthermore, 

by using established nucleic acid chaperoning assays, notably DNA strand transfer (26), 

ribozyme cleavage of an RNA substrate (27,28) and RNA trans-splicing (29,30), we show that 

the human and ovine prion proteins are potent nucleic acid chaperones. Recently we have been 

able to characterize a potent oligonucleotide (ODN) inhibitor of the nucleic acid chaperoning 

activity of the HIV-1 nucleocapsid protein (NC) in vitro and its inhibitory effect on virus 

replication in primary human cells (31). This prompted us to search for ODNs capable of 

inhibiting the nucleic acid chaperoning activity of PrP. We discovered that a previously 

identified 5’-GACACAAGCCGA-3’ thioaptamer binding to Syrian hamster (SHa) and human 

PrP (32) was a potent inhibitor of PrP-chaperoning activity in vitro, while the non-modified 

ODN was not, and a methylated ODN specific for HIV-1 NC was slightly inhibitory.  

 

Materials and Methods 

Recombinant proteins. Recombinant human PrP (huPrP from residues 23-231), the N-

terminal region [huPrP(23-145)] and the C-terminal region [huPrP(122-231)] were expressed 

in E. coli and purified to homogeneity (19). The N-terminal region 23-110 of huPrP was 

synthesized by fmoc chemistry and purified to homogeneity by HPLC (19). The ovine PrP 

(ovPrP, residues 25–234) was produced in E. coli and purified to homogeneity (33). HIV-1 

nucleocapsid protein NCp7 and NC(12-53) lacking the N- and C-terminal regions were 

obtained as pure proteins as previously described (19,34). Proteins were dissolved at 1 mg/ml 

in buffer containing 30 mM Hepes pH 6.5, 30 mM NaCl and 0.1 mM ZnCl2. HnRNP A1 and 

YB-1/p50 were provided by Christiane Branlant (France) and Lev Ovchinnikov (Russia), 

respectively. 

 

Plasmid DNAs and RNAs. Plasmids pS14, pS20 and pR3, for the ribozyme asssays, were 

provided by E. Bertrand (Montpellier) (28) and plasmids H1 and H2 for the trans-splicing 
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assays by Renée Schroeder (Vienna, Austria). All plasmid DNAs were amplified in E. coli 

Rec A- cells and purified by affinity chromatography (Qiagen, USA). H1 DNA (549 nt of 

exon 1 and 131 nt of the 5’ part of the intron) was linearized with SalI and H2 DNA (147 nt of 

the 3’ half of the intron and 23 nt of exon 2) was linearized with BamHI, then transcribed. 

Templates pS14, pS20 and pR3 were digested by Pst I, treated by Klenow polymerase to 

remove the 3’ strand overhang, and then the substrate RNA and the ribozyme were generated 

by in vitro transcription with modifications: for substrate RNA UTP was at 10 �M and 50 

�Ci 
32

P-UTP (Amersham, UK) was added. For the ribozyme, UTP was at 100 �M with 10 

�Ci of 
32

P-UTP. For the trans-splicing assays, RNAs H1 and H2 were prepared by in vitro 

transcription with T7 RNA polymerase according to the manufacturer’s instructions 

(Promega) and labelled by incorporation of 
35

S-UMP during transcription. 

Following RNA synthesis, the DNA template was removed by treatment with RNase-free 

DNase I (Promega) for 20 min at 37 °C, followed by phenol extraction and ethanol 

precipitation. All RNAs were purified by 8% PAGE in 7 M urea, 0.5x TBE. RNAs were 

recovered by elution in 0.3 M sodium acetate, 0.1% SDS, for 4 h at 37 °C and ethanol 

precipitated. RNAs were dissolved in sterile H2O and their integrity was verified by PAGE-

urea. 

 

TAR DNA.  ODNs used for DNA annealing corresponded to the HIV-1 TAR sequences, in 

the sense and anti-sense orientations, respectively. ODNs were purchased from Eurogentec 

(Belgium). TAR ODNs are 56 nt in length. 

TAR(+) (sense):  

5'-GGTCTCTCTTGTTAGACCAGGTCGAGCCCGGGAGCTCTCTGGC 

TAGCAAGGAACCC-3'; 

TAR(–) (anti-sense):  

5'-GGGTTCCTTGCTAGCCAGAGAGCTCCCGGGCTCGACCTGGT 

CTAACAAGAGAGACC-3'; 

ODNs used for DNA strand transfer assays corresponded to the HIV-1 repeated R sequences, 

in the sense and anti-sense orientations, already described in (35,36). 

TAR(–) and R(+) ODN were 
32

P-labelled with 50 µCi of 
32

P-ATP using T4 polynucleotide 

kinase. Labelled ODNs were purified by 10% PAGE, 7 M urea in 50 mM Tris-borate, 1 mM 

EDTA, pH 8.3 (0.5x TBE) and recovered, ethanol precipitated and dissolved in sterile H20 

before use. 
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Oligonucleotides. 

The 12-nt long thioaptamer (GA-12; 5’-GACACAAGCCGA-3’), with five modifications 5’ to 

the dA residues, mODN-11 (5’-GGUUUUUGUGU-3’ with a 2’O-methyl modification at each 

residue) and ODN-11 (5’-GGTTTTTGTGT-3’, without modifications) were obtained in a 

highly pure form from Eurogentec (Belgium). Ct-12 corresponds to GA-12 without the 

modifications. 

 

 

Destabilization assay. To monitor the nucleic acid destabilizing properties of huPrP, cTAR 

DNA was labelled either by carboxytetramethylrhodamine (TMR) or ethyl 2-[3-(ethylamino)-

6-ethylimino-2,7-dimethylxanthen-9-yl]benzoate hydrochloride (Rh6G) at its 5’ end, while the 

3’ terminus was labelled with either 4-(4‘-dimethylaminophenylazo) benzoic acid (Dabcyl) or 

5(and 6)-carboxyfluorescein (Fl). The dyes form a nonfluorescent heterodimer when the cTAR 

stem is closed, while melting of the stem restores the fluorophore fluorescence. Thus, the 

destabilizing ability of HuPrP peptide (23-110) was evaluated from the ratio of the 

fluorescence intensity in the presence versus the absence of the peptide. Experiments were 

performed by adding huPrP(23-110) at increasing peptide to oligonucleotide ratio to 50 nM 

doubly labelled cTAR, in 25 mM Tris, 30 mM NaCl, and 0.2 mM MgCl2, pH 7.5. 

 

Kinetics of cTAR-dTAR annealing with the huPrP peptide (23-110). The real-time 

annealing kinetics of cTAR with dTAR was investigated by mixing Rh6G-5’-cTAR-3’-

Dabcyl with an excess of nonlabeled dTAR in conditions already published (35,37). 

Formation of the 55 bp cTAR/dTAR extended duplex (ED) strongly increases the 

interchromophore distance, leading to a full recovery of Rh6G emission. The dependence of 

cTAR-dTAR annealing kinetics on temperature was performed at 6 different temperatures, 

viz. 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, and 40 °C, as previously described (37).   

 

The TAR(–)/TAR(+) annealing assay. Tar(+) and 
32

P-Tar(–) ODNs were incubated (0.03 

pmol each) in 10 µl of buffer A (35,37) in the presence of increasing protein concentrations. 

Reactions were performed at 37 °C for 5 min except for the positive control which was 

incubated at 65 °C. To stop the reaction and denature the protein, we added 5 µl of a solution 

containing 20% glycerol, 20 mM EDTA pH 8.0, 2% SDS, 0.25% bromophenol blue and 0.4 

mg/ml calf liver tRNA. Samples were resolved by 8% native PAGE in 50 mM Tris-Borate pH 
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8.3, 1 mM EDTA at 4 °C. Subsequently, gels were autoradiographed and the amounts of 

labelled single-stranded and double-stranded DNA were assessed by PhosphorImaging. 

 

Effect of inhibitors on the kinetics of cTAR-dTAR annealing with the N-terminal huPrP. 

Inhibition of huPrP(23-110)-promoted cTAR-dTAR annealing was performed by adding a 

five-fold molar excess of GA-12, mODN-11 or Ct-12 relative to cTAR/dTAR. The cTAR (or 

dTAR)-huPrP(23-110)-ODN mixtures  were incubated for 5 min to ensure that the binding 

equilibrium was reached. Then, cTAR-dTAR hybridisation was initiated by manual mixing of 

cTAR-huPrP(23-110)-ODN mixture with dTAR-huPrP(23-110)-ODN mixture. To avoid the 

effects of local concentration fluctuations on the annealing kinetics, equal volumes of the 

mixtures were used. Experiments were performed in pseudo-first order conditions by mixing 

10 nM of doubly labelled cTAR with 300 nM of non-labelled dTAR in presence of huPrP(23-

110) at a peptide/oligonucleotide molar ratio of 1:1. To this mixture, inhibitors were added in 

increasing concentrations (from 0.1 to 10-fold) to follow their concentration dependent 

inhibitory effect.  

All experiments were performed in 25 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 30 mM NaCl, 0.2 mM MgCl2 

at 20°C. 

 

DNA strand transfer assay. 32
P-labelled R(+) wt, non-labelled R(-) 3’-modified and R(-) wt 

were heat denaturated (2 min at 90 °C) and chilled on ice. All components were kept on ice. 

0.03 pmole each of R(+) wt and R(-) 3’-modified were mixed with reaction buffer to a final 

concentration of 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.0, 30 mM NaCl, 0.1 mM MgCl2, 10 µM ZnCl2 and 5 

mM DTT in 5 µl final volume, incubated for 30 min at 65 °C and chilled on ice. Subsequently, 

0.03 pmole R(-) wt was added together with the chaperone protein at a final protein to 

nucleotide molar ratio as indicated in figure legends. Reactions were left to proceed for one to 

five min at 37 °C. The mixtures were then chilled on ice and reactions stopped with 2.5 µl of 

20 % glycerol, 20 mM EDTA pH 8.0, 0.2% SDS, 0.25% bromophenol blue and 0.4 mg/ml 

calf liver tRNA. Samples were resolved by 6% native PAGE in 50 mM TBE at 4 °C. The level 

of strand exchange as a function of time was quantified by PhosphorImaging 

 

Hammerhead Ribozyme cleavage assay. Ribozyme and substrate RNAs were independently 

heated for 1 min at 90 °C in H2O. The reaction buffer was added to yield final concentrations 

of 5 mM MgCl2, 100 mM NaCl, 20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5. After slowly cooling down to 37 

°C, RNAs were further incubated for 5 min at 20 °C. 0.1 pmole of ribozyme and 0.02 to 2 
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pmoles of RNA substrate were then combined in a final volume of 10 �l, each protein was 

added at final concentrations as indicated in the figure legend and incubations were for 1 to 30 

min at 37 °C. Reactions were terminated by adding 20 �l of stop solution (0.3% SDS, 15 mM 

EDTA), and RNAs were extracted with 30 �l of phenol and 15 �l of chloroform. The 

aqueous phase was precipitated with ethanol and the pellet resuspended in 45% formamide, 

0.5x TBE, and 0.1% dye. RNAs were then analyzed on 8% PAGE in TBE. All quantitative 

measurements were done by PhosphorImaging. 

 

Trans-splicing assay. 2x10
-8

 M each of 
35

S-labelled RNAs were incubated for 1 min at 95 °C 

in H2O and cooled down to 37 °C. Then, the splicing buffer (40 mM Tris-Cl at pH 7.4, 3 mM 

MgCl2, 0.4 mM spermidine, 4 mM DTT), 8 U RNasin (Promega) and 
32

P-GTP were added 

with the nucleic acid chaperone, at protein to nucleotide molar ratios as indicated in the figure 

legend, at 37 °C for 30 minutes in 10 µl. Reactions were stopped by adding a final 

concentration of 40 mM EDTA and 300 µg/ml of tRNA. Proteins were removed by phenol-

chloroform extraction, and nucleic acids precipitated by ethanol. Samples were resuspended in 

10 µl formamide buffer (97 % formamide, 1 mM EDTA, 0.02 % bromophenol blue, 0.02 % 

xylene cyanol), denatured for 2 min at 95 °C and resolved by denaturing 5% PAGE-7 M Urea 

in 0.5x TBE. Subsequently, the gel was fixed, dried and autoradiographed. 5’ 
32

P-labelled 

FX174 DNA HinfI markers (Promega) were used for size determination (not shown). Bands 

corresponding to the product of the first step of splicing (G-I1) were measured by 

PhosphorImager. 

 

RESULTS 

 

 In order to examine the nucleic acid chaperoning (24,25,38) properties of the prion 

protein (PrP), we have used advanced assays [reviewed in (39)] that have been developed for 

the characterization of key chaperone proteins implicated in the metabolism of cellular RNAs 

such as hnRNP A1 and FMRP proteins (28,40-42), and of retroviral RNA, like the NC protein 

of retroviruses [(26,28,42), reviewed in (43,44)]. Although the details of their mechanism of 

action is incompletely understood, nucleic acid chaperones are thought to facilitate RNA (and 

DNA) conformational rearrangements by a variety of ATP-independent mechanisms, 

including destabilization of preformed helices, charge neutralization, and matchmaker activity 

(24,25,45,46). 
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 Firstly, we have analyzed the helix destabilizing activity of the N-terminal peptide (23-

110) of huPrP. Using the doubly labelled cTAR DNA stem-loop (SL), there was no evidence 

of helix destabilizing activity of huPrP(23-110) in the present conditions, as observed by 

fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) (Figure 1A, supplementary materials). This 

differs from HIV-1 NC protein, which shows significant helix destabilizing activity (47-49) 

(data not shown), but is similar to the behavior of the core protein of hepatitis C virus (HCV), 

another well-characterized RNA chaperone with limited cTAR melting activity (37). Next, we 

monitored the impact of huPrP(23-110) on the annealing kinetics of cTAR/dTAR by FRET.  

 

Kinetics of cTAR-dTAR annealing facilitated by the N-terminal peptide of huPrP 

 The real-time annealing kinetics of cTAR to dTAR was investigated in pseudo-first 

order conditions by mixing Rh6G-5’-cTAR-3’-Dabcyl with an excess of nonlabelled dTAR 

(35,37). Formation of the 55 bp cTAR/dTAR extended duplex (ED) strongly increases the 

interchromophore distance, leading to a full recovery of Rh6G emission. In the absence of 

huPrP(23-110), the annealing of cTAR with dTAR was very slow, involving two distinct 

kinetic components with second-order rate constants. In the presence of huPrP(23-110) at a 

peptide/TAR ratio of 1/1, the same fluorescence plateau was observed as in the absence of 

peptide, indicating that ED formation went to completion. The huPrP(23-110) strongly 

accelerated the annealing reaction, since it was completed in about 30 min, instead of more 

than 1 day without the peptide. An adequate fit of the annealing kinetic traces was obtained 

using a bi-exponential function:  








 −−−−−−= −−ΙΙΙΙ eaea
ttkttk obsobs

fft
))0(())0((

0
21 )()( 1)(   Equation 1 

where t0 is the dead time, kobs1,2 are the observed kinetic rate constants, a is the amplitude of 

the fast component, and I0 and If are the fluorescence intensities of the stem-loop and the ED, 

respectively. 

 

We already observed a fast and full fluorescence increase at the lowest tested oligonucleotide 

concentrations (10 nM cTAR and 100 nM dTAR), suggesting that the peptide probably binds 

to the TAR sequences with a high affinity (> 10
7
 M

-1
). Indeed, if the binding constant would be 

lower than 10
6
 M

-1
, and if we assume that, as for other nucleic acid chaperones, PrP does not 

exhibit any catalytic activity, most of the oligonucleotides would be free and would anneal at 

the low speed observed for cTAR and dTAR in the absence of protein. 
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Figure 1  

 

 Annealing as a function of the dTAR concentration indicated a saturation behaviour of 

both kobs1 and kobs2 values as well as a constant value for their amplitudes (Figure 1B, 

Supplementary materials) . Moreover, the values of the intercept for both kobs1 and kobs2 curves 

were very low, indicating that huPrP(23-110) is unable to dissociate the ED. Based on these 

kinetic data, a reaction mechanism with two parallel pathways can be proposed (scheme 1), as 

for the HCV core-promoted cTAR/dTAR annealing (37). Both the fast and slow pathways are 

based on a distinct cTAR/huPrP(23-110) complex (cTAR1,2) and involve a rate-limiting 

interconversion step (kf1,2) coupled to a much faster, preceding binding step, governed by an 

equilibrium constant (KM1,2). 

 

KM1

KM2

IC1

IC2

ED

k
f1

cTAR2 + dTAR kf2

cTAR1 + dTAR

 Scheme 1 

IC1 and IC2 represent intermediate complexes formed during the fast and slow pathway, 

respectively. The values of the KM1,2 and kf1,2 parameters (Table 1) determined from the fits of 

Fig. 1A (supp informations) were found to be close to the corresponding values  reported for 

the HCV core protein in the same system, strengthening the similarity between the 

mechanisms of huPrP(23-110)- and HCV core-promoted cTAR/dTAR annealing reaction.    

Table 1: Comparison of the kinetic parameters of the huPrP(23-110)- and  
HCV core-promoted cTAR/dTAR annealing a 

 
KM1 (M

-1) (´10-6) 
 

KM2 (M
-1) (´10-6) 

 
kf1 (s

-1) ( ´102) 
 

kf2 (s
-1) ( ´102) 

 
     
HuPrP  2.2 (±0.8) 1.5 (±1) 1.1 (±0.1) 0.15 (±0.03) 

     

HCV Core b 4 (±2) 1.4 (±0.7) 4.5 (±0.9) 1.6 (±0.2) 

          
a
 The equilibrium and kinetic constants for HuPrP-promoted cTAR/dTAR annealing reaction are 

calculated, as described in Figure B of supplementary materials. 
b. 

Data from (37) in the same buffer, with a core/oligonucleotide molar ratio of 1.4.  

 

 To further characterize the two pathways, the effect of the sequence and stability of the 

oligonucleotides on the huPrP(23-110)-promoted cTAR/dTAR annealing kinetics was 

analysed. In this respect, dTAR was first substituted by the dTAR T-L mutant where the six 
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nucleotides of the loop were changed to T residues, thus preventing its base-pairing with the 

cTAR loop. These nucleotide substitutions did not significantly change the time course of ED 

formation, indicating that loop-loop interactions do not play a significant role (Figure 1B, 

supplementary materials). Further, to investigate the role of the cTAR stem in the annealing 

reaction, we used the cTAR1.2 derivative where bases complementary to the bulged bases at 

positions 49 and 52 have been introduced in order to stabilize the lower half of the stem. The 

annealing of this mutant to dTAR in the presence of huPrP(23-110) was extremely slow 

(Figure 1B, supplementary information), indicating that both kinetic pathways of the 

huPrP(23-110)-promoted cTAR/dTAR annealing reaction are nucleated through the stems of 

cTAR and dTAR. 

 

 The nature of the two pathways was further investigated by analyzing the temperature 

dependence of the kobs values (Figure 1C supplementary materials) using the Arrhenius 

equation:  

             

      exp
,















= ΤΡ
Ε

κ
ια

Αιι
 Equation 2 

 

where the rate constant ki is given by kobsi/[dTAR], Ai is the pre-exponential Arrhenius factor, 

Ea,i is the activation energy, R is the universal gas constant, and T is the temperature (in 

Kelvin).  

 The temperature dependence of huPrP(23-110)-promoted cTAR/dTAR annealing 

provided positive enthalpy values for the transition state of 8.3(±0.7) kcal/mol and 16.5(±1) 

kcal/mol for  the fast and slow pathways, respectively. These values indicated that 

cTAR/dTAR annealing promoted by the huPrP(23-110) peptide involves premelting of 

approximately 2 and 4 bp, for the fast and slow pathways, respectively (50,51). Moreover, the 

amplitude of the fast component was found to continuously increase with temperature, as 

observed for the HCV core (37).  

 

Activation of DNA strand exchange by recombinant PrPs. 

 The strand exchange assay (26) is designed to evaluate the ability of the chaperone 

protein to facilitate formation of the most stable nucleic acid conformation. It utilizes three 

DNA molecules, namely the wild type plus strand, (+) wt (
32

P-labelled), the wild type minus 

strand, (-) wt, and the mutated minus strand, (-) mut. DNA molecules (+) wt and (-) wt are 
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complementary, whereas (-) mut is only partially complementary to (+) wt (see scheme in fig. 

2A). DNA molecules (+) wt and (-) mut are first heat annealed, giving rise to a double 

stranded molecule containing mismatches. Then, DNA (-) wt and either PrP, or NCp7 as the 

positive control, were added to the preformed double stranded DNA [(+) wt:(-) mut] 

molecules and incubated for 5 min at 37 °C (see materials and methods). Last, nucleic acids 

were deproteinized and analyzed by PAGE under native conditions. The strand exchange 

activity of the chaperone protein facilitates formation of the perfect double stranded DNA [(+) 

wt:(-) wt] molecules at the expense of [(+) wt:(-) mut] molecules with mismatches (fig. 2A). If 

the recombinant PrPs have general nucleic acid chaperoning activities, they should facilitate 

formation of the most stable duplex and thus activate the substitution of DNA (-) wt for (-) 

mut in the double stranded nucleic acid molecule (Fig. 2A). 

 

 The 
32

P-labelled DNA (+) wt is shown in lane 1 while control double-stranded DNA [(+) 

wt : (-) wt] and [(+) wt : (-) mut] are shown in lanes 3 and 4, respectively (Fig. 2B). Addition 

of DNA (-) wt to double stranded [(+) wt : (-) mut] and incubation for 30 min at 0 °C (lane 5) 

or 37 °C (lane 6) did not result in any strand exchange. Addition of HIV-1 NCp7 together with 

DNA (-) wt resulted in a nearly complete strand exchange under the conditions where NCp7 to 

nt molar ratios were 1 per 12 nt and 1 per 6 nt (lanes 7 and 8, respectively). Mutant NC(12-53) 

lacking the N- and C-terminal amino-acids has only limited strand exchange activity (lanes 9 

and 10). HuPrP was found to strongly activate the strand exchange (lanes 11 and 12). A 

polypeptide representing the N-terminal region of huPrP, huPrP(23-145), also exhibited a 

strong strand exchange activity (lanes 13 and 14), whereas the polypeptide huPrP(122-231), 

representing the C-terminal region of huPrP, had little activity (lanes 15 and 16). The 

recombinant ovine PrP (ovPrP) behaved in a manner similar to huPrP, showing a strong strand 

exchange activity (lanes 17 and 18) at protein to nt ratios of 1:12 and 1:6. 

 

 For kinetic analysis, DNA strand exchange assays were performed at 30 °C from one to 

several min with NC, huPrP and ovPrP proteins at a protein to nt molar ratio of 1 per 12 nt 

(see materials and methods). For the wild type NCp7, the exchange rate at 30 °C was 0.031 

mole of DNA exchanged per mole of protein per min. For the mutant NC(12-53), this value 

was reduced about 9 times, but still was about three times higher than that observed in the 

absence of NC protein. The exchange rates for the recombinant prion proteins were very close 

to that for NCp7 (0.025, 0.03 and 0.03 mole of DNA per mole of protein per min at 30 °C for 
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huPrP, huPrP(23-145) and ovPrP, respectively. For huPrP(122-231), the value was about 10 

times lower than that for huPrP(23-145).  

 

 Strand exchange assays have also been carried out with cellular hnRNP A1 and p50, two 

well characterized RNA chaperone proteins (40-42). Both proteins proved to facilitate the 

strand exchange reaction, although at a rate about 3 times lower than that observed under the 

present experimental conditions for huPrP (data not shown). 

 

Figure 2 A, B  

 

Facilitation of ribozyme-directed cleavage of an RNA substrate by PrPs.  

 Next, we used the hammerhead ribozyme-directed cleavage of an RNA substrate to 

examine both the RNA annealing and unwinding activities of nucleic acid chaperones (27,28). 

Nucleic acid chaperones are thought to enhance the rate of ribozyme cleavage by activating 

the annealing of the substrate RNA to the ribozyme (Fig. 3A step 1) and the unwinding and 

release of the cleaved RNA products (Fig. 3A step 3), thus allowing recycling of the ribozyme. 

The ribozyme cleavage assay aims at examining whether PrP accelerates ribozyme cleavage of 

an RNA substrate in a manner similar to the viral NCp7 chaperone (see Fig. 3A) (27,28). We 

selected the R3 hammerhead ribozyme and two RNA substrates, namely S14, with a 14 nt 

substrate-ribozyme duplex length (7 nt either side of the cleavage site) and S20, with 10 nt 

either side of the cleavage site (28). The above RNA substrate model system was chosen due 

its likely biological relevance as evidenced by the similarity of data obtained both in vitro and 

in cultured cells (28). 
32

P-labelled RNA S14, the ribozyme and PrP were mixed and incubated 

for 30 min. RNAs were deproteinized, recovered and analyzed by PAGE under denaturing 

conditions. In the absence of a chaperone, ribozyme-directed cleavage of the RNA substrate 

occurred only slowly at 37 °C (fig. 3B, lanes 1 at 4 °C and 2 at 37 °C; 
32

P-RNA substrate is 

S14 and cleaved product �S14). In agreement with previous reports (28), HIV-1 NCp7 

facilitated ribozyme cleavage of RNA S14 to reach completion at a concentration as low as 

2x10
-8

 M (lanes 3-5). On the other hand, NC(12-53) was relatively inactive even at a 

concentration above 1x10
-7

 M (lanes 6-8). Interestingly, PrP of ovine or human origin showed 

strong enhancement of ribozyme cleavage at 2-4x10
-8

 M (lanes 9-11 and 12-14, respectively). 

The N-terminal region of huPrP was very active (lanes 15-17 and 18-20) while the C-terminal 

region was very poorly active (lanes 21-23).  
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 We also examined the effect of PrP using the RNA substrate S20, capable of forming an 

extended duplex of 20 nt with the hammerhead ribozyme (Fig. 3A) which precludes activation 

of ribozyme cleavage by HIV-1 NCp7 or hnRNP A1 (28). In the absence of NCp7 or PrP, 

only minimal ribozyme-directed cleavage of RNA S20 was observed at 37 °C (Fig. 3C, lane 2; 

32
P-RNA substrate is S20 and product �S20) as seen with RNA S14 (Fig. 3B, lane 2). The 

enhancement of ribozyme cleavage of RNA S20 by NCp7 remained very modest even at 

NCp7 concentration of 4x10
-8

 M (Fig. 2C; lanes 3-4), in agreement with reported data (28). 

Mutant NC(12-53) was also very poorly active (lanes 5-6). The ovPrP and huPrP also 

exhibited very little, if any, activity using RNA S20 (lanes 7-8, 9-10, 11-12 and 13-14, for 

ovPrP, huPrP, huPrP(23-145) and huPrP(122-231), respectively). 

 

 Kinetic assays of ribozyme cleavage of RNA S14 were performed with NCp7, huPrP 

and ovPrP at a concentration of 4x10
-8

 M and cleavage monitored for up to 30 min. Initial 

rates were 10-12 �moles of RNA S14 cleaved at 37 °C per min per mole of NCp7 and ovPrP. 

For huPrP, the observed rate was 3-fold slower, while it was approximately 100-fold slower 

for NC(12-53) at concentrations above 1x10
-7 

M, although 2-3 times above rates obtained in 

the absence of NC or PrP. Similar results were obtained at huPrP or NC concentration of 1x10
-

7
 M (data not shown).  

 

Figure 3A-3C 

 

HuPrP and ovPrP facilitate RNA trans-splicing. 

 To further examine the RNA chaperoning activity of the mammalian PrPs, we used the 

previously established trans-splicing assay (29,30) (Fig. 4A), where the pre-mRNA of the 

thymidylate synthase (td) gene containing a group I intron was split into two halves. The first 

RNA transcript, H1, corresponds to the 5’ exon sequence of 549 nt and 131 nt of the intron 

while the second RNA transcript, H2, represents the 3’ part of the intron (147 nt) and part of 

exon 2 (23 nt) (Figure 4A). The two RNAs were 
35

S-UMP labelled during transcription and 

were incubated together. Reaction was started by adding 
32

P-GTP, so that the resulting spliced 

RNA was doubly labelled, internally and at the 5’ end with 
32

P-GTP (Figure 4A). In the 

absence of protein, the reaction was carried out at 55 °C to allow a productive interaction 

between H1 and H2 RNAs. Trans-splicing was indeed found to take place at 55 °C but only to 

a limited extend [data not shown and (36)] but not at 37 °C according to the accumulation of 

32
P-GTP-I1 final product (lane 1 in Figure 4B and C). As previously reported (36) HIV-1 
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NCp7 strongly stimulated trans-splicing (lanes 2–5), with an optimal enhancement at a 

concentration of 8x10
-7

 M (panel B, lane 4). Mutant NC(12–53) was found to be poorly active 

even at 2x10
-6

 M (panel B, lane 7). 

 The recombinant huPrP was found to be a strong activator of trans-splicing (Figure 4B, 

lanes 8-11), with an optimal activation at a concentration of 4x10
-7

 M (lanes 10 and 11). 

Interestingly the N-terminal huPrP peptide (23-144) also activated trans-splicing (Figure 4B, 

lanes 9–12) at concentrations of 2–4x10
-7

 M (lanes 13 and 14) while the C-terminal domain 

(123-231) was clearly inactive (lanes 16 and 17) under the present conditions. The ovine PrP 

was already active at a concentration of 2x10
-7

 M (lanes 7-11 in panel C) and the N-terminal 

huPrP peptide (23-110) was as active as the full length huPrP (compare lanes 2-6 and 12-16 in 

panel C). 

 

Figure 4 

 

Inhibition of huPrP chaperoning activity by a thioaptamer. 

 

 In a search for PrP-chaperoning inhibitors, we used a 12-nt long thioaptamer (GA-12; 

GACACAAGCCGA), with five modifications 5’ to the dA residues, since it was found to 

bind with high affinity to Syrian hamster, bovine and human PrPs in vitro (32). We also 

selected a 11-nt 2’ O-methyl oligoribonucleotide (mODN-11; GGUUUUUGUGU) because it 

was shown to be a potent inhibitor of the nucleic acid chaperoning activity of the HIV-1 

nucleocapsid protein (31). 

 We examined the ability of these two selected oligonucleotides, namely GA-12 and 

mODN-11, and of a control ODN with the non-modified sequence GACACAAGCCGA (Ct-

12) to inhibit the annealing activity of huPrP (Fig. 5 A&B). As shown in lanes 7-9, only GA-

12 at 100-200 nM was able to completely inhibit huPrP annealing activity, while mODN-11 

(lanes 4-6) and ODN Ct-12 (lanes 10-12) were poorly active. The impact of such ODNs on the 

hammerhead ribozyme directed cleavage of an RNA substrate was monitored under the same 

conditions. Again the thioaptamer GA-12 at 50-100 nM was found to extensively inhibit the 

RNA chaperoning of huPrP (lanes 7-9) while mODN-11 at 100-200 nM had moderate effect 

on huPrP (lane 6) and ODN Ct-12 had no effect (lanes 10-12). Last, we monitored the impact 

of these three ODNs on the trans-splicing reaction facilitated by huPrP, and again the 

thioaptamer GA-12 was efficiently (lanes 7-9) inhibiting trans-splicing activation by huPrP, 

while Ct-12 and mODN-11 were inactive (lanes 4-6 and 10-11). Results obtained with ovPrP 
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were very similar, namely an inhibition of ovPrP chaperoning activity by GA-12 at 100 nM 

but not by mODN-11 and Ct-12 (data not shown). 

 We also examined the effect of GA-12 and mODN-11 on huPrP(23-110)-promoted 

cTAR/dTAR annealing using FRET. Both GA-12 and mODN-11 decreased the kinetics of  

huPrP(23-110)-promoted cTAR/dTAR annealing (Figure 6a), but the decrease was more 

pronounced with GA-12 (Figure 6a). Finally, we analyzed the concentration dependence of the 

inhibition of GA-12 on the huPrP-promoted annealing of cTAR/dTAR (Figure 6b). The 

inhibitory effect of GA-12 increased with its concentration and appeared already when the 

GA-12 concentration was one order of magnitude lower as compared to cTAR and dTAR 

concentrations.  

 

Figure 5 A,B,C 

 

Figure 6 a and b 

 

 Taken together these results show that the GACACAAGCCGA thioaptamer is a potent 

inhibitor of the huPrP nucleic acid chaperoning activity in vitro and this appears to rely on the 

backbone modifications. 

 

Discussion 

 Collectively the data presented herein clearly show that the human and ovine prion 

proteins can assist the folding of RNA and DNA molecules in physiological conditions and at 

concentrations of 10
-7

 M or below (Fig. 1-5). Thus, these two mammalian prion proteins have 

the hallmarks of bona fide nucleic acid chaperones (24,25). In addition, the chaperoning 

properties of the human PrP reside within the N-terminal region of the protein (Fig. 1-4). 

Interestingly this N-terminal region possesses the characteristic features of a chaperone 

(52,53) since it contains aromatic residues and clusters of basic amino acids in an intrinsically 

unstructured environment (54-56). Despite the absence (or relaxation) of structural constraints 

on mutations in the N-terminal domain of PrP, the sequence and distribution of basic amino 

acids is highly conserved between various mammalian prion proteins (not shown). 

 As a consequence of its chaperone activity, the N-terminal region of huPrP was found to 

activate by two orders of magnitude the kinetics of the cTAR/dTAR annealing reaction, 

probably through a reaction mechanism similar to that described for the HCV core protein 

(37). In this mechanism, the fast and slow pathways were found to be nucleated through the 
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cTAR ends, but differ by the number of base pairs that should be premelted in the original 

cTAR secondary structure to nucleate the IC formation. In its free form, as a consequence of 

the thermal fraying that occurs spontaneously at room temperature, the closed cTAR species 

was shown to be in equilibrium with partially melted cTAR species where either the terminal 

or both the terminal and penultimate double stranded segments of the stem are melted (47-49). 

In this respect, the 8.3 kcal/mol enthalpy energy associated to the fast pathway is  consistent 

with the melting of the terminal double-stranded 3 bp segment, which is poorly stable due to 

its position at the end of the stem and the presence of the neighbouring G52 bulge.  On the 

other hand, the 16.5 kcal/mol enthalpy energy associated with the slow pathway is consistent 

with the energy needed to melt both the terminal and penultimate double-stranded segments of 

the cTAR stem (Figure 7). As a consequence of this thermal fraying, the PrP-bound cTAR1 

species in the fast pathway is thought to form IC1,stabilized by the seven intermolecular base 

pairs resulting from the annealing of both the 3′ and 5′ terminal strands of cTAR with the 

complementary terminal strands of dTAR. Since the KM values of IC1 and IC2 are similar, we 

suggest that the PrP-bound cTAR2 species in the slow pathway anneals only through one of its 

frayed strands with the complementary dTAR sequence to form IC2, also stabilized by 7 base 

pairs.. Further conversion of both ICs into the ED most probably relies on the conformational 

rearrangement and melting of the stable upper part of both TAR species. As for the core 

protein of the hepatitis C virus (HCV) (37,59,60), the interconversion rate of IC1 into ED was 

found to be much larger than for IC2 (Table 1), probably as a consequence of the more 

favorable zippering mechanism adopted by IC1 as compared to the invasion mechanism 

adopted by IC2 (Figure 7).   

 With respect to NCp7, the natural partner of HIV-1 cTAR and dTAR sequences, data 

revealed that the equilibrium constant KM for IC formation was two orders of magnitude lower 

for the N-terminal region of huPrP than for NCp7 added at a ratio of 10 peptides per 

oligonucleotide (K=10
8
 M

-1
) (61). This difference may in part be explained by the incomplete 

coating of the oligonucleotides by huPrP(23-110), since the KM value of the IC was shown to 

be strongly dependent on the level of protein coating in the case of NCp7 (with about 3 orders 

of magnitude difference between low and full coating). Interestingly, the interconversion rate 

value of the fast pathway for the N-terminal region of huPrP was close to the value (0.03 s
-1

) 

of the corresponding parameter obtained with NCp7. The comparison of this parameter for the 

two proteins is more straightforward, since this parameter was found to be only poorly 

dependent on the level of NCp7 coating (61). Thus, huPrP(23-110) appears to promote the 

conversion of IC1 to the final ED with the same efficiency as NCp7.  Moreover, as for NCp7 
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(35,61,62), huPrP(23-110) was found to nucleate the cTAR/dTAR annealing reaction through 

the stems of cTAR and dTAR but without destabilization of the termini (Figure 1, inset). As 

for the HCV core protein, this is a likely consequence of the stronger ‘nucleic acid 

aggregating’ properties of the huPrP peptide that compensate for the absence of its 

destabilizing activity. This propensity of the huPrP N-terminal peptide to efficiently neutralize 

the negatively charged oligonucleotides and promote their aggregation is probably related to 

the more flexible nature of this peptide, as compared to NCp7 with the structured zinc fingers 

(63,64).   

 It is hypothesized that such a disorder status of the N-terminal domain of PrP allows for 

the recognition of a rather large number of cellular and viral RNA sequences, as well as 

protein partners, as amply shown for the cellular protein FMRP and the retroviral NC proteins 

[reviewed in (52)]. Recognition of many partners by nucleic acid chaperones favors the notion 

that these ubiquitous proteins can achieve several functions as exemplified by retroviral NC 

proteins in virus structure, genome replication and virus assembly [reviewed in (65,66)] and 

the cellular p53 and p50 proteins in DNA maintenance and mRNA translation, respectively 

(40,67). 

 What is the function of PrP and what could be its role as an RNA chaperone? For a long 

time the physiological function of PrP
C
 remained a matter of speculation and debate. Recent 

data demonstrated that PrP is involved in cell-cell adhesion whereby it controls cell 

movements in the early gastrula of zebrafish embryos [reviewed in (68)]. In addition, PrP 

appears to trigger cellular signaling via Src-related kinases especially in neurons (18). These 

cellular functions of PrP could well be linked to the fact that PrP is, at least in part, a 

membrane associated protein through its GPI anchor or its transmembrane domain [reviewed 

in (69)]. Regarding the RNA chaperoning activity, PrP could act at the level of mRNA 

translation as shown for some fungal prion proteins (70). In agreement with this notion, we 

have recently found that a fraction of huPrP is associated with translating ribosomes in human 

cells, impacting on mRNA translation notably in cells in the G2M phase (to be published 

elsewhere). Thus PrP would be another chaperone protein associated with the cellular 

translation machinery, thereby regulating the level of mRNA translation in a manner similar to 

other essential RNA chaperones such as hnRNP A1 in every cell type and FMRP in neurons 

(to be published elsewhere).  

 We also report that a small thioaptamer (GA-12) is capable of inhibiting the PrP 

chaperoning activity in vitro but not that of HIV-1 NC (data not shown) At the same time a 

small methylated oligoribonucleotide (mODN-11), previously found to be a potent inhibitor of 
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HIV-1 NC in vitro and of HIV-1 replication in cells (31), had little inhibitory potential against 

PrP. It is possible that the small thioaptamer functions by tightly binding to the N-terminal 

domain of huPrP, in turn causing the formation of a complex where the N-terminal disordered 

domain adopts a stable ordered conformation. Such thioaptamer derivatives were found to 

delay the onset of prion disease in the mouse model (71), most probably by binding to PrP
C
, in 

turn preventing its recruitment into aggregates of PrP
Sc

. These results and those recently 

published on HIV-1 NC pave the way for the future development of highly modified 

oligonucleotides to treat diseases caused by RNA viruses as well as by a non-conventional 

agent. 
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Figure legends. 

 

Figure 1: Promotion of cTAR/dTAR annealing by huPrP(23-110).  

Kinetic trace of 10 nM Rh6G-5’-cTAR-3’-Dabcyl with 100 nM of dTAR in 25 mM Tris-HCl 

(pH 7.5), 30 mM NaCl, 0.2 mM MgCl2 at 20 °C. huPrP(23-110) was added at a 1:1 molar 

ratio to cTAR and dTAR. Excitation and emission wavelengths were 520 nm and 550 nm, 

respectively. The continuous line corresponds to the best fit of the data according to eqn 1, 

using kobs1 = 5.6 x 10
-3

 s
-1

, kobs2 = 6.8 x 10
-4

 s
-1

 and a = 0.7. Inset: Emission spectra of 10 nM 

doubly labelled cTAR (black line), with 10 nM huPrP(23-110) (red line) and with 100 nM 

dTAR + 100 nM huPrP(23-110) after completion of the annealing reaction (Blue). 

 

Figure 2. Facilitation of DNA strand exchange by PrPs.  

A/ Assay schematic. DNA sequences representing the R region of HIV-1 are 96 nt in length. 

5’ 
32

P-labelled R(+) wt was hybridized to R(-) mut to generate a double stranded DNA with 

mismatches at the 3’ end (step 1). Fully complementary R(-) wt was added in the presence or 

absence of HIV-1 NCp7 or PrP (step 2). Strand exchange is visualized by native PAGE. 

B/ Assays with 3x10
-9

 M each of the DNA oligonucleotides were carried out at 37 °C in 10 �l 

(see methods). Analysis of the reaction products was by 6% PAGE under native conditions. 

*R = 
32

P-labelled DNA. 

Lanes 1 and 2: *R(+) wt alone and with R(-) mut at 0 °C. 

Lanes 3 and 4: *R(+) hybridized to R(-) wt and *R(+) hybridized to R(-) mut. 

Lanes 5 and 6: *R(+) : R(-) mut incubated with R(-) wt at 4 °C and 37 °C for 30 min. 

Lanes 7 to 18: 5 min incubations with *R(+) : R(-) mut and R(-) wt and with NCp7 (lanes 7-

8), NC(12-53) (lanes 9-10), recombinant huPrP (lanes 11-12), huPrP(23-145) (lanes 13-14), 

huPrP(122-231) (lanes 15-16) or ovine PrP (lanes 17-18) at  

6x10
-8

 M (protein to nt molar ratio of 1/12) (odd lanes) or 12x10
-8

 M (protein to nt molar ratio 

of 1/6) (even lanes). 

Proteins are indicated at the top of the figure; double stranded products [*R(+) :R(-) wt] and 

[*R(+) : R(-) mut] are indicated on the right. Arrow is direction of electrophoresis. Note that 

the C-terminal region of huPrP is inactive (lanes 15-16). 
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Figure 3. PrPs facilitate ribozyme cleavage of an RNA. 

A/ Assay schematic. A hammerhead ribozyme and a 
32

P-labelled RNA substrate were 

generated by in vitro transcription and gel purified. Cleavage of the 
32

P-RNA by the ribozyme 

appears to first necessitate hybridization of the ribozyme to the substrate (step 1). After RNA 

cleavage (step 2), the products must be released to allow recycling of the ribozyme (step 3). At 

the end of the reaction RNAs were deproteinized and analyzed by PAGE under denaturing 

conditions to visualize the 
32

P-RNA products. In the absence of a nucleic acid chaperone, 

hybridization of the RNA to the ribozyme and release of the products appear to be slow. 

Addition of a nucleic acid chaperone will accelerate hybridization of the substrate to the 

ribozyme and dissociation of the products and thus ribozyme turnover.  

Base pairing between the RNA substrate and ribozyme R3 are underlined on the 

substrate sequence. Ribozyme mediated cleavage occurs on the 3’ side of A (space). 

for RNA S14, ...GAUUAAGUAGUA AGAGUGUCUGCA 3’ 

for RNA S20, ...GAUUAAGUAGUA AGAGUGUCUGCA 3’ 

B/ Ribozyme-directed cleavage of RNA substrate S14.  

1x10
-8

 M of ribozyme R3 and 5x10
-9

 M of RNA S14 were incubated as described in 

the methods.
 32

P-RNA substrate (S14) and product (�S14) were analysed by denaturing 8% 

PAGE.   

Lanes 1-2: R3 and S14 at 4 °C or 37 °C.  

Lanes 3-5: HIV-1 NCp7 at NC concentrations of 2x10
-8

, 4x10
-8

 and 8x10
-8

 M 

(protein/nt molar ratios of 1/20, 1/10 and 1/5).  

Lanes 6-8: NC(12-53) at concentrations of 1.6x10
-7

, 3.2x10
-7

 and 6.4x10
-7

 M (molar 

ratios of 1/2.5, 1/1.2 and 1/0.6).  

Lanes 9-11: ovPrP at 2x10
-8

, 4x10
-8

 and 8x10
-8

 M, respectively.  

Lanes 12-14; huPrP at concentrations of 2x10
-8

, 4x10
-8

 and 8x10
-8

 M, respectively.  

Lanes 15-17: huPrP(23-110) at concentrations of 2x10
-8

, 4x10
-8

 and 8x10
-8

 M, 

respectively.  

Lanes 18-20: huPrP(23-145) at concentrations of 2x10
-8

, 4x10
-8

 and 8x10
-8

 M, 

respectively.  

Lanes 21-23: huPrP(122-231) at concentrations of 2x10
-8

, 4x10
-8

 and 8x10
-8

 M, 

respectively.  

 

R3, S14 and the 5’ sequences of S14 (�S14) are identified on the right. Markers are on 

the left. Arrow shows direction of electrophoresis. Note that the RNA products rapidly 
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accumulate in the presence of a chaperone whereas they do not in the absence of a chaperone. 

 

C/ Ribozyme cleavage of RNA S20. Conditions were as in fig. 3B except that the 

substrate was S20 and protein concentrations of 4x10
-8

 (odd lanes) and 8x10
-8

 M (even lanes) 

were used. Proteins are identified at the top of the figure. 

R3, S20 and the 5’ sequences of S20 (�S20) are identified on the right. Markers are on 

the left. Arrow shows direction of electrophoresis. Note that ribozyme-directed cleavage of 

S14 or S20 did not occur at 4 °C (lane 1). 

 

Figure 4. Facilitation of RNA trans-splicing by PrPs. 

 

A. Schematic representation of the trans-splicing assay: The two RNA constructs H1 of 680 nt 

in length (encoding exon 1 of 549 nt and the 5’ part of the intron of 131 nt) and H2 of 170 nt 

in length (encoding the 3’ part of the intron of 147 nt and exon 2 of 23 nt) have to fold into a 

splicing competent structure (step 1). The splicing reaction was started upon addition of the 

32
P-labelled GTP. The recombinant PrP was added at step 2, where indicated. The final RNA 

products are represented in step 4. The splicing rates are based on the levels of GTP-I1 (see 

B).  

 

B and C. Assays where the H1 and H2 RNAs were incubated with or without a nucleic acid 

chaperone, namely NCp7 or PrP. At the end of the reaction RNAs were phenol treated to 

remove the chaperone and analysed by PAGE in denaturing conditions (see methods). The 

RNA substrates (H1, H2), the ligated exons (E1-E2) and the product (guanosine-5’-intron G-

I1) are indicated. 

Panel B. Lane 1: trans-splicing reaction at 37 °C with RNA alone at a concentration of 

4x10-8 M. Lanes 2-5: HIV-1 NCp7 at concentrations of 2.5, 5, 10 and 20x10
-7

 M, 

corresponding to protein to nt ratios of 1:128, 1:64, 1:32 and 1:16. Lanes 6-7: NC(12-53) at 

concentrations of 1 and 2x10
-6

 M, corresponding to peptide to nt ratios of 1:32 and 1:16. 

Lanes 8-11: recombinant huPrP(23-231) at concentrations of 2, 4, 8 and 16 x 10
-7

 M, 

corresponding to PrP to nt molar ratios of 1:160, 1:80, 1:40 and 1:20. Lanes 12-15: N-terminal 

huPrP(23-144) at the same protein to nt ratios as for the huPrP(23-231). Lanes 16-17: C-

terminal huPrP (123-231) at protein to nt molar ratios of 1:40 and 1:20. 

Panel C. Lane 1: splicing reaction at 37 °C with RNA alone at a concentration of 4x10-

8 M. Lanes 2-6: huPrP at concentrations of 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16x10
-7

 M. Lanes 7-11: recombinant 
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ovPrP at concentrations of 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32x10
-7

 M. Lanes 12-16: huPrP(23-110) at 

concentrations of 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16x10
-7

 M. 

Note that HIV-1 NCp7, huPrP and ovPrP strongly activated trans-splicing at protein to 

nt molar ratios of 1:20 to 1:40 . Peptides NC(12-53) and C-terminal huPrP(122-231) were very 

poorly active (lanes 6, 7, 16, 17; in panel B) 

Figure 5. Thioaptamer inhibition of huPrP chaperoning activities in vitro 

 

A- Annealing of TAR(+) / TAR(-). 

The annealing conditions were exactly as described in the methods section with the 

TAR(+) and TAR(-) DNA. PAGE analyses are described in methods. 

Lane 1: Control at 65 °C for 30 min; lane 2: at 37 °C for 30 min. 

Lanes 3-12: with huPrP for 5 min at 37 °C. 

Lane 3: control showing the complete hybridization of TAR(+) and TAR(-) DNA. 

Lanes 4-6: with mODN-11 added at the start of the incubation period at 50, 100 and 

200 nM. No inhibition of huPrP annealing activity was observed. 

Lanes 7-9: with ODN GA-12 at 50, 100 and 200 nM. Note that ODN GA-12 causes a 

complete inhibition of huPrP chaperoning at 200 nM. 

Lanes 10-12: with control ODN Ct-12 at 50, 100 and 200 nM. 

 

B- Ribozyme mediated cleavage of an RNA substrate 

The conditions for the ribozyme cleavage were exactly as described in the methods 

section with hammerhead ribozyme and the RNA substrate. PAGE analyses under denaturing 

conditions are described in methods. 

Lane 1: Control at 0 °C for 30 min; lane 2: at 37 °C for 30 min without PrP. 

Lanes 3: control with huPrP for 15 min at 37 °C showing a complete cleavage. 

Lanes 4-6: with mODN-11 added at the start of the incubation period at 50, 100 and 

200 nM. Some inhibition of huPrP activity was observed at 100 nM.  

Lanes 7-9: with ODN GA-12 at 50, 100 and 200 nM. Note that ODN GA-12 causes a 

nearly complete inhibition of huPrP at 50 nM and 100 nM for ovPrP (data not shown). 

Lanes 10-12: with control ODN Ct-12 at 50, 100 and 200 nM. 

 

C- The RNA trans-splicing reaction. 

The conditions for the trans-splicing reactions were exactly as described in the 

methods section with the H1 and H2 RNAs. PAGE analyses under denaturing conditions are 
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described in methods. 

Lane 1: Control at 0 °C for 30 min; lane 2: at 37 °C for 30 min without PrP. 

Lanes 3: control with huPrP at 8x10
-7

 M for 30 min at 37 °C showing a complete 

cleavage. 

Lanes 4-6: with mODN-11 added at the start of the incubation period at 50, 100 and 

200 nM. No inhibition of PrP activity was observed. 

Lanes 7-9: with ODN GA-12 at 50, 100 and 200 nM. Note that ODN GA-12 causes a 

nearly complete inhibition of huPrP at 100 nM. 

Lanes 10-12: with control ODN Ct-12 at 50, 100 and 200 nM. 

 

Figure 6: Inhibition of huPrP(23-110)-promoted cTAR/dTAR annealing.  

(a) Comparative effects of GA-12 and mODN-11. 10 nM of doubly labelled cTAR was mixed 

with 300 nM of non-labelled dTAR at a peptide/oligonucleotide molar ratio of 1:1 in the 

absence (blue) and presence of GA-12 (black) and mODN-11 (red) sequences, added at 5 

times molar excess, as compared to cTAR and dTAR. Excitation and emission wavelengths 

were 520 nm and 550 nm, respectively.  

  

(b) Concentration dependence of the effect of GA-12 on the annealing kinetics. Kinetic traces 

recorded with 10 nM doubly labelled TMR-cTAR-Fl and 300 nM non-labelled dTAR in the 

absence (black) and the presence of GA-12, added at 0.25x (green), 1x (cyan), 5x (magenta) 

and 10x (yellow) molar ratio as compared to cTAR and dTAR concentrations. huPrP(23-110) 

was added at a peptide/oligonucleotide ratio of 1:1 Excitation and emission wavelengths were 

480 nm and 520 nm, respectively. All experiments were performed in 25 mM Tris-HCl (pH 

7.5), 30 mM NaCl, 0.2 mM MgCl2 at 20°C. 

 

Figure 7: Proposed mechanism for PrP-promoted cTAR/dTAR annealing.  

The two pathways of the annealing reaction are thought to rely on the thermal fraying of 

cTAR that leads to a fast equilibrium (µs range) between the premelted cTAR species (cTAR1 

and cTAR2) (47). The upper and lower pathways are associated with the fast and slow kinetic 

components, respectively. In both pathways, the cTAR species nucleate an intermediate 

complex (IC) through the stem termini. Then, the ICs are converted in a rate-limiting step into 

the final extended duplex (ED).  
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Figure 1A: Kinetic parameters of huPrp(23-110)-promoted cTAR/dTAR annealing. 

The fast (kobs1) (a) and slow (kobs2) (b) components were determined in pseudo-first 

order conditions from real-time kinetics. The solid lines correspond to the fit of the 

data with: bi

Mi

Mifi

obsi k
dTARK

dTARKk
k +

+
=

][1

][
, where kfi is the forward rate constant for the 

interconversion of IC into ED, KMi is the equilibrium binding constant for the 

intermediate complex, and kbi is the backward rate constant for the conversion of IC 

into ED, and corresponds to the Y-axis intercept. For both kobs1 and kobs2, the kbi 

values were found to be close to 0.     
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Figure 1B: Kinetics of huPrP(23-110) -promoted annealing of cTAR derivatives with 

dTAR derivatives. Kinetic traces of 10 nM doubly labelled TMR-cTAR-Fl 

derivatives with 100 nM non-labelled dTAR derivatives [cTAR/dTAR (red), 

cTAR/dTAR-TL (blue) and cTAR1.2/dTAR (black)]. huPrP(23-110) was added at a 

peptide/oligonucleotide ratio of 1:1. Excitation and emission wavelengths were 480 

nm and 520 nm, respectively. 
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Figure 1C: Temperature dependence of cTAR/dTAR annealing kinetics in the 

presence of huPrP(23-110). The reaction was triggered by adding 500 nM non-

labelled dTAR to 10 nM doubly labelled cTAR, in the presence of huPrP(23-110) 

added at a protein/oligonucleotide ratio of 1:1. The natural logarithm of the rate 

constant values for the fast (closed squares) and slow (closed circles) components as 

well as the amplitude of the fast component (open triangles) are plotted as a function 

of the inverse of the temperature. The solid red lines are the best fit to Equation (2) 

with Ea1 = 8.8(±0.7) kcal/mol and Ea2 = 17(±1) kcal/mol, for the fast and slow 

components, respectively. 
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Chapter 2Chapter 2Chapter 2Chapter 2: : : : Kinetics of (-)PBS/(+)PBS 

annealing in the presence of NC mutants peptides 
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Conversion of the human immunodeficiency virus type I (HIV-1) genomic RNA into the 

proviral DNA by reverse transcriptase involves two obligatory strand transfers that are 

chaperoned by the nucleocapsid protein (NCp7). The second strand transfer relies on the 

annealing of the (-) and (+) copies of the primer binding site, (-)PBS and (+)PBS, which fold 

into complementary stem-loops.  NCp7 increases the (-)PBS/(+)PBS annealing kinetics and 

modifies the mechanistic pathway of the annealing reaction by strongly activating the loop-

loop kissing pathway, that poorly contributes  to the annealing reaction in the absence of 

NCp7. To understand this mechanism the restriction dynamics of (-) PBS loop were followed 

by using 2-Amino-purin strategy and annealing reactions of doubly-labeled (+)PBS with non-

labelled (-)PBS in the presence of NCp7 and its different mutants were performed. 

Interestingly, a strong correlation was found between the ability of NCp7 mutants to restrict 

the dynamics of the bases within the loop and their efficiency in (-)PBS/ (+)PBS annealing, 

clearly indicating that NCp7 binding on the (-)PBS loop directs the formation of the  

competent (-)PBS loop conformations for annealing. Data represented in this publication 

showed the importance of hydrophobic platform as well as structure of two NCp7 zinc fingers 

in controlling the timing of reverse transcription and the faithful synthesis of viral DNA. 
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Chapter 3Chapter 3Chapter 3Chapter 3: : : : Kinetic investigation of 

cTAR/dTAR annealing promoted by HIV-1 Tat    
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Tat is a small, basic and flexible retroviral protein composed of 101 (clinical virus isolates) or 

86 (laboratory adapted virus) residues. Its main function is to promote the transcription of the 

proviral DNA by the host RNA polymerase to synthesize large quantities of full length viral 

RNA. The biological activity of Tat relies, at least in part, on its specific binding to the 

transactivation response element TAR of the nascent transcript, which is a 56 nucleotides (nt) 

long  stem-loop structure located at the 5’ end of all HIV-1 RNAs. This in turn promotes the 

recruitment of a set of transcription factors and the efficient transcription of the provirus 

DNA. Moreover, Tat is also thought to promote reverse transcription (RTion), possibly 

through a direct interaction with reverse transcriptase and through its nucleic acid 

chaperoning activity. In line with the last hypothesis, it has already been shown that Tat 

through its basic 44-61 sequence drastically accelerates DNA-DNA annealing and DNA 

strand exchange, ribozyme-catalyzed cleavage of RNA and RNA transplicing. This nucleic 

acid annealing activity of Tat might explain, at least in part, its role in RTion.  

To further investigate this possibility, we carried out a fluorescence study on the mechanism 

by which the full length Tat protein (Tat(1-86)) and the basic peptide (44-61) direct the 

annealing of complementary viral DNA sequences, named dTAR and cTAR, essential for the 

early steps of RTion. It has been observed that both peptides strongly promoted cTAR/dTAR 

annealing through non-specific attraction between the peptide-bound oligonucleotides. Using 

cTAR and dTAR mutants, this Tat promoted-annealing was found to be nucleated through the 

thermally frayed 3’/5’ termini, resulting in an intermediate with 12 intermolecular base pairs, 

which then converts into the final extended duplex. Moreover, Tat(1-86) was as efficient as 

the nucleocapsid protein NCp7 in promoting cTAR/dTAR annealing, and could act 

cooperatively with NCp7 during the annealing reaction. Together with the strong similarities 

in the structure-activity relationships of the nucleic acid chaperone properties of Tat and its 

stimulatory effects in RTion, the cooperative effects of NCp7 and Tat strongly support a 

major role of the chaperone properties of Tat in RTion stimulation.  
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Chapter 4Chapter 4Chapter 4Chapter 4: : : : Kinetic investigation of model DNA 

annealing in the presence of Bunyamwera 

Orthobunyavirus Nucleocapsid Protein (BUNV-N) 
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The Bunyaviridae are the largest family of negative-strand viruses and contains more than 350 

named members. Bunyaviruses are characterized by a tripartite RNA genome. The family is 

divided into five genera (Orthobunyavirus, Hantavirus, Nairovirus, Plebovirus and 

Tospovirus), the members of which are distinguished by biochemical and serological criteria. 

All viruses share the same four structural proteins, L (RNA-dependent RNA polymerase), Gn 

and Gc (envelope glycoproteins), and N (Nucleocapsid protein). The N protein varies in size 

from about 25 kDa (orthobunyaviruses) to 50 kDa (hantaviruses and nairoviruses) (Elliott 

RM et al., 2005, 1996, Nichol ST et al., 2005, Schmaljohn CS et al., 2001). 

Bunyamwera virus (BUNV) is the prototype of both the Orthobunyavirus genus and the 

family as a whole and its N protein (BUNV-N) is consisting of 233 amino acids (aa). BUNV-

N is a multifunctional protein that encapsidates negative-sense genome of virus, to form 

ribonucleoprotein complexes that are the functional templates for viral transcription and 

replication. In addition, BUNV-N protein molecules interact with themselves to form 

oligomers, with the viral L (RNA polymerase) protein, with the carboxy-terminal regions of 

either or both of the virion glycoproteins, and probably also with host cell proteins. However, 

it has been recently shown that N protein of one of the members of family, named Hantavirus 

Sin Nombre (SNV), shows RNA chaperone activity (Mir and panganiban, 2006). With the 

analogy within the family, we characterized the chaperone properties of a BUNV-N protein 

by monitoring the promotion of the annealing of dTAR with cTAR DNA from HIV-1. 
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Figure1. Oligonucleotides and protein used in this study: (a) Structure of the 

oligonucleotides and (b) amino acid sequence of BUNV-N protein. The cTAR and dTAR 

sequences are from the HIV-1 MAL strain. The secondary structures of the oligonucleotides 

were predicted from the structure of TAR and the mfold program 

(http://mfold.rna.albany.edu/?q=mfold/DNA-Folding-Form). 

 
Destabilisation 

To characterize the nucleic acid destabilizing properties of the BUNV-N protein, cTAR 

labelled at its 5’ and 3’ ends either by Rh6G or fluorescein and DABCYL or Rhodamine, as 

fluorophore and quencher respectively were used. The dyes form a nonfluorescent 

heterodimer when the cTAR stem is closed, while melting of the stem restores the fluorophore 

fluorescence. Thus, the destabilizing ability of BUNV-N protein can be evaluated from the 

ratio of the fluorescence intensity in the presence versus the absence of the peptide. 

 

(a) Oligonucleotide Sequences (b) BUNV-N sequence 
 
M1IELEFHDVA ANTSSTFDPE VAYANFKRVH 
TTGLSYDHIR IFYIKGREIK TSLAKRSEWE 
VTLNLGGWK ITVYNTNFP GNRNNPVPDD 
GLTLHRLSGF LARYLLEKML KVSEPEKLI 
IKSKIINPLA EKNGITWND GEEVYLSFFP 
GSEMFLGTFR FYPLAIGIYK VQRKEMEPKY 
LEKTMRQRYM GLEAATWTVS LTEVQSALT 
VVSSLGWKKT NVSAAARDFL AKFGINM233 
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Figure 2: Destabilisation of cTAR secondary structure by BUNV-N protein. 

(a) Emission  and (b) Absorbance spectra of Rh6g-cTAR-Dabcyl (100 nM) were recorded in 

the absence (black) and presence of BUNV-N protein at different concentrations in 25 mM 

Tris, 30 mM NaCl, and 0.2 mM MgCl2, pH 7.5. Excitation wavelength was 520 nm.  

 

A continuous increase in the fluorescence intensity of the Rh6G in the presence of BUNV-N 

protein was observed (Figure 2a). This increase was visible only when, the presence of 

BUNV-N was in excess of peptide/cTAR ratio of 1:1. This suggests that there is no melting of 

cTAR stem in the presence of the peptide till peptide/cTAR ratio of 1:1. However, we 

observed a systematic increase in fluorescence intensity of Rh6G upon addition of BUNV-N 

over ratio 1:1, suggesting that BUNV-N protein destabilizes cTAR structure in these 

conditions. However, the corresponding absorbance spectra showed a sharp increase in light 

scattering, in line with an BUNV-N protein-induced aggregation of cTAR at ratios >1:1 

(Figure 2b).    

Though a clear increase in the Rh6G fluorescence suggested a destabilization of cTAR by 

BUNV-N at peptide/cTAR ratio > 1 (Fig. 2a), this conclusion is questioned by the BUNV-N 

protein-induced aggregation of cTAR at the same ratios (Fig. 2b). Thus, it may be possible 

that an opening of cTAR stem only appears in aggregates.  

Moreover, due to this BUNV-N-induced aggregation of nucleic acids, it was not possible to 

determine the binding constant of the peptide to the ODN, by fluorescence techniques.  

 

Investigating the interaction of cTAR DNA with the BUNV-N protein by FCS 
 

To characterize in depth the nucleic acid chaperone properties of the BUNV-N  protein, we 

first had to find experimental conditions where the core peptides did not cause DNA 
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aggregation in a manner similar to other nucleic acid chaperones (Egele C et al., 2007, Liu 

HW et al., 2005, Cristofari G et al., 2002, Stoylov SP et al., 1997)), since aggregation can 

cause strong bias when using fluorescence-based techniques (Godet J et al., 2006, Egele C et 

al., 2007). Since nucleic acid aggregation by positively charged peptides is concentration 

dependent (Stoylov SP et al., 1997, Bloomfield VA et al., 1991), we investigated this 

dependence by means of FCS. Assuming that BUNV-N protein molecules diffuse freely in a 

Gaussian excitation volume, the normalized autocorrelation function, G(τ), calculated from 

the fluorescence fluctuations was fitted according to (Thompson NL 1991): 
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Figure 3: Evidence by fluorescence correlation spectroscopy of BUNV-N-induced 

aggregation of TMR-5′-cTAR. The average number of fluorescent species, N, for 100 nM 

(black squares) of TMR-5′-cTAR within the excitation volume was obtained by fitting the 

autocorrelation curves with Equation (1). (Inset) Autocorrelation curve of 100 nM TMR-5′-

cTAR (black line) and its fit (red line) with Equation (1) in the presence of 100 nM of BUNV-

N protein.  

 

Aggregation of the TMR-labeled 5′-cTAR molecules by the core peptides is expected to 

decrease the number of fluorescent species (Sharma KK et al., 2010). In the absence of 
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peptide, the number of fluorescent TAR molecules in the excitation volume was fully 

consistent with the theoretical number of molecules expected from their concentration. By 

adding increasing concentrations of BUNV-N protein, we found no change in the number of 

fluorescent species up to a peptide/ODN molar ratio of 1:1, indicating that no aggregation 

occurred under these conditions (Figure 3), in line with the absorption data (Fig. 2b). In 

contrast, aggregation took place at higher ratios (2:1, 3:1 and 4:1) as evidenced by the sharp 

drop in the number of fluorescent species.  

On the basis of these results, we selected a peptide/ODN molar ratio of 1:1 to characterize the 

chaperone properties of the core peptides. 

 

Kinetics of cTAR-dTAR annealing in the presence of BUNV-N protein 

The real-time annealing kinetics of cTAR with dTAR, was investigated by mixing TMR-5‘-

cTAR-3‘-Fl with an excess of nonlabeled dTAR. Formation of the 55 bp cTAR/dTAR 

extended duplex (ED) strongly increases the interchromophore distance, leading to a full 

recovery of Fl emission. In the absence of BUNV-N protein, the annealing of cTAR with 

dTAR was very slow, involving two distinct kinetic components with second-order rate 

constants. In the presence of the peptide added at a peptide/ODN ratio of 1/1, the same 

fluorescence plateau was observed as in the absence of peptide, indicating that ED formation 

went to completion. Moreover, BUNV-N protein strongly accelerates the annealing reaction, 

since the reaction was completed in about 30 min (Figure 4), instead of more than 1 day in the 

absence of peptide. An adequate fit of the annealing kinetic traces was obtained using a bi-

exponential function:  
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Where, t0 is the dead time, kobs1,2 are the observed kinetic rate constants, x is the amplitude of 

the fast component, and I0NC and If are the fluorescence intensities of the SL and the ED, 

respectively. 
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Figure 4: Kinetics of cTAR/dTAR annealing promoted by the BUNV-N protein. Kinetic 

trace of 10 nM doubly labelled cTAR reacted with 700 nM dTAR in the presence of BUNV-

N added at a peptide/ODN molar ratio of 1:1. The continuous red line describes the best fit of 

the data according to equation (2) with kobs1 = 8.3 × 10
–3

 s
–1

, kobs2 = 2.12 × 10
–3

 s
–1

 and a = 

0.5. Inset: emission spectra of the doubly labelled cTAR (black line) in the presence of 

BUNV-N added at a peptide/ODN ratio of 1:1 before (red line) and after completion of the 

annealing reaction with dTAR (blue).   

 

We already observe full fluorescence increase at the lowest tested oligonucleotide 

concentrations (10 nM cTAR and 300 nM dTAR), suggesting that the peptide likely binds to 

the oligonucleotides with high affinity (> 10
7
 M

-1
). Indeed, if the binding constant would be 

lower than 10
6
 M

-1
, and if we assume that as for NCp7 or other chaperones, BUNV-N does 

not show any catalytic activity, most of the oligonucleotides would be free and anneal at the 

low speed of cTAR and dTAR in the absence of protein.  

Furthermore, experiments with various dTAR concentrations indicated linear and saturation 

behaviour for kobs1 and kobs2 values, respectively (Figure 5). This behaviour of kobs values is 

consistent with a two-step reaction scheme, as described for the NCp7 and  Tat promoted 

cTAR/dTAR annealing under saturating conditions (Vo et al, 2009; Boudier C et al., 2010),  

where a fast pre-equilibrium intermediate, IC, precedes the formation of the final stable ED 

through a monomolecular reaction (Vo, M.N., et al. 2009).  
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kass
IC

kf

kb

EDcTAR+dTAR
kdiss                 Scheme (1) 

 

Formation of IC is governed by the second order association rate constant, kass, and the first 

order dissociation rate constant, kdiss, while the interconversion of IC into ED is governed by 

the forward and backward interconversion rate constants, kf and kb. 
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Figure 5: Kinetic parameters of the BUNV-N protein- promoted-cTAR/dTAR annealing. The 

fast (kobs1) (a) and slow (kobs2) (b) components were determined in pseudo-first order 

conditions from real-time kinetics. The solid line corresponds to the fit of the kobs1 and kobs2 

data with equation (3) and equation (4) respectively.  

 

The hyperbolic dependence of kobs2 may be ascribed to IC accumulation as a consequence of 

its slow conversion into ED which likely constitutes the rate-limiting step of the annealing 

pathway.  

If the pre-equilibrium is rapidly reached, scheme (1) predicts a linear variation of kobs1 as 

described by equation (3): 

 

kobs1 = kass[dTAR] + kdiss                Equation (3) 
 

 

where, kass is the second order association rate constant and kdiss is the first order dissociation 

rate constant. On the other hand, the hyperbolic variation of kobs2 can be described by equation 

(4).  
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By fitting data with eqn (3), from the slope and the intercept with the Y axis, we found kass = 

1.03 × 10
4
 M

-1
s

-1
 and kdiss = 5.3 × 10

-3
 s

-1
 for cTAR/dTAR annealing. Non-linear regression of 

the kobs2 data (Figure3) with eqn (4) yielded kf = 1.32 × 10
-2

 s
-1

 and KM = 1.02 × 10
6
 M

-1
. The 

value of kb was very low (<0.005), suggesting that BUNV-N protein was not able to 

destabilize ED formation. 

The binding constant of the intermediate is about two orders of magnitude lower than that 

with NC(1-55), added at a ratio of 10 peptides per oligonucleotide (K=10
8
 M

-1
) (Vo et al, 

2009). This difference can be explained on the basis of the ODN coating level by BUNV-N 

protein. Since the binding constant of the intermediate was shown to be strongly dependent on 

the level of protein coating in the case of NCp7 (with an about 3 orders of magnitude 

difference between low and full coating). Interestingly, the comparison of kf values suggests 

that the conversion of the intermediate to the final extended duplex is promoted by the 

BUNV-N protein with similar efficiency than for NCp7.      

Furthermore, comparison of KM and kf values of the BUNV-N protein-promoted-cTAR/dTAR, 

shows a resemblance with the kinetic values of the pathways defined for HCV core-promoted-

cTAR/dTAR annealing (Sharma KK et al., 2010). In addition, a one order of magnitude 

difference only in kass values were observed, when compared to Tat(44-61)-promoted-

cTAR/dTAR annealing, added at a ratio of 3:1 (Boudier C et al., 2010). This promptly 

suggests the resemblance of the annealing reaction mechanism in presence of BUNV-N 

protein with HCV core and HIV-1 Tat(44-61) protein. Moreover, the fast kinetic pathway 

values of (23-110)HuPrp-promoted cTAR/dTAR annealing were  also  similar  as compared 

to those of BUNV-N. Taken together, these data suggest that the kinetics intermediates 

promoted by HCV Core, HIV-Tat(44-61), (23-110)HuPrp and BUNV-N exhibit similar 

equilibrium constants  and  a similar number of base pairs between cTAR and dTAR. 

The resemblance of kinetic pathway of BUNV-N promoted cTAR/dTAR annealing to that of 

other above mentioned proteins, can further be strengthened by the nucleation of annealing 

reaction through the stem termini of cTAR and dTAR. For this, the effect of the 

oligonucleotide sequence and their stability on the BUNV-N protein-promoted cTAR/dTAR 

annealing kinetics was analysed. First, dTAR was substituted by the dTAR T-L mutant where 

the 6 nucleotides of the loop were changed to T residues, thus preventing its base-pairing with 

the cTAR loop. These nucleotide substitutions did not significantly change the time course of 

ED formation (Figure 7), indicating that loop-loop interactions do not play a significant role 

in the BUNV-N protein-promoted cTAR/dTAR annealing reaction.  
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Secondly, cTAR was substituted with the cTAR1.2 derivative where bases complementary to 

the bulged bases at positions 49 and 52 have been introduced in order to stabilize the lower 

half of the stem. The annealing of this mutant to dTAR in the presence of BUNV-N protein 

was extremely slow (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7: Kinetics of BUNV-N protein-promoted annealing of cTAR derivatives with dTAR 

derivatives. Kinetic traces of 10 nM doubly labelled TMR-cTAR-Fl derivatives with 500 nM 

non-labelled dTAR derivatives [cTAR/dTAR (blue), cTAR/dTAR-TL (black)] and 10 nM 

cTAR1.2 with 500 nM dTAR (red). BUNV-N protein was added at a peptide/oligonucleotide 

ratio of 1:1 Excitation and emission wavelengths were 480 nm and 520nm respectively. 

 

These results proved that the kinetic pathway of the BUNV-N protein-promoted cTAR/dTAR 

annealing reaction is nucleated through the stems of cTAR and dTAR. 

To get further insight into the reaction pathway, temperature dependence of BUNV-N 

promoted cTAR/dTAR annealing was performed. The obtained results were fitted by using 

the Arrhenius equation:              

exp
,















= TR
E

k
ia

Aii  Equation (5) 

 

where, the rate constant ki is given by kobsi/[dTAR], Ai is the pre-exponential Arrhenius factor, 

Ea,i is the activation energy, R is the universal gas constant, and T is the temperature (in 

Kelvin). 
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Both reaction rates increased with increase in temperature (Figure 6). Interestingly, no change 

was observed for amplitude of the fast component till 35°C (Figure 6). At 40°C, a mono-

exponential increase was observed for BUNV-N-promoted cTAR/dTAR annealing.  
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Figure 6: Temperature dependence of cTAR/dTAR annealing kinetics in the presence of 

BUNV-N protein at ratio 1:1. The reaction was performed with 10 nM doubly labelled cTAR 

and 500-nM non-labelled dTAR. The natural logarithm of the rate constant values for the fast 

(black squares) and slow (black circles) components as well as the amplitude of the fast 

component (open tringles) are indicated at six different temperatures. The solid magenta lines 

are the best fit to Equation (5) with Efast = 8.8(±1) kcal/mol and Easlow = 9.5(±0.7) kcal/mol, 

for the fast and slow components, respectively. 

 

Positive enthalpy values for the transition state of 8.2(±1) kcal/mol and 8.9(±1) kcal/mol for 

the fast and slow kinetic components respectively, were obtained. These values indicated that 

cTAR/dTAR annealing promoted by the BUNV-N protein involves premelting of 

approximately 2 base pairs for the fast as well as for slow component [Rouzina I et al., 1999, 

Cantor C and Schimmel P, 1980].  
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Figure 8: Proposed mechanism for BUNV-N-promoted cTAR/dTAR annealing. The two-step 

reaction pathway is thought to rely on the thermal fraying of cTAR that leads to a fast 

equilibrium (µs range) between the premelted reactive cTAR1 species (Azoulay J et al., 2003). 

The cTAR1 nucleates an intermediate complex (IC) through the stem termini. Then, the ICs 

are converted into the final extended duplex (ED) by a rate-limiting step. 

 

Finally, on the basis of acquired data, it can be conclude that promotion of cTAR/dTAR 

annealing by BUNV-N protein starts from the cTAR and dTAR ends and proceed through a 

single two-step reaction pathway. Due to thermal fraying of cTAR termini at room 

temperature (Bernacchi S et al., 2002, Azoulay J et al., 2003, Beltz H et al 2003), the pathway 

is probably associated with a cTAR species where the 3 bp of the terminal stem or original 

secondary structure of cTAR, are melted (Figure 8). Therefore, IC is thought to be stabilized 

by 7 intermolecular base pairs, which then interconvert to ED by a rate limiting 

interconversion step, which most probably relies on the conformational rearrangement and 

melting of the stable upper part of both TAR species. According to the Easlow value (9.5(±0.7) 

kcal/mol), the melting of the 2bp of the penultimate double stranded segment of cTAR plays 

likely a key role in this interconversion step. 
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Introduction 
 

Le virus de l’hépatite C (HCV) présente un problème majeur en santé humaine car il donne 

lieu a des hepatites chroniques pouvant conduire à une cirrhose du foie à l’origine du 

carcinome des hépathocites. Cent soixante dix millions de personnes sont concernées dans le 

monde même si la prévalence peut varier d’un pays à l’autre. La transmission s’effectue par 

contact sanguin lors d’une transfusion ainsi que lors des échanges de seringues dans les 

milieux concernés. Par ailleurs il a été reporté des cas de transmission par voie sexuelle et par 

passage mère-enfant mais cela semble moins fréquent sauf dans le cas de co-infection avec 

HIV. D’un point de vue thérapeutique l’utilisation de l’interféron associé à la Ribavirine est 

un traitement long et couteux entrainant de nombreux effets secondaires. Il est donc 

nécessaire de poursuivre les études menées dans la compréhension du cycle de réplication 

d’HCV afin de proposer de nouvelles cibles thérapetiques.  

HCV qui fait partie de la famille des  Flaviviridae est un virus envelopé contenant un 

ARN(+) simple brin de 9.6 kb.  Cet ARN génomique est régulé temporellement au cours du 

cycle viral. En effet, il  sert de matrice pour la synthèse d’ARN(-) lors de la transcription. Il 

sert également d’ARNm pour la synthèse des protéines virales. Enfin, il est encapsidé de 

manière spécifique au sein des virions nouvellement formés.  

La partie codante de l’ARN génomique est bordée par deux régions non traduites 

(5’UTR et 3’UTR), fortement conservées et structurées, respectivement de 341 et 230 

nucléotides. La région 5’UTR se replie pour former une structure à quatre domaines contenant 

un IRES (Internal Ribosome Entry Site) assurant la traduction coiffe-indépendante d’une ORF 

de ~3011 acides aminés ainsi que les signaux requis pour la synthèse et la transcription de 

l’ARN viral. La région 3’UTR est structurée en trois parties : (1) une partie variable 

comprenant les tiges-boucles VSL1 et VSL2, (2) une séquence  poly (U/UC), et (3) une 

séquence appelée séquence X-tail de 98 nucléotides de long. Cette dernière séquence peut 

former trois structures en tige-boucle (dénommées SL1, SL2 et SL3). Par ailleurs, elle est 

hautement conservée, notamment parmi les isolats HCV les plus divergents, ce qui suggère un 

rôle important dans la réplication du virus. 

 
                             BD1                                                                                                        BD2 

 
                                                      WD                                BD3 

 
 

Figure 1: séquence d'acides aminés de la protéine de capside du HCV 
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La protéine core de HCV est l’une des dix protéines codées par l’ORF lors du 

processus de traduction (Fig 1). C’est une protéine chaperonne multifonctionnelle impliquée 

dans plusieurs processus viraux comme la prolifération cellulaire, la différentiation, 

l’encapsidation de l’ARN et la formation de la nucléocapside. Cette protéine de 179 acides 

aminés comprend un domaine N-terminal de 117 résidus, hydrophile et faiblement replié 

(Domaine D1) avec 3 sous-domaines basiques (BD1 à BD3) responsables des interactions 

avec l’ARN, et un domaine C-terminal hydrophobe (Domaine D2) impliqué dans la liaison de 

la protéine avec les gouttelettes lipidiques. Il a été récemment montré que le domaine N-

terminal de la protéine core possède des propriétés chaperonnes pour les acides nucléiques 

semblables à celles des protéines NCp7 du virus HIV. Il est admis que ces propriétés jouent 

un rôle important dans plusieurs étapes clefs du cycle viral, telles que la dimérisation de 

l’ARN génomique de HCV et son encapsidation ainsi que dans la recombinaison entre 

différents génotypes et sous-types de HCV. Enfin, l’interaction entre la protéine Core et des 

protéines cellulaires ainsi qu’entre la protéine Core et la partie 5’ de l’ARN ont été très étudié. 

Cependant, l’interacyion entre la protéine Core et la partie 3’ de l’ARN génomique d’HCV 

reste encore mal définie. Afin de mieux comprendre le mécanisme des propriétés de 

chaperonne de cette protéine au niveau moléculaire, nous avons étudié les effets de ses 

domaines basiques sur des oligo-nucléotides isolés de la région 3’X-Tail du génome de HCV.  

 Le but principal de ce travail est donc de caractériser l’interaction entre la protéine 

core et  les acides nucléiques et détailler son activité chaperonne en utilisant les techniques de 

Fluorescence et de Résonance Plasmonique de Surface. Ceci pourrait se révéler décisif dans la 

compréhension du rôle de la protéine core lors du cycle viral afin de concevoir de nouvelles 

approches thérapeutiques. Notre travail de recherche peut se diviser selon trois directions 

principales. 

 

A) Caractérisation des paramètres de liaison du domaine D1 avec les 
oligonucléotides.  

 
Pour étudier la liaison aux acides nucléiques et l’activité chaperonne de la protéine core, 

nous avons utilisé des peptides synthétiques correspondant aux trois sous-domaines 

BD1+BD2+BD3 (peptide F) ou seulement à deux sous-domaines BD1+BD2 (peptide E) ou 

au domaine D1 entier. 
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Nous avons d’abord étudié les propriétés de liaison du peptide E en utilisant une 

séquence palindromique de 16-nt (DLS) marquée à son extrémité 3’ avec l’Alexa-430. Cette 

séquence du domaine SL2 de la région 3’X-tail de HCV est responsable de la dimérisation de 

l’ARN génomique.  Lors de la titration de DLS avec le peptide E, on observe  un déplacement 

du pic au maximum d’émission de l’Alexa (Fig 3A). Une représentation de ce déplacement en 

fonction de la concentration en peptide se caractérise par une courbe sigmoïdale (Fig. 3B). En 

outre, une forte diffusion entraînant la disparition du pic d’absorption du fluorophore (Fig 3C) 

a été observée. Ces données suggèrent la formation d’agrégats en présence des peptides E, F 

et D1, empêchant une mesure quantitative des paramètres de liaison par les techniques de 

fluorescence.  

 Afin de surmonter cet obstacle, nous avons repris l’étude de la fixation du peptide E 

avec les oligonucléotides DLS natifs par Résonance Plasmonique de Surface, en collaboration 

avec le groupe de D. Altschuh (ESBS). Cette technique permet de s’affranchir des problèmes 

d’agrégation du fait de l’immobilisation d’un des partenaires de l’interaction sur un sensor. 

Nous avons  immobilisé les oligonucléotides biotinylés sur des sensors streptavidine avant 

d’injecter le peptide E, utilisé comme analyte. Cette façon d’opérer a donné des 

sensogrammes reproductibles dans des conditions minorant l’agrégation du peptide (très 

faible densité d’oligonucléotide (Rmax ≤ 30 RU)) et les interactions non spécifiques (150 mM 

NaCl), permettant ainsi d’obtenir la valeur de KD.  

 

Figure 2 : Structure secondaire des 

oligonucléotides d’HIV-1  (cTAR and 

dTAR) et d’CV (SL2 and DLS) utilisés 

dans cette étude.   
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Pour souligner la spécificité de l’interaction, d’autres peptides basiques tels que 

scFvQ34S (pI = 10) ou le lysozyme (pI = 9.2) ont été utilisés à des concentrations identiques à 

celles du peptide E et aucune réponse en SPR n’a été observée.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

En outre, le nombre de sites occupés par le peptide E dépend des séquences 

d’oligonucléotide (Fig 4). Un site de fixation unique a été identifié pour des oligonucléotides 

adoptant une structure en tige-boucle stable, tels rDLS ou dDLS. Ces séquences lient le 

peptide E avec des affinités similaires (KD) de 0.24 µM. Au contraire, la liaison du peptide E 

avec des oligonucléotides non structurés (tels rPal2, dPal2 or dRD) ont montré une 

 
Figure 4: Liaison du peptide E avec DLS et ses mutants. (A) Constante de dissociation (KD) 

et nombre de sites de fixation pour le peptide E avec cinq oligonucléotides. (B) Séquences 

des oligonucléotides et leurs paramètres de fixation. 

 r et d symbolisent une structure ribonucléique ou desoxy-ribonucléique 

 

(B) The oligonucleotides tested had the 

following sequences:  

1. dDLS   : TCA CGG CTA GCT GTG A 

2. rDLS    : UCA CGG CUA GCU GUG A 

3. dPal2    : TGA CGC CTA GCT GTG A 

4. rPal2     : UGA CGC CUA GCU GUG A 

5. dRD      : TGC CGC GTA GAT GTA C 

oligonucleotide KD  number of sites
(16 mer) (10-7 M)

wt desoxy 2.4 ± 0.5 0,9 ± 0.1
DLS ribo 2.4 ± 0.5 1.2 ± 0.1

RD desoxy 11.7 ± 3.9 2 ± 0.6
Pal2 desoxy 8.8 ± 3 2.2 ± 0.2
Pal2 ribo 2.6 ± 0.5 1.6 ± 0.04
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Figure 3 : Fixation du peptide E au DLS. Une concentration de 0.5 µM DLS-Alexa 430 a été 

titrée par des  concentrations croissantes de peptide E. (A) spectres de fluorescence, et courbes 

de binding corespondantes (B) résultant de l’intensité de fluorescence à 430 nm et (C) spectres 

d’absorption. 
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Figure 5: Mécanisme d’hybridation 

cTAR/dTAR par les protéines core for 

cTAR/dTAR annealing in presence of core 

peptides. 

stœchiométrie plus élevée et avec une affinité 4 à 5 fois inférieure. Les paramètres de fixation 

des domaines basiques de la protéine core avec les oligonucléotides issus de HCV n’avaient 

jamais été mesurés auparavant par une méthode directe, ce qui donne toute son importance à 

nos résultats. Ceux-ci suggèrent que le peptide E peut se lier spécifiquement à des 

oligonucléotides structurés qui sont très abondants dans la région 3’X-Tail du génome de 

HCV. 

 

B) Cinétique d’hybridation cTAR:dTAR d’HIV par les peptides dérivés de la 
protéine core d’HCV. 

 
Dans un deuxième temps, nous avons 

suivi la cinétique d’hybridation des 

séquences complémentaires en présence des 

peptides d’intérêts. Pour cela, nous avons 

utilisé un système modèle, développé au 

laboratoire, d’hybridation de la séquence 

dTAR d’HIV avec sa séquence 

complémentaire cTAR. Ces séquences ont 

été choisies car elles ont été étudiées avec 

d’autres protéines chaperonnes (NCp7 et 

NCp10). Les conditions expérimentales ont 

été mise au point par FCS (Fluorescence 

Correlation Spectroscopy) car les peptides 

E, F et D1 sont des peptides basiques et 

provoquent une agrégation. Les différents 

peptides core induisent une hybridation 

cTAR/dTAR en moins de 30 minutes comparativement aux 24h nécessaires en leur absence. 

La réaction est biexponentielle. En utilisant des concentrations croissantes de dTAR, nous 

avons observé une saturation des constantes cinétiques rapide (kobs1) et lente (kobs2) de la 

réaction en accord avec un mécanisme d’ordre deux et la formation d’un complexe rapide 

suivi de la formation du complexe étendu plus stable. De plus, l’utilisation de différents 

mutants de cTAR et dTAR montrent que ces peptides provoquent cette hybridation par 

l’extrémité de la tige des oligonucléotides. En accord avec les données de cinétiques, un 

mécanisme réactionnel impliquant deux voies différentes avec deux intermédiaires a été 

proposé. Dans ce modèle, les voies lente et rapide dépendent du nombre de nucléotides à 
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déstabiliser. De plus, nous avons montré que cette activité chaperonne dépend essentiellement 

des acides aminés basiques (Fig 5) (Sharma et al., 2010). Enfin, nous avons comparé ces 

résultats avec ceux obtenus avec le peptide (11-55) de NCp7 et nous avons montré qu’un seul 

peptide E possède les mêmes fonctions que quatre peptides (11-55) NCp7. Nous avons 

également montré que ces deux peptides (11-55 NCp7 et E) peuvent agir de concert pour 

faciliter les hybridations d’acides nucléiques.  

 

C) Etude cinétique de l’hybridation de la region 3’X-tail d’HCV en présence des 
peptides core (Peptides E, F et Domaine D1) 

 

Nous avons caractérisé le mécanisme d’hybridation de séquences nucléotidiques de HCV,  

sélectionnées à partir de la région 55 nt 3’X-tail), en absence et en présence de peptides core 

de HCV. Nous avons utilisé deux séquences d’ARN : la séquence palindromique 16-nt (DLS) 

et la tige-boucle II 27-nt (SL2). Ces séquences sont décorées d’un marqueur fluorescent et 

nous suivons la cinétique d’hybridation avec leur séquence complémentaire non-marquée 

respective cDLS et cSL2.  

 En l’absence de protéine, l’hybridation de ces oligonucléotides nécessite huit heures. 

Comme pour le modèle cTAR/dTAR, on observe une saturation des constantes cinétiques 

rapides (kobs1) et lentes (kobs2) avec les séquences DLS ou SL2. Ceci est cohérent avec un 

mécanisme de réaction à deux étapes pour lequel un intermédiaire en pré-équilibre rapide 

précédé la formation d’un duplex étendu stable via une réaction mono-moléculaire. En outre, 

différents mutants de DLS/cDLS et de SL2/cSL2 ont suggéré que le processus d’hybridation 

dans les deux systèmes passe par une étape de nucléation impliquant les boucles 

complémentaires (‘kissing complex’).  

 En présence de chacun des peptides, nous montrons une faible destabilisation des 

structures en tige-boucle de DLS et de SL2, mais une forte induction (vingt cinq fois plus 

rapide) de leur hybridation via des ’kissing complex’ par le même mécanisme de réaction que 

celui observé en absence de protéine. Ainsi, les protéines core facilitent fortement 

l’hybridation des séquences d’oligonucléotides de HCV, mais sans modifier les voies et le 

mécanisme de réaction.  

 Sur la base de ces résultats cinétiques, un mécanisme de réaction avec une seule voie 

cinétique impliquant des complexes intermédiaires de ~12 bp pour SL2/cSL2 et de ~8 bp pour 

DLS/cDLS a été proposé (Fig 6) (Sharma KK et al, in preparation).  
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Puisque l’ARN de HCV adopte probablement différentes conformations lors de son 

cycle viral, la capacité ainsi démontrée de la protéine core de favoriser l’inter-conversion 

entre différentes structures d’ARN pourrait expliquer comment cette protéine peut réguler les 

transitions entre traduction et réplication ainsi qu’entre réplication et encapsidation.  

 

 

Pour obtenir des details au niveau moléculaire de cette interaction, nous avons utilisé la 2 

amino purine (2-Ap). C’est un analogue nucléosidique dont les propriétés de fluorescence 

varient en fonction de son environnement permettant ainsi une étude dynamique de 

l’oligonucléotide lors de son interaction avec une protéine. Cette stratégie a déjà été utilisée 

au laboratoire dans l’étude de l’interaction entre la NCp7 d’HIV et des oligonucléotides 

(Avilov et al. 2009; Avilov et al. 2008). Ainsi, nous avons fait synthètisé les deux 

oligonucléotides en plaçant en position 9 de la DLS et dans les positions 9, 16 et 20 de la SL2 

(figure 1).  Nos résultats indiquent que le peptide E interagit plus particulièrement avec la 

boucle des deux oligonucléotides.  

 

D) Etude cinétique de l’hybridation de cTAR/dTAR en présence d’autres protéines 
chaperonnes (Trans-activateur de transcription (Tat) de HIV-1 et Prion humain 
(HuPrp)) 

 

Figure 6 : Mécanisme propose pour 

l’hybridation des oligonucléotides de 

HCV en présence de peptides core : (A) 

SL2/cSL2 and (B)  DLS/cDLS  
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Parallèlement, j’ai aussi participé à l’étude d’autres protéines chaperonnes telles que celle 

du prion (HuPrp), de la NCp7 et de TAT d’HIV et de la protéine de nuclécapside de 

Bunyamwera Orthobunyavirus.   

 

• HuPrp présente des propriétés chaperonnes des acides nucléiques similaires à celles des 

protéines des nucléocapsides de HIV et de HCV. Nous avons utilisé un peptide prion (25-

110) HuPrp de 86 acides aminés, contenant 7 tryptophanes et 2 tyrosines ayant la même 

activité chaperonne que la protéine totale. Ce peptide (25-110)HuPrp augmente fortement 

la vitesse de réaction de l’hybridation entre cTAR et dTAR. En outre, comme pour 

l’hybridation de cTAR/dTAR induite par la protéine core de HCV, nous avons montré que 

la protéine Prp active l’hybridation via un mécanisme de réaction à deux étapes, dans 

lequel un complexe intermédiaire en prééquilibre rapide précède la formation du duplex 

étendu final (ED). De même, différents mutants de cTAT et de dTAR ont montré que  la 

nucléation des séquences cTAR et dTAR implique leurs deux extrémités respectives en 

présence de (25-110)HuPrp ( Guichard et al., Submitted to Nucleic Acid Research). 

 

• La principale fonction du trans-activateur de transcription de HIV-1 (la protéine Tat) est 

de promouvoir la transcription de l’ADN proviral par l’ARN-polymérase de l’hôte pour 

synthétiser de grandes quantités d’ARN viral non épissé. Nous avons montré que Tat(1-

86) était tout aussi efficace que NCp7 pour promouvoir l’hybridation de cTAR/dTAR et 

pouvait chaperonner cette réaction d’hybridation de manière coopérative avec Ncp7. 

Ainsi, nos résultats nous permettent d’attribuer à Tat un rôle dans la stimulation des 

transferts de brin obligatoires lors de la synthèse de l’ADN viral par la transcriptase 

réverse (Boudier C et al., 2010). 

 

• La transcription de l’ARN d’HIV en ADN proviral nécessite deux transferts de brins qui 

sont assistés par la NCp7. Lors du second transfert, la NCp7 modifie le mécanisme 

d’appariement PBS(+)/PBS(-) en favorisant la reconnaissance boucle-boucle. Elle 

augmente ainsi considérablement la cinétique de cet appariement. Pour comprendre ce 

mécanisme, les modifications conformationnelles des boucles de PBS en présence de la 

NCp7 ont été  suivies en utilisant la stratégie de la 2Ap. Nous avons pu montrer que la 

NCp7 pouvait restreindre la dynamique de mouvement des boucles PBS. De plus, nous 

montrons une stricte corrélation entre cette restriction de mouvement et l’augmentation de 

la cinétique d’hybridation PBS(+)/PBS(-). Ceci suggère fortement que la NCp7 puisse 
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sélectionner une des conformations de l’oligonucléotide compétente pour son hybridation 

(Manuscript submitted to NAR). 

 

• La protein de nucléocapside de Bunyamwera Orthobunyavirus (BUNV-N) est une protéine 

multifonctionnelle qui permet l’encapsidation des trois brins d’ARN(-) lors de la réplication du 

virus. De plus, cette protéine N s’oligomèrise, interagit avec la RNA polymerase (protein L) et 

avec la partie C terminale de la glycoprotéine d’enveloppe ainsi qu’avec des protéines cellulaires. 

Enfin, il a été montré récemment que la protéine N d’un virus de la même famille appelé 

Hantavirus Sin Nombre (SNV), présentait des propriété de protéine chaperonne (Mir and 

panganiban, 2006). Par analogie, nous avons caractérisé l’activité chaperonne de la protéine 

BUNV-N en suivant l’hybridation des oligonucléotides dTAR et cTAR d’HIV à titre de modèle. 

Ainsi, la protéine BUNV augmente l’hybridation de ces deux oligonucléotides puisque la réaction 

est complète en moins de trente minutes à la place d’une journée sans protéine. De même, nous 

montrons que, comme la protéine TAT d’HIV, le mécanisme de la réaction est composé de deux 

étapes et nécessite la reconnaissance des deux extrémités 5’ et 3’ (manuscript in préparation). 

 
Conclusion et Perspectives 
 

Au cours de ce travail, nous avons caractérisé le mécanisme moléculaire de l’activité 

chaperonne de la protéine core de HCV vis à vis de l’ARN sur des séquences modèles et des 

oligonucléotides de HCV  de la région 3’X-tail. Nous avons ensuite démontré que les 

déterminants structuraux pour l’activité de la protéine core résidaient essentiellement dans ses 

trois domaines basiques. A brève échéance, il sera nécessaire de déterminer si, par analogie 

avec la protéine NCp7 d’HIV, la protéine core d’HCV est capable de “geler” la dynamique, à 

l’échelle ps-ns, des oligonucléotides de HCV en utilisant des sondes fluorescentes sensibles à 

l’environnement comme la 2-aminopurine (2Ap). Ensuite, l’activité chaperonne de la protéine 

core devra être confirmée avec la protéine entière (Domaine 1 + Domaine 2) lorsqu’elle est 

liée à une membrane ou un substrat lipidique par son domaine hydrophobe D2. 
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Abstract: 
 

Open reading frame (ORF) of 9.6kb HCV genomic RNA encodes at least 10 proteins, 4 structural and 

6 non-structural, during translation process. The core is one of those 4 structural proteins and 

considered as a multifunctional chaperone involving in several viral processes like cell proliferation, 

differentiation, RNA packaging, nucleocapsid formation and recombinant genetic variability. This 

protein of 179 amino acids consists of a 117 residue long hydrophilic and poorly folded N-terminal 

domain (Domain D1) with three basic sub-domains (BD1-BD3) responsible for the interactions with 

RNA and chaperone properties of core, and a hydrophobic C-terminal domain (Domain D2) involved 

in targeting the protein to lipid droplets. With the virtue of its chaperone properties, Domain D1 

dimerises the 3’ untranslated region (3’ UTR) of the genomic RNA. However, the mechanism of the 

core chaperone activity in the dimerisation of the genomic RNA and in binding with its target nucleic 

acids are still unknown and were investigated in this present project. To reach this objective, we used 

fluorescence and surface plasmon resonance (SPR) techniques. By using the native D1 domain and 

peptides derived from this domain, we first characterized the binding parameters and the 

conformational changes associated with the binding of these peptides to the native and mutated 

sequences from HCV 3’ UTR sequences and observed that core binds specifically to the structured 

55nt long and fully conserved, sequence of the 3’X-tail region. Next, we investigated the 

destabilization of model and HCV ODNs secondary structure by the D1 domain and its mutants and 

found that core peptides only marginally destabilise the secondary structures of ODNs. In a last step, 

we described the molecular mechanisms of the core chaperone properties based on the hybridization 

kinetics of various HCV and model oligonucleotides. We found that core anneals HCV ODNs via a 

two-step reaction mechanism and proceed through loop-loop interactions. These chaperone properties 

of core are thought to intervene in processes like the encapsidation, the synthesis of the 

complementary strand of the genomic RNA and the recombination mechanisms participating to the 

genetic variability of the virus. The understanding of the core chaperone properties in the viral life 

cycle will enable us to design new therapeutics. Lastly, this project revealed molecular mechanisms 

and structural determinants of other chaperone proteins viz., the Human prion protein, Tat and NCp7 

from HIV-1 virus and Nucleocapsid protein from Bunyamwera Orthobunyavirus.   

 

 

Résumé: 
 

La protéine core de virus de l’hépatite C (HCV) est l’une des dix protéines codées par l’ARN 

génomique de 9.6kb du virus. C’est une protéine chaperonne multifonctionnelle impliquée dans 

plusieurs processus viraux comme la prolifération cellulaire, la différentiation, l’encapsidation de 

l’ARN, la formation de la nucléocapside, et la variabilité génétique. Cette protéine de 179 acides 

aminés comprend un domaine N-terminal de 117 résidus, hydrophile et faiblement replié (Domaine 

D1) avec 3 sous-domaines basiques (BD1 à BD3) responsables des interactions avec l’ARN, et un 

domaine C-terminal hydrophobe (Domaine D2) impliqué dans la liaison de la protéine avec les 

gouttelettes lipidiques. Grâce à  ses propriétés de chaperonne, le domaine D1 dimérise la région 3’ non 

traduite (3’UTR) de l’ARN génomique. Cependant le mécanisme de cette activité chaperonne ainsi 

que l’interaction entre la protéine Core et différents oligonucléotides de la partie 3’ de l’ARN restent 

inconnus. Dans ce but, nous avons utilisé différentes approches de fluorescence et la résonance 

plasmonique de surface. Ainsi, en utilisant le peptide D1, correspondant à un fragment de la protéine 

core, ainsi que plusieurs dérivés de ce peptide nous avons caractérisé les paramètres de l’interaction et 

montré que la protéine core se lie spécifiquement aux oligonucléotides en tige-boucle de la partie  3’. 

Ensuite, nous avons suivi la conformation de ces oligonucléotides et montré que la protéine core n’est 

pas capable de déstabiliser leur structure secondaire. Enfin, nous avons décrit au niveau moléculaire le 

mécanisme permettant à la protéine core d’hybrider des oligonucléotides complémentaires et montré 

que la cinétique d’hybridation repose sur  une réaction à deux étapes impliquant un contact boucle-

boucle. Ce travail devrait nous permettre de mieux comprendre le rôle de la protéine core lors de 

l’encapsidation et la transcription de l’ARN et notamment dans les mécanismes de recombinaison 

expliquant les variations génétiques du virus. En outre, ce travail a permis une meilleure 

compréhension de l’activité de chaperonne de la protéine core, permettant d’envisager une nouvelle 

approche dans le développement de molécules douées d’activités antivirales. Enfin, nous avons 

participé à la caractérisation des mécanismes moléculaires et les déterminants structuraux d’autres 

protéines chaperonnes comme la protéine humaine du prion et les protéines Tat et NCp7 de VIH-1.  
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